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Novel Approaches for Overcoming Biological Barriers
Vibhuti Agrahari 1,* and Prashant Kumar 2,*
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The human body poses a spectrum of biological mechanisms operating at different
levels that are important for its normal functioning and development. Due to the com-
plex nature and varying properties of the body’s biological barriers, the development of
novel drug delivery systems to specific targets represents both a challenge as well as an
opportunity. Extensive attempts have been made to overcome the barriers that prevent
entry of therapeutic drugs and vaccines necessary for the treatment of several diseases,
impaired conditions or use as prophylaxis. Novel technologies or approaches focusing on
overcoming the specific barriers have been studied by investigators in this field to address
specific needs. The delivery of a wide range of therapeutic molecules across a variety of
barriers is now possible, as experimentally demonstrated by various in vivo and in vitro
systems. This Special Issue on the novel approaches for overcoming biological barriers is a
collection of efforts led by the several investigators and their groups to address the unmet
need and development of the advanced drug delivery systems.

Among all the barriers in the human body, the blood–brain barrier (BBB) has always
been challenging, despite several efforts made over the decades to breach it. The first article
of this Special Issue by Hugon et al. corroborates the application of a [18F] 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-
sorbitol ([18F]FDS) PET imaging technique as a translational and quantitative marker of BBB
permeability to probe the impact of spatially controlled focused ultrasound (FUS) together
with microbubbles on the integrity of the BBB in mice for the first time [1]. [18F] FDS PET
imaging presents a sensitive, quantitative, and noninvasive marker of BBB permeability.
Other advantages of [18F] FDS PET include its safety, low MW, low distribution across the
intact BBB, and low diffusion from the sonicated volume to the non-sonicated brain with an
intact BBB over time scales of minutes [1]. In another study, Taweel et al. demonstrated the
direct delivery of intranasal zolmitriptan to rat brain using zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes
in a mucoadhesive in situ gel [2]. This technique involving an in-situ gelling system has
high viscosity and therefore extends nasal mucociliary transit time by resisting mucociliary
clearance. This system is a promising intranasal substitute with boosted therapeutic effect
for treating patients suffering from migraines [2]. In the next article, Chen et al. summarized
several clinical and preclinical investigations of monoterpenoid Perillyl alcohol (POH), a
naturally available anti-cancer agent for overcoming biological barriers [3]. The application
of POH for intranasal, nose-to-brain, intra-arterial BBB delivery and permeation-enhancing
functions are noteworthy. The authors also described the use of POH in combination
with other therapeutic agents for the creation of new entities with enhanced transport
across biological barriers. Thus, POH underlies its ability to overcome the obstacles
placed by different types of biological barriers and accordingly shape its multifaceted
promise in the drug development for cancer therapy [3]. In a novel approach, Jafari et al.
demonstrated proof-of-principle of a hybrid electropermanent magnets (EPM)-based device
for temporarily opening the BBB using both an in vitro cell culture and an in vivo mice
model [4]. This technique is useful for safe and effective drug transport across the BBB
and can selectively target different parts of the brain by tailoring electrical waveforms [4].
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Corti et al. compiled the development and application of a derivative of tumor necrosis
factor-α (TNF) to target the blood–brain–tumor barrier (BBTB) [5]. A peptide–cytokine
fusion (NGR-TNF) was prepared by combining TNF to Cys-Asn-Gly-Arg-Cys-Gly peptide
(NGR), a ligand of aminopeptidase N (CD13)-positive tumor blood vessels. NGR-TNF
demonstrated effective TNF delivery to tumor vessels by overcoming the biological barriers
restricting drug penetration in cancer lesions [5]. In comparison to other TNF-related
drugs, extremely low-doses of NGR-TNF or its derivativities were able to successfully
overcome the BBTB. Choi et al. discussed the recent advances in the targeted delivery of
exosomes to the brain [6]. Exosomes carry various membrane proteins (e.g., CD9, CD63,
PTGFRN, and Lamp2b) and lipids (e.g., phosphatidylserine) that can serve as the targeting
moieties. Thus, gaining attention for their potential for natural BBB crossing, broad surface-
engineering capability, promising results for CNS delivery, and potential as next-generation
therapeutics for treating CNS diseases. This comprehensive review also highlights receptor-
mediated transcytosis (RMT) as one of the widely investigated methods to cross the BBB
for drug delivery to the central nervous system (CNS). Drugs can hijack RMT by expressing
specific molecules that bind to RMT, such as the transferrin receptor (TfR), low-density
lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), and insulin receptor (INSR). Cell-penetrating peptides and
components of neurotropic viruses have also demonstrated efficient drug delivery across
the BBB [6]. The next article is focused on the Zika virus (ZIKV). It is a global concern
because it invades the brains of adults and fetuses. The investigations by Todorovski
et al. described that Placenta-Crossing Peptide-Porphyrin Conjugates (PPCs) exhibited BBB
translocation capacity in a mouse model that could potentially fill the Zika virus (ZIKV)
treatment gap [7]. This group recently evaluated the in vitro BBB and blood–placental
barrier (BPB) crossing ability and anti-ZIKV activity of eight new PPCs. They identified
PP-P1 as the most promising candidate, with elevated trans-BBB and -BPB scores and the
highest antiviral potency and high serum stability, with a t1/2 > 22 h, which bodes well
for in vivo application [7]. Thus, peptide–porphyrin conjugation is a promising strategy
to tackle brain-resident viruses. Alshammari et al. developed a non-invasive therapy
using Ruboxistaurin (RBX) nanoparticles incorporated into the polyamidoamine (PAMAM)
dendrimer generation 5 for the treatment of diabetic retinopathy [8]. This nanoformulation
possesses high drug loading capacity and is safe on the human retinal macroglial Müller
cells (MIO-M1). Thus, the nanoformulation developed in this study holds promise to
improve the therapeutic outcomes of anti-VEGF therapy and the bioavailability of RBX to
prevent vision loss, overcome ocular barriers, and increase patient adherence [8]. Wang et al.
provide insight into the drug–enhancers–Carbomer Hydrogel (CP) and drug–enhancers–
skin interactions and the structural characteristics of enhancers to ground the drug-specific
molecular mechanisms of enhancers and pharmaceutical hydrogel design [9]. A systematic
approach was established to evaluate the enhanced release and retention of whitening
agents from CP hydrogel in the presence of enhancers based on interactions between drugs,
enhancers, and CP or skin. In conclusion, this study provides a strategy for the reasonable
utilization of enhancers and formulation optimization in topical hydrogel whitening. [9].
Zafar et al. rationally designed the nanolipid-based formulation of diclofenac (DC) for the
treatment of inflammation to be administered by the oral route [10]. The bilosomes (BC)
nanoformulation showed a prolonged DC release with high permeation flux in the in vitro
release and ex vivo permeation study. The pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics studies
revealed the enhanced bioavailability and anti-inflammatory activity of BC-DC compared
to pure DC and DC-Liposomes (LP) [10]. Therefore, the developed nanoformulation
improves the therapeutic efficacy and overcomes complications of gastric irritation and
ulcers. In another study, Chu et al. developed a novel propofol-mixed micelle as a clinical
alternative for anesthetics [11]. This novel micellar formulation reduces injection-site pain
and the risk of hyperlipidemia due to the low content of free propofol and low-lipid
constituent. In addition, the developed formulation overcomes the biological barrier of the
reticuloendothelial system and complications of the marketed propofol formulation [11].
The rat paw-lick study showed a significant reduction in pain compared to Diprivan.
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Thus, overcoming the major problem of the commercial formulation. Notably, the novel
propofol formulation had a non-hemolytic reaction and exhibited a good safety profile,
displayed similar anesthetic actions, absorption, and clearance effects after a single dose in
comparison with the marketed formulation [11]. In a novel approach, Tyagi et al. developed
a pramlintide–silica microparticle hydrogel depot which offers a significant advantage
for the formulation (in near-native conditions) and delivery (degraded products do not
destabilize protein structure) of biologicals [12]. The sustained delivery of Pramlintide
from the silica depot was investigated in a rat model for two-months after subcutaneous
administration [12]. In conclusion, the injectable, scalable, and biodegradable silica-based
delivery system has great potential for therapeutic applications and can mitigate risk factors
and compliance issues related to multiple dosing of different drugs. Nimma et al. findings
revealed that a Telmisartan–(CARP-1) functional mimetic–Osimertinib (TLM_CFM-F_OSM)
combination has a superior anti-cancer effect in the treatment of non-small-cell lung cancers
(NSCLC) by affecting multiple resistant markers that regulate mitochondrial homeostasis,
inflammation, oxidative stress, and apoptosis [13]. EGFR-tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs)
are the leading therapy for a substantial percentage of NSCLCs. This group studied OSM
(which targets EGFR T790M mutation and inhibits activation of AMPK/Lamin-B2/MAPK
and PI3K/AKT) in combination with CFM 4.17 NLPFs (CARP-1 signaling and EGFR
activity is inhibited by interacting with EGFR’s ATP binding site) and TLM (disrupts tumor
stromal barriers and leads to enhanced permeation of drugs) and proposed that it will
provide superior anti-cancer effects in NSCLC and identify novel targets in tumor regression
by using RNA sequence and quantitative proteomics. [13]. The comprehensive review
by Plaunt et al. [14] highlighted the recent examples of how the barriers of pulmonary
delivery can be overcome using formulation technologies or modifying the chemistry of
the compound (drug).

Through decades of effort, scientists, chemists, biologists, toxicologists, engineers,
etc., have developed solutions to overcome, and in some cases, even capitalize on, the
numerous barriers of the human body as described above. Nonetheless, the relevance of
these biological barriers differs by disease, and strategies to overcome barriers are specific
to the target-site or treatment. Altogether, this Special Issue incorporates recent advances
in overcoming these biological barriers by various research groups. This compilation
will bring great opportunities to the scientific community engaged in the research and
development of advanced drug delivery systems, and we expect that readers will find this
issue an interesting addition to the existing literature.

Funding: This research received no external finding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Opening the blood brain barrier (BBB) under imaging guidance may be useful for the
treatment of many brain disorders. Rapidly applied magnetic fields have the potential to generate
electric fields in brain tissue that, if properly timed, may enable safe and effective BBB opening. By
tuning magnetic pulses generated by a novel electropermanent magnet (EPM) array, we demonstrate
the opening of tight junctions in a BBB model culture in vitro, and show that induced monophasic
electrical pulses are more effective than biphasic ones. We confirmed, with in vivo contrast-enhanced
MRI, that the BBB can be opened with monophasic pulses. As electropermanent magnets have
demonstrated efficacy at tuning B0 fields for magnetic resonance imaging studies, our results suggest
the possibility of implementing an EPM-based hybrid theragnostic device that could both image the
brain and enhance drug transport across the BBB in a single sitting.

Keywords: blood brain barrier; electropermanent magnet; magnetic resonance imaging

1. Introduction

The blood brain barrier (BBB) is composed of brain endothelial cells, pericytes, and
astrocytes in tight junctions without fenestrations [1–4]. The BBB prevents 98% of small
molecules, and an even greater percentage of large molecules, from reaching their intended
brain targets [5,6] and is therefore considered the most significant barrier to the efficient
and targeted delivery of therapeutics to the brain [3]. Due to its significance, numerous
approaches have focused on safely and temporarily opening the BBB. To date, heat [7–9],
light [10–12], sound [13], electric fields [14], and magnetic fields [15] have all shown promise
as BBB-opening techniques. Moving towards increased spatial specificity, image-guided
BBB opening may be achieved using MRI-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) [16]. Other
techniques aim to bypass the BBB altogether by the delivery of therapeutic payloads to the
spinal cord or via the nasal delivery of magnetic nanoparticles [5].

In cell culture models of the BBB, pulsed electric fields have been shown to be capable
of destabilizing cell membranes and inducing the formation of nanoscale aqueous pores in
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the membranes, which may reseal (i.e., reversible electroporation) or may lead to cell death
(irreversible electroporation) [6,14,16,17]. Drug infusion during reversible electroporation
(using electric fields in the (5 − 7)× 104 V/m range) has been used to improve survival
and reduce tumor growth in glioma-bearing rats and dogs [18–20]. In a cell culture model,
Sharabi et al. demonstrated that electric fields with significantly lower magnitudes (i.e.,
as low as 1500 V/m) could reversibly open the BBB [14]. These electric fields are similar
in magnitude to those induced by clinical transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), as
demonstrated by Hedarheydari et al. in mouse experiments involving components of a
clinical TMS system [15].

Variations in electric field waveforms can have different effects on the brain. For
example, Reilly et al. provided a theoretical basis that explained why monophasic pulses
might be more effective at neuromodulation than the biphasic pulses typically used in
TMS [21]. Peterchev et al. demonstrated a TMS power supply circuit that could apply
currents with rapid rise times to TMS coils with slow fall times, effectively generating
primarily monophasic electric pulses [22].

Electropermanent magnets (EPMs) confer users with the ability to specify material
properties dynamically (i.e., to operate as programmable matter) [23]. EPMs generally
consist of one or more permanent magnet material cores with a low magnetic coercivity
(e.g., alnico), surrounded by a current-carrying coil [24,25]. By sending specified electrical
currents through the coil, the permanent magnet component of the EPMs can be tuned
to specific magnetizations [26]. Once tuned to a specific magnetization, the core material
retains this magnetization without the need for the further application of current through
the coil, and can be reset to a different magnetization with one or more additional current
pulses. Appropriate control software allows these magnetizations to be programmed
with a high spatial and temporal specificity. Udalov et al. modeled a control method
using EPMs to generate electric fields in brain tissue, in which the magnetization status
of the core would affect the rise- and fall-times of the magnetic field produced by the
EPM (and hence also the waveform of the electric field induced by the magnetic field) [27].
Udalov et al. also presented models showing that the phases of current pulses in EPMs
placed in arrays around the head could be adjusted such that superficial portions of the
brain would be exposed to electric fields with different waveforms versus other parts of the
brain. Such differential waveforms address regulatory limitations on scalp stimulation [28].
In earlier work on EPMs, Ropp et al. showed that EPMs could be used to perform nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging [26]. In this work, we demonstrate the temporary opening
of the BBB in both an in vitro cell culture model and in live mice using an array of four
electropermanent magnets. We demonstrate variations in BBB opening for two different
electric waveforms induced by the EPMs. This work represents the first use of EPMs with
relevance to neuromodulation, BBB disruption, and drug delivery.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. In Vitro Opening of a BBB Model System

In vitro experiments were performed on cell cultures containing tight junctions formed
by Caco-2 cell monolayers (ReadyCell, Barcelona, Spain). Previous work has validated these
Caco-2 cultures as BBB models [29,30]. Caco-2 cells were passaged in Eagle’s minimum es-
sential medium (EMEM, ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA), then cultured on permeable transwell
(TW) inserts in a 24-well plate at a density of 2 × 105 cells/mL. Transwell dishes make use
of inserts with track-etched membranes (Product #353096, Falcon, Corning Inc., Corning,
NY, USA) for cell culture. After 21 days of culture in EMEM, Caco-2 cells form tight junction
monolayers at the base surface of the insert in the culture well. We cultured and tested
18 TW samples possessing cell-loaded inserts with intact tight junction monolayers.

The cultures were exposed to electric fields induced by an array of four electroperma-
nent magnets (described below). Prior to and after the electric field exposures, tight junction
integrity was tested using transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER). TEER measurements
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were obtained with an EVOM2 epithelial volt/Ohm meter (World Precision Instruments,
Sarasota, FL, USA).

Each EPM was composed of 200 Alnico-5 rods (each rod being 2 mm in diam-
eter and 100 mm in length) bundled together into a rectangular bundle (measuring
3 cm × 3 cm × 20 cm). The EPM bundles were housed as assemblies in custom 3D-printed
holders, around which were wound 40 turns of magnet wire (14 HML NEMA MW16-C,
MWS Wire Industries, Oxnard, CA, USA) for applying current pulses. An array of four
EPM assemblies is shown in Figure 1. The distance between the magnets is of the order of
1 cm. The sample is placed in the center between the magnets. Thus, the distance between
the magnets and the samples is also of the order of 1 cm.
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Figure 1. Experimental geometry. (a) Top view of the EPM array with a centrally positioned sample
(orange circle). (b) Front view of the EPM array, showing four EPM assemblies with magnetizations
directed along the length of each EPM assembly. The direction of the electric field is shown by an
arrow, and a dotted line depicts the orientation of the transwell membrane (on which the Caco-2 cells
are grown) for in vitro experiments. The EPM magnet assemblies are numbered 1 through 4.

Pulsing the coils of the EPM assemblies with 1 kiloampere currents was achieved
using an H-bridge circuit. The EPM array was able to generate magnetic fields of up to
150 mT at the sample position. The duration of the current pulse was about 50 µs as shown
in Figure 2. Experiments with a single EPM assembly were performed to measure the
electric field produced by a single EPM assembly (Figure 2a,b). These experiments showed
that the single EPM assembly produced an electric field in the range of 1000 V/m at 1 cm
distance from the EPM assembly’s surface.
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Figure 2. EPM assembly electric field measurements, Caco-2 cultures, and TEER measurement
apparatus. (a) Electropermanent magnet assembly and coated copper wire windings, centered in
an electric-field measurement device composed of concentric coils. The electric field generated by
pulsing the EPM assembly is quantified by measuring the voltage induced across the coils. (b) The
induced electric field for biphasic and monophasic pulses. As can be seen in (b), the monophasic
pulses (orange dotted line) induce only a one-directional electric field, while the biphasic pulses
(solid blue line) induce bi-directional electric fields. (c) Caco-2 cells cultured on transwell membranes
prior to TEER measurements. (d) Apparatus and technique for TEER measurements of the BBB tight
junction model.
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In the four EPM assembly array (Figure 1), the direction of the electric field produced
in the sample during the pulse can vary depending on the magnetization direction of the
magnets and on the sign of the electric current pulses. For the experiments reported here,
the electric field was oriented perpendicularly to the cell culture membrane plane.

Depending on the initial magnetization states of the EPM assemblies, two different
kinds of electric field pulses can be produced. If the magnets are saturated and the current
pulses apply a magnetic field in the direction of the magnets’ magnetization, then the EPM
assembly’s magnetization state before and after the current pulse will not change. In this
case, the electric field pulse will be a biphasic (BP) pulse, where both positive and negative
electric fields are generated during the pulse and the time integral of the electric field in the
sample is zero. If the EPM assemblies were initially saturated, but the coil field during the
pulse is opposite to this initial magnetization state, then the EPM assemblies will become
demagnetized during the pulse. In this case, the electric field pulse is a mono-phasic (MP)
pulse, meaning that the time integral of the electric field is non-zero, and the sample is
primarily exposed to an electric field with a single polarity.

A single EPM assembly and corresponding electric field measuring setup are shown
in Figure 2a. Coils of varying diameter were set up to measure the induced currents, with
the smallest diameter being 3 cm and the largest diameter 6 cm. Measurements of the
electric field for both MP and BP pulses are shown in Figure 2b. As shown in Figure 2b, the
electric field produced by the BP pulse lasted 50 µs, with approximately equal positive and
negative electrical lobe magnitudes and durations. The MP pulses were below 75 µs, but
primarily produced a unipolar electric field.

We separated the 18 Caco-2 TW cultures into three groups of equal size (n = 6 TW
cultures per group): control (no magnetic field exposure), biphasic pulse (BP) electric field
exposure, and monophasic pulse (MP) electric field exposure. For all three groups, the
tight junctions of the cells were assessed using the EVOM2 to measure the TEER [31]. We
used an STX2-PLUS electrode (World Precision Instruments), calibrated using a 1000 Ω
probe. The STX2-PLUS electrodes were treated with chloride (4.5% sodium hypochlorite,
CLOROX, California USA) for >10 min prior to TEER measurements. Before and after each
experiment, the probe was rinsed with isopropanol and deionized water, then dried in air.

For groups 2 and 3, a series of 40 pulses (BP or MP) was applied over 5 min. Then, the
TEER measurements were repeated. The controls, biphasic pulse exposure, and monophasic
pulse exposure samples were each tested six times (n = 6).

2.2. In Vivo Experiments on Mice

In vivo experiments were performed in the Preclinical Imaging Research Laboratory
at Georgetown University Medical Center, with all experiments being performed in accor-
dance with the USA standards for animal well-being set by the Office of Laboratory Animal
Welfare, and in accordance with the Georgetown University Medical Center Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC, protocol #2019-0048).

A total of 16 healthy C57Bl/6 male mice (~1 year of age, weighing between 28 and 30 g)
were divided into two groups (sham and treated). The mice in the treatment group were
anesthetized with isoflurane, injected intra-peritoneally with the gadolinium-based contrast
agent Gadovist (BayerHealthCare AG, Leverkusen, Germany) at a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg
and exposed to 40 MP pulses (as described above in the in vitro studies section) at a com-
parable distance from the mouse’s brain (Figure 3). The mice in the sham group received
only the contrast agent injection. Twenty minutes after injection, all animals underwent
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in the Georgetown-Lombardi Preclinical Imaging Re-
search Laboratory on a 7 tesla Bruker Biospec Avance NEO magnet run by ParaVision
360 software. Briefly, the mice were anesthetized (1.5% isoflurane in a gas mixture of 30%
oxygen and 68.5% nitrous oxide) and placed on a custom-manufactured stereotaxic device
with built-in temperature and cardio-respiratory monitoring (ASI Instruments, Warren,
Michigan). The MRI protocol used was a T1-weighted RARE sequence with TE: 8.75 ms,
TR: 850 ms, rare factor: 2, matrix: 256 × 256, and FOV: 20 × 20 mm. BBB permeability was
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evaluated by measuring T1 signal intensity enhancement in two regions of interest (ROI):
one was localized on the right brain cortex, the other on the right neck muscles (which
served as a positive control for contrast agent uptake) and background air (which was used
to normalize for image intensity). Four of the treated mice were randomly selected for
follow-up studies to assess the duration of BBB opening. These mice were re-injected with
the contrast agent and re-imaged by MRI again 24 h after their initial testing.
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Figure 3. Murine experimental setup. (a) For in vivo experiments, a mouse was placed inside the
four-magnet EPM array, with the length of the mouse oriented along the length of the EPM assemblies.
(b) The EPM assemblies, shown as blue rectangles, generate magnetic fields, shown here as black
lobe-shaped lines. The magnetic pulses generate electric fields (blue arrows) to which the mouse
is exposed.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The TEER data were evaluated for normality through Shapiro–Wilk and Anderson–
Darling tests. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher’s least significant dif-
ference (LSD) tests were performed for statistical investigation between the three groups.
A statistical analysis of the MRI signal intensity over the two regions of interest (ROIs)
was performed using JMP statistical software V16.1 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). Shapiro–Wilk
and Anderson–Darling tests were applied to test the normality of the distribution. JMP
provides the Shapiro–Wilk test in the distribution platform for a departure from a normal
distribution within each group of experiments. This test has been shown to be more power-
ful than alternative tests, including the Anderson–Darling test [32]. ANOVAs followed by
Fisher’s LSD (where we had more than two experimental groups) were used to compare
the efficiency of different pulsing regimes. Here, p < 0.05 was considered significant in the
rejection of the null hypothesis. Fisher’s LSD method is more commonly used to compare
means from multiple processes, as it compares all pairs of means and controls for error
rate for each individual pairwise comparison but does not control the family error rate.
Both error rates are given in the output. A t-test analysis was used to compare the ROI
measurement of MRI signal intensities between the control and test groups of mice. Here,
p < 0.05 was considered significant in the rejection of the null hypothesis that there was a
difference between the control and test groups. Due to the small sample size (four mice)
for the 24-h delayed mouse studies, observational assessment only was performed for
this experiment.

3. Results
3.1. Pulse Characterization and In Vitro Model BBB Culture Experiments

Initial measurements of resistance in all 18 cultures confirmed the existence of tight
junctions across the transwell membranes, indicating that the cultures were intact and
had formed sufficiently conformal layers with accompanying tight junction connections,
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as in prior work describing this in vitro BBB model [33–36]. All of the initial resistance
measurements reported resistances of approximately 2000 Ω·cm2 or greater, confirming the
formation of tight junctions. The TEER measurements of the control group (no magnetic
field) showed a change of less than 200 Ω·cm2 in resistance over the course of the experi-
mental timeframe. Samples exposed to biphasic pulses exhibited non-significant changes
in TEER values versus controls (p = 0.4), while samples exposed to MP pulses experienced
the highest change in TEER resistance as compared with controls (p < 0.01) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. TEER measurement results. Samples exposed to monophasic electric field pulses demon-
strate statistically relevant changes in TEER measurements. Here, ns indicates results which are not
statistically significant, while * indicates statistical significance.

3.2. In Vivo BBB Opening Experiments

As only MP pulses were used in vivo, we simply refer to groups as sham or treated.
Figure 5 depicts MRI slices taken from mice, showing locations for comparing Gadovist
uptake in the brain cortex versus Gadovist uptake in the muscle. Figure 6 shows data
on the averaged Gadovist uptake in the brain cortex and facial muscle, comparing the
control group (sham) with the treated group (MP pulses). Data, in the form of the average
MR image intensity across a circular region of a single slice for each mouse (Figure 5), at
specified locations (muscle, cortex), were first evaluated for normality through Shapiro–
Wilk and Anderson–Darling tests. The p-values obtained from the Shapiro–Wilk tests
were 0.49 and 0.16 for the brain-cortex-to-muscle ratio for the control and treated groups,
respectively. The p-values from the Anderson–Darling normality tests for the cortex-to-
muscle ratio were 0.51 and 0.23 for the control and treated groups, respectively. The
p-values for the brain cortex of the control and treated groups from the Shapiro–Wilk tests
were 0.6 and 0.5, respectively. The p-values from the Anderson–Darling normality tests
for the brain cortex were 0.6 and 0.5 for the control and treated groups, respectively. The
p-values from the Shapiro–Wilk tests for the muscle of the control and treated groups were
0.6 and 0.08, respectively. The p-values from the Anderson–Darling normality tests for the
muscle control and treated groups were 0.6 and 0.1, respectively. Here, p-values > 0.05
indicated that the normal distribution was a good fit for each group. A t-test analysis was
performed for statistical investigation between the groups of experiments. A p-value of less
than 0.05 (typically < 0.05) was considered statistically significant.

There was a significant difference between the contrast agent uptake of the brain
cortex (p < 0.0002) in the animals of the treated group and the control group. There was
a significant difference (p < 0.0003) between the cortex-to-muscle ratio in the animals of
the treated group and the control group as well. No significant difference (p < 0.2) was
observed in the contrast agent uptake by the muscles of the treated group and the control
group. The number of animals kept for 24 h was too small to make statistically significant
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observations. We infer that the BBB stays open for a time greater than the initial scan
(20 min), but less than 24 h.
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Figure 5. Mouse brain MRI for assessing Gadovist uptake. MRI slices collected of the mouse
head were analyzed at two distinct locations, shown above (yellow circles). Gadovist uptake, as
characterized by a change in signal intensity before and after EPM pulses, was measured in regions
of the cortex (yellow circle with (C)) and regions of muscle (yellow circle with (M)) for comparison.
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Figure 6. In vivo Gadovist uptake results for muscle and cortex. Comparison of MRI region-of-
interest signal in muscle and brain cortex for untreated and treated mice. The muscle shows no
statistically significant difference in post-contrast MRI intensity for untreated and treated animals.
The cortex shows a statistically significant difference in post-contrast MRI intensity for untreated
animals as compared with treated animals. Here, ns indicates results which are not statistically
significant, while * indicates statistical significance.

Comparing ratios for the treated and untreated animals, a cortex-to-muscle ratio was
calculated for the treated and untreated groups (Figure 7). The ratio simply takes the
post-contrast MRI slice intensities for the cortex and divides by the post-contrast slice
intensities for the muscle, separately for treated and untreated animals.
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Figure 7. Ratio of cortex-to-muscle post-contrast MRI intensity in mice. Mice treated with
MP pulses showed a greater ratio of cortex-to-muscle post-contrast intensity as compared with
untreated mice.

4. Discussion

Our in vitro results demonstrate that a monophasic electric field is more than twice as
effective at opening tight junctions in a BBB model as compared with a biphasic electric
field, consistent with prior theoretical results for TMS efficacy [21]. Consistent with prior
work [6,14,15,18], the increased MRI signal in the cortex of treated mice likely derives from
the disruption of the BBB (and the release of Gadovist from the local vasculature, see right
side of Figure 6) by rapid magnetic pulses generated by our electropermanent magnet
system. No significant increase in MRI signal was noted for non-brain tissues (i.e., muscle,
see left side of Figure 6). The results of the murine in vivo experiments demonstrate that a
monophasic electric field produced by EPMs is effective in temporarily opening the BBB.
It should be noted that the MP pulse is not strictly monophasic, but does include a short
~25 µs negative voltage component (Figure 2b). This negative voltage component of the
MP may or may not be implicated in the BBB opening results observed. Future experiments
will determine if the small negative component of the MP pulse is significant or not. As
the phase control of the EPM-generated magnetic fields can create different waveforms
(i.e., monophasic versus biphasic) at different locations in the brain, and can also be used
to create magnetic resonance images, these results demonstrate that EPMs hold promise
as novel devices for enhancing drug delivery via localized BBB opening [27]. Since EPM
arrays have previously demonstrated use in novel methods of field-tunable NMR and
MRI [26], we envision systems built with such arrays used as tools for combined imaging
and therapy. A popular technique for disrupting the BBB is focused ultrasound, which
may have the disadvantage of causing permanent neuronal damage and therefore has a
relatively low therapeutic ratio [37,38]. Based on literature showing that the electrical field
required for permanent neuronal damage is at least 100 times higher than the fields we are
realizing with electropermanent magnets [39], we expect a more favorable therapeutic ratio.
An additional potential advantage is the use of the same electropermanent magnet array to
collect MRI images with the same apparatus, which will be convenient for clinicians [27].
Finally, the data demonstrate that BBB disruption is dependent on the waveform of the
electrical pulses generated by the electropermanent magnets. We expect that this principle
can be taken advantage of by selectively actuating the electropermanent magnets with
appropriate phases, thereby implementing spatially selective BBB opening over preselected
tracts and regions of the brain with arbitrary shapes and sizes.
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5. Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that the BBB may be opened selectively and temporarily
through an array of electropermanent magnets that can be dynamically controlled to yield
monophasic or biphasic electric fields. The findings are promising as a proof-of-principle for
the construction of a hybrid EPM-based device with multiple functionalities, including MRI,
TMS, and drug delivery. The ability to tailor electrical waveforms, and hence selectively
affect BBB permeability according to the location in the brain, would be useful in focal drug
delivery in the brain (enabling a reduction the off-target effects of such drugs). Additional
studies will need to be conducted to establish the limits of such a system in terms of drug
size and localization efficiency.
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Abstract: Ruboxistaurin (RBX) is an anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) agent that is
used in the treatment of diabetic retinopathy and is mainly given intravitreally. To provide a safe
and effective method for RBX administration, this study was designed to develop RBX nanoparticles
using polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer generation 5 for the treatment of diabetic retinopathy.
Drug loading efficiency, and in vitro release of proposed complexes of RBX: PAMAM dendrimers
were determined and the complexation ratio that showed the highest possible loading efficiency
was selected. The drug loading efficiency (%) of 1:1, 2.5:1, and 5:1 complexes was 89.2%, 96.4%,
and 97.6%, respectively. Loading capacities of 1:1, 2.5:1, and 5:1 complexes were 1.6%, 4.0%, and
7.2% respectively. In comparison, the 5:1 complex showed the best results in the aforementioned
measurements. The in vitro release studies showed that in 8 h, the RBX release from 1:1, 2.5:1, and
5:1 complexes was 37.5%, 35.9%, and 77.0%, respectively. In particular, 5:1 complex showed the
highest drug release. In addition, particle size measurements showed that the diameter of empty
PAMAM dendrimers was 214.9 ± 8.5 nm, whereas the diameters of loaded PAMAM dendrimers in
1:1, 2.5:1, 5:1 complexes were found to be 461.0 ± 6.4, 482.4 ± 12.5, and 420.0 ± 7.1 nm, respectively.
Polydispersity index (PDI) showed that there were no significant changes in the PDI between the
free and loaded PAMAM dendrimers. The zeta potential measurements showed that the free and
loaded nanoparticles possessed neutral charges due to the presence of anionic and cationic terminal
structures. Furthermore, the safety of this formulation was apparent on the viability of the MIO-M1
cell lines. This nanoformulation will improve the therapeutic outcomes of anti-VEGF therapy and the
bioavailability of RBX to prevent vision loss in patients with diabetic retinopathy.

Keywords: polyamidoamine dendrimers; diabetic retinopathy; protein kinase C-β inhibitor; nanopar-
ticles; ruboxistaurin

1. Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a well-known consequence of poorly controlled hyper-
glycemia. It is responsible for significant blindness in diabetes mellitus (DM) patients [1].
When DR progresses to a vision-threatening complication, vitreous surgery and laser
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photocoagulation are the only effective procedures in restoring or maintaining the vision.
Nevertheless, the laser-treated retina usually loses its function and develops scarring tis-
sue [2]. The main drug classes used for the management of DR and other DM related
complications are anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) drugs, protein ki-
nase C (PKC) inhibitors, corticosteroids, and somatostatin analogues [1]. The development
of anti-VEGF therapy as a new approach for treating proliferative DR (PDR) has recently
been adopted [3]. Anti-VEGF agents have been identified to reduce or prevent neovascu-
larization and vessel drainage through antagonization of VEGF’s effects as they bind to
VEGF, and prevent its cellular action [3–6]. Ranibizumab, bevacizumab, and pegaptanib
intravitreal (IVT) injections are currently being used in the treatment of DR [1].

A modern anti-VEGF therapy which relies on using PKC ß-inhibitor has been developed
for the treatment of DR. Ruboxistaurin (RBX) is an investigational drug that has recently
attracted a great deal of attention as a potent drug for treating DR. It acts as a selective PKC
ß-inhibitor that is still pending for the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and European Medicines Agency (EMA) approval. In diabetic rats, RBX has been found
to inhibit PKCβ activity when given orally or intravitreally [7,8]. The findings reported by
Aldeweesh (2016) demonstrated that RBX is very potent at lowering VEGF release from
human retinal macroglial Müller cells (MIO-M1) in the first 24 h under simulated conditions
of hyperglycemia. Furthermore, prolonged exposure to RBX resulted in a continued reduction
which could indicate the breakdown of VEGF over time [9]. This medicine could slow down or
prevent DR progression and which will lead to better quality of life for DM patients. Therefore,
this potential candidate needs to be formulated in an appropriate dosage form to be available
upon approval by the FDA and EMA [10]. The ideal route for RBX administration can be
attained through reaching the retina at a constant rate. In recent years, invasive drug delivery
systems (DDSs) have been chosen to deliver anti-VEGFs to the retina, to reduce the risk of
systemic side effects and provide better drug targeting for oral and systemic drug delivery [11].
Delivering RBX to the retina via invasive methods can successfully slow down the progression
of DR by exposing the retina to a high level of RBX, but unfortunately, will lead to the
appearance of unwanted side effects. As a consequence, these side effects will not be tolerated
which affects the compliance of patients and thus minimizes the efficacy of the therapy. In
this case, microvascular complications of DR remain advanced over time, causing vision
to be distorted and quality of life to be reduced. Non-invasive dosage forms, however, are
self-administered by the patient and therefore well tolerated as they do not involve injections
or invasive equipment. Hopefully, they would increase the patient compliance toward the
treatment without experiencing the ocular discomfort and complications associated with IVT
injections [12]. If the non-invasive delivery of retinal drugs is achievable and efficient, RBX eye
drops could be used as prophylactic approach to lessen the formation of new fragile vessels
in the retina [13]. In recent years, researchers have been studying topical drug delivery for
their potential in the treatment of retinal diseases [13,14]. The distribution of dexamethasone
(DEX) in the ocular tissue was studied by Bessonova et al. (2011). In fact, DEX was found in
the eyelid, cornea, aqueous humor, iris, lens, vitreous cavity, retina, and choroid at a range of
concentrations following topical application. However, the highest levels of DEX were found
in the anterior structures of the eye. This study has shown that DEX cannot be transported
to the posterior chamber of the eye via topical application, resulting in a lack of therapeutic
responses to treat retinal diseases [14].

Likewise, delivery of oral drugs has been investigated as a non-invasive alternative;
however, it has largely been ineffective [15]. Hence, the ideal method is to develop a DDS that
can passively deliver RBX from the ocular surface, through the layers of the eye and reside
in the retinal tissues [11–13]. This can be achieved by the production of nanocarriers that are
capable of encasing and delivering therapeutic agents to their site of action [11–13]. In the
past years, a number of nanocarriers have been investigated for ocular drug delivery, espe-
cially degradable nanoparticles (NPs) made with polymers, such as dendrimers, liposomes,
polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) nanoparticles, and chitosan nanoparticles [11–13]. These
studies suggested that the properties of nanocarriers could influence their application in both
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segments of the eye [11–13]. In fact, dendrimers are exceptional polymers, which offer various
advantages over conventional linear or branched polymers [1]. These advantages are better
solubility in common solvents, monodisperse distribution, controlled particle size, and higher
area/volume ratio [1,12]. These nanocarriers have proved themselves to be very effective to
be used as bioavailability, permeability, and solubility enhancers for different routes of admin-
istration [1]. For that reason, the goal of this study was to formulate and characterize RBX
nanoparticles by encapsulating RBX within the internal cavities of polyamidoamine (PAMAM)
dendrimer generation 4.5 and 5, respectively. Out of different generation PAMAM dendrimers,
only intermediate generation 3.5–5 dendrimers are suitable for drug delivery carriers. Due to
the application of generation 4.5 and 5 as drug delivery carriers, these carriers were developed
in this study [12]. Generation 4.5 dendrimers are anionic in nature; however, generation
5 dendrimers are neutral in nature [1,13].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

RBX (LY-333531 hydrochloride, 1 mg vial), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), dialysis cel-
lulose membrane (MWCO 14,000 Da), reusable plastic sample cuvette, folded capillary
ζ-cells, and human vascular endothelial growth factor (Hu VEGF) ELISA were obtained
from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Polyamidoamine dendrimer generation 4.5 (PA-
MAM dendrimers G4.5, 1 g vial) and polyamidoamine dendrimer generation 5 (PAMAM
dendrimers G5, 1 g vial) were purchased from Nanosynthons (Mt. Pleasant, MI, USA). All
chemicals and reagents were of analytical grade.

2.2. Formulation of Anionic G4.5 and Neutral G5 Complexes

To achieve loading of RBX into anionic G4.5 and neutral G5 PAMAM dendrimers, RBX
(1 mg) was dispersed into 1 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) making a concentration of
(0.1% w/v). The obtained PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 or G5 (1 g) were further dispersed into
10 mL of purified water to achieve a concentration of (10% w/v). A number of formulations
were prepared for the optimization of the best one. In this study, a molar ratio of 1:1, 2.5:1,
5:1, and 25:1 PAMAM dendrimers G4.5: RBX and PAMAM dendrimers G5: RBX were
prepared and coded as G4.5 1:1, G4.5 2.5:1, G4.5 5:1, and G4.5 25:1, respectively for G4.5
complexes and G5 1:1, G5 2.5:1, G5 5:1, and G5 25:1, respectively for G5 counterparts. The
amounts of these complexes were calculated and added to the reaction mixture. In each
one of these mixtures, the volume was completed with deionized water to 1 mL. Briefly,
RBX and amounts for each proposed complex are shown in Table 1. After preparation, the
reaction mixtures were stirred for 24 h in the dark at 4 ◦C [16]. The formulated complexes
were extracted by removing the excess amounts of the undissolved drug by cold dialysis
using cellulose membrane (MWCO 14,000 Da) against distilled water for 24 h [17,18]. The
complexes were then lyophilized for 72 h using Labcono Free Zone 6 Liter Benchtop Freeze
Dry System and stored at −30 ◦C for further use [19].

Table 1. Calculated amounts of G4.5 and G5 complexes.

Formulation Amount of RBX
(0.1% w/v)

Amount of PAMAM Dendrimers G4.5
(10% w/v)

Amount of PAMAM Dendrimers G5
(10% w/v)

G4.5 complexes

G4.5 complex 1:1 50 µL 25 µL -
G4.5 complex 2.5:1 50 µL 10 µL -
G4.5 complex 5:1 50 µL 5 µL -
G4.5 complex 25:1 50 µL 1 µL -

G5 complexes

G5 complex 1:1 50 µL - 28 µL
G5 complex 2.5:1 50 µL - 11.2 µL
G5 complex 5:1 50 µL - 5.6 µL
G5 complex 25:1 50 µL - 1.1 µL
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2.3. Measurement of Particle Size (PS), Polydispersity Index (PDI), and ζ-Potential

PS and PDI of G4.5 and G5 complexes and the empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and
G5 were measured by Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) [20], which
was based on dynamic light scattering (DLS). DLS analysis was performed in triplicate at
25 ◦C and scattering angle of 90◦. The volume-average PS was determined for each sample.
The surface charge of G4.5 and G5 complexes and the empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5
and G5 was determined using Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) [20].
The ζ-potential of these nanoparticles was determined in an electric field. The velocity
and direction of the nanoparticle movement was measured and was demonstrated to be
proportional to their ζ-potential. Analysis was performed in triplicate at 25 ◦C [21].

2.4. Determination of Drug Loading Efficiency (DE%)

The loading of different amounts of the drug into the dendritic structure of PAMAM
dendrimers G4.5 and G5 was studied to estimate the maximum drug loading efficiency
of each complex. To achieve this, DE% of G4.5 and G5 complexes was determined by
using the dialysis method. G4.5 and G5 complexes were placed into a cellulose membrane
(MWCO 14,000 Da), then immersed in deionized water and stirred for 24 h at 4 ◦C [22].
After that, a sample from the surrounding media (i.e., deionized water) was withdrawn
and measured by Nanodrop UV spectrophotometer at 254 nm. This was carried out to
indirectly determine the amount of the drug loaded in PAMAM dendrimers. The measured
amount of free drug from the surrounding media was referred as amount of free drug, and
the original amount of drug added in the mixture was called amount of total drug. The
DE% was calculated by the following equation:

DE% =
Amount of total drug− amount of free drug

Amount of total drug
× 100 (1)

2.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy

The loading visual pattern as well as the morphology of G4.5 and G5 complexes and
the empty PAMAM dendrimers, G4.5 and G5, was determined by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (JEM1230EX; Tokyo, Japan). The image of the nanoparticles was created
by using scattered electrons. These electrons were transmitted through the sample, and
then the image was formed by detecting the reflected electrons [21].

2.6. In Vitro Drug Release of G4.5 and G5 Complexes

In vitro drug release study was carried out to determine the amount of drug released
from G4.5 and G5 complexes. To conduct this study, a phosphate buffer solution (PBS)
media (pH 7.4) was prepared and used as a dissolution media [23,24]. A total of 200 µL
of each studied complex containing 10 µg of RBX was placed into a cellulose membrane
with a molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) 14,000 Da, then was immersed in 20 mL of PBS
media (pH 7.4). In vitro drug release of G4.5 and G5 complexes was tested at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C
with slow magnetic stirring for a period of 8 h. Aliquots of 500 µL were withdrawn from
the solution and replaced with the same volume of fresh PBS at predetermined time points
(i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 h). After that, RBX amounts in the withdrawn samples was
determined by Nanodrop UV spectrophotometer at 254 nm. Throughout the experiments,
sink conditions were maintained [1,16].

2.7. Stability Studies

According to the manufacturer, PAMAM dendrimers should be stored in the dark at
2–8 ◦C, while RBX is a light sensitive drug and should be kept at −20 ◦C. In this work, the
effect of light and temperature on the stability of the formulated nanoparticles was investigated.
Samples of G4.5 and G5 complexes were stored in the dark and daylight and kept at different
temperatures ranging from (4–50) ◦C as shown in Supplementary Table S1. In addition, the
stability of G4.5 and G5 complexes was studied at periods of 1, 3, and 6 months.
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2.7.1. Physical Stability

At the end of the 6-month study period, the nanoparticles were observed and signs of color
changes, precipitation, or turbidity were recorded [25]. The most physically stable complex was
then visualized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JSM 7610F; Tokyo, Japan) to confirm
that the complex still preserves its shape and size under certain storage conditions.

2.7.2. Chemical Stability

In addition to the physical stability of G4.5 and G5 complexes, drug content was
also assessed under storage conditions mentioned in Table S1. This was carried out by
calculating the percent content of RBX remaining in each tested complex. Drug content was
quantified by ultra-performance liquid chromatography coupled to the mass spectrometry
(UPLC-MS/MS) method as reported in the literature [26].

2.8. Cell Culture
2.8.1. Moorfield’s/Institute of Ophthalmology-Müller-1 (MIO-M1) Cells

In this work, cell culture studies were carried out to assess the viability of macroglial
Müller cells when exposed to RBX, PAMAM dendrimers, and the proposed complexes as
well. The viability of these cells was assessed in controlled and high glucose treatment
with and without the tested complexes. The cell line used in this study is MIO-M1; a
spontaneously immortalized human cell line. These cell lines were obtained from UCL
institute of Ophthalmology, London, UK. These cells were named after the institution
where they were isolated, MIO-M1 [27].

2.8.2. Culture of the MIO-M1 Glial Cell Line

MIO-M1 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Minimal Essential Medium (DMEM) con-
taining GLUTAMAX and physiological glucose levels of 5.55 mM. The medium was
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 50 mg/L penicillin/streptomycin.
Prior to experimental work, cells were seeded at 5000 cells per well in 96 well plates (100 µL
medium). After that, cells were grown for three days to achieve >80% confluence and were
starved with serum-free DMEM for at least 24 h before the experiment [9].

2.8.3. Cell Viability Studies

Cell viability was assessed using (Cell Titer 96 Aqueous Proliferation Assay, Promega,
Southampton, UK). This assay was carried out according to the manufacturer’s proto-
col. This test is a colorimetric assay used to determine the number of viable cells. It is
based on the conversion of a 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-
(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS) into a brown formazan product when reduced by
active cells [28]. The tetrazolium reduction takes place in the mitochondria and measures
mitochondrial metabolic rate as a measure of cell viability [29]. Briefly, after exposing cells
to experimental conditions, the medium was removed from the 96 well plate and replaced
with 100 µL MTS solution. At the end of each tested period (i.e., 24, 48, and 72 h), the
fluorescence of formazan was measured at 490 nm with a micro-plate reader [30].

2.8.4. High Glucose Experiments

In this work, MIO-M1 cells were exposed to simulated conditions of hyperglycemia
to test the cells’ behavior in the presence of RBX, PAMAM dendrimers, and the proposed
complexes. This was achieved by incubating the cells in controlled DMEM (5.55 mM glucose)
and high glucose DMEM of (25 mM glucose) for 24, 48, and 72 h with and without the tested
compounds. Then, the medium was collected for subsequent cell viability studies [9].

2.8.5. High Glucose Treatment of PAMAM Dendrimers and Complexes

In this study, a drug-dose–response study of RBX, PAMAM dendrimers, and the pro-
posed complexes was carried out in MIO-M1 cells cultured in controlled and high glucose
medium. In hyperglycemic conditions, the viability of MIO-M1 cells was assessed using an
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MTS assay at the end of each tested period (i.e., 24, 48, and 72 h). Two concentrations (200
and 500 nM) of pure RBX were tested. In addition, two concentrations (200 and 500 nM)
of RBX formulated as nanoparticles (G4.5 and G5 complexes 25:1) were tested as well.
Moreover, PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and G5 were tested in both cell mediums in the same
amount available in G4.5 and G5 complex respectively. This was carried out to examine
whether PAMAM dendrimers in the presented concentrations could cause any cytotoxicity
to the cells. Furthermore, this step was performed to investigate the safety of the tested
compounds in simulated conditions of hyperglycemia and also, to determine the most
tolerable doses by MIO-M1 cells.

2.8.6. In Vitro Permeability Study

The integrity of the monolayer cell membrane of MIO-M1 was evaluated via an
in vitro permeability study on Transwell® and transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER).
The in vitro studies were performed in a 24-well plate format on a polyester membrane
(PET) Transwell® (0.33 cm2, 0.4 µm pore size). MIO-M1 cells were seeded at a density
of 0.5 × 106 cells/insert in the apical (upper) compartment with 300 µL media, and the
basolateral (lower) compartment was filled with 900 µL media. The cells were grown in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing glutamine supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. MIO-M1 cells were incubated at 37 ◦C at
5% CO2, along with DMEM media of well and insert replenished every two days [31,32].

It is important that MIO-M1 make confluent monolayers so that they require mono-
layer integrity and will function as a barrier. To evaluate monolayer integrity, the mea-
surement of TEER was performed using an endothelial volt-ohmmeter (EVOM) (World
Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
resistance value (R Blank) in units of (Ω) measured for each insert (no cells) was subtracted
from the resistance (R Total) across the cell layer on the membrane to obtain the cell specific
resistance (R MIO-M1):

R MIO-M1 (Ω) = R Total − R Blank (2)

TEER resistance (Ω·cm2) = R MIO-M1 (Ω) × SA semipermeable membrane surface Area (cm2) (3)

R MIO-M1 value was then multiplied by the surface area of the insert (0.33 cm2) to
obtain the value of TEER resistance of MIO-M1 (Ω·cm2). Each filter was measured three
times, and each culture condition was carried out at least with triplicate filters [33–36].

At the time of the experiments, MIO-M1 was cultured for at least 14 days to reach the
highest and constant TEER value of the membrane. Transwells® were washed twice with
sterile PBS without calcium and magnesium and transferred to a serum-free medium for
the duration of the experiments. At 37 ◦C in 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator, pure drug
(RBX), or dendrimers (with or without RBX), at 500 nM of RBX concentration, was incu-
bated for 24 h. The monolayer membrane’s integrity was evaluated by quantifying tracer
permeability of solution containing fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate (FITC)-dextran
at an initial concentration of 100 µg/mL, which was added to the apical (upper) compart-
ment. At 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h, samples were drawn from the basolateral compartment,
which was replaced with an equal volume of fresh medium each time. The fluorescence
intensities were measured using a Synergy H1 plate reader (BioTek) at emission/excitation
wavelengths of 495/520 nm and were converted to the concentrations of FITC-dextran
with the calibration curve [31,32,37–39]. The apparent permeability coefficient (Papp) was
calculated based on the following equation [38,40]:

Papp (cm/s) = J/(ACD) (4)

where, J is the rate of appearance of the compounds in the receiver compartment, A is the surface
area of the filter membrane, and CD is the initial concentration in the donor compartment.
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2.9. Statistical Analysis

Values were expressed as the means and standard error of the mean (SEM). Differences
among treated groups and control (MIO-M1 only) were evaluated by one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s multiple comparisons
using Graph Pad Prism (version 9.0, GraphPad Inc., La Jolla, San Diego, CA, USA). A
p value of 0.05 or less was considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Characterization of G4.5 Complexes
3.1.1. Measurement of PS and PDI

PS and PDI measurements were carried out for both G4.5 complexes and the empty
PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and results of PS and PDI for the G4.5 complexes and the
empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 are demonstrated in Table 2, Figure S1A and Figure S2A,
respectively. According to the manufacturer, PS of free PAMAM G4.5 is 143.0 ± 19.6 nm.
Results obtained from Zetasizer demonstrated that PS of the empty PAMAM dendrimers
G4.5 was 186.0 ± 2.3 nm. When loaded with RBX, the measurements revealed that PS of
G4.5 complexes 1:1, 2.5:1, 5:1, and 25:1 was increased to 367.0, 416.0, 289.0, and 301.0 nm,
respectively. However, G4.5 complex 25:1 possessed less PS among all studied complexes.
PAMAM dendrimers possess lower PDI when compared to other nanoparticles. PDI was
measured for G4.5 complexes and the empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and revealed that
there is no significant change in PDI measurement of the dendrimers after loading it with
RBX (p > 0.05). However, G4.5 complex 25:1 possessed the least PDI among all studied
nanoformulations (PDI ≤ 0.35).

Table 2. PS, PDI and ζ-potential of blank and loaded PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and G5 (mean ± SD,
n = 3).

RBX-PAMAM Nanoparticles PS (nm) ± SD PDI ± SD ζ-Potential in (mV) ± SD

Empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 186.0 ± 2.3 0.297 ± 0.040 −44.0 ± 2.0
G4.5 complex 1:1 367.0 ± 13.0 0.335 ± 0.010 −16.2 ± 3.1

G4.5 complex 2.5:1 416.0 ± 4.3 0.337 ± 0.030 −5.1 ± 10.4
G4.5 complex 5:1 289.0 ± 14.9 0.361 ± 0.030 −6.4 ± 1.8

G4.5 complex 25:1 301.0 ± 7.1 0.304 ± 0.010 −13.0 ± 1.6
Empty PAMAM dendrimers G5 214.0 ± 8.5 0.356 ± 0.010 −0.2 ± 0.0

G5 complex 1:1 461.0 ± 6.4 0.394 ± 0.010 4.3 ± 1.3
G5 complex 2.5:1 482.0 ± 9.5 0.388 ± 0.020 5.5 ± 0.2
G5 complex 5:1 669.0 ± 2.0 0.587 ± 0.100 9.7 ± 4.9 **
G5 complex 25:1 307.0 ± 6.9 0.380 ± 0.030 −0.0 ± 0.0

** p ≤ 0.01.

3.1.2. Measurement of ζ-Potential of G4.5 Complexes

ζ-potential measurements were carried out for G4.5 complexes and the empty PAMAM
dendrimers G4.5, and results are demonstrated in Table 2. In this study, ζ-potential measure-
ments demonstrated that ζ-potential of empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 is−44.0 ± 2.0 mV.
After the loading process, ζ-potential measurements of G4.5 complexes 1:1, 2.5:1, 5:1 and
25:1 was −16.2, −5.1, −6.4, and −13.0 mV, respectively. In fact, the surface charge of PA-
MAM dendrimers plays an important role in permeability of these nanoparticles through
the negatively charged ocular barriers. In this work, it was found that the loaded G4.5
complex 25:1 have preserved its negative charge after the loading process. In summary, the
previous features demonstrated with G4.5 complex 25:1 are needed for the non-invasive
ocular delivery of RBX.
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3.1.3. Determination of DE%

The DE% of G4.5 complexes were determined and results are presented in Figure S3A. In
this study, DE% of the studied nanoparticles was similar. However, G4.5 complex 25:1 showed
the best DE% among all the other proposed complexes though statistically not significant.

3.1.4. In Vitro Drug Release of G4.5 Complexes

Release profiles of G4.5 complexes were studied in order to evaluate the amount of
RBX that will be released following the topical instillation of the nanoparticles. As indicated
in Figure 1, most of the G4.5 complexes presented a sustained release of RBX. It was shown
that at pH 7.4 in a period of 8 h, RBX release of G4.5 complexes 1:1, 2.5:1, and 5:1 was 47.3%,
72.5%, and 79.0%, respectively. In particular, it was observed that the RBX release rate
of G4.5 complexes 25:1 was distinctly higher than all the other studied complexes. For a
period of 8 h, this complex possessed an initial release of 11.9%. After that, RBX release was
gradually increased in a sustained manner up to 86.1%. Moreover, the previous in vitro
characterizations of the proposed complexes demonstrated that G4.5 complex 25:1 has
revealed the best in vitro release as well as the highest DE% among all other proposed
nanoparticles. Because of these remarkable results of G4.5 complex 25:1, this complex was
chosen for the next experiments.
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Figure 1. In vitro release profiles of different complexes (mean ± SD, n = 6).

3.1.5. Stability Studies of G4.5 Complex
Physical Stability

The stability of the G4.5 25:1 was studied at daylight and in the dark in different
temperature conditions ranging from (4–50 ◦C). For a period of 6 months, the nanoformu-
lations were stored in colorless Eppendorfs and observed for any sign of color change,
precipitation, or turbidity. Results are presented in Table S2. After the study period ended,
the nanoformulations stored in the dark at 4 ◦C were examined by the eye inspection and
did not show any signs of physical change. In daylight, the sample kept at 25 ◦C was
visualized and showed a color change from pink to colorless while the sample kept in
the dark did not show any physical changes. Moreover, a precipitate and a color change
were also observed at higher temperatures, 37 ◦C and 50 ◦C, respectively. The previous
investigation indicated that it is suitable to store the nanoparticles in amber containers at
4 ◦C. In addition, these nanoparticles were visualized using SEM to assess their shape and
size. As seen in Figure 2A, the complex possessed an almost spherical shape and particle
size equivalent to those measured by Zetasizer Nano ZS.
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) overview image of (A) G4.5 complex 25:1 and (B) G5
complex 25:1.

Chemical Stability

The present work is a quantitative study of the stability of RBX to assess the effect
of light source and temperature overtime. This test will help in choosing the best storing
conditions for the nanoparticles. Samples of G4.5 complex 25:1 containing 1 µg of RBX
was stored at the dark and daylight at different temperatures (4–50 ◦C). Each one of these
samples was kept for 1, 3, and 6 months and analyzed by UPLC MS/MS after the end
of each tested period. To determine percent content of RBX for each studied sample, the
remaining amount of RBX was quantified from the equation of calibration curve using peak
area values and then percent content of RBX was calculated. Results obtained from the
stability studies are shown in Figure S4A. Data indicated that RBX is more stable when
stored in amber containers. Upon protecting the nanoformulation from light, higher percent
content of RBX was demonstrated. In addition, it was observed that the stability of RBX
in PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 was slightly decreased with time. In a duration of 6 months,
measurements of percent content of RBX in G4.5 complex 25:1 remain above 80.0% in this
time period. Moreover, data show that RBX is more stable within PAMAM dendrimers at
4 > 25 > 37 > 50 ◦C. In fact, the highest percent content of RBX was achieved when storing
the nanoparticles in the dark at 4 ◦C.

TEM

G4.5 complex 25:1 and the empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 were visualized by TEM
to determine their morphology and to confirm the loading of RBX. Figure 3 displays the
morphology of empty PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 as well as G4.5 complex 25:1.
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3.2. Characterization of G5 Complexes
3.2.1. Measurement of PS and PDI

PS and PDI measurements were carried out for both G5 complexes and the empty
PAMAM dendrimers, and results are demonstrated in Table 2, Figure S1B, and Figure S2B.
According to the manufacturer, the PS of free PAMAM G5 dendrimers is 224.0 ± 13.0 nm.
Results obtained from Zetasizer demonstrated that PS of the empty PAMAM dendrimers
G5 was 214.9 ± 8.5 nm. When loaded with RBX, the measurements revealed that PS of
G5 complexes 1:1, 2.5:1, 5:1, and 25:1 was increased to 461.2, 482.4, 669.8 and 307.1 nm,
respectively. Indeed, PS increase of loaded PAMAM dendrimers may be attributed to RBX
entrapment within the internal cavities of PAMAM dendrimers. However, G4.5 complex
25:1 possessed the lowest PS among all studied nanoformulations. PDI was measured for
the free and loaded PAMAM dendrimers and revealed that there are no significant changes
in PDI of the dendrimers after loading it with RBX except for G5 complex 5:1. In fact, G5
complex 25:1 possessed the least PDI among all studied nanoformulations (PDI ≤ 0.39).
However, a significant increase in PDI was demonstrated with G5 complex 5:1 (Table 2 and
Figure S2B).

3.2.2. Measurements of ζ-Potential of G5 Complexes

ζ-potential provided by the manufacturer indicated that the neutral PAMAM G5 den-
drimers possesses a neutral charge. In this study, ζ-potential measurements demonstrated
that the surface charge of the empty PAMAM dendrimers G5 was −0.1 ± 0.0 mV. Table 2
demonstrates ζ-potential of G5 complexes. After the loading process, ζ-potential of G5
complexes 1:1, 2.5:1, 5:1, and 25:1 was 4.3, 5.5, 9.7, and −0.0 mV, respectively. Indeed, the
free and loaded PAMAM G5 dendrimers possessed a neutral charge even after the loading
process. Results indicated that ζ-potential of PAMAM dendrimers G5 were not affected by
the drug loading process (p > 0.05).

3.2.3. Determination of DE%

DE% of the studied nanoparticles showed similar percent content between G5 com-
plexes. Although not statistically significant, G5 complex 25:1 showed the highest DE%
among all the other proposed complexes. Results of DE% are presented in Figure S3B.

3.2.4. In Vitro Drug Release of G5 Complexes

As indicated in Figure 1, nearly all G5 complexes possessed a sustained release of RBX.
It was shown that at pH 7.4 in a period of 8 h, in vitro release of G5 complexes 1:1, 2.5:1,
and 5:1 was 31.3%, 35.8%, and 25.3%, respectively. In particular, RBX release rate of G5
complexes 25:1 was distinctly higher than all the other studied complexes. For a period of
8 h, this complex possessed an initial release of 6.3%. After that, RBX release was gradually
increased in a sustained manner up to 81.0%. In fact, among the proposed complexes,
G5 25:1 has demonstrated the best in vitro characterizations. Because of these remarkable
results of G4.5 complex 25:1, the next studies were manipulated for this complex.

3.2.5. Stability Studies of G5 Complex
Physical Stability

The stability of the G5 25:1 was studied at daylight and in the dark in different temper-
ature conditions ranging from (4–50 ◦C). For a period of 6 months, the nanoformulations
were stored in colorless Eppendorfs and observed for any sign of color change, precip-
itation, or turbidity. Results are presented in Table S3. This study was performed to
investigate which storing condition is suitable for G5 complex 25:1. Based on the result
of this investigation, it is clearly indicated that G5 complex 25:1 must be stored in amber
containers at 4 ◦C. In addition, these nanoparticles were visualized using SEM to assess
their shape and size. As seen in Figure 2B, the complex possessed an almost spherical
shape and particle size equivalent to those measured by Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern, UK).
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Drug Content

The results for the stability of RBX in G5 25:1 complex were similar to the results
obtained from the G4.5 complex 25:1 stability study. It was noticed that there were no
significant differences in RBX peak area between G4.5 and G5 samples. Percent content of
RBX in G5 complex 25:1 was calculated and demonstrated in Figure S4B.

TEM

G5 complex 25:1 and the empty PAMAM dendrimers G5 were visualized by TEM
to determine their morphology and to confirm the loading of RBX. Figure 4 displays the
morphology of empty PAMAM dendrimers G5 as well as G5 complex 25:1 complex.
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Figure 4. TEM overview images of (A) empty PAMAM dendrimers G5 and (B) G5 complex 25:1.

3.3. Cell Viability Studies (MTS Assay)
3.3.1. Dose–Response Studies in Controlled Mediums
Dose–Response of RBX

In this work, the safety of RBX was assessed by cell viability studies using MIO-M1 cell
line. These investigations were carried out using MTS assay. MIO-M1 cells were cultured
in a controlled glucose medium (5.55 mM glucose media) and treated with a range of
doses of RBX (100 nM–1 µM). After 24 h, viability (%) of the treated cells was assessed
and compared to the viability of untreated cells that were cultured in the same controlled
conditions. As seen in Figure 5, viability of the treated cells with RBX did not show any
significant reduction when compared to viability of untreated cells (p > 0.05). This finding
indicates that RBX is safe and the investigated doses are tolerable by MIO-M1 cell line in
normal conditions.
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Dose–Response of PAMAM Dendrimers G4.5

Similar to the previous work, the safety of PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 was assessed
using different concentrations ranging from (1–50 nM). These investigations were carried
out using MTS assay. After 24 h, viability of the treated cells was assessed and compared to
the viability of untreated cells that were cultured in the same controlled conditions. As seen
in Figure 6A, viability of the treated cells with PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 did not show any
significant reduction when compared to viability of untreated cells (p > 0.05). These finding
indicates that PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 is safe and the investigated doses are tolerable by
MIO-M1 cell line in normal conditions.
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Figure 6. Effect of (A) PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and (B) PAMAM dendrimers G5 after 24 h. Exposure
on the cell viability of MIO-M1 cells under controlled conditions (mean ± SD, n = 3).

Dose–Response of PAMAM dendrimers G5

Similar to the previous work, the safety of PAMAM dendrimers G5 was assessed using
different concentrations ranging from (1–50 nM). These investigations were carried out
using MTS assay. After 24 h, viability of the treated cells was assessed and compared to
the viability% of untreated cells that were cultured in the same controlled conditions. As
seen in Figure 6B, viability of the treated cells with PAMAM dendrimers G5 did not show
any significant reduction when compared to viability of untreated cells (p > 0.05). These
findings indicate that the PAMAM dendrimer G5 is safe and the investigated doses are
tolerable by MIO-M1 cell line in normal conditions.

Dose–Response of G4.5 Complex 25:1

It was clearly indicated that RBX and PAMAM dendrimers are well tolerated by MIO-
M1 cells. More investigations were carried out to assess the safety of the formulated G4.5
complex 25:1. This was carried out using MTS assay. After 24 h, viability of the treated cells
was assessed using different concentrations ranging from (100 nM–1 µM) and compared
to the viability of untreated cells that were cultured in the same controlled conditions. As
seen in Figure 7A, viability of the treated cells with PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 did not show
any significant reduction when compared to the viability of untreated cells (p > 0.05). These
finding indicates that G4.5 complex 25:1 is safe and the investigated doses are tolerable by
MIO-M1 cell line in normal conditions.
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Figure 7. Effect of G4.5 complex 25:1 (A) and G5 complex 25:1 (B) after 24 h exposure on the cell 

viability of MIO-M1 cells under controlled conditions (mean ± SD; n = 3). 
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Figure 7. Effect of G4.5 complex 25:1 (A) and G5 complex 25:1 (B) after 24 h exposure on the cell
viability of MIO-M1 cells under controlled conditions (mean ± SD; n = 3).

Dose–Response of RBX G5 Complex 25:1

Similarly, the safety of G5 complex 25:1 was assessed using MTS assay. After 24 h,
viability of the treated cells was assessed using different concentrations ranging from
(100 nM–1 µM) and compared to the viability of untreated cells that were cultured in
the same controlled conditions. As seen in Figure 7B, viability of the treated cells with
G5 complex 25:1 did not show any significant reduction when compared to viability of
untreated cells (p > 0.05). This finding indicates that G5 complex 25:1 is safe and the
investigated doses are tolerable by MIO-M1 cell line in normal conditions.

3.3.2. Effect of High Glucose Treatment on the Viability of MIO-M1 Cells

A series of experiments were conducted to test the effect of RBX, PAMAM dendrimers,
and the proposed complexes on the viability of MIO-M1 cells in two different culture
mediums; the controlled medium (5.55 mM) and high glucose medium were approximately
five times normal levels of glucose to simulate hyperglycemia for MIO-M1 cells (25 mM).
To test the effect of the tested compounds in high glucose treatment, MIO-M1 cells were
incubated with the tested compounds for 24, 48, and 72 h. Then, viability was calculated
and compared to the relevant controlled medium of that particular time point. As seen in
Figure 8, in the presence of the tested compounds, there is no significant loss in cell viability
of MIO-M1 cells cultured in high glucose media when compared to relevant controlled
media of each studied time point (p > 0.05).
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Figure 8. Effect of the tested compounds after (A) 24 h and (B) 48 h. Exposure on the cell viability of 

MIO-M1 cells under controlled and high glucose mediums (mean ± SD, n = 3). 

3.3.3. In Vitro Permeability Study 
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3.3.3. In Vitro Permeability Study

The effect of RBX and dendrimers (with or without RBX) on the monolayer integrity
of MIO-M1 was examined by measuring TEER values across the cell monolayer membrane
in the upper Transwell® chamber before and after treatments (Figure 9). At the beginning
of this experiment, the MIO-M1 monolayer was developed on a porous membrane of
Transwell® inserts before TEER values were measured to evaluate the monolayer integrity.
TEER values across the cell monolayer were measured every other day until the cell
monolayers exhibited constant TEER values of more than 8 Ω*cm2. These values were
used as controls for each particular insert. A total of 500 nM of RBX and dendrimers (with
or without RBX) was incubated for 24 h, and then TEER values were measured again to
investigate the influence of complexes on monolayer integrity of MIO-M1 cells as compared
to RBX and dendrimers alone. A paired t-test was used to determine whether there was
a statistically significant difference between TEER values when the MIO-M1 monolayer
was treated compared to non-treated cells. As highlighted in Figure 9, TEER values were
shown to be approximately 13.0 %, which is the highest reduction (9.7 ± 1.7→8.4 ± 0.7)
across the cell monolayer membrane following 24 h of treatment with G4.5 (0.05 nM). Even
though the TEER values of G4.5 (0.05 nM) showed the highest reduction across the cell
monolayer membrane, it was not statistically significant when compared to TEER values
before treatment at a p-value less than 0.01. Indeed, the reduction in TEER value of MIO-M1
monolayer, following the treatment of G5 complex 25:1, G4.5 complex 25:1, and RBX, was
not statistically significant according to paired student t-test (p value < 0.01). As detailed in
Figure 10, the data exhibited a high Papp (4.0 ± 0.1 × 10−6 cm/s) of the groups without
the MIO-M1 monolayer. However, the Papp (1.9 ± 0.0 × 10−6 cm/s) of the developed
MIO-M1 without treatment was hardly distinguishable from that observed by Papp of
G5 complex and G4.5 complex, at the same condition, were 1.8 ± 0.0 × 10−6 cm/s and
1.7 ± 0.0 × 10−6 cm/s, respectively. In the in vitro permeability assessment, the collected
data of cell treated with G5 complex and G4.5 complex showed that the permeability of MIO-
M1 did not significantly change compared to that of non-treated MIO-M1 cells. One-way
ANOVA analysis revealed that no statistically significant differences were detected among
the permeability of the MIO-M1 monolayer with or without treatment of G5 complex, G4.5
complex, and RBX alone. Further statistical analysis by a post-hoc test showed that the
difference between dendrimers with or without RBX on MIO-M1 permeability was not
statistically significant at a p value < 0.01.
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4. Discussion

PAMAM dendrimers have recently been studied to determine their ability to provide an
effective and noninvasive drug delivery to the retina. Recent findings of Chang Liu et al. (2016)
found that PAMAM dendrimers could rapidly penetrate from the surface of the eye into
the vitreous and resided in the retina. This new approach is considered to be important
in the development of a safe and noninvasive drug delivery for posterior segment dis-
eases [41]. Herein, we aimed to develop a retinal delivery system by which RBX would be
passively delivered from the surface of the eye to the retina. This was achieved through the
development of RBX nanoparticles using PAMAM dendrimers. To achieve our aim, several
complexes were formulated using 2 different generations and surface functional groups
(i.e., anionic PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and neutral PAMAM dendrimers G5). Then, these
complexes were characterized and assessed for their cytotoxicity effects using the MIO-M1
cell line. The ideal nanosystem for ocular therapy formulations must have high loading
efficiency, small particle size, and fast drug release [42]. In the current study, the diameter
of PAMAM G4.5 and G5 was found to be 186.6 ± 2.3 and 214.9 ± 8.5 nm, respectively,
supported by the findings of Yavuz (2015) [1]. Furthermore, nanoparticles with a size range
typically < 400.0 nm are suitable for ophthalmic use according to Gorantla et al. (2020) [43].
In addition, the results of this study revealed that the mean particle size values of G4.5 and
G5 loaded with RBX varied from 289.4 ± 39.9 nm to 482.4 ± 28.7 nm, indicating the loaded
polymer is suitable as an ophthalmic formulation. Results indicated that the proposed
complexes have significantly increased particle size when compared to the empty PAMAM
dendrimers (p < 0.05), which is attributed to entrapment of RBX molecules within the inter-
nal cavities of PAMAM dendrimers. Sizes of both complex formulations of each generation
were enlarged in a range approximately between 100.0–280.0 nm with the exception of
PAMAM G5 5:1 complex which was measured as 669.8 ± 35.3 nm. High particle size of this
formulation might be a result of aggregation. Such results were in line with the findings of
Yavuz et al. [1].

The PDI is usually measured to determine the heterogeneity of a sample based on the
size. PDI is the potential result of size distribution or aggregation of the particles in a sample
during isolation or analysis [44,45]. It was demonstrated that PDI values of empty PAMAM
dendrimers G4.5 and G5 were 0.297 ± 0.055 and 0.350 ± 0.008, respectively. Surfing the litera-
ture revealed that PDI < 0.35 is suitable for ocular drug delivery [46]. G4.5 and G5 complexes
possessed a PDI value ranging from (0.335–0.394). Such findings revealed that there are no
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significant changes in PDI of the dendrimers after loading it with RBX (p > 0.05). Findings of
this work were indicative of monodispersity of PAMAM dendrimers. Specifically, G4.5 and
G5 complex 25:1 possessed the least PDI among all studied nanoformulations (PDI ≤ 0.35)
indicating high particle homogeneity. In fact, the lower PDI value is much closer to achieving
a monodisperse system; so, the latter complexes were considered the most monodisperse sys-
tems that is suitable for ocular drug delivery of RBX. However, an exception to the aforesaid
findings was observed with G5 complex 5:1. This complex possessed a significantly high PDI
value (0.587 ± 0.106), which was previously discussed in possessing a high particle size as
well. This observation could be related to the aggregation of the nanoparticles. According to
Tawfik et al. (2018), PDI measurements of all studied vardenafil/PAMAM complexes were
characterized by small PDI values ≤ 0.25 [21]. Another study by Peng et al. demonstrated
that the PDI of the PAMAM formulation was found to be in a range of (0.230–0.339), which
supports our findings [47].

ζ-potential measurements determine the electrostatic potential at the electrical double
layer surrounding a nanoparticle in a solution. In fact, ζ-potential plays an important role
in determining the stability of nanoparticles as well as knowing the intensity of electrostatic
attraction between biomolecules and the nanoparticles. Nanoparticles with a ζ-potential
between −10.0 and +10.0 mV are considered approximately neutral, while nanoparticles
with ζ-potentials of greater than +30.0 mV or less than −30.0 mV are considered to be
strongly cationic and strongly anionic, respectively. Since most of eye cellular membranes
are negatively charged, ζ-potential can affect a nanoparticle’s tendency to permeate mem-
branes, with cationic particles generally displaying more toxicity associated with cell wall
disruption [48]. A study carried out by Yavuz (2015) found that ζ-potential values of
blank dendrimer generations G4.5 was strongly anionic (−45.9 + 8.8) [1]. On the other
hand, nanosynthons; manufacturer of PAMAM dendrimers G5, has stated that PAMAM
dendrimers G5 possesses a neutral charge as they were synthesized with aminoethanol
surface. In the current work, the ζ-potential measurement of G4.5 was −44.0 mV, which
is similar to the result demonstrated by Yavuz [1]. Additionally, it was found that the
surface charge of G5 was −0.2 mV which is in line with the information provided by
nanosynthons. In this work, measurements of ζ-potential for G4.5 and G5 complexes
showed that, ζ-potential values, either negative or neutral, were increased in the presence
of RBX. Moreover, G4.5 complexes 25:1 and 1:1 remained anionic in contrast to PAMAM
dendrimers used in complex 2.5:1 and 5:1, which exhibited a neutral charge after the
loading process. Results obtained from this work also showed that zeta potential values
for neutral complexes (i.e., G5 complexes) increased yet did not significantly change after
the loading process (p > 0.05). However, it was clear that the loading of RBX, a weakly
basic drug, into PAMAM dendrimers had a positive impact on these ζ-potential findings.
Results demonstrated by Tawfik et al. (2018) supported our findings as vardenafil, a weakly
basic drug (similar to RBX), was encapsulated within PAMAM dendrimers and ζ-potential
measurements were increased after the loading process [21]. Drugs, such as RBX, could be
encapsulated or conjugated to dendrimers. The morphology of G4.5 and G5 complexes
was observed by TEM. It was shown that complexes as well as blank PAMAM dendrimers
showed a discrete spherical morphology. Investigation of drug–polymer binding revealed
that RBX was encapsulated within PAMAM dendrimers and no binding to PAMAM sur-
face occurred. Furthermore, the ability of a fixed amount of RBX to be incorporated into
various dendrimer generations and concentrations was investigated to estimate DE%. The
drug loading efficiency is influenced by certain factors. These include the nature of the
polymer, the encapsulated drug molecules, and polymer–drug ratio [25]. DE% of RBX
in G4.5 and G5 complexes varied from 88.8% to 98.68%. It was demonstrated that drug
loading efficiency of RBX did not show any significant differences among the proposed
nanoparticles (p > 0.05). However, increasing the amount of RBX did not significantly
show any differences compared to lower concentrations in the proposed nanoparticles
(p > 0.05). Nabavizadeh et al. (2016) prepared different concentrations of 5:1, 5:2, 5:3, 5:4,
and 5:5 of capecitabine: PAMAM dendrimers and studied DE% of these formulations. They
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found that DE% of capecitabine decreased with higher PAMAM dendrimer concentration.
Increasing PAMAM dendrimer concentration has led to stronger electrostatic interactions
between capecitabine and PAMAM dendrimers as a result [22,23]. In contrast to the find-
ings reported by the later study, no significant differences occurred between DE% of G4.5
complexes as well as G5 complexes. Our findings were not similar to Nabavizadeh et al.
(2016) results and were not affected by the factor of conjugation [22]. We supported our find-
ings by visualizing the loading pattern of the complexes under TEM, which showed that
RBX was only encapsulated within PAMAM dendrimers and not conjugated to PAMAM
surface. Tawfik et al. (2018) studied vardenafil DE% among the proposed nanoparticles and
revealed that direct correlation between the dendrimer concentration and vardenafil DE%
was not held true for all concentrations. Statistically, no significant differences in vardenafil
DE% were observed between the proposed nanoformulations [21]. These finding are in line
with our results, which showed no significant differences in DE% were observed between
1:1, 2.5:1, 5:1, and 25:1 RBX: PAMAM.

Based on the results of DE%, the appropriate ratio of RBX-PAMAM dendrimer was
selected for stability studies and ex vivo cell line studies, which was found to be 25:1 for
each studied PAMAM generation. Moreover, Yavuz et al. (2015) studied the in vitro drug
release of dexamethasone nanoparticles using different generations of PAMAM dendrimers.
Since the nanoparticles are expected to be cleared from the eye in approximately an hour,
it was desired that dexamethasone should be immediately released to penetrate to the
posterior segment of the eye. Thus, a 3 h long in vitro drug release study was conducted in
PBS at 37 ◦C. In a period of 3 h, the studied complexes released dexamethasone in a range of
40.0 to 80.0% [1]. In our work, a period of 8 h in vitro release study was carried out since the
complex formulations were designed as fast release nanoparticles to be applied topically
and their ocular retention time is suggested to be shorter. After the release study period has
ended, it was found that G4.5 complexes released RBX in a range from 47.0–86.0%, while
G5 complexes released RBX in a range of 25.0–81.0%. Cumulative release (%) of RBX from
the studied nanoparticles showed that the drug was released in a sustained manner. In
this study, it was clearly noticed that the highest release of RBX was demonstrated with
G4.5 complex 25:1 and G5 complex 25:1 up to 86.0% and 81.0% respectively (p < 0.05). The
release of RBX from the suggested complexes was compared to other in vitro release studies
of PAMAM dendrimers. Gothwal et al. (2017) formulated bendamustine nanoparticles
of PAMAM dendrimers G4. In this study, PAMAM dendrimers released the drug in a
sustained manner up to 72 h [49,50]. Another study presented by Yesil-Celiktas et al.
(2017) reported that PAMAM dendrimers provided a sustained release of BCA for six
consecutive days [51]. All of these studies are in line with our findings of this study which
demonstrated that PAMAM dendrimers are found to provide a sustained release of RBX
in all studied formulations. In another study, Kesharwani et al. (2015) observed that
the curcumin release decreased as PAMAM generation increased despite having a higher
loading capacity [52]. The result of this study supports our findings in which RBX was
released in higher percentages from the lower generation (G4.5) when compared to RBX
release from the higher generation (G5).

Furthermore, the stability of G4.5 and G5 25:1 complexes was inspected visually to
evaluate the appearance of any color change, precipitation, or turbidity. This was carried out
to determine the disintegration of the proposed nanoparticles when exposed to light and/or
high temperatures. Results obtained from this work showed that after the study period
has ended, it was clearly observed that with increasing the storage temperature, physical
changes such as color change and precipitation were recorded. Our findings revealed that
the nanoformulations were found to be physically stable at 4 ◦C, whether kept in the dark or
the light. Shadrack et al. (2015) has investigated physical stability of tetramethylscutellarein
nanoparticles using PAMAM dendrimers at different temperature conditions (i.e., 0, 27
and 40 ◦C) for two months. Investigations showed a sign of color change, turbidity and
precipitate formation were observed for formulations stored in light indicating that light
had an influence on their stability [25]. These findings come in agreement with results
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obtained from our study that suggested that light exposure have can influence the stability
of RBX nanoparticles. Findings of the later study found that nanoparticles were relatively
stable when kept in the dark at high temperature (i.e., 40 ◦C). In contrast to these findings,
we have observed physical changes of the nanoformulation at higher temperatures even
when kept in the dark. This phenomenon was described by Prajapati et al. (2009) who
explained that the formation of precipitates observed may be attributed to the opening
of dendritic structures at higher temperatures [53]. By that means, we suggest that RBX
complexes should be kept in the dark at 4 ◦C to provide the maximum stability of the
proposed formulations. Also, another measurement was carried out to investigate the
stability of RBX in the proposed complexes when exposed to different storage conditions.
When each study period has ended, drug content was determined in each studied complex
by using UPLC MS/MS. After that, percent content of RBX was calculated to estimate the
loss of RBX in each tested complex. Results obtained from UPLC-MS/MS showed that RBX
in G4.5 complex 25:1 remained above 90% stability at 4 ◦C for 6 months, the stability was
slightly decreased over time from one month to 6 months. Moreover, percent content of RBX
was apparently decreased by more than 20% with increasing the temperature. The results
of this experiment revealed that the percent content of RBX is higher at 4 > 25 > 37 > 50 ◦C.
Similar finding were observed with G5 complex 25:1. All studied nanoformulations were
more stable when stored in the dark despite the influence of temperature over time. As
a result of these observations, it is suggested that RBX nanoparticles should be stored in
amber containers at 4 ◦C for maximum stability. RBX is a very sensitive drug that should be
kept away from light and higher temperatures. To avoid RBX degradation, this drug must
be stored in an amber container at −20 ◦C. In this work, it was observed that formulating
RBX in a nanoparticulate system using PAMAM dendrimers can improve the stability of
RBX in addition to its tendency to provide a facile retinal drug delivery.

Furthermore, ex vivo cell line studies were conducted to evaluate the safety of the
formulated nanoparticles in MIO-M1 cells. It was found that the drug RBX in a range of
concentrations did not affect the cell viability in both controlled and high glucose mediums.
Similar results were observed with the work of Aldarwesh (2016) [9]. Also, empty and
loaded PAMAM dendrimers G4.5 and G5 were investigated for their cytotoxicity effect in
MIO-M1 cell line. The nanoparticles, in different concentrations, did not affect the viability
of these cells, despite the type of cell medium (i.e., controlled or high glucose medium). To
our knowledge, this is the first cytotoxicity study that was carried out to assess ex vivo
behavior of PAMAM dendrimers using the MIO-M1 cell line. To assess the negative effect
of complexes on the MIO-M1 monolayer integrity as a simple blood–retinal barrier (BRB)
model, an in vitro permeability study on Transwell® and TEER was carried out. The cells
were developed on the upper surface of the semi-permeable membrane in the Transwell®

culture chambers in order to quantify the disruption level of new complexes on a monolayer
of MIO-M1 cells. The difference in the TEER values of dendrimers and complexes was not
statistically significant compared to TEER values before treatment at a p-value less than 0.01.
Indeed, the reduction in TEER value of MIO-M1 monolayer, following the treatment of G5
complex 25:1, G4.5 complex 25:1, RBX, was not statistically significant according to paired
Student t-test (p < 0.01). These findings suggest that both G5 complex 25:1 and G4.5 complex
25:1 did not significantly damage the monolayer integrity of MIO-M1 cells. The value of
apparent permeability of developed MIO-M1 monolayers was confirmed by comparing it
to the literature value for MIO-M1 cells [54]. Furthermore, the permeability values of about
10–6 cm/s have been previously observed in various in vitro BRB studies [32,38]). After
confirmation of the monolayer integrity of MIO-M1, the monolayer integrity of MIO-M1
was inspected by calculating Papp of the barriers using FITC-dextran. During in vitro
permeability assay, the monolayer cells were exposed to one of the G5 complex 25:1, G4.5
complex 25:1, and RBX for 24 h. The effect of the complexes on the barrier integrity was
examined and compared to RBX, non-treated cells, and no cell groups with regards to the
impact of treatment on the apparent permeability coefficient of the MIO-M1 monolayer. As
shown in Figure 10, the Papp value of non-seeded insert was significantly higher than the
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Papp value of untreated cell, indicating the formation of MIO-M1 monolayer membrane
on the Transwell®. Furthermore, the results showed no statistically significant differences
among the permeability value of the MIO-M1 monolayer with or without treatment of
dendrimers and complexes. The difference between dendrimers with or without RBX on
MIO-M1 permeability was not statistically significant (p >0.05). These findings suggest
that both G5 complex and G4.5 complex did not have a negative effect on the monolayer
integrity of MIO-M1 cells. In addition, the above mentioned data support the cell viability
studies which indicate the safety of G5 complex and G4.5 complex on MIO-M1 cell line in
normal conditions.

5. Conclusions

RBX is a newly potent anti-VEGF drug that has been recently investigated for the
treatment of DR. At present, anti-VEGF therapy is usually delivered to the retina via
intravitreal injections carrying many ocular complications that cause patient noncompli-
ance. To provide the maximum therapeutic outcomes of treating diabetic retinopathy, a
non-invasive therapy of RBX was designed. This was carried out using nanoparticles
of PAMAM dendrimers. Several methodologies have been implemented and the non-
invasive nanoparticles that show the best in vitro characterization were formulated and
characterized. The proposed nanoparticles will overcome ocular complications associated
with the invasive therapy of diabetic retinopathy and the result will help in increasing
patient adherence. The future direction of this study is to assess the in vivo behavior of
RBX nanoparticles and to evaluate their permeability properties and ability to provide
non-invasive retinal delivery of the potent anti-VEGF, RBX.
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Abstract: The blood–brain tumor barrier represents a major obstacle for anticancer drug delivery
to brain tumors. Thus, novel strategies aimed at targeting and breaching this structure are of great
experimental and clinical interest. This review is primarily focused on the development and use of
a derivative of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) that can target and alter the blood–brain-tumor-barrier.
This drug, called NGR-TNF, consists of a TNF molecule fused to the Cys-Asn-Gly-Arg-Cys-Gly
(CNGRCG) peptide (called NGR), a ligand of aminopeptidase N (CD13)-positive tumor blood
vessels. Results of preclinical studies suggest that this peptide-cytokine fusion product represents
a valuable strategy for delivering TNF to tumor vessels in an amount sufficient to break the biological
barriers that restrict drug penetration in cancer lesions. Moreover, clinical studies performed in
patients with primary central nervous system lymphoma, have shown that an extremely low dose
of NGR-TNF (0.8 µg/m2) is sufficient to promote selective blood–brain-tumor-barrier alteration,
increase the efficacy of R-CHOP (a chemo-immunotherapy regimen) and improve patient survival.
Besides reviewing these findings, we discuss the potential problems related to the instability and
molecular heterogeneity of NGR-TNF and review the various approaches so far developed to obtain
more robust and homogeneous TNF derivatives, as well as the pharmacological properties of other
peptide/antibody-TNF fusion products, muteins and nanoparticles that are potentially useful for
targeting the blood–brain tumor barrier. Compared to other TNF-related drugs, the administration
of extremely low-doses of NGR-TNF or its derivatives appear as promising non-immunogenic
approaches to overcome TNF counter-regulatory mechanism and systemic toxicity, thereby enabling
safe breaking of the BBTB.

Keywords: blood–brain tumor barrier; permeabilization; brain tumors; primary central nervous
system lymphoma; tumor necrosis factor-alpha; targeted delivery; vascular targeting; CD13; TNF;
TNF receptors; NGR-TNF

1. Introduction

The prognosis of patients with tumors of the central nervous system (CNS), such
as primary lymphomas, gliomas, or brain metastases from neoplasms that originate in
other organs, is still poor. This is mainly due to the presence of the blood–brain barrier
(BBB), which represents an important obstacle for anticancer drug delivery to brain tumors.
Although tumors in the brain compromise the integrity of the BBB in the affected area, this
barrier (referred to as the “blood–brain tumor barrier”, BBTB) is heterogeneously permeable
and represents, therefore, a major obstacle for a homogeneous penetration of anticancer
drugs in tumor tissues. The description of structure and function of the BBTB is beyond
the scope of this paper, and we refer the readers to an excellent review on this subject,
recently published [1]. Thus, patients with tumors affecting the CNS, primary or secondary,
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would greatly benefit from the development of new tools capable of altering the BBTB and,
consequently, enhancing the penetration of anticancer drugs in tumor tissues. The various
approaches so far developed to meet this medical need have been recently reviewed [2].
These strategies include approaches based on (a) direct delivery of drugs into the brain
parenchyma (e.g., by intraoperative placement of the drug or by convection-enhanced
delivery), (b) exploitation of normal transport mechanisms (e.g., by solute carrier-mediated
or receptor-mediated transcytosis), and (c) use of tools that increase the BBTB permeability
(e.g., osmotic agents, focused ultrasounds, or pharmacological means) [2]. Another strategy
recently developed for delivering nanoparticles to brain tumors exploits, in a counter-
intuitive manner, the impermeability of the BBB in a two-step approach based on the
selective retainment of ligand molecules on the surface of the brain vasculature, thanks to
the lower endocytic rate of brain endothelium compared to peripheral endothelial cells,
followed, in a second step, by administration of ligand-selective nanoparticles [3]. However,
despite the various strategies so far developed, overcoming the BBTB still represents a major
problem for brain tumor therapy. The present review is focused on the development and
use of NGR-TNF, a genetically engineered derivative of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) that
can target the tumor blood vessels and increase the permeability of the BBTB. We review
here the structural and functional properties of this drug (which consists of TNF fused
to the C-terminal residue of the CNGRCG peptide), its receptors, its biological effects on
the barriers that limit drug penetration in solid tumors, and its mechanisms of action. In
addition, we review the results of preclinical and clinical studies performed with this drug,
alone or in combination with chemo- and immuno-therapy, including those of a recent
study performed in patients with primary CNS lymphomas (PCNSL) showing that this
drug may represent a valuable tool for breaching the BBTB. Finally, we also discuss the
problems related to NGR-TNF instability and review the approaches so far developed to
obtain more robust TNF derivatives, as well as the potential advantages/disadvantages of
other peptide/antibody-TNF conjugates, muteins and TNF-based nanodrugs that could be
potentially used for targeting brain neoplasms and other solid tumors.

2. The CNGRCG-TNF Recombinant Protein (NGR-TNF) and Its Receptors

TNF is an inflammatory cytokine originally discovered for its capability to cause
massive hemorrhagic necrosis of cancer lesions in mice [4,5]. Unfortunately, despite the
impressive anti-cancer effects observed in mice, studies performed in cancer patients in
the late 1980s showed that TNF, upon systemic administration, can induce toxic effects
and no, or very modest, anti-tumor responses [6,7]. However, clinical studies performed
in the 1990s showed that locoregional administration of a high doses of TNF combined
with chemotherapy, by isolated limb perfusion, can induce high response rates in subjects
with sarcomas of the extremities or with melanomas [8–11]. These results indicate that
TNF can be used in a safe and successful manner to treat cancer patients if high levels of
cytokine are attained in tumors, locally and not in circulation. These notions stimulated, in
the subsequent years, studies aimed at developing targeting strategies for this cytokine,
in the attempt to enable systemic administration of therapeutically efficacious doses of
TNF without causing toxicity. Among the various approaches that have been pursued for
this purpose, targeted delivery of TNF to the tumor-associated vessels (e.g., by fusing this
cytokine with peptide or antibody ligands that recognize receptors or molecules expressed
by the tumor vasculature) represents a valid strategy [12]. NGR-TNF, a recombinant
homo-trimeric protein consisting of CNGRCG fused to the N-terminal residue of TNF and
produced in E. coli, represents a prototypical example of these class of compounds [13].

The CNGRCG peptide was originally identified by panning peptide-phage libraries
in tumor-bearing mice [14]. This compound contains two cysteines and a disulfide-
constrained NGR motif that can recognize a specific form of CD13 (a membrane met-
alloprotease called aminopeptidase N) barely (or not at all) expressed by blood vessels in
normal conditions and up-regulated in the angiogenic vasculature [15–18]. In solid tumors
this protease is expressed by pericytes and endothelial cells, and, in certain cases, also
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by fibroblasts and cancer cells. CD13 is also expressed by cells of healthy tissues, such
as epithelial cells of the prostate, small intestine, kidney, liver, as well as by mast cells,
myeloid cells, antigen-presenting cells, and keratinocytes [19–22]. CD13 is highly expressed
by pericytes in the brain vasculature, i.e., on cells that are behind the endothelial barrier
and, therefore, poorly accessible to circulating molecules in normal tissues, but potentially
accessible in those areas of brain tumors with an altered BBTB. Notably, a recent study per-
formed in PCNSL patients have revealed CD13 expression on the tumor endothelium, i.e.,
on cells that are accessible to circulating molecules also in areas with an intact BBTB [23,24].
Experimental evidence suggests that compounds containing the CNGRCG sequence can
recognize CD13+ tumor vasculature, but not other normal tissues that express high levels
of CD13 [13,16].

The molecular bases of this selective recognition are still unclear. CD13 is a dimeric
glycoprotein with an archlike structure and with monomers that can assume closed or
open conformations [25]. It is possible that different conformations in different tissues,
owing to the presence of tissue-specific cofactors, post-translational modifications or signal-
ing molecules, may result in a differential binding affinity for NGR-containing peptides.
According to this view, studies on the interaction of a cyclic CNGRC peptide with var-
ious CD13-expressing cells (endothelial cells, pericytes, tumor cells, and myeloid cells),
by 2D Transferred Nuclear Overhouser Effect Spectroscopy (2D TR-NOESY) and by im-
munofluorescence techniques, showed that the expression of CD13 was necessary but not
sufficient for the binding, as binding was observed to cells that form the tumor vasculature
(endothelial cells and pericytes) and to some tumor cell lines, but not to myeloid cells [26].

Because of their tumor vasculature homing properties, CNGRCG and other NGR-
peptides have been exploited for delivering a variety of therapeutic or imaging compounds
to neoplastic lesions, including liposomes, chemotherapeutic agents, DNA, viruses, anti-
angiogenic compounds, fluorescent molecules, contrast agents and also cytokines [12]. In
NGR-TNF, which was the first NGR-cytokine conjugate to be developed, the CNGRCG
domain does not impair folding, TNF subunit oligomerization and binding to type-1 and
type-2 TNF receptors. Furthermore, the TNF domain does not impair the interaction of
NGR with its receptor (CD13) [13]. Thus, NGR-TNF can engage high-avidity interactions
with TNF-receptors and CD13 on cells that express both types of receptors, as it occurs in
endothelial cells of the tumor vasculature, but not in normal vessels (which lack CD13) [13].
For the same reason NGR-TNF is unlikely to engage high-avidity multivalent interactions
with the soluble CD13, alone, present in the blood. The high-avidity interactions with
both types of receptors in the tumor vasculature can likely account for the tumor-homing
properties of NGR-TNF and its capability to exert anti-cancer effects at extremely low doses
in mice [27]. This view is supported by the observation that the anti-cancer activity of low-
dose NGR-TNF in murine models is abrogated by co-administration of a neutralizing anti-
CD13 antibody or by anti-TNF-Rs antibodies [13,27]. However, it is also worth highlighting
the fact that the function of CD13 is not limited to NGR-TNF homing to tumor vessels, as
upon NGR-TNF binding this membrane protein can also induce co-signaling mechanisms
that impair the activation of pro-survival pathways induced by the TNF moiety (Ras, Erk,
Akt, NF-kB) without affecting other pathways related to stress and cell death (p38 and JNK),
a mechanism that may contribute to the overall biological activity of the fusion protein [26].
In other words, both NGR and TNF domains have a direct role in both cell binding and
signaling. Whether or not TNF receptors are internalized, recycled or destroyed after
NGR-TNF binding and whether the NGR domain of TNF is cleaved upon binding to CD13
are unknown.

Finally, considering the notion that CD13 is expressed in angiogenic vessels, it is
important to highlight the fact that besides targeting the angiogenic vasculature of tumors,
off-target delivery of NGR-TNF to non-tumoral angiogenic vessels might occur in the case
of concomitant diseases with an angiogenic component.
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3. Preclinical Studies of NGR-TNF
3.1. NGR-TNF as a Single Agent in Murine Models of Solid Tumors

Considering that human TNF can efficiently bind murine type-1, but not type-2, TNF
receptor [28], most preclinical studies in mice have been performed with murine NGR-TNF.
Studies in murine models of lymphoma, fibrosarcoma, and melanoma have shown that
the dose–response curve of systemically administered NGR-TNF is markedly different
from that of TNF: while both TNF and NGR-TNF have therapeutic anti-cancer activity
at doses in the microgram range, only NGR-TNF can induce anti-tumor responses when
administered at doses in the picogram range (e.g., 100 pg/mouse). Nanogram doses
of NGR-TNF (e.g., 3–10 ng) were paradoxically less active than picograms, pointing to
a triphasic-dose–response curve [13,27]. Mechanistic studies have shown that this behavior
depends on the shedding of soluble TNF-receptors in circulation (i.e., of TNF inhibitors),
which can be triggered by TNF and NGR-TNF at doses >1 ng/mouse. This counter-
regulatory mechanism efficiently inhibits the potential anti-cancer and toxic effects of both
TNF and NGR-TNF [27]. When doses in the range of micrograms are used, however, both
drugs can overcome these counter-regulatory mechanisms and induce strong anti-cancer
effects, but, for the same reason, they can also cause systemic toxic reactions. In contrast,
doses of NGR-TNF in the range of picograms do not induce the shedding of soluble TNF
receptors and can exert pharmacological effects without causing systemic toxicity [27].
Thus, the use of extremely low doses of NGR-TNF may represent a strategy to avoid
toxicity as well as systemic counter-regulatory mechanisms.

Studies on the mechanisms of NGR-TNF anti-tumor activity have shown that tar-
geted delivery of low amounts of this drug to tumor blood vessels (e.g., 100 pg/mouse,
>100,000-fold lower than the median lethal dose, LD50) can affect the tumor vasculature and
microenvironment, causing the up-regulation of intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-2
and vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM)-1 in the endothelial lining of tumor vas-
culature and the release of various chemokines and cytokines involved in the activation
and migration T-cells in the tumor tissue, such as MCP-1/CCL-2, MIP-2, oncostatin-M,
MCP-3/CCL-7, and stem cell factor [29]. Low-dose NGR-TNF, but not TNF, can affect VE-
cadherin dependent adherence junctions and enhance vascular permeability in tumors [30].
Accordingly, magnetic resonance imaging in lymphoma-bearing mice, 2 hours after drug
administration, have shown an enhanced leakage of the blood pool contrast agent from
tumor blood vessels [12]. Low-dose NGR-TNF can also cause apoptosis of endothelial
cells and, at later time points, also apoptosis of tumor cells, likely because of vascular
damage and nutrients/oxygen deprivation [12]. It appears, therefore, that a combination
of endothelial barrier alteration, vascular damage and inflammatory/immune responses
contribute to the overall anti-cancer effects of low-dose NGR-TNF.

3.2. Effect of Low-Dose NGR-TNF on the Barriers That Limit the Penetration of Chemotherapeutic
Drugs in Tumors

Low-dose NGR-TNF (100 pg/mouse, systemically administered) can increase the
response of tumors to chemotherapeutic drugs, as observed with cisplatin, melphalan,
doxorubicin, gemcitabine and paclitaxel in various models of transplantable tumors and in
an orthotopic model of prostate cancer (TRAMP) [27,31,32].

Maximal synergism can be obtained with a 2-hour delay between NGR-TNF and
chemotherapeutic drug administrations, irrespective of tumor model and drug used. Mech-
anistic studies performed in mice bearing melanomas or lymphomas have shown that
low-dose NGR-TNF can increase the tumor uptake of the anthracycline doxorubicin [27].
This phenomenon can be related to the capability of TNF to reduce the barriers that limit
drug penetration in tumor tissues, such as those related to the endothelial barrier func-
tion and to the high interstitial pressure, thereby leading to an increase of the convective
transport of drugs through the tumor vasculature wall, at least in those areas that are
poorly perfused and characterized by low permeability [9,33–40]. Notably, chromogranin
A, a neurosecretory glycoprotein capable of inhibiting the vascular leakage induced by TNF,
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can also inhibit the synergism between NGR-TNF and chemotherapeutic drugs in tumor-
bearing mice [30]. This observation is in line with the hypothesis that an increased vascular
permeability is a crucial mechanism of the increased chemotherapeutic-drug penetration
in tumors, after NGR-TNF administration, and synergism (Figure 1A). NGR-TNF and
doxorubicin synergism occurs in immunocompetent mice, but not in interferon-γ (IFNγ)–
knock-out or nude mice, suggesting that a fully functional immune system and IFNγ are
necessary for the overall anti-tumor effects of this combination [41].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the primary mechanisms of the synergistic effects of low-dose
NGR-TNF with chemo/immunotherapy. Low-dose NGR-TNF recognizes with high avidity CD13 and
TNF receptors (TNF-Rs) expressed in the vasculature of solid tumors. This interaction activates TNF-
Rs- and CD13-dependent signaling mechanisms that lead to selective activation of endothelial cells
and, consequently, to alteration of the endothelial-barrier function and cytokine-chemokine secretion.
These mechanisms favor chemotherapeutic drug penetration (A) and CD8 T-cells infiltration (B) in
tumor tissues. These effects are also followed, at later time points, by vascular damage (see text).
The selectivity of these effects depends on the fact that CD13 (the NGR receptor) is overexpressed in
tumor vessels and little, or not at all, by endothelial cells in normal tissues.
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3.3. Effect of Low-Dose NGR-TNF on the Infiltration of Lymphocyte in Tumors

Low-dose NGR-TNF can promote lymphocyte extravasation in tumors [29] (Figure 1B).
This phenomenon is likely related to the capability of NGR-TNF to loosen vascular endothe-
lial cadherin-dependent adherence junctions, to up-regulate leukocyte-adhesion molecules
on the tumor vasculature, and to promote the secretion of various chemokines in neoplastic
tissues (see above paragraphs). Studies performed in murine models of melanoma and
in a spontaneous-orthotopic model of prostate cancer (TRAMP) have shown that NGR-
TNF can increase tumor-tissue infiltration of either endogenous or adoptively transferred
cytotoxic T-cells, without modification of T-cell distribution in blood, spleen or kidney in
tumor-bearing mice [29]. Notably, NGR-TNF can increase the efficacy of adoptive or active
immunotherapy of tumor-bearing mice, either when administered alone or in combination
with chemotherapy [29]. Comparable doses of TNF were marginally or not at all active
in the same models, suggesting that the NGR-directed targeted delivery of TNF to the
tumor vasculature was necessary for the efficacy of the combined therapies. Low-dose
NGR-TNF can also increase the efficacy of TCR-engineered tumor-redirected lymphocytes,
leading to tumor eradication in the orthotopic model of prostate cancer [42]. Finally, studies
performed in mice bearing prostate cancers or melanomas, have shown that low doses of
NGR-TNF can enhance the infiltration of effector T cells in tumors, as well as the therapeutic
effects of immune checkpoint blockers combined with adoptive cell therapy [43].

4. Clinical Studies with NGR-TNF
4.1. Clinical Studies with NGR-TNF in Patients with Solid Tumors

Human NGR-TNF (NGR-hTNF) has been evaluated alone or in combination with
chemotherapy in several phase-I and -II studies enrolling patients with various types of
solid tumors, and in also in a phase-III study in patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma.

The first phase I study, conducted on 69 patients with histologic or cytologic con-
firmation of advanced cancer, showed for the first time in humans that treatment with
NGR-hTNF could cause anti-vascular effects in tumors [44]. NGR-hTNF was adminis-
tered once every 3 weeks by a 20 to 60 min intravenous infusion using escalating doses
(0.2–60 µg/m2) with a maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of 45 µg/m2 administered in 1 hour.
The most frequent observed toxicities were rigors and fever. The terminal half-life of
NGR-hTNF was 1 to 2 hours. No objective responses were observed, but 39% of patients
had stable disease (SD), with a median duration of response of 12 weeks. Based on the
results of another phase-I study, designed to define safety and optimal dose in patients with
advanced solid tumors, the dose of 0.8 µg/m2 was chosen for subsequent studies, either as
single-agent or in combination with chemotherapeutic drugs, considering the favorable tox-
icity profile observed with this dose, the disease control obtained (44% of SD for a median
time of 5.9 months), the lack of stimulation of TNF-receptors shedding and the significant
anti-vascular effects observed [45]. Another important Phase I clinical study, performed
on 31 patients with advanced solid tumors, showed that the anti-vascular activity of NGR-
hTNF was inversely correlated to the tumor dimension, probably because of the presence
of a less-mature neovasculature in small lesions [46]. This study also confirmed that the
levels of circulating soluble TNF-receptors were not increased by low doses of NGR-hTNF
(<1.3 µg/m2) and showed that patients did not develop anti-NGR-hTNF antibodies.

Thus, phase II clinical studies with low-dose NGR-TNF (0.8 µg/m2, 1 h infusion,
weekly or every 3 weeks) as a single agent were then conducted in pre-treated patients
with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM), and col-
orectal cancer (CRC). The results showed again anti-vascular effects and significant disease
control [47–49]. The treatment was well-tolerated, as no drug-related grade 3 to 4 toxicities
were registered except for 1 grade 3 syncope in the 3-weekly cohort of the MPM study.

Phase I studies on the combination of low-dose NGR-hTNF with doxorubicin
(60–75 mg/m2) [50] or cisplatin (80 mg/m2) [51] showed that these therapeutic regimens
were feasible and well-tolerated. Notably, a promising anti-tumor activity was registered in
patients pretreated and refractory to the chemotherapeutic drug used in the combination.
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Low-dose NGR-hTNF, combined with doxorubicin, was also evaluated in a phase II study
enrolling 37 relapsed ovarian cancer patients with a platinum-free interval lower than
12 months. The overall response rate was 66% (23% PR and 43% SD), median PFS and
OS were 5 months and 17 months, respectively [52]. No unexpected toxicities and strong
association between baseline-lymphocyte counts and outcomes were reported. Notably,
this association was observed also in unselected patients with relapsed small cell lung
cancer injected with NGR-hTNF and doxorubicin [53]. In these patients, similar anti-tumor
activity was observed in both platinum-sensitive and platinum-resistant patient cohorts.
In another phase-II study, two sequential groups of CRC patients who had failed stan-
dard treatment received NGR-hTNF, 0.8 or 45 µg/m2, combined with a fixed dose of
capecitabine-oxaliplatin (XELOX). Both these treatments were safe, but apparently a sign
of efficacy was evident only with the lower NGR-hTNF dose [54]. This is a remarkable
observation, as it supports the concept that “the-more-is-better” principle is not valid for
NGR-hTNF (and likely also for other TNF derivatives). As observed in preclinical studies,
the lower anti-tumor activity of high-dose NGR-hTNF (45 µg/m2) seemed to be related to
the induction of soluble TNF-receptors shedding in the circulation, i.e., the release of TNF
inhibitors. However, the results of a phase I study conducted with doses (60–325 µg/m2)
higher than the MTD previously established in 48 patients with refractory solid tumors
(45 µg/m2) suggest that these doses are tolerated and can induce anti-tumor effects if
a more protracted length of infusion (2 h) and mild premedication with paracetamol are
used [55]. This behavior observed in patients recapitulates the complex dose–response
curve observed in murine models (discussed above).

NGR-hTNF was also combined with a peptide-based vaccination in a pilot phase-I
study enrolling patients with metastatic melanoma [56]. Accrual was slow and the trial
was closed earlier due to new therapies that became available for metastatic melanoma.
However, the combination was associated with an ex-vivo T-cell response and a long-term
overall survival (>4 months in six out of eight evaluable patients).

The results of a randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled phase-III clinical trial
on 400 previously treated patients with MPM and treated with or without low-dose NGR-
hTNF (0.8 µg/m2, weekly) in combination with the best investigator choice have been
published in 2018 [57]. Although the primary end point on the overall survival (OS) was not
reached for the entire population of patients treated with NGR-hTNF (n = 200) a significant
improvement in progression-free survival (PFS) and OS was observed in patients who pro-
gressed more rapidly after first-line treatment (short treatment-free-interval, representing
50% of the entire patient population), suggesting that there could be a benefit from treating
patients with more aggressive MPM with NGR-hTNF.

4.2. Targeting the Blood–Brain Tumor Barrier with NGR-TNF in Patients with PCNSL

Primary diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) of the CNS (PCNSL), a rare extra-
nodal non-Hodgkin lymphoma confined to brain, eyes, meninges, and other structures
of the CNS, is a paradigmatic example of one of the major challenge in the treatment of
CNS tumors: the delivery of drugs across the BBB [58]. PCNSL are usually treated with
high-dose methotrexate-based combinations, which require hospitalization and large exper-
tise [59]. The use of R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and
prednisone, the standard treatment of systemic DLBCL) might overcome these difficulties,
but CNS penetration of these drugs is poor [58]. Thus, strategies aimed at improving drug
penetration in this setting are of great interest and many invasive and noninvasive ap-
proaches have already been tested [58]. Studies performed in mice bearing brain metastases
of breast cancer have shown that systemic administration of relatively high doses of TNF
can induce BBTB permeabilization [23] and enhance tumor penetration of therapeutic com-
pounds [60], but, as discussed above, this approach cannot be used in patients because of its
inherent systemic toxicity [12]. Based on the idea that these limitations could be overcome
by BBTB permeabilization with low-dose NGR-hTNF followed by R-CHOP, a phase-II
trial on NGR-hTNF plus R-CHOP in patients with relapsed/refractory PCNSL has been
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designed and conducted (“INGRID” trial). The trial was designed to include two distinct
parts: (a) an exploratory phase on the first 10 enrolled patients, aimed at assessing the
feasibility of the NGR-hTNF/R-CHOP combination and obtaining the “proof of principle”
of BBTB alteration by NGR-hTNF [24]; and (b) an expansion phase on 28 patients, aimed at
assessing the efficacy and safety of this therapy in the whole patients cohort [23]. Treatment
schedule consisted of six courses of R-CHOP21 preceded by NGR-hTNF (0.8 µg/m2 deliv-
ered 2 hours before R-CHOP by a 1 h infusion). Per protocol, the first course of R-CHOP
was not preceded by NGR-hTNF in the first 10 patients. All subjects who achieved a partial
response (PR) or a complete response (CR) at the end of the program, were evaluated for
consolidative therapy which, per protocol and accordingly to prior treatments, could be
represented by whole-brain radiation therapy (30–36 Gy), carmustine-thiotepa-conditioned
autologous stem cell transplantation or oral lenalidomide maintenance. A total of 28 pa-
tients were enrolled (median age: 58 years, range 26–78; 14 males); most patients had
unfavorable features at trial registration (IELSG risk score intermediate or high in 82%).
Tumor response was observed in 21 patients (75%; 95%CI = 59–91), complete in 11 patients,
and the predetermined efficacy threshold (≥12 responses) was achieved, indicating that
the combination of NGR-hTNF and RCHOP was efficacious in these patients (Figure 2A).
At a median follow-up of 34 months (27–44 months), six patients were still alive, and
five patients remained relapse free. Of note, the responses observed after R-CHOP alone
in the first 10 enrolled patients were not significant, with most patients showing stable
disease or progressive disease, excluding, bona fide, that responses achieved later were
exclusively due to immune-chemotherapy activity. Treatment was well-tolerated. Toxicities
were quickly solved with no need of dose reductions or interruptions, and, overall, no
treatment related death was observed. A total of 15 systemic adverse events were recorded
in 11 patients, with 9 grade 1–2 reactions to NGR-hTNF infusion. Dynamic-contrast en-
hanced magnetic resonance imaging and single-photon emission computed tomography
studies showed an increase of vascular permeability after NGR-hTNF infusion in tumor
and perilesional areas (Figure 2B). Notably, immunohistochemical analysis of tumor tissue
sections have revealed the presence of CD13 on the luminal side of tumor vasculature in all
diagnostic brain biopsies evaluated, suggesting that the NGR receptor target was accessible
to NGR-hTNF intravenously delivered [23,24]. The localized action of TNF on tumoral and
peritumoral areas, likely mediated by CD13 targeting, is also suggested by the observation
that no changes in the cerebrospinal fluid/plasma drug levels occurred after NGR-hTNF
infusion. The effect of NGR-hTNF on the blood–retina barrier and the blood–cerebrospinal
fluid barrier remains to be established because none of the patients had meningeal disease
at trial registration, and only three patients had ocular involvement. Overall, the results
obtained in PCNSL patients are in line with the good tolerability of NGR-hTNF observed in
previous studies on patients with other solid tumors, thus suggesting that this innovative
therapeutic approach deserves to be investigated as first-line treatment in PCNSL patients.
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Figure 2. Examples of responses to NGR-hTNF/R-CHOP combination in patients with PCNSL.
(A) DCE-MRI (gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted scan) before and after treatment with 2–4 cycles
of R-CHOP preceded by NGR-hTNF in 6 PCNSL patients. (B) SPECT analysis of a patient before
and after the third treatment with NGR-hTNF and R-CHOP, showing an increase of uptake of 99mTc-
DTPA. The volume of ≥30% uptake of 99mTc-DTPA is contoured in the two studies performed
before (left image, blue line) and after (central image, green line) administration of NGR-hTNF/R-
CHOP. The contoured volumes are also reported on the image obtained by gadolinium-enhanced
T1-weighted MRI (right image) showing the tumor location. The volume of increased uptake before
and after NGR-hTNF/R-CHOP administration was 22 and 40 cm3, respectively. Part of this research
was originally published in Blood [24] and Blood Advances [23].

4.3. NGR-TNF Immunogenicity

Studies on the immunogenicity of the CNGRCG domain of NGR-TNF, carried out in
rabbits and mice injected with NGR-TNF or with various compounds consisting of CN-
GRCG coupled with immunogenic carrier proteins, have shown that the CNGRCG peptide
ligand is poorly, or not at all, immunogenic [61]. Experiments based on molecular dynamics
simulation predicted that the most populated structures of CNGRC are superimposable
to a GNGRG hairpin structure present in human fibronectin 5th type I repeat (FN-I5) [61].
This can explain the low immunogenicity of the CNGRCG peptide sequence, as it likely
mimics a “self” structure. Accordingly, as discussed above, no anti-NGR-TNF antibodies
were raised in patients treated with human NGR-TNF, even after repeated injections.

4.4. NGR-TNF Derivatives with Improved Stability and Homogeneity

TNF is a homotrimeric protein. Structural studies of human and murine NGR-TNF,
produced by genetic engineering technology in Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells, have shown
that these products consist of trimers made by subunits with different molecular weights,
including subunits with the expected molecular weight (17939.39 Da and 17844.25 Da,
respectively) and subunits with −17, +1, +42 and +58 Da than expected [62]. The molecular
heterogeneity of human and murine NGR-TNF is related to post-translational modifications
of their N-terminal domains, including N-terminal acetylation and oxidation (+42 and
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+58 Da), asparagine deamidation (+1 Da), and formation of 6–7 membered rings between
cysteine α-amino group and asparagine side-chain (−17 kDa). These post-translational
modification and degradation reactions need a cysteine (C) in the first position (with a free
α-amino group) and an asparagine (N) in second position, as in the CNGRCG domain
of NGR-TNF [62].

While the acetylated-CNGRCG domain can recognize CD13 with a binding strength
similar to that of the non-acetylated domain, the −17 Da subunits are likely non-functional,
as this modification (which involves the reaction of the cysteine α-amino group with
the asparagine side-chain of the CNGRCG domain) destroys the NGR motif [62]. Thus,
incorporation of these altered subunits in NGR-TNF may have important pharmacologi-
cal implications.

The asparagine deamidation reaction leads to the formation of aspartate and isoas-
partate. The consequent NGR-to-isoDGR transition causes receptor switch from CD13 to
αvβ3 integrin, isoDGR being an integrin-binding motif [63]. Notably, αvβ3 is an integrin
overexpressed in the tumor neovasculature and for this reason isoDGR-TNF (a degradation
product of NGR-TNF) is endowed of potent anti-cancer activity [63]. It is possible, therefore,
that the asparagine deamidation reaction (which may occur in low but significant amounts
in vitro, during NGR-TNF production and storage, and in vivo, after drug injection in
patients) may lead to a dual mechanism of tumor vessel targeting based on CD13 and αvβ3
recognition. The effect of isoDGR-TNF on other αvβ3-expressing cells, such as platelets
and myeloid cells (dendritic cells, macrophages, microglia) is unknown.

Considering the molecular heterogeneity of NGR-TNF subunits and assuming a ran-
dom association of different subunits in trimer formation, different trimers are expected
to be present in NGR-TNF preparations. This may represent a major problem in drug
development, particularly in terms of lot-to-lot consistency and quality assurance. Thus,
various attempts have been made to generate NGR-TNF derivatives more homogeneous
and stable. At this regard, an NGR-TNF product lacking the +58 Da and +42 modifications
can be obtained by expressing the cDNA encoding this protein in P. pastoris, instead of
E. coli [62]. Furthermore, blockade of the cysteine α-amino group with a serine in first
position leads to the expression in E. coli of a SCNGRCG-TNF product (called S-NGR-TNF)
more homogeneous and stable than NGR-TNF [62]. Finally, a stable nano-formulations
of NGR-TNF can be produced using TNF-bearing gold nanoparticles functionalized with
a cyclic NGR-peptide having a N-methylated glycine in place of glycine, which completely
prevents asparagine deamidation without impairing CD13 recognition [64]. All these prod-
ucts, tested only in animal models so far, may represent more homogeneous, stable, and
active second-generation NGR-TNF that deserve further investigation.

4.5. Other TNF-Based Tumor Targeting Agents

The results of preclinical and clinical studies obtained with NGR-TNF indicate that
extremely low doses of this drug (e.g., 100 pg/mouse or 0.8 µg/m2 in patients) are sufficient
to affect the tumor vasculature and to induce anti-tumor effects. This also suggests that
the CNGRCG peptide (NGR) and the CD13 receptor represent an efficient ligand–receptor
system for delivering TNF to the tumor vasculature. However, besides CNGRCG, other
ligands and delivery systems can be exploited for increasing the therapeutic index of
TNF [12]. For example, a conjugate consisting of TNF coupled to the tumor vasculature-
homing peptide CRGRRST was shown to increase tumor vessel stability, vascular perfusion,
and T-cell infiltration in a mouse model of pancreatic endocrine tumors, when administered
biweekly at doses of 2 µg [65]. The selective advantage of this drug over TNF was lost with
a dose of 0.2 µg and no beneficial effects at all were observed with a dose of 0.2 ng [65].

Antibodies can also be exploited as targeting ligands. For example, the single-chain Fv
fragment of L19, an antibody against the alternatively spliced EDB domain of fibronectin,
has been fused to TNF by genetic engineering technology and used for delivering TNF to
various types of solid tumors in animal models and in patients [66,67]. Of note, this product
(called L19-TNF) has shown anti-tumor activity in a murine glioblastoma model [68]
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and is currently investigated in phase I/II trials in glioma patients at relatively high
doses (10–13 µg/kg), as a single agent or combined with lomustine (clinicaltrials.gov;
NCT03779230 and NCT04573192). Early findings in glioblastoma patients showed that L19-
TNF monotherapy could decrease blood perfusion within the tumor, which was associated
with increased tumor necrosis and T-cell infiltration [67,69]. Anti-CD13 antibodies have
also been used as TNF vehicles [70,71]. An interesting strategy developed to reduce the
systemic toxicity of antibody-TNF conjugates is based on the use of conjugates bearing
mutations in the TNF moiety that decrease its affinity for TNF receptors, thereby reducing
off-target effects on normal cells [70,71]. These de-potentiated TNF versions, thanks to
their specific accumulation on the target molecules, such as alternatively spliced EDB
domain of fibronectin or CD13, can regain their activity on targeted cells, e.g., by local
avidity-driven receptor binding. For example, administration of high doses (375 µg/kg)
of a depotentiated version of L19-TNF (I97A) to mice bearing subcutaneous WEHI-164
fibrosarcomas showed a more potent anti-tumor activity, without apparent toxicity, than
the wild-type product [71]. Similarly, daily injection of a CD13-specific VHH single-
domain antibody fused to a mutated (Y86F) single-chain murine TNF (50 µg/mouse)
could selectively activate the tumor neovasculature in a murine melanoma model without
detectable toxicity [70,71]. Although these approaches might reduce the systemic toxicity of
conjugates, the antibody ligands, the linkers, the mutations, and the markedly high doses
necessary to induce anti-tumor effects might negatively impact the immunogenicity of this
class of compounds, a point that should be carefully considered.

Other approaches used by different investigators for delivering TNF to tumors are
based on the use of nanomaterials capable of exploiting the “passive” targeting mecha-
nism consequent to the “enhanced permeability and retention effects (EPR)” of neoplastic
tissues [72,73], such as gold nanoparticles [74–80], superparamagnetic iron oxide nanopar-
ticles decorated exosome [81], magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles [82], dendritic mesoporous
silica nanoparticles [83], lactoferrin-bearing polypropylenimine dendriplexes [83], carbon
dot festooned and surface-passivated graphene-reinforced chitosan nanoparticles [84], and
poly-lactic acid microspheres [85]. Notably, recent studies have shown that the function-
alization of TNF-bearing gold nanoparticles with NGR- or isoDGR-containing ligands
can enable also the “active” targeted delivery of extremely low, but pharmacologically
active, doses of nanodrug (e.g., equivalent to 5 pg of biologically active TNF/mouse) to
the tumor vasculature in murine models [64,86]. Finally, genetically modified viruses,
bacteria, and bacteriophages, engineered to express TNF alone or in combination with
other cytokines, have also been developed [87–93]. For example, a recent study performed
in a murine model of human glioblastoma have shown that an RGD4C-directed hybrid
virus of adeno-associated virus and phage (AAVP) can deliver the TNF gene to the tumors,
and induce damage of tumor-associated neovessels and cell death [94].

All these strategies are promising, but their clinical utility in safely breaching the BBB
in cancer patients is yet to be demonstrated.

5. Conclusions

The results of studies performed with NGR-TNF in animal models of solid tumors
and in PCNSL patients suggest that coupling TNF with the CNGRCG peptide (NGR)
is a valuable strategy for delivering an amount of cytokine to tumor blood vasculature
sufficient to alter the biological barriers that limit drug penetration in cancer lesions,
including the BBTB. Remarkably, the dose of NGR-TNF necessary for BBTB alteration
in patients (0.8 µg/m2) is well-tolerated. The results of these studies have also shown
that the use of an extremely low dose of NGR-TNF can overcome, on the one hand, the
problem of TNF systemic toxicity, and, on the other hand, systemic counter-regulatory
mechanisms that limit the therapeutic efficacy of this cytokine. This is made possible by
the excellent accessibility of the CD13 target (the luminal side of the endothelial lining of
tumor vasculature, thus not beyond the BBTB) and the high avidity of the interactions
among NGR-TNF, CD13 and TNF-receptors, co-expressed on the endothelium of the tumor
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vasculature. The NGR targeting domain, besides delivering TNF effector molecules to
CD13-positive tumor vessels, can also induce co-signaling mechanisms that impair the
activation of pro-survival pathways by the TNF moiety, a mechanism that may contribute
to the biological effects observed with extremely low doses of the fusion protein.

The low dose of drug necessary for BBTB breaching, the target accessibility, the small
size and the poor (or null) immunogenicity of the NGR peptide, may represent important
advantages compared to other ligands and vehicles so far developed for delivering TNF
(protein or gene) to tumors, e.g., those based on antibodies, nanoparticles, viral agents, or
genetically engineered cells, particularly in the case of therapies that need repeated treatments.

In conclusion, the results achieved so far in animal models and in PCNSL patients
suggest that targeted delivery of low amounts of NGR-TNF (or its more homogeneous
derivatives) to CD13-positive tumor neovasculature represents a valuable strategy for
breaching the BBTB and for enhancing anticancer drug delivery to neoplastic cells in
patients with PCNSL. Further studies are warranted to assess the potential use of NGR-
TNF (or its more stable and homogeneous derivative S-NGR-TNF), in combination with
chemo/immunotherapy, for the treatment of other primary and secondary brain tumors,
such as glioblastoma multiforme and brain metastases of breast and lung cancer.
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Abstract: The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is highly expressed in many non-small cell
lung cancers (NSCLC), necessitating the use of EGFR-tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) as first-line
treatments. Osimertinib (OSM), a third-generation TKI, is routinely used in clinics, but T790M muta-
tions in exon 20 of the EGFR receptor lead to resistance against OSM, necessitating the development
of more effective therapeutics. Telmisartan (TLM), OSM, and cell cycle and apoptosis regulatory
protein 1 (CARP-1) functional mimetic treatments (CFM4.17) were evaluated in this study against
experimental H1975 tumor xenografts to ascertain their anti-cancer effects. Briefly, tumor growth was
studied in H1975 xenografts in athymic nude mice, gene and protein expressions were analyzed using
next-generation RNA sequencing, proteomics, RT-PCR, and Western blotting. TLM pre-treatment
significantly reduced the tumor burden when combined with CFM-4.17 nanoformulation and OSM
combination (TLM_CFM-F_OSM) than their respective single treatments or combination of OSM and
TLM with CFM 4.17. Data from RNA sequencing and proteomics revealed that TLM_CFM-F_OSM
decreased the expression of Lamin B2, STAT3, SOD, NFKB, MMP-1, TGF beta, Sox-2, and PD-L1
proteins while increasing the expression of AMPK proteins, which was also confirmed by RT-PCR,
proteomics, and Western blotting. According to our findings, the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination
has a superior anti-cancer effect in the treatment of NSCLC by affecting multiple resistant markers
that regulate mitochondrial homeostasis, inflammation, oxidative stress, and apoptosis.

Keywords: epidermal growth factor receptor; non-small cell lung cancer; Lamin B2; AMPK;
Osimertinib; RNA seq; proteomics; RT-PCR

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is still the deadliest cancer globally, and the World Health Organization
estimates that 2.09 million new cases are reported each year, with 1.76 million deaths
(18.4 percent of all cancer deaths) [1]. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts
for over 85% of lung cancer cases, and its incidence is increasing every year, seriously
threatening human health [2].
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Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) are the majorly front-line agents for treating NSCLC
over platinum doublet chemotherapy [3]. Resistance to chemotherapy develops in many
patients, and more than 20 percent of NSCLC patients show epidermal growth factor
receptor (EFGR) mutations [4,5]. Erlotinib and Gefitinib, which are the first-generation
EGFR targeted TKIs, bind to EGFR reversibly, leading cells to acquire resistance by inducing
mutations that enhance the affinity to Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (T790M-mutation),
resulting in decreased interaction with its receptors following therapy [6]. Afatinib and
Dacomitinib are second-line EGFR TKIs that bind to EGFR permanently and show beneficial
effects in cancer therapy, but there have been toxicity concerns due to elevated wild-type
EGFR off-target binding [7]. Osimertinib (OSM) is a third-generation EGFR-TKI, irreversibly
binds EGFR protein activating mutations (such as L858R and Exon19 del) and also targets
EGFR TKIs resistant mutations that reduce interaction with wild-type EGFR [8]. The EGFR
C797S mutation has been linked to OSM resistance by enhancing receptor affinity to ATP.
Additionally, the combination therapy with various TKIs has been suggested as an excellent
way to combat resistance, though there are some drawbacks, such as enhanced toxicity [9].
Even though radiotherapy and chemotherapy can help advanced patients to improve
their survival rate [10–16], these approaches are toxic to normal cells resulting in impaired
immunity, bone marrow suppression and neurotoxicity [17]. Molecular targeted therapy
has gradually become a new choice because of its low dosage, remarkable effect, strong
specificity, and low side effects [18].

Several reports suggested that OSM inhibits the activation of several downstream
pathways, such as RAS/RAF/MAPK and PI3K/AKT, and regulates different cellular pro-
cesses, including DNA synthesis and proliferation [19]. Cell cycle and apoptosis regulator
protein 1 (CARP-1/CCAR1) is a perinuclear phosphoprotein that co-activates the anaphase-
promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C), an E3-ubiquitin ligase, which affects cell cycle
and tumor growth [20,21]. Through p53 co-activation, it also regulates chemotherapy-
induced apoptosis [21]. CARP-1 functional mimetics (CFMs) inhibit cell growth in various
cancer cells and cause apoptosis via lowering CARP-1 binding to the APC/C component
APC2 [22]. Previous research on CARP-1 functional mimetics has primarily investigated
their role in CARP-1 signaling, ignoring their ability to suppress EGFR activation. Accord-
ing to molecular docking studies, both CFM4.16 and CFM4.17 have been shown to bind
with EGFR’s ATP binding site [6]. This is consistent with the work of other investigators
who have demonstrated that compounds with the ability to target numerous components
in the EGFR signaling cascade are more inhibited than those with only one target [23].

Many anti-cancer drugs are ineffective due to high interstitial pressure or tumor
stromal barriers. In addition to its role in decreasing tumor interstitial barriers, telmisartan
(TLM) has also been shown to aid in the delivery of nanoparticles and liposomes to
tumor cells [24–31]. TLM promotes the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)
pathways by inhibiting PI3K signaling [32,33]. In our laboratory, we have demonstrated
that TLM could enhance the anti-cancer effects of sorafenib and CFM 4.16 in the rociletinib-
resistant H1975 NSCLC xenograft model, lowering the protein expression of p-EGFR/EGFR,
Nanog, Sox2, Oct4, pMET/MET, TGF-beta, and MMP9 while raising the expression of
E-cadherin protein [34].

Gene mutations are a substantial barrier to lung cancer treatment, and the ability to
directly measure the expression levels of molecular drug targets and profile the activation
of key molecular pathways allows the personalized prioritization of all molecular-targeted
therapies [35]. For high-throughput quantitative transcriptomics, it has been observed
that RNA sequencing is the most reliable tool [36]. Our studies used RNA seq analysis to
investigate the downstream targets contributing to cancer cell growth in NSCLC.

A thorough understanding of molecular communication will provide new insights
into the molecular process behind the disease’s medication action. Proteomics, a powerful
method for a detailed analysis of protein changes in response to medication therapy, has
been widely used to investigate molecular pathways and identify anti-cancer therapeutic
targets [37]. A recent study using proteomic analysis observed potential tyrosine kinase
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inhibitor (OSM) sensitivity indicators in EGFR-mutated lung cancer and identified novel
targets for future therapy options [38]. In our studies, proteomics was used to explore
the expression of all the proteins in H1975 tumor xenografts treated with various drugs
and formulations.

EGFR TKIs are still the leading therapy for a substantial percentage of NSCLCs, and
the need for resistance to TKIs remains a critical breakthrough. Herein, we hypothesize that
OSM (i.e., which targets EGFR T790M mutation and inhibits activation of AMPK/Lamin-
B2/MAPK and PI3K/AKT) in combination with CFM 4.17 NLPFs (i.e., CARP-1 signaling
and EGFR activity is inhibited by interacting with EGFR’s ATP binding site) and TLM (i.e.,
disrupts tumor stromal barriers and leads to enhanced permeation of drugs) will provide
superior anti-cancer effects in NSCLC, and by using RNA sequence and the quantitative
proteomics, we can identify novel targets that have a role to play in tumor regression.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

CFM 4.17 was synthesized by Otava chemicals (Concord, ON, Canada), DMSO, Tween
80, Ethanol, PBS was obtained from VWR International, LLC, (Radnor, PA, USA). All
additional components and reagents were bought from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MI,
USA). Cell Signaling Technology provided all primary and secondary antibodies utilized
in our research.

2.2. Formulation of CFM 4.17 Lipid Formulation (CFM-F)

CFM-F was formulated in our laboratory, thereby using an already published proce-
dure that consists of a melt dispersion process (optimized with Design Expert and MATLAB
utilizing the Box–Behnken developed surface response methodology). CFM-F showed
enhanced efficacy and increased oral bioavailability [6].

2.3. Cell Culture

The NSCLC cell lines H1975 (E746-A750 deletion) and HCC827 were purchased
from ATCC. The cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 media with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and (5000 units/mL penicillin, 5 mg/mL streptomycin, and 10 mg/mL
neomycin; GIBCO) at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2.

2.4. H1975 Xenograft Model of Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer

The Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee of Florida Agricultural and Me-
chanical University evaluated and approved all animal experiment procedures as per the
NIH standards and all applicable national legislation. Mice were randomly divided into
5 groups, 5 in each group. The H1975 xenograft NSCLC model was developed by injecting
2.5 million H1975 cells (in a 1:1 ratio, suspended in matrigel) into the right flank of athymic
female nude mice (Foxn1nu; 20–25 grams’ body weight, 5–6 weeks old). When the tumor
volume reached 1500 mm3, the animals were treated for 2 weeks with CFM-F (40 mg/kg
body weight) and OSM (25 mg/kg body weight) alone. For the CFM 4.17 solution, TLM,
and OSM combination, animals were pre-treated with TLM (10 mg/kg body weight) three
times per week, followed by two weeks of CFM4.17-solution (40 mg/kg body weight) and
OSM (25 mg/kg body weight). For the TLM, CFM-F, and OSM combination, animals were
given TLM (10 mg/kg body weight) three times a week for two weeks before receiving
CFM-F (40 mg/kg body weight) and OSM (25 mg/kg body weight) for two weeks. During
the course of the drug treatments, tumor volumes were measured twice a week. The digital
vernier calliper was used to measure the width and length of the tumor. The formula
used to calculate the tumor volume (TV) was: TV = 1

2 ab2, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ denotes the
tumor’s length and width, respectively. The animals were then monitored regularly for
their health and mobility, and when the tumor burden increased beyond 6000 mm3, the
animals were sacrificed, and tumor and blood sample was collected from all animals for
proteomic, RNA-seq, and Western blot experiments. Throughout the treatment, the tumor
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volume was measured twice weekly. The blood samples were further processed to collect
the serum, then processed for TotalSeq analysis.

2.5. RNA Sequencing and Data Analysis

The manufacturer’s instructions were followed to isolate total RNAs from tumor
samples using the Trizol reagent (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA; 15596018). The
DNase I treatment aids in the removal of traces of genomic DNA contamination in the
samples. The mRNA library was created using the NEBNext Ultra RNA Library Prep Kit
(NEB, E7530) and the NEBNext Poly (A) mRNA Magnetic Isolation Module (NEB, E7490).
For quality control, the library was processed on an Agilent Bioanalyzer with HS DNA chip
(5067-4626), and the quantification was conducted with the KAPA Library Quantification
Kit (KR0405). The library was then pooled at the requisite equal molar concentrations
and transferred to the Florida State University (FSU), College of Medicine Translational
Laboratory for Illumina NovaSeq 6000 sequencing.

Network Analyst 3.0 software (Guangyan Zhou, Quebec, QC, Canada)was used
to analyze the RNA sequencing data; genes with a count of 10%, a variance of 10%,
and unannotated were separated and standardized using Log2 counts per million [39].
DEseq2 was used to find the differentially expressed genes [40]. The heatmap aids in the
visualization of differentially expressed genes and gene enriched pathways, which may
be seen using the same web application. The volcano graphing was conducted using a
DESeq2 data set and the log10 (FDR corrected p-value) to the log2 (fold change).

2.6. Proteomics

As per the manufacturer’s protocol, in-solution digestion was carried out on an S-trap
microcolumn (Prod # CO2-micro-80, Protifi). Briefly, 100 µg of lyophilized protein was
resuspended in sodium dodecyl sulphate (5%), TEAB (50 mM) pH 8.5 and reduced by
adding 1 µL of TCEP (5 mM final concentration) and incubating for 15 min at 55 ◦C. This
was followed by alkylating the mixture by adding 1 µL of alkylating agent (Iodoacetamide,
final concentration 20 mM) and incubating at RT in the dark for over 10 min. The mixture
was acidified by adding 2.5 µL of phosphoric acid (final concentration ~2.5%) and vortexed
thoroughly. Wash/Binding buffer (TEAB-100 mM (final) in 90% methanol, 165 µL) was
added to the sample and mixed well. This mixture was transferred onto the S-Trap and
placed in a 1.7 mL Eppendorf tube for flow-through (waste). Proteins were trapped onto the
column by centrifuging at 4000× g for 30 s. Trapped protein was washed thrice with 150 µL
of wash buffer (TEAB-100 mM (final) in 90% methanol). To fully remove wash/binding
buffer, S-Trap columns were spun at 4000 g for 1 min and transferred to a new 1.7 mL
Eppendorf tube for digestion. The protein was digested by adding 5 µg of trypsin in 20 µL
of digestion buffer (100 mM TEAB) and incubating the tube at 37 ◦C overnight. Peptides
were eluted sequentially by adding 40 µL of 50 mM TEAB in water, followed by formic
acid (0.2%) in purified water and finally 50% acetonitrile in purified water and spinning
the column at 4000 g for 1 min. Peptides from elution solution dried in a speed vac and
dissolved at 1 µg/µL in formic acid (0.1%) and transferred into auto sampler glass vials.

The peptides were analyzed on an Exploris 480 Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo
Fischer Scientific, Bremen, Germany) connected to an Easy-nLC-1200 nanoflow liquid
chromatography system (Thermo Scientific). One microgram of the peptide was loaded
onto a 2 cm trap column (nanoViper, 3 µm C18 Aq) (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The samples
were then analyzed on the 100 C18 HPLC Analytical Column (Acclaim™ PepMap™,
0.075 mm internal diameter, 2 mM C18 particle size, and 150 mm long Cat# 164534) using a
180 min linear gradient of buffer B (90% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid) at the flow rate
of 300 nL/min. Full MS scans were obtained in the range of 350–1700 m/z at a resolution
of 60,000 with a threshold intensity of 5000 and dynamic exclusion of 20 s using the topN
method, taking the MS2 of the top 40 ions at 15,000 resolution.

Proteomic raw data were acquired from mass spectrometry by data-dependent ac-
quisition (DDA) method and analyzed by Proteome Discoverer software (Version 2.5,
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(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)) using the Mascot software search engine
to search against the uniport homo sapiens database [41,42]. The following criteria were
applied to obtain differentially expressed proteins: (a) peptides with peptide score ≥ 10;
(b) high protein false discovery rate (FDR) confidence < 0.01; and (c) unique peptides after
digestion, and a p-value at ≤0.05 was used for protein grouping and significantly differen-
tially expressed proteins were identified by setting the threshold fold change value ≥ 1.5.
Differentially expressed proteins were organized into different groups with the approach:
biological process and molecular functions using Gene Ontology (GO) assignments and
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways by DAVID software [43].

2.7. RNA Isolation

Total RNA was extracted from tissues using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, California,
USA) and purified using an RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). Each
sample’s A260/280 absorbance ratio was measured using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer
to evaluate its RNA quality and integrity (ND-1000).

2.8. Reverse Transcription and RT-qPCR

To examine the mRNA levels of specific genes, cDNA synthesis from total RNA was
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions using the Maxima H Minus First-
strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Various gene
primers (Lamin B2, SOX2, STAT3, NFKB, SOD, MRC-1, and Histone 1 were purchased
from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (Redwood City, CA, USA) (Table 1). Quantitative
PCR was used to detect gene expression using SsoAdvancedTM Universal SYBR Green
Supermix (Bio-Rad) and the CFX96 TouchTM Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad
Laboratories). Post amplification, a melt curve analysis was used to determine the reaction’s
specificity. The whole mean expression level of both 18S rRNA and GAPDH genes was
used as a reference for comparison when assessing relative mRNA expression using the
comparative Ct (∆Ct) technique.

Table 1. Primer list.

Gene Primer

Lamin B2
F: CGGAGAGTCCTGGATGAGAC

R: TCTTCTTGGCGCTCTTGTTG

EGFR
F: AACACCCTGGTCTGGAAGTACG

R: TCGTTGGACAGCCTTCAAGACC

GAPDH
GTCTCCTCTGACTTCAACAGCG

ACCACCCTGTTGCTGTAGCCAA

2.9. TotalSeq Assay for Serum EVs

A thawed mouse serum sample was then mixed with sterile-filtered PBS (1:1) and
centrifuged at 10,000× g for 15 min to remove debris. For ultracentrifugation, the collected
serum was further diluted with 1 mL PBS (particle-free) and centrifuged for one hour at
100,000× g. The serum was further diluted and combined with an 8% polyethylene glycol
(PEG) solution for 30 min for the Extra PEG procedure. The pellet was resuspended in PBS
after a 3000× g centrifugation and purified further with ultracentrifugation at 100,000× g
for 1 h. They were all resuspended to their original volume to make the ultracentrifuged
pellets comparable. The isolated EVs were used for TotalSeq assays.

Protein from the EVs sample was lysed with 0.1 percent SDS for the TotalSeq antibody
assay. One microgram of EV protein was blotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane strip.
On the same strip, 1 microliter of 2.5% casein blocking buffer (sheared salmon sperm
ssDNA (100 g/mL and 0.05 percent tween-20 in PBS) was blotted and air-dried. Then, the
strip was placed in a 1.7 mL Eppendorf tube, and a casein-blocking buffer was used for
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blocking for 1 h at RT. TotalSeq-A antibodies were used in this assay including TotalSeq-
A0404 anti-human CD63 Antibody (353035), TotalSeq-A0132 anti-human EGFR Antibody
(352923), TotalSeq-A0190 anti-mouse CD274 (PD-L1) Antibody, TotalSeq-A0373 anti-human
CD81 (TAPA-1) Antibody (349521) in 100 µL casein blocking solution, a dilution of 1:2000,
a TotalSeq-A antibody pool was added and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. The strips were
washed 5 times with PBST (0.05% tween 20 in PBS) and one time with sterile water. Using
absorbent paper, excess liquid was collected from the strip and then transferred to a fresh
PCR tube. The extension mix consisted of 1X buffer 2, 1 U Klenow enzyme, dNTP, and
3’-Adaptor (500 nM working concentration). Fifteen microliters extension mix was added
to the fresh PCR tube to immerse the strip thoroughly. The PCR tube was then incubated
for 5 min at RT before being heat-inactivated for 5 min at 95 ◦C on an Eppendorf PCR
machine. In a 15 µL qPCR experiment, TotalSeq DNA full-length products were measured
using TotalSeq forward primer and universal R primer. For all of the TotalSeq antibodies
that had been tested, the supernatant was utilized as a qPCR template. In a 15 µL qPCR
run, the TotalSeq DNA full-length products were measured using TotalSeq forward primer
and universal-R primer [44].

2.10. Western Blot Analysis

The whole-cell lysates were prepared from tissues in radioimmunoassay buffer (RIPA)
(Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA), which consists of 1:100 protease and phosphatase
inhibitors. The supernatant was recovered after centrifuging the tissue homogenates at
10,000× g for 20 min at 4◦ C. The bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay was used to estimate
protein levels. The samples (40 µg) were loaded on a precast gel with 10% SDS-PAGE
(Mini-PROTEAN® TGX™ Precast Gels) at 80 V, 100 mA for 2 h. The proteins were then
transferred into the PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) and
further blocked with 3% BSA PBS-T for 1 h at RT. The blot was then incubated with primary
antibody (Table 2, 1:1000) overnight and washed thrice with 10 mL of PBS-T for 10 min.
The blot was then incubated for 1 h at room temperature with the secondary antibody
(1:8000). The blots were washed three times with PBS-T for ten minutes each time and
then incubated with SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent substrate, and pictures
were recorded with a Chemidoc. The blots were also quantified using the NIH ImageJ
software’s densitometry.

Table 2. Antibody list.

S.No Antibody Name Company Catalog No.

1 Lamin B2 Cell Signaling Technology 12255

2 SOD Cell Signaling Technology 13141

3 SOX2 Cell Signaling Technology 3579

4 EGFR Cell Signaling Technology 54359

5 AMPK Cell Signaling Technology 2532

6 TGF-beta Cell Signaling Technology 3709

7 Bcl2 Cell Signaling Technology 4223

8 Bax Cell Signaling Technology 5023

9 p38 Cell Signaling Technology 8690

10 P53 Cell Signaling Technology 2527

11 HSC 70 Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-7298

12 TSG 101 Cell Signaling Technology 28405

13 CD 63 Cell Signaling Technology 28405

14 Calnexin Cell Signaling Technology 2679

15 Flotillin-2 Cell Signaling Technology 3436

16 Caveolin-1 Cell Signaling Technology 3267
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2.11. Statistical Analysis

The mean ± standard error is used to describe all of the data presented. GraphPad
Prism version 5.0 (Dr. Harvey Motulsky, San Diego, CA, USA) was used to evaluate a sig-
nificant difference between the treatment groups using either a Student t-test or a one-way
ANOVA. When the one-way ANOVA demonstrated statistical significance, Bonferroni’s
multiple comparisons test was used for post hoc analysis. Statistical significance was
defined as a p-value < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of TLM_CFM-F_OSM on Tumor Volume in the In Vivo Mouse Model

After the 14th day post-treatment, TLM_CFM-F_OSM (p < 0.001) and TLM_CFM-
S_OSM (p < 0.001) combination treatment group substantially reduced the tumor volume
when compared to the control, as shown in Figure 1. Further, we observed that TLM_CFM-
F_OSM demonstrated a superior anti-cancer effect in reducing the tumor burden compared
to TLM_CFM-S_OSM (p < 0.05). However, when compared to normal control, OSM and
CFM-F did reduce the tumor volume (p < 0.05) on the 14th day (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The effect of Telmisartan, CFM-F, and Osimertinib on tumor volume in experimental
NSCLC. Histogram demonstrating the H1975 tumor volumes in athymic nude mice after treatment
with Osimertinib (OSM), CFM4.17 lipid formulation (CFM-F), CFM4.17 solution (CFM-S), Telmisartan
(TLM) and their combinations. Data were represented as the mean± SD of three separate experiments
(n = 3). *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01 and * p < 0.05 vs. control.

3.2. RNA Sequencing and Differential Gene Expression Analysis in Lung Cancer

When compared to normal control tissue, RNA sequencing suggested differential
regulation of numerous genes after various treatments. The determination of differentially
expressed genes (p-value < 0.05 and FC > 1.0) between normal control and treated tissues
was conducted using a heatmap (Figure 2A), which demonstrated that 950 genes were
upregulated, and 1240 were downregulated after treatment. The linkage of biological
pathways was determined using the KEGG pathway analysis, demonstrating differentially
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elevated genes. According to KEGG pathway analysis, differentially expressed genes after
therapy were found to be engaged in many pathways, including spliceosome, metabolic,
immunological, inflammation, mitochondrial function, apoptosis, RNA transport, and
signaling. Among these, metabolic pathways (AMPK), immunological pathways (PD-
L1), mitochondrial function (SOD), inflammation pathway (NFKB, STAT3, TGF beta),
and apoptotic pathways (Lamin-B2, Macrophage mannose receptor 1) drew our attention
because of their significance in cancer mediation shown in Figure 2. RNA seq data revealed
that TLM_CFM-F_OSM induces downregulation of Lamin B2, MMP1, EGFR, NFKB, PD-L1,
and TGF-beta genes. TLM_CFM-F_OSM treatment induced downregulation of Lamin B2
(i.e., 1.4-fold lower), MMP1 (i.e., 3.6-fold), EGFR (i.e., 1.8-fold), NFKB (i.e., 1.4-fold), PD-L1
(i.e., 3.46-fold), and TGF beta (i.e., 2.33-fold), in comparison to control (Figure 2H–M).
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Figure 2. RNA-Seq identified differential mRNA expressions and their RTPCR validation in NSCLC
tumor tissues isolated from athymic nude mice (A) Heat map illustrations of hierarchical cluster-
ing analysis of differentially expressed mRNA in tissues of control and treated H1975 Xenograft
mice. Representative volcano plots of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in between (B) control
and TLM_CFM-F_OSM groups, (C) control and TLM_CFM-S_OSM groups. Representative Gene
ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) annotation analysis in
between (D) control and TLM_CFM-F_OSM groups and (E) control and TLM_CFM-S_OSM groups.
Representative bar graphs show RT-PCR analysis of (F) Lamin B2 and (G) EGFR. Representative box
plots show transcriptomic expressions of (H) Lamin B2, (I) MMP1, (J) EGFR, (K) NFKB, (L) PD-L1,
and (M) TGF beta. Data were represented as the mean ± SD of three separate experiments (n = 3).
** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05 vs. control.
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3.3. Validation of Differentially Expressed Transcripts via qRT-PCR

We performed qRT-PCR to validate RNA-Seq data and proteomics data. Here, we
selected genes that showed a highly differential expression in the treatment group com-
pared to the control group. The qRT-PCR showed that Lamin B2 (i.e., 1.33-fold) and EGFR
(1.38-fold) were significantly down-regulated (p < 0.05) in the TLM_CFM-F_OSM group
compared with control, not only at the proteome level (Figure 3) but also at the transcrip-
tome level (Figure 2). As compared to the control group, every treatment group (OSM,
CFM-F, and TLM_CFM-F_OSM) significantly downregulated the EGFR and Lamin B2
mRNA expression level (p < 0.05) but did not show significant difference across differ-
ent treatment groups (Figure 2F,G). At the transcriptional level, genes showed variable
expression, which would lead to changes in their protein expression.
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3.4. Proteomics and Differential Gene Expression Analysis in Drug-Treated H1975 Tumors

Briefly, 4299 proteins were identified, and among those, 3948 proteins were quantified
under both the control and treatment groups. The statistical significance level was set at
p < 0.05 with the treatment/control group (considerably equal or greater than 1.5-fold,
adjusted with the p-value). This parameter gave us 212 (down) and 184 (up) proteins
in OSM, 175 (down) and 221 (Up) proteins in CFM-F, 214 (down) and 261 (up) proteins
in TLM_CFM-F_OSM, 188 (down) and 224 (up) proteins in TLM_CFM_F_OSM when
compared with the control (Figure 3A). The quantitative proteome data were used for hier-
archical clustering, and the biological functions of H1975 samples are shown in Figure 3B.
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The functional alterations in the treatment group were determined using the Kyoto En-
cyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis. Differentially expressed
proteins were organized into different groups using DAVID software. KEGG enrichment
analysis software was used to identify differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) and those
significantly enriched KEGG pathways (based on p-value). The upregulated and downreg-
ulated proteins in the treatment group led to various pathways: spliceosome, metabolic,
inflammation, immunological, and RNA transport. Based on all the pathways given, SOD,
NFKB, TGF beta, C-Myc, STAT3, Lamin-B2, Macrophage mannose receptor 1, and Histone
H1.0 proteins attracted attention, which was also observed in RNA-seq, and they have also
been implicated in mediating lung cancer (Table 3).

Table 3. Proteins with high abundance values and role in cancer.

Protein Name Role in Cancer Expression in
Treatment Group

Histone H1.0 Histone H1.0 overexpression in all cancer cells promotes differentiation during
tumor development [45]. Downregulated

Lamin-B2 By upregulating demethylation of histone 3 lysine 9, Lamin B2 increases the
malignant phenotype of non-small cell lung cancer cells [46]. Downregulated

Macrophage mannose
receptor 1

Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) that express the multi-ligand
endocytic receptor mannose receptor (CD206/MRC1) have a role in

angiogenesis, metastasi, tumor immunosuppression, and recurrence [47].
Downregulated

SOD2
High superoxide dismutase 2 (SOD2) expression is associated with a poor

prognosis at many cancer sites, the presence of metastases, and more advanced
cancer [48].

Downregulated

NFKB
The oncogenesis process is influenced by the pleiotropic transcription factor

NFKB, which upregulates genes involved in cell proliferation, metastasis,
apoptosis suppression and angiogenesis [49]

Downregulated

TGF beta
TGF- is the most potent inducer of epithelial-mesenchymal transition in

non-small cell lung cancer cells, and it is essential for the establishment of a
tumor-promoting microenvironment in lung cancer tissue [50].

Downregulated

STAT3 Many malignancies have constitutively active STAT3, which plays a key role in
tumor development and metastasis [51]. Downregulated

AMPK
In cancer, AMPK plays a tumor suppressor role. Activation of AMPK reduces
tumor growth by targeting several tumorigenesis-related signaling pathways

at various phases of tumor formation [52].
Upregulated

The treatment groups were analyzed individually for differentially expressed proteins
with a threshold limit of 1.5-fold change. The conclusive results of the upregulated and
downregulated proteins from the treatment groups and the control group are listed in
Table 2. Among these, only 4–7% were identified, and differentially expressed proteins
were commonly regulated in all the treatment groups and had a high abundance ratio. The
high abundance of upregulated proteins is shown in Figure 3C and also the downregulated
proteins in Figure 3D. The TLM_CFM-F_OSM group showed significantly downregulated
proteins; Lamin B2, Macrophage mannose receptor 1, Histone H1.0, SOD2, TGF-beta, NFKB,
C-Myc, STAT3, NEDD8-MDP1, Solute carrier family 25, Paxillin, and Inter-alpha inhibitor
H4 as compared to TLM_CFM-S_OSM, CFM-F, OSM, and control group. Among high-
abundance upregulated proteins, overexpression of AMPK, REST corepressor 1, DNAJB1
protein, and Cytochrome b5 were more significantly upregulated in the TLM_CFM-F_OSM
group as compared to the TLM_CFM-S_OSM, CFM-F, OSM, and control group.
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3.5. Combination of TLM_CFM-F_OSM Induces Anti-Cancer Effect via the LAMIN
B2/STAT3/NF-κB Signaling Pathways in Lung Cancer

Western blot analysis was performed to evaluate the protein expression of Lamin B2,
SOD, STAT3, and NFKB. TLM_CFM-F_OSM treatment group significantly reduced the
expression of Lamin B2 when compared to the control (p < 0.0001). TLM_CFM-F_OSM
significantly downregulated the expression of Lamin B2 as compared to TLM_CFM-S_OSM
(p < 0.01) and single treatment groups OSM (p < 0.05), CFM-F (p < 0.01). Further, the
TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination significantly decreased the expression of SOD2 (p < 0.01),
NFκB (p < 0.0001), STAT3 (p < 0.0001) protein as compared to control and single treat-
ments (CFM-F). Collectively TLM_CFM-F_OSM demonstrated a superior anti-cancer effect,
thereby decreasing the protein expression of lamin B2, SOD, STAT3, and NFKB (Figure 4).
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3.6. Combination of TLM_CFM-F_OSM Reduced the Protein Expression of Lung Cancer Stem
Cells, Fibrosis, and Migration

We examined the effects of CFM-F, TLM, and OSM on lung cancer stem cell (SOX2),
migration (MMP1), and fibrosis (TGF-β) markers, since cancer stem cells, fibrosis and
migration play a certain role in drug resistance development and cancer cell proliferation.
It was observed that CFM-F, OSM, and TLM alone groups did not reduce the expression
of TGF-β, MMP1, Oct 4, and Sox2 in H1975 lung tumors. The combination of TLM_CFM-
F_OSM significantly reduced the protein expression of TGF-β (p < 0.0001), Sox2 (p < 0.0001),
and MMP1 (p < 0.01) levels in H1975 xenografts as compared to control and TLM_CFM-
S_OSM. Pre-treatment with CFM-F, followed by therapy with OSM, resulted in a significant
reduction in the expression of lung cancer stem cell markers, migration, and fibrosis.
Pre-treatment with TLM and CFM-F enhanced OSM sensitivity (Figure 4).
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3.7. Combination of TLM_CFM-F_OSM Effects on the Protein Expression of Tumor Suppressor
Proteins and Apoptotic Proteins

The tumor suppressor proteins (p38 and p53), AMPK, and the Bax protein all appear
to affect cell apoptosis susceptibility. The combination of TLM CFM-F OSM significantly
enhanced protein expression of p38 (p < 0.0001), p53 (p < 0.0001), AMPK (p < 0.0001) and
Bax (p < 0.0001) in the H1975 tumors as compared to control. Here, the combination of
TLM_CFM-F_OSM leads to the induction of apoptosis by increasing the protein expression
of p38, p53, AMPK, and Bax in H1975 lung tumors (Figure 4).

3.8. The Effects of TLM_CFM-F_OSM Combination on Exosomal Markers Expression in H1975
Lung Cancer

Exosomes (EVs) are intercellular messengers that play a key role in cancer formation.
CD63, TSG 101, Flotilin-2, calnexin, Syntenin-1, and Caveolin-1 are commonly used exo-
somal markers. TotalSeq assay from mouse serum EVs revealed that TLM_CFM-F_OSM
induced the downregulation of exosomal marker CD63, CD81, and oncogenic proteins
(EGFR and PD-L1) in lung cancer, and we further validated these results by checking
the protein expression through Western blotting in lung cancer tissues after their respec-
tive treatments. Exosomal markers CD63 (p < 0.0001), TSG 101 (p < 0.001), Flotillin-2
(p < 0.0001), Calnexin (p < 0.0001), Syntenin-1 (p < 0.0001) were significantly downregu-
lated and Caveolin-1 (p < 0.0001), HSC 70 (p < 0.001) protein expression were significantly
upregulated as compared to control group as shown in Figure 5.
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represents the TotalSeq assay in serum samples of H1975 tumor bearing athymic nude mice after
treatment with different drugs and their combinations; (B) Representative Western blots showing
expressions of exosomal protein markers after treatment in H1975 tumor tissue homogenates; (C) bar
graphs represent the densitometric analysis of respective Western blots. Data represented as three
different experiments and presented as mean ± SEM. ns p > 0.05 ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001,
**** p < 0.0001 was considered significant when compared to control.
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4. Discussion

Lung cancer with EGFR gene mutations has been observed in over 15% of NSCLC
adenocarcinomas, with a frequency of around 62 percent in Asian populations [4,5,53].
TKIs are the first-line treatment for NSCLC, though resistance can develop due to hyper-
activation or mutations in a variety of oncogenic proteins (in various cancers), including
EGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor, BRAF, MET, Anaplastic lymphoma kinase, vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR), and tyrosine-protein kinase Src [54–56]. Differ-
ent EGFR-dependent and EGFR-independent mechanisms are responsible for developing
the third-generation OSM (TKI) resistance in EGFR mutant NSCLC, and the molecular
mechanisms underlying TKI resistance are still being investigated [57–59]. There is a need
to combat OSM resistance in NSCLC, and presently, there are very limited options. Hence,
finding new therapeutic targets and treatment options that enhance TKI anti-cancer effects
while also overcoming TKI resistance is a critical clinical need for NSCLC. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to demonstrate that a combination of TLM, CFM 4.17F, and OSM
has anti-cancer potential in H1975 xenografts of athymic nude mice and to understand
their mechanisms using proteomics and RNA-seq studies.

The formulation of CFM 4.17 in a lipid formulation has already been established
in our laboratory, and we have already demonstrated that a combination of OSM and
CFM4.17 formulation inhibited the growth of H1975 cells in vitro more effectively than
OSM alone, with an IC50 value that was 2-fold lower [6]. We did not conduct any in vitro
studies for these studies since we have already published extensively with them in an
earlier communication [6].

Our in vivo studies revealed that the TLM_CFM-F_OSM formulation outperformed
CFM-F and CFM-S, as well as their combinations with TLM, in terms of reducing tumor
burden. Based on our earlier reports, these observations are not surprising but were
expected [6]. For example, in our laboratory, we demonstrated that TLM, when used in
combination with CFM 4.16 and Sorafenib, significantly enhanced the anti-cancer effects
of sorafenib in rociletinib resistant NSCLC xenografts (p < 0.01), which was attributed to
disrupting tumor-stromal barriers, allowing sorafenib to penetrate deeper into tumors when
administered in vivo [35]. However, in the present study, we used RNA-seq and proteomic
analysis to uncover molecular changes in genes and proteins in H1975 cells to investigate
the possible anti-cancer mode of action of the triple combination (TLM_CFM-F_OSM). RNA-
seq (KEGG Pathway) revealed differential regulation of several genes, including metabolic
(AMPK), immunological (PD-L1), mitochondrial function (SOD), inflammatory pathways
(NFKB, STAT3, TGF beta), and apoptotic pathways (Lamin-B2, Macrophage mannose
receptor 1). In the treatment of lung cancers, these pathways are linked to adhesion,
invasion, evasion, proliferation, migration, differentiation, angiogenesis, apoptosis, and
resistance to growth suppressors. In addition, we performed proteomics in the same
samples to confirm the RNA-seq results and identified the upregulated (AMPK, P53, P38
and BAX) and downregulated (Lamin B2, STAT3, BCL2, SOX2, MMP-1, PDL-1, SOD, NFKB,
TGF beta, and C-Myc) proteins in a sequence that matched the gene expression pattern
shown in RNA sequencing data.

Adenosine monophosphate kinase (AMPK) is a bioenergetic sensor that activates in
response to an elevation in the AMP/ATP ratio and is phosphorylated at Thr172 of the
catalytic subunit by upstream kinases, such as liver kinase B1 (LKB1) or calmodulin kinase 1
(CAMK1), regulating metabolic homeostasis in the cell [60–63]. AMPK activation has been
shown to induce tumor regression in neuroblastoma, B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia
and breast and prostate cancer cells. This is attributed to the multiple signaling pathways,
including mTOR inhibition to block protein synthesis, stabilizing p53, and cyclin-dependent
kinase inhibitors to induce cell cycle arrest [64]. Similarly, we observed increased AMPK
gene and protein expression levels in H1975 lung cancers in vivo after TLM, OSM, and
CFM-F, and their combination showed the most superior efficacy in upregulating AMPK
expression. OSM stimulates apoptosis, activating the AMPK pathway in colorectal cancer
cells [65]. TLM has been demonstrated to inhibit cell growth by inducing apoptosis in
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a variety of cancer cell lines, including hepatocellular carcinoma (HLF cells) and gastric
cancer (MKN45 cells) [66,67]. Our earlier studies have demonstrated that CFM-1, -4, and -5,
CARP-1 functional mimetics, suppressed malignant pleural mesothelioma cell growth by
triggering apoptosis in vitro. Further, CFM4.16 has been demonstrated to cause apoptosis
via activating pro-apoptotic stress-activated protein kinases (SAPKs) such as p38 and JNK
and enhanced CARP-1 production loss of the oncogene c-myc, PARP1 cleavage, and mitotic
cyclin B1 [68,69]. However, while CFM 4.17-F treatment increased AMPK expression, the
specific mechanism behind its activation of AMPK has to be further investigated through
knockdown or knock-in studies. Based on these findings, we hypothesize that TLM_CFM-
F_OSM induces apoptosis in H1975 tumors by activating AMPK.

MAPK pathways have been shown to regulate cancer growth and progression by
modulating gene expression, mitosis, proliferation, metabolism, and apoptosis [70]. AMPK
activity has recently been linked to p38 MAPK in several studies. AICAR, an AMPK
activator that activates the p38 MAPK pathway, increases glucose uptake in skeletal muscle,
but the p38 MAPK inhibitor did not affect AICAR activation [71]. Furthermore, AMPK
phosphorylation of P38 MAPK induces P53 protein in various cancer cells [72]. Many cancer
studies have shown that the AMPK/P38/P53 pathway increases apoptosis by regulating
the expressions of BAX and caspases [73,74]. In the current study, H1975 xenografts treated
with the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination had higher levels of AMPK, p38, p53, and Bax
proteins (Figure 4). Further, TLM_CFM-F_OSM significantly reduced cell proliferation
and induced apoptotic cell death in H1975 lung tumors via the AMPK/p38 pathway in a
p53-dependent manner compared to other treatments.

The intermediate filaments, known as Lamins, line the inner nuclear membrane,
provide structural support for the nucleus and regulate gene expression [75]. Lamin
B2 promotes the malignant phenotype of non-small cell lung cancer cells by interacting
with micro chromosome maintenance protein 7 and Cyclin D1, both of which increase
tumor motility and tumor cell epithelial-mesenchymal transition [76]. In a Drosophila
laminopathy model, Chandran et al. demonstrated activating AMPK suppresses Lamin
mutations and thus regulates laminopathies [77]. However, the precise relationship found
between Lamin B2 and AMPK is unknown in cancer studies, and only very few studies
have been conducted to investigate the role of Lamin B2 in cancer progression. The most
interesting finding in our study is that Lamin B2 is the most differentially expressed
protein and is highly under-expressed in the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination treatment.
Based on these findings, we hypothesize that AMPK activation by TLM_CFM-F_OSM
combination controls Lamin B2 expression and thus cell proliferation, migration, and
invasion in H1975 tumors.

The pleiotropic transcription factor nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) influences lung car-
cinogenesis, thereby upregulating genes involved in cell proliferation, metastasis, cell
migration, invasion, and apoptosis suppression [78]. Although tissue heterogeneity exists
in lung cancers, the samples collected from the patients always showed an increased level
of NF-κB in NSCLC [79]. In line with these findings, we discovered increased NF-κB gene
and protein expression levels in H1975 tumors in the current study. Interestingly, the
combination of TLM, CFM 4.17, and OSM outperformed their individual treatments in
decreasing NF-κB expression in H1975 tumors. In a recent study, Jiang et al. revealed
that NCI-H1975/OSM-resistant cells were highly dependent on the NF-κB pathway for
survival; the treatment with the NF-κB pathway inhibitor BAY 11-7082 or genetic silencing
of p65 resulted in a significantly greater number of cell deaths when compared to parental
NCI-H1975/OSM resistant cells [80]. The same study demonstrated that OSM resistance
was achieved through TGFβ2-mediated epithelial-mesenchymal transition and NF-κB
pathway activation. In our laboratory, we have already demonstrated that CFM-4.16 formu-
lation in combination with sorafenib inhibited the growth of tumor xenografts formed from
rociletinib-resistant H1975 NSCLC cells by inhibiting the NF-κB pathway [35] and TLM
treatment significantly reduced the inflammatory and hyperproliferative changes in lung
tissue after ovalbumin challenge in rats [81]. Based on these findings, we hypothesize that
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TLM and the CFM 4.17F increase OSM antitumor effects in H1975 cancers by decreasing
NF-κB activity.

TGF-β regulates the proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, migration, adhesion,
immune surveillance, and survival of many cancer cells. According to Mingze ma et al.,
TGF-β promotes epithelial-mesenchymal transition in A549 human lung cancer cells via
the NF-κB/nox4/ROS signaling pathway [82]. In line with these findings, the current study
demonstrated considerable TGF-β expression in H1975 tumors and treatment with the
TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination significantly reduced its expression in H1975 tumors, as
evidenced by Western blotting, RNA sequencing, and proteomics analysis. TLM reduced
TGF-β levels in NSCLC lung tumors, which was linked to PPAR-γ activation, VEGF, and
MMP-9 inhibition, resulting in more nanoparticle penetration into the tumor [28,31,32]. As
a result, TLM, in combination with any other anti-cancer drug, would be more effective in
treating metastatic lung cancers. In addition, MMP-9 is involved in lung cancer invasion,
metastasis, angiogenesis, and progression [83]. It negatively affects cancer immune modu-
lation via TGF-β activation and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 shedding (ICAM-1) [84].
Indeed, we believe that the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination’s superior anti-cancer prop-
erties against NSCLC lung tumors are due to increased TGF-β and MMP-9 expression as
well as increased CFM-F penetration into the tumors in this study.

STAT3 is one of the potential therapeutic targets for NSCLC. The level of constitutive
STAT3 activation has been linked to lung cancer metastasis, angiogenesis, and resistance
to a variety of anti-cancer drugs [85]. The chemotherapeutic sensitivity of OSM against
non-small cell lung cancer cells was increased when STAT3 was suppressed by chemically
modified siRNAs. STAT3 and NF-κB activation and interaction are crucial in controlling
cancer cell-inflammatory cell communication. NF-κB and STAT3 are critical regulators of
tumor angiogenesis and invasiveness in pre-neoplastic and malignant lung cancer cells [86].
We noted a significant reduction in STAT3 expression in H1975 tumors post-treatment with
the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination, which is consistent with these reports. Based on these
findings, we hypothesize that NF-κB inhibition by the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination
regulates STAT3 expression and thus tumor growth and metastasis in H1975 tumors.
Collectively TLM_CFM-F_OSM affects multiple pathways, including the AMPK, NF-κB,
Lamin B2, and JAK-STAT pathways, as shown in Figure 6.

EVs from cancer cells contain microRNA, long non-coding RNA, small interfering
RNA, DNA, protein, and lipids, which are all being studied for use in cancer diagnosis
and treatment [87]. Shimada Y et al. investigated serum exosomal PD-L1 as a quantitative
marker for predicting anti-PD-1 response and evaluating clinical outcomes in NSCLC
patients [88]. In line with this study, EV markers from NSCLC tumors and serum showed
significantly lower levels of exosomal markers (CD63, CD81, EGFR, and PD-L1) after
treatment with the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination in the present study. According to
a growing body of evidence, EVs derived from NSCLC tumors also increased PD-L1
expression and, thus, tumor development, decreased CD8+ T-cell function, and induced
CD8+ T cell death [89]. Furthermore, exosomal wild-type EGFR has been shown to cause
OSM resistance in NSCLC (H1975) cancers [90], and exosomal EGFR was downregulated
in this study by TLM_CFM-F_OSM treatment, suggesting that combination treatment
affecting exosomal PD-L1 and EGFR expression could be helpful in reversing NSCLC
tumor growth and OSM resistance.
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cancer cell-inflammatory cell communication. NF-κB and STAT3 are critical regulators of 
tumor angiogenesis and invasiveness in pre-neoplastic and malignant lung cancer cells 
[86]. We noted a significant reduction in STAT3 expression in H1975 tumors post-treat-
ment with the TLM_CFM-F_OSM combination, which is consistent with these reports. 
Based on these findings, we hypothesize that NF-κB inhibition by the TLM_CFM-F_OSM 
combination regulates STAT3 expression and thus tumor growth and metastasis in H1975 
tumors. Collectively TLM_CFM-F_OSM affects multiple pathways, including the AMPK, 
NF-κB, Lamin B2, and JAK-STAT pathways, as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Plausible mechanism of action of CFM4.17, Telmisartan and Osimertinib combination 
against non-small cell lung cancers in athymic nude mice. Telmisartan activates the PPAR-γ nuclear 

Figure 6. Plausible mechanism of action of CFM4.17, Telmisartan and Osimertinib combination
against non-small cell lung cancers in athymic nude mice. Telmisartan activates the PPAR-γ nuclear
receptor, CFM4.17 acts on CARP-1, and Osimertinib inhibits the EGFR mutated gene, increasing
AMPK activity and thus regulating the p38 MAPkinase pathway, Lamin B2 protein, JAK-STAT path-
way, PDL-1, and NF-κB pathway to maintain apoptosis, cancer metastasis, and immune suppression.
Bcl-2: B-cell lymphoma 2, Bax: BCL2-associated X protein, CARP-1: Cell cycle and apoptosis reg-
ulatory protein 1, EGFR: epidermal growth factor receptor, CFM-F: lipid formulation of CFM4.17,
MMP-1: Matrix metalloproteinase-1, OSM: Osimertinib, PD-L1: Programmed cell death 1 ligand 1,
STAT3: Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3, SOX2: SRY-Box Transcription Factor 2,
TLM: Telmisartan.

5. Conclusions

TLM_CFM-F_OSM showed a significant anti-cancer effect against H1975 tumor
xenografts in athymic nude mice. Further, our in vivo studies with H1975 lung cancer
cells demonstrated that this combination is effective through multiple pathways, including
AMPK, NF-κB, Lamin B2, and JAK-STAT, which regulates mitochondrial homeostasis,
inflammation, oxidative stress, and apoptosis. One novel mechanism of this triple combi-
nation in reducing the tumor burden of H1975 xenografts was the effect on serum exosome
production and PDL1 and EGFR expressions. In addition, extensive molecular research
is required to identify the specific molecular targets of these anti-cancer drugs for lung
cancer treatment.
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Abstract: Viral disease outbreaks affect hundreds of millions of people worldwide and remain a
serious threat to global health. The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic and other recent geographically-
confined viral outbreaks (severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Ebola, dengue, zika and ever-
recurring seasonal influenza), also with devastating tolls at sanitary and socio-economic levels, are
sobering reminders in this respect. Among the respective pathogenic agents, Zika virus (ZIKV),
transmitted by Aedes mosquito vectors and causing the eponymous fever, is particularly insidious
in that infection during pregnancy results in complications such as foetal loss, preterm birth or
irreversible brain abnormalities, including microcephaly. So far, there is no effective remedy for ZIKV
infection, mainly due to the limited ability of antiviral drugs to cross blood–placental and/or blood–
brain barriers (BPB and BBB, respectively). Despite its restricted permeability, the BBB is penetrable by
a variety of molecules, mainly peptide-based, and named BBB peptide shuttles (BBBpS), able to ferry
various payloads (e.g., drugs, antibodies, etc.) into the brain. Recently, we have described peptide–
porphyrin conjugates (PPCs) as successful BBBpS-associated drug leads for HIV, an enveloped virus
in which group ZIKV also belongs. Herein, we report on several brain-directed, low-toxicity PPCs
capable of targeting ZIKV. One of the conjugates, PP-P1, crossing both BPB and BBB, has shown to be
effective against ZIKV (IC50 1.08 µM) and has high serum stability (t1/2 ca. 22 h) without altering
cell viability at all tested concentrations. Peptide–porphyrin conjugation stands out as a promising
strategy to fill the ZIKV treatment gap.

Keywords: peptide-drug conjugates; blood–brain barrier; blood–placental barrier; Zika virus; BBB
shuttles; porphyrins; antivirals

1. Introduction

Among human-targeting viruses, brain-penetrating ones such as Zika virus (ZIKV),
Dengue virus, or HIV pose formidable hurdles to pathogen targeting, ZIKV being a partic-
ularly illustrative case in this regard.

ZIKV, a member of the Flaviviridae family, [1] causes the namesake zika fever, a
zoonosis transmitted by Aedes mosquito bites [2,3]. The direst consequences of ZIKV
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infection concern pregnant women, as virus transmission to the foetus causes irreversible
congenital brain abnormalities, including microcephaly [4]—a predicament involving over
1400 cases during the 2016 outbreak in Brazil [5]. ZIKV infection can also result in further
complications such as foetal loss, preterm birth or other birth defects, and can also trigger
Guillain–Barré syndrome [4], encephalomyelitis [6], and similar conditions in adults. ZIKV
was detected in a microcephalic foetus ca. 32 weeks after maternal exposure, suggesting
long persistence in the foetal brain [3].

The World Health Organization (WHO) has classified ZIKV amongst the viruses
posing the greatest public health risk due to its epidemic potential. WHO recommendations
have focused on the development of inactive and/or other “non-live” vaccines [7], with
a number of vaccine candidates showing some promise in human clinical trials [8]. An
alternative approach, involving genetic modification of the Aedes mosquito transmission
vector, has also raised attention, though conclusive data on its effectiveness is lacking [9].
In more conventional therapeutic approaches, any anti-ZIKV drug development effort
must face the challenge of moving the drug across the blood–placental (BPB) and blood–
brain (BBB) barriers to reach ZIKV at its most sensitive sites of action: the brain or the
foetus [10,11]. The BBB is a natural protective barrier made up by endothelial cells (ECs),
astrocytes and pericytes, whose unique composition allows tight regulation of central
nervous system (CNS) homeostasis, which is critical for proper neuronal function, as well
as for protection from toxins, pathogens, inflammation, injury, and disease. BBB fulfils
this role by having very selective transporters for a limited number of specific molecular
entities circulating in the blood. For its part, the BPB, consisting of trophoblastic epithelium,
is a “leakier” barrier, blocking mainly the diffusion of large molecules.

In the last two decades, a variety of molecules, broadly described as BBB shuttles,
have been shown to successfully overcome BBB permeability [12–15]. The “BBB shuttle”
term was first introduced by Pardridge [16] to denote the ability of such agents, chemically
modified or not, to ferry brain-targeting drug payloads into and out of the brain through
the BBB. As many such shuttles are peptide-based, the term “BBB peptide shuttle” [BBBpS]
has been more recently coined [17].

Strategies for conjugating BBBpS to drug payloads have been actively explored over
recent decades, with the number of new shuttles steadily increasing [12–15,18–20]. Some
recent entries, moreover, have shown to be capable not only of carrying drugs into but also
removing toxins from the brain, preventing their accumulation [21,22]. For our part, we
have reported that peptide–porphyrin conjugates (PPCs), where a BBBpS and an antiviral
porphyrin are covalently linked by an amide bond (amino and carboxyl groups in BBBpS
and porphyrin, respectively) can successfully pass the BBB and act against brain-targeting
viruses such as HIV [23]. As for the BPB, the literature is scarce, with only a few described
examples of peptides able to pass it [24].

Herein, we report our results in developing new PPCs able to penetrate both BPB
and BBB and act against ZIKV. The PPC production strategy, involving porphyrin (P), C-
or N-terminal conjugation to a BBBpS, has been detailed in a recent publication and is
illustrated in Scheme 1 and Scheme S1 [23]. In this paper we describe eight PPCs (Table 1)
resulting from the combination of four BBBpS (Table S1) and two porphyrins, and their
evaluation in terms of barrier crossing and anti-ZIKV activity. One of the conjugates, PP-P1,
emerges as particularly effective against ZIKV, having also the ability to translocate across
BPB and BBB.
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Table 1. Cont.
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2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

Mesoporphyrin IX dihydrochloride and protoporphyrin IX were from Frontier Scien-
tific, Inc (Logan, UT, USA). HPLC-grade DMF, DCM and MeCN were from Fisher (Madrid,
Spain), and NMP was from Sigma-Aldrich (Madrid, Spain). Fmoc-amino acids, DIC and
Oxyma were from Iris Biotech (Marktredwitz, Germany).

2.2. Cells and Cell Culture Reagents

HBEC-5i human brain endothelia (ATCC-CRL-3245) and JEG-3 placental trophoblast
(ATCC-HTB-36) cell lines, and Eagle’s Minimal Essential Medium (EMEM) were from
ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA). Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12
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(DMEM:F12), foetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin-streptomycin (Pen-Strep), attachment
factor protein and trypsin-EDTA were from Gibco (Thermo-Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA).
AlamarBlue® reagent was from Invitrogen (Thermo-Fisher). Endothelial cell growth sup-
plement from bovine neural tissue (ECGS) was from Sigma-Aldrich (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany). Penicillin and streptomycin were from LGC Biotecnologia (Cotia, SP, Brazil).

2.3. Peptide Synthesis

P1, P2, P5 and P6 were made by Fmoc solid phase synthesis on a Liberty Blue (CEM
Matthews, NC, USA) instrument using Protide resin (0.54 mmol/g) at 0.1 mmol scale. The
P2 and P6 sequences are variants of P1 and P5 (Table S1), respectively, elongated at their
C-termini with an extra Lys residue, orthogonally protected with the monomethoxytrityl
(Mmt) group. Other side chain protecting groups were tert-butyl (Ser, Thr, Glu), trityl (Gln),
Boc (Lys) and 2,2,4,6,7-pentamethyldihydrobenzofuran-5-sulfonyl (Arg). The identity of
the resin-bound peptides prior to porphyrin conjugation was assessed by resin test cleavage
(RTC) combined with LC-MS analysis. Briefly, ca. 2 mg of peptide resin were reacted with
170 µL of TFA-TIS-H2O (95:2.5:2.5, v/v/v) for 90 min at r.t. Then, 1 mL of cold diethyl ether
was added, and the suspension was centrifuged at 12,400 rpm for 8 min. The supernatant
was removed and the pellet, after drying, was dissolved in 15% MeCN/0.1% TFA (P1 and
P2) or 0.1 % TEA (P5 and P6) and analysed by LC-MS (see below).

2.4. Conjugation Chemistry

Reactions were performed at 50 µM scale (1 eq in all further calculations) as re-
ported [23]. Briefly, 4 eq of porphyrin (MPIX or PPIX), mixed with 4 eq oxyma, were
dissolved, respectively, in NMP:DCM:DMF (3:2:1, v/v/v) or DMF:DMSO:DCM (5:2:1,
v/v/v), at a final 0.05 M concentration. The solution was mixed with 4 eq DIC (plus 8 eq
DIPEA in the case of MPIX) and added to the peptide resin. In C-terminal conjugations (P2
and P6), prior to porphyrin coupling, the Mmt group at the C-terminal Lys side chain was
selectively removed by 1% TFA in DCM (5 × 1 min) followed by DCM washes: the cycle
was repeated until no more yellow colour (presence of Mmt) was observed. After 3 h at r.t.,
conjugation with fresh reagents was repeated for an additional 1 h. A slightly modified RTC
on a small aliquot of the PPC-resin (cleavage as above), with N2 flush evaporation instead
of ether precipitation and the residue dissolved in 20% MeCN for LC-MS analysis, was used
to confirm conjugate identity. Next, the bulk PPC-resin was likewise cleaved, the resulting
solution was N2 flush-evaporated, dissolved in H2O/MeCN (80:20 v/v) and lyophilized.

2.5. PPC Purification

Conjugates were purified by semi-preparative HPLC on an LC20-AP instrument
(Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) using a Gemini C18 column (10 µm, 110 Å, 10 × 250 mm,
Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). Each conjugate was dissolved in 22% MeCN/25%
DMF/H2O and a linear 15-95% MeCN gradient in H2O (0.1 % TFA) over 40 min at
6 mL/min flow rate was applied. The fractions were analysed by LC-MS and those
with >90% homogeneity were collected, combined, lyophilized and stored at −20 ◦C.

2.6. LC-MS Analysis

Crude peptides or conjugates after RTC were dissolved in 15% or 20% MeCN, respec-
tively, and analysed on a LCMS-2010 EV instrument (Shimadzu). For the analysis, 15 µL
of a ~1 mg/mL solution were injected on an Aeris XB-C18 column (3.6 µm, 150 × 4.6 mm,
Phenomenex) eluted with a linear 5–95% MeCN gradient into 0.1 % FA in H2O over 15 min
at 1 mL/min flow rate. MS detection was set to 200–2000 m/z. Purified conjugates were
dissolved at 1 mg/mL in 20% MeCN and analysed by LC-MS using a linear 10–60% MeCN
gradient into 0.1% FA in H2O over 15 min, other parameters as above.
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2.7. In Vitro BBB Translocation Assay

HBEC-5i cells were cultured as a monolayer on T-flasks in DMEM:F12 supplemented
with 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% (v/v) Pen-Strep and 1% (v/v) ECGS. Cells were grown in a humidi-
fied atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C (MCO-18AIC (UV), Sanyo, Japan) with the medium
changed every other day. Cells were allowed to grow until confluence in a culture T-flask,
then carefully harvested with trypsin-EDTA and seeded (8000 cells/well) into tissue culture
24-well inserts (transparent polyester membrane with 1.0 µm pores) (BD Falcon-Corning,
Corning, NY, USA) pre-coated with attachment factor protein solution. The medium was
changed every other day for 5–8 days, afterwards cells were washed with 1 × PBS, followed
by DMEM:F12 medium without phenol red. Next, PPCs diluted in DMEM:F12 without
phenol red, at a final 10 µM concentration, were added to the apical side of the in vitro
BBB model. Experiments were performed on different days using independently grown
cell cultures.

PPC translocation was determined by fluorescence intensity (λex = 410 nm, λem = 625 nm
for MP conjugates: λex = 410 nm, λem = 635 nm for PP conjugates). P1-carboxyfluorescein
(CF-P1) and P5-carboxyfluorescein (CF-P5) were used as positive translocation controls
(λex = 492 nm and λem = 517 nm). After 24 h incubation, samples from the basolateral side
were collected and analysed. Fluorescence was measured in a Varioskan Lux plate reader
(Thermo Scientific). PPC translocation (%) was calculated as follows:

PPC translocation (%) =
Fi − Fcells

FPPC − FMedium
× 100 (1)

where Fi is the fluorescence intensity of the sample collected at the basolateral side, Fcells is
the intrinsic fluorescence intensity of cells without PPC incubation, FPPC is the intensity
of total PPC initially added to the transwell apical side, and FMedium is the intensity of
DMEM:F12 medium without phenol red. Three independent replicates were performed.

2.8. In Vitro BBB Integrity Assay

After 24 h incubation with PPCs, cells were washed with PBS and DMEM:F12 medium
without phenol red. Then, 4 kDa fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran (FD4) (Sigma-Aldrich,
Madrid, Spain) in DMEM:F12 without phenol red, previously diluted to an absorbance
of 0.1, was added to the apical side and incubated for 2 h. Samples were collected at the
basolateral side, and fluorescence intensity was measured at λex = 493 nm and λem = 520 nm.
Barrier integrity was evaluated from FD4 permeability as follows:

FD4 Permeability (%) =
Fi − Fcells

FFD4 − FMedium
× 100 (2)

where Fi is the fluorescence intensity of the sample at the basolateral side, Fcells is the
intrinsic fluorescence intensity of cells without FD4 incubation, FFD4 is the intensity of FD4
stock initially added to the apical side, and FMedium is the intensity of DMEM:F12 medium
without phenol red. Three independent replicates were performed.

2.9. In Vitro BPB Translocation and Integrity Assay

JEG-3 cells were cultured as a monolayer on T-flasks in EMEM supplemented with
10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v) Pen-Strep. Cells were grown in a humidified atmosphere
of 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C with the medium changed every other day. Cells were allowed to
grow until confluence in a culture T-flask, then carefully harvested with trypsin-EDTA
and seeded (3000 cells/well) onto rat-tail collagen-coated tissue culture 24-well inserts. A
cellular monolayer with low permeability was formed 5 days after the incubation on the
tissue culture insert. BPB translocation and integrity measurement methods are identical to
those for the BBB in vitro model. Three independent replicates were performed.
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2.10. Virus Samples

ZIKVBR was isolated from a febrile case in the state of Pernambuco, Brazil (gene
bank ref. number KX197192) and was kindly provided by Dr. Ernesto T. A Marques
Jr (Centro de Pesquisas Aggeu Magalhães, Fiocruz, Pernambuco, Brazil). ZIKVBR was
propagated in C6/36 cells using a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01. After infection,
cells were cultured for 7 days. The culture medium collected from the infected cultures was
centrifuged at 700× g to remove cellular debris, stored in aliquots at −80 ◦C and titrated
by plaque assay as described elsewhere [25].

2.11. ZIKV Inactivation Assay

To determine the effect of PPCs on ZIKVBR, 105 plaque forming units (PFU) were
pre-treated with different PPC concentrations in the 0.01–50 µM range for 1 h at 37 ◦C, in
the dark. After treatment, viral samples were serially diluted (10-fold) for titration [25].
Samples were incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 with Vero cells. After infection, the
medium was removed and 1 mL DMEM containing 1% (v/v) FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin,
100 µg/mL streptomycin and 1.5% carboxymethylcellulose was added to each well. The
plates were incubated at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. After 5 days, cells were fixed by 1 mL of 4%
(v/v) formaldehyde in H2O for 30 min. Each plate was washed and stained with a 1% (v/v)
crystal violet, 20% (v/v) ethanol solution. The number of plaques on each well was counted
and corrected for well dilution to determine the pfu/mL number. The half-maximum
inhibitory concentration (IC50) was determined by nonlinear regression with sigmoidal
profile and variable slope using the software Graphpad Prism (version 6.0, Graphpad
Software, San Diego, CA, USA), only on treatments that achieved total inhibition. Three
independent replicates were performed.

2.12. Cell Viability Assay

HBEC-5i cells and JEG-3 cells were plated in attachment factor protein and rat-tail
collagen, respectively, pre-coated 96-well flat bottom clear, black polystyrene plate (Corning,
New York, NY, USA) as previously described [23]. Afterwards cells were cultured in com-
plete medium at 37 ◦C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere, with medium replaced every 2 days. When
the cellular monolayer was formed, cells were treated with various PPC concentrations in
the 6.25–50 µM range, for 24 h at 37 ◦C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. Viability was evaluated
by the CellTiter-Blue® assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), based on resazurin reduction
into highly fluorescent resorufin by metabolically active cells. By distinguishing metabolic
from non-metabolic cells, cytotoxicity can be indirectly determined. After incubation, cells
were washed with PBS, pH 7.4, and 15 µL of CellTiterBlue® reagent in 100 µL of complete
medium was added to the cells and incubated for 1.5 h at 37 ◦C in 5% CO2. Fluorescence
(λex = 560 nm, λem = 590 nm), was measured in a Varioskan Lux plate reader. Complete
medium and medium containing 0.25% Triton X-100 were used as positive and negative
controls (100 and 0% viability), respectively. Cell viability (%) was determined as:

Cell viability (%) =
Ftreated − Fblank

Fnon treated − Fblank
× 100 (3)

where Ftreated is the fluorescence intensity of PPC-treated cells, Fnon treated is the fluorescence
of untreated cells and Fblank is the fluorescence of CellTiterBlue® reagent in complete
medium without cells. Three independent replicates were performed.

2.13. Serum Stability

Conjugates, peptides P1, P2 and P5 were dissolved at 0.1 mM in HEPES buffer (10 mM,
NaCl 150 mM, pH 7.8), with 1.4 % DMSO added for MP-P1 and P2-MP to improve solubility.
Next, 600 µL of conjugate/peptide solution were mixed (1:1 v/v) with 600 µL of human
serum, to a 0.05 mM final concentration. The mixture was incubated at 37 ◦C and, at various
time points, 50 µL (in triplicate) were taken and precipitated with 200 µL cold methanol.
The samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm, 10 min, +4 ◦C. Afterwards, 50 µL of each
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supernatant were injected on an LC-20AD instrument (Shimadzu) equipped with a Luna
C18 column (4.6 mm × 50 mm, 3 µm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) and analysed
using a 0–95% linear gradient of MeCN into 0.1% TFA in H2O over 15 min with 1 mL/min
flow rate. PDA detection at 220 nm and 401 nm was used and the half-life times were
calculated by peak area integration at 401 nm, the λmax of MP and PP. Controls included
blank serum (25 µL each of 1:1 v/v serum + HEPES buffer, then precipitation with 200 µL
cold methanol), untreated conjugate/peptide (25 µL of 0.1 mM stock in HEPES buffer
+ 25 µL HEPES buffer, then precipitation with 200 µL cold methanol), and a zero-time
sample (200 µL cold methanol + 25 µL serum + 25 µL 0.1 mM conjugate/peptide stock);
the conjugate/peptide was added last to avoid any contact with protease. Controls were
analysed by LC and LC-MS as above. Three independent replicates were performed.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. BBBpS—Porphyrin Conjugate Design

Peptide–porphyrin conjugates (PPCs) are regarded as promising leads against viral
and bacterial infections [26–30]. The antiviral properties of porphyrins make them attractive
for treating viral diseases, including those caused by enveloped viruses such as HIV, ZIKV,
and DENV [25,31,32], while BBBpS conjugation allows to overcome obstacles such as
porphyrin poor water solubility and low cellular uptake. We have recently shown that
PPCs involving a covalent (amide) link between amino (N-terminal or Lys side chain)
groups of a BBBpS and porphyrin carboxyl groups can successfully pass the BBB and
act against HIV without significant cytotoxic activity [23]. For HIV, the most plausible
inactivation mechanism seems to be envelope targeting with severe perturbation of lipid
bilayer integrity. Since ZIKV is also enveloped, we decided to exploit the same approach
by means of a PPC library with potential BPB and BBB-crossing abilities. Specifically,
the chemistry in Scheme 1 and Scheme S1 [23] has been applied to two different BBBpS
conjugation sites (N- or C-terminal) and two different porphyrins (MP and PP). All the
eight conjugates in Table 1 were obtained at >90% purity and in 10–30% final yields after
HPLC purification (Table S3).

3.2. In Vitro BBB and BPB Translocation Assays

At variance with the previous studies [23], where a mouse BBB in vitro model was
used, here we used a human model, a cellular barrier formed by human endothelial brain
cells (HBEC-5i) [33] grown in a cell culture insert, allowing formation of a cell monolayer
with restrictive paracellular permeability and expression of essential BBB transporters.
Placed into a transwell system, the cellular monolayer divides two chambers mimicking
the blood and brain sides (Figure 1A) and allowing quantification of drug translocation.
In this device, all PPCs efficiently translocate the monolayer, five of them—MP-P5, PP-P1,
PP-P5, P6-MP and P6-PP—reaching values above 43% (Figure 1B). Although lower than
those of non-conjugated peptides P1 and P5, the trans-BBB scores for these PPCs are in the
range of best-performing leads reported in peptide-drug antiretroviral and anti-Alzheimer
therapeutic approaches [34–36]. Conjugation improves translocation for MP bound to
BBBpS P5 or P6 relative to free MP (Figure 1B). Moreover, free PP significantly compromises
the integrity of the barrier, as shown by the 2.5-fold increase in FD4 permeability over
control values (24.7 and 10.3%, respectively), approaching EGTA disruption values, a
behaviour not observed with the conjugates.

To evaluate in vitro BPB translocation, the above-described transwell system was
modified to mimic a human placental barrier, using trophoblast cultures (JEG-3 cell line) [37]
and optimized to ensure cell monolayers with low permeability (Figure S1). In this setup,
the same five PPCs shown to better translocate the BBB in vitro were also those with higher
trans-BPB capabilities (Figure 1C), although scores were significantly lower than for BBB
translocation. It seems, thus, reasonable to assume that translocation mechanisms for PPCs
differ between the two barriers. It is worth mentioning at this point that, while adsorptive-
mediated transcytosis (AMT) is deemed the preferential BBB translocation mechanism
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by our BBBpS [21,22], and the most likely mechanism for the PPCs in this study, it has
not yet been reported as a BPB transmigration mechanism [38]. Passive diffusion, the
preferential transmigration mechanism used by trans-BPB compounds [39], seems to be
non-favoured by PPCs, given the disparity in translocation values between the PPCs and
the antipyrine positive control (Figure S1C). At any rate, five PPCs with significant BBB
and BPB translocation abilities suitable for ZIKV inactivation were identified. It is also
worth noting that none of the PPCs altered cell viability (HBEC-5i, JEG-3) at concentrations
up to 50 µM (data not shown).
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3.3. ZIKV Inactivation

The five PPCs that successfully translocated BBB and BPB were evaluated for ZIKV
inactivation in vitro, using a plaque assay. Of them, two showed significant activity (Table 2
and Table S2), namely MP-P5 (IC50 = 25.07 ± 0.05 µM, similar to activity against HIV [23])
and PP-P1 (IC50 = 1.08 ± 0.14 µM). Additionally, a treatment assay performed with MP-P5
and PP-P1 revealed that both PPCs efficiently inhibit ZIKV replication when added 1 h and
7 h post-infection (Figure S2). As observed for HIV [23], non-conjugated porphyrins did not
show activity against ZIKV, reinforcing the claim that BBBpS conjugation is not only critical
for BBB/BPB translocation but also for antiviral activity. On the other hand, and somewhat
unexpectedly, PP-P1, shown to be inactive in vitro against HIV [23], emerged as the most
active anti-ZIKV conjugate. As described in the literature, the light-independent mechanism
of action of porphyrins is based on a direct perturbation of the viral envelope [25,31,32].
Porphyrins interact and accumulate on the envelope lipid membrane, causing a decrease
in order and a consequent phase alteration that impairs viral entry processes. Since we
ensured no-light conditions and no metal cations are coordinated to the porphyrin rings of
the PPCs—avoiding generation of reactive oxygen species—the antiviral light-independent
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mechanism is the only plausible one. Thus, one may confidently suggest that the PP-
P1 specific anti-ZIKV activity is guided by preferential interaction with the ZIKV viral
envelope and/or components.

Table 2. PPCs antiviral activity in vitro.

IC50 (µM)
Virus MP PP MP-P5 PP-P1

ZIKV >50 >50 25.07 ± 0.05 1.08 ± 0.14
HIV a >50 >50 33.1 ± 1.38 >50

a Values described at [24].

3.4. Serum Stability

The in vitro stability in human serum of all conjugates and their constitutive non-
conjugated BBBpS was evaluated by LC and LC-MS as described [40,41]. PP-P1, the
conjugate with highest ZIKV inhibitory activity, was remarkably resistant towards serum
proteases (Figure 2A, black circles) with t1/2 > 22 h. This t1/2 is much higher than that
of non-conjugated P1 (t1/2 = 44.0 min, Figure 2A, white circles), suggesting that the por-
phyrin payload in PP-P1 causes a steric shielding that occludes protease-sensitive sites
in the P1 sequence. Comparably high t1/2 values were observed for P5-based conjugates
(Figures 2B and S3) which, given the clear differences in amino acid composition and/or
charge (P1, cationic; P5, anionic), seem to exclude privileged features in the underlying
BBBpS as the basis for preferential stability. Altogether, these data reinforce the view of the
porphyrin ring somehow protecting cleavable peptide bonds from protease access. Interest-
ingly, by comparing t1/2s, a general trend regarding the attachment site of the porphyrin
ring can be discerned, with N-terminal conjugates showing higher stability (Figure S3A–D)
than C-terminal ones (Figure S3E–H). In this last group, conjugation takes place through
the side chain of an extra C-terminal Lys residue that the N-terminal series lacks. This Lys
unit, however, cannot be viewed as contributing an additional cleavage point, since the
ε-amino group on its side chain is involved in an amide bond with a porphyrin carboxyl
and, hence, lacks the requisite positive charge for (trypsin-like) protease susceptibility.
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An alternate explanation for the high t1/2s of some conjugates could invoke porphyrin
moieties binding and/or blocking the machinery of a crucial set of serum proteases. While
this view cannot be excluded outright, it seems less plausible because such an interaction
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would most likely affect indiscriminately most, if not all, conjugates, in contrast with the
protease resistance observed exclusively in the P1 and P5 series (Figure S3). Finally, one
may not exclude the aggregation behaviour of the different conjugates also playing a role
in stability. In any event, further efforts (e.g., 3D NMR-derived structural models, zeta
potential measurements, etc.) are clearly needed to establish either of the above hypotheses,
but this exceeds the scope of the present work.

4. Conclusions

The potential of ZIKV to invade adult and foetus brains makes it one of the viruses of
global concern. There are no effective drugs against ZIKV yet, mainly because developing
molecules capable of overcoming the highly restrictive BPB and BBB to reach and inactivate
the virus has proven extremely challenging. PPCs previously described by us [23] exhibited
BBB translocation capacity in a mouse BBB in vitro model and promising activity against
HIV and can, thus, be viewed as potential leads to fill the ZIKV treatment gap. Herein,
we have addressed this issue by evaluating the in vitro BBB and BPB crossing ability and
anti-ZIKV activity of eight new PPCs. We have identified PP-P1 as the most promising
candidate, with elevated trans-BBB and -BPB scores and the highest antiviral potency.
Moreover, PP-P1 has high serum stability, with a t1/2 > 22 h that bodes well for in vivo
application. We do not have an explanation for the unique, manifold activity of PP-P1
among all PPCs examined, although one can conjecture various chemical, membrane and
secondary cumulative interactions as a most likely scenario that deserves further in-depth
studies. In any event, one may propose peptide–porphyrin conjugation as a promising
strategy to tackle brain-resident viruses.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pharmaceutics14040738/s1, Table S1: Physicochemical properties
of peptide shuttles used in the study; Figure S1: BPB in vitro model optimization. (A) Permeability of
the model was evaluated based on the FD4-crossing throughout layers formed by the incubation of
JEG-3 cells at densities ranging 1–4 × 104 cells/cm2 in cell culture inserts. (B) Confocal microscopy
imaging of BPB in vitro model [JEG-3 density of 1 × 104 cells/cm2, ZO-1 (green) and Hoechst 33342
(blue)]. (C) Translocation capacity of antipyrine across the optimized BPB model (Translocation—
grey, FD-4 permeability—black), Figure S2: Treatment of ZIKV-infected cells with PP-P1 and MP-P5.
Vero cells were treated at 1 or 7 h post infection (h.p.i.) with 25 µM PP-P1 and MP-P5. After 24 h,
the culture medium was collected and the released infectious virus particles were quantified by
plaque assay as described in the Material and Methods of the main manuscript. Three independent
replicates were performed, Figure S3: Serum stability of N-terminal conjugates (A, B, C, D) versus
corresponding C-terminal conjugates (E, F, G, H). The conjugates labeling are as follows: A (MP-
P1), B (PP-P1), C (MP-P5), D (PP-P5), E (P2-MP), F (P2-PP), G (P6-MP) and H (P6-PP), Table S1:
Physicochemical properties of peptide shuttles used in the study, Table S2: PPCs global antiviral
activity. HIV inhibition assays were performed as described at [2], Table S3: Final yield, HPLC purity
and the mass of the synthesized PPCs, Scheme S1: Schematic representation of on-resin conjugation
strategy at the C-terminus of the corresponding BBBpS.
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Abstract: Delivering therapeutics to the central nervous system (CNS) is difficult because of the
blood–brain barrier (BBB). Therapeutic delivery across the tight junctions of the BBB can be achieved
through various endogenous transportation mechanisms. Receptor-mediated transcytosis (RMT)
is one of the most widely investigated and used methods. Drugs can hijack RMT by expressing
specific ligands that bind to receptors mediating transcytosis, such as the transferrin receptor (TfR),
low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), and insulin receptor (INSR). Cell-penetrating peptides
and viral components originating from neurotropic viruses can also be utilized for the efficient
BBB crossing of therapeutics. Exosomes, or small extracellular vesicles, have gained attention as
natural nanoparticles for treating CNS diseases, owing to their potential for natural BBB crossing
and broad surface engineering capability. RMT-mediated transport of exosomes expressing ligands
such as LDLR-targeting apolipoprotein B has shown promising results. Although surface-modified
exosomes possessing brain targetability have shown enhanced CNS delivery in preclinical studies,
the successful development of clinically approved exosome therapeutics for CNS diseases requires
the establishment of quantitative and qualitative methods for monitoring exosomal delivery to the
brain parenchyma in vivo as well as elucidation of the mechanisms underlying the BBB crossing of
surface-modified exosomes.

Keywords: exosome; brain delivery; BBB crossing; transcytosis

1. Introduction

The central nervous system (CNS) is one of the most in-demand areas for the develop-
ment of new therapeutics owing to the increasing occurrence rate of neurodegenerative
disorders. However, it remains the most difficult area for drug development because of
the blood–brain barrier (BBB), which prevents most of the currently developed drugs from
entering the brain parenchyma. The BBB functions as a tight barrier to protect the CNS from
potential neurotoxic substances, and regulates the selective transport of specific molecules
and nutrients to maintain CNS homeostasis. Water molecules and small ions cross brain
capillaries through channels, and small molecules under 500 Da can cross the BBB via pas-
sive diffusion [1]. However, macromolecules require specific receptors or transport proteins
to facilitate receptor- or adsorptive-mediated transport for entry into the brain parenchyma.
The increasing need for new therapeutics for CNS diseases has prompted the investigation
of various endogenous transportation mechanisms that can deliver macromolecules across
the BBB. The development of novel therapeutics utilizing these transportation pathways
has been actively validated in numerous preclinical and clinical studies.

Among the novel therapeutics, exosomes have recently gained attention because of
their role as therapeutic vehicles for delivering various active pharmaceutical ingredients
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to the brain. Exosomes, or small extracellular vesicles (EVs), are a subtype of EVs defined
as single-membrane lipid bilayer vesicles generated by vesicle budding into endosomes
that mature into multivesicular bodies or by direct vesicle budding from the plasma mem-
brane [2]. Different subtypes of EVs have been identified based on their size and density,
which allows separation by methods such as tangential flow filtration, size exclusion chro-
matography, and differential centrifugation [3]. Nevertheless, careful interpretation is
necessary when analyzing different groups of EVs because most EV purification methods
cannot determine EVs based on their biogenesis pathways, but rather isolate subtypes of
EVs based on their physical properties. Among EVs, exosomes are natural nanoparticles
with low immunogenicity that can deliver diverse biological molecules, such as nucleic
acids, proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates to target cells [4]. Compared with cell therapy,
exosomes possess similar therapeutic efficacy with improved safety profiles in various
diseases, such as cancer and ischemia [5–10]. To induce targeted delivery to the brain,
therapeutic exosomes can be engineered to express various targeting moieties via direct
modification methods, such as chemical modification of exosomal surfaces, or indirect
modification methods via genetic engineering of exosome-producing cells. The aim of this
review is to briefly discuss current engineering strategies for delivering therapeutics across
the BBB and highlight recent advances in the targeted delivery of exosomes to the brain.

2. Current Strategies for Delivering Therapeutics across the BBB

Noninvasive delivery of therapeutics to the CNS can be achieved by hijacking endoge-
nous transport pathways, such as receptor-mediated transcytosis (RMT) and adsorptive-
mediated transcytosis (Figure 1, Table 1) [11,12]. Among these, RMT has been the most
investigated and applied route for the transportation of drugs through endothelial cells of
the BBB [13]. Various therapeutics, including chemicals, antibodies, polymeric nanoparti-
cles, and exosomes, can incorporate these strategies. Their efficacy in brain delivery has
been actively tested in numerous preclinical studies and clinical trials [11].

Table 1. Current strategies for delivering therapeutics across the BBB.

BBB Crossing Strategies Summary

Receptor-mediated transcytosis

- Transcytosis is the vesicular crossing of macromolecules from one side of the cell
membrane to the other [14].

- Therapeutics can achieve RMT-mediated brain delivery by expressing specific ligands that
bind to receptors inducing transcytosis, such as TfR, LDLR, and INSR [11].

- TfR is responsible for intracellular transport of transferrin and is the most used and
validated receptor for RMT-mediated BBB crossing of therapeutics.

- LDLR is a ubiquitously expressing receptor and widely expressed in the brain. It is also
responsible for the endocytosis of LDLs, such as apolipoprotein B and apolipoprotein E.

- INSR is also a widely expressed receptor in various tissues and in the brain microvessels.

Cell-penetrating peptides

- CPPs are a family of various short peptides (fewer than 30 amino acids) that can induce
the translocation of macromolecules across cell membranes without interactions with
specific receptors [15,16].

- Several issues need to be addressed when using CPPs for brain delivery of therapeutics,
such as low tissue specificity and cellular toxicity.

Neurotropic virus

- Neurotropic viruses can cross the BBB and invade the brain parenchyma using specific
viral components, such as rabies virus glycoprotein.

- Biological safety and clinical efficacy of viral components in the brain delivery of
therapeutics should be investigated in more preclinical studies.
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Figure 1. Strategies for delivering therapeutics across the BBB. Noninvasive delivery of therapeutics
across the BBB can be achieved by hijacking endogenous transport pathways. RMT-mediated brain
delivery of therapeutics can be achieved by expressing specific ligands that bind to receptors and
induce transcytosis, such as TfR, LDLR, INSR, GLUT1, and CD98hc. CPPs are a family of various
short peptides (fewer than 30 amino acids) that can induce the translocation of macromolecules across
cell membranes without interactions with specific receptors. Neurotropic viruses can cross the BBB
and invade the brain parenchyma using specific viral components, such as rabies virus glycoprotein.

2.1. Receptor-Mediated Transcytosis

Transcytosis is the vesicular crossing of macromolecules from one side of the cell mem-
brane to another [14]. RMT is mediated by the binding of a ligand to a specific receptor,
which subsequently induces receptor-mediated endocytosis and further transports invagi-
nated endosomal compartments to the other side of the membrane. Drugs can hijack RMT
by expressing specific ligands that bind to receptors that mediate transcytosis. The optimal
receptors to be utilized for RMT-mediated BBB crossing are highly and locally expressed on
the membrane of brain capillary endothelial cells (BCECs), with low expression on periph-
eral endothelial cells. However, to date, no ideal receptor has been identified. Nevertheless,
highly and ubiquitously expressed receptors on BCECs have shown promising results in
RMT-mediated brain delivery in preclinical studies and several clinical trials.
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2.1.1. Transferrin Receptor

The transferrin receptor (TfR) is a widely used and validated receptor for the RMT-
mediated BBB crossing of therapeutics. Transferrin is an iron-binding glycoprotein that
delivers iron to cells by binding TfR. Although TfR is a ubiquitously expressed receptor,
proteomics analysis confirmed that TfR is one of the highest expressed receptors that in-
duces transcytosis in mice [17] and human BCECs [18]. The valency and binding sites of
TfR-binding moieties should be carefully considered when developing a TfR-mediated
brain delivery system. Recent studies have reported that TfR-targeting antibodies with
high valency paradoxically have lower BBB crossing efficacy than low-valency antibod-
ies owing to the lysosomal degradation of antibody-bound TfR [19,20]. Degradation of
antibody-bound membrane proteins can also occur in other receptors for RMT-mediated
CNS delivery, which warrants further investigation. In addition, it is ideal for TfR-targeting
moieties to bind to regions that do not interrupt the endogenous binding of TfR to the
receptor. TfR-mediated brain delivery has been applied to various therapeutics, such as
liposomes [21–23] and chitosan nanospheres [24]. In addition, several clinical trials of
TfR-mediated brain delivery of therapeutics have shown promising results. For example,
clinical trials of the lysosomal enzyme iduronate 2-sulfatase conjugated with anti-human
TfR antibody have shown positive results in Hunter syndrome (NCT0312893, NCT03568175,
and NCT04251026).

2.1.2. Low-Density Lipoprotein Receptor

The low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) family is mainly responsible for the
endocytosis of low-density lipoproteins (LDLs), such as apolipoprotein B (ApoB) and
apolipoprotein E (ApoE). Each LDL particle contains a single apolipoprotein surrounded
by fat molecules, such as cholesterol, phospholipids, and triglycerides, which mediate the
delivery of these fatty acids into cells in need. LDLR is not only a ubiquitously expressed
receptor, but is also widely expressed in the brain, rendering it an efficient transporter of
therapeutics. The conjugation of ApoB- and ApoE-derived peptides to proteins, such as
lysosomal enzymes, has been demonstrated to successfully transport proteins across the
BBB [25–28]. Nanoparticles, such as liposomes, high-density lipoprotein nanocarriers, and
polymersomes, functionalized with ApoE-derived peptides, have also shown enhanced
BBB crossing through LDLR- and LDLR-related protein 1 (LRP1)-mediated transcytosis
in BCECs [29–35]. ApoB-derived peptides have also exhibited targeted delivery of siRNA
and nanoparticles to the brain parenchyma [36,37]. Angiopep-2 is a 19-amino acid peptide
originating from the Kunitz domain of bovine protein aprotinin, which binds to LRP1.
LRP1 is widely expressed in human and mouse BCECs [18] and gliomas [38], making
angiopep-2 an attractive targeting moiety for various nanoparticles for brain delivery and
glioma targeting [39–47].

2.1.3. Insulin Receptor

Insulin receptor (INSR) is widely expressed in various tissues. A recent study com-
paring the expression levels of various receptors mediating transcytosis showed that only
INSR was overexpressed in human brain microvessels compared to brain parenchymal and
peripheral tissues [48]. A similar pattern was observed in mice, in which INSR, insulin-like
growth factor-1 receptor, and LRP8 were highly expressed in brain microvessels com-
pared to those in peripheral tissues [48]. The development of a humanized INSR antibody
(HIRMAb), which showed effective delivery in the primate brain after intravenous injection,
has accelerated the use of INSR for the brain delivery of drugs [49]. The lysosomal enzyme
α-L-iduronidase (IDUA), which is dysfunctional in patients with mucopolysaccharidosis
type I, was conjugated to HIRMAb; HIRMAb-conjugated IDUA delivered 1.2% of the
injected dose to the brains of rhesus monkeys, whereas IDUA alone resulted in no delivery
into the brains [50]. HIRMAb-conjugated IDUA also showed plasma pharmacokinetic
profiles comparable to those of human IDUA (laronidase) [51], and an open-label phase 1–2
trial demonstrated a clinical evidence of cognitive and somatic stabilization in patients with
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mucopolysaccharidosis type I after 52 weeks of intravenous treatment, although few ad-
verse effects, such as infusion-related reactions and transient hypoglycemia, occurred [52].

2.1.4. Other Membrane Proteins

CD98 heavy chain (CD98hc), also known as 4F2 antigen, is a heterodimer membrane
protein consisting of a type 2-glycosylated 80-kDa heavy chain linked to a 37-kDa light
chain by disulfide bonds [53,54]. CD98hc is highly expressed in human BCECs compared
to TfR1, INSR, and LRP1 [18]. CD98hc is expressed on both the apical and basolateral
membranes, and can bind and transport amino acids containing CD98 light chains across the
BBB [55,56]. A recent study revealed via proteomic analysis that CD98hc is highly expressed
in mouse BCECs and that systemic administration of bispecific antibodies targeting CD98hc
and β-secretase 1 leads to efficient brain delivery and brain amyloid-beta reduction [17].
This study also showed that targeting CD98hc is more efficient in brain delivery than
targeting TfR [17]. CD98hc binding did not alter the endogenous expression and function
of CD98hc [17], whereas previous reports have shown that TfR antibodies induce the
lysosomal degradation of TfR in an affinity-dependent manner [20].

Glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1), also known as SLC2A1, is a glucose transporter highly
expressed on both the apical and basolateral membranes of BCECs [57]. The human brain
depends almost entirely on glucose as an energy source, consuming approximately 20% of
the total glucose in the body [58], which requires high expression of GLUT1 on the BCECs
for efficient glucose transport. Glucose derivatives have been utilized for the BBB crossing
of various nanoparticles, such as liposomes [59–63] and micelles [64–66], which implies
that GLUT1 could be an attractive target receptor for the CNS delivery of therapeutics.

2.2. Cell-Penetrating Peptides

Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), or protein transduction domains, are a family of
short peptides (<30 amino acids) that can induce the translocation of biologically active
macromolecules across cell membranes without interacting with specific receptors [15,16].
Although no consensus has been reached regarding the taxonomy of CPPs, they can gener-
ally be categorized into three classes based on their physicochemical properties: cationic,
amphipathic, and hydrophobic [15]. The cationic class is mainly composed of peptides
with positive charges, such as arginine and lysine, that can interact with negatively charged
plasma membranes. The transactivator of transcription (TAT) protein of HIV-1 was the
first CPP observed to be internalized into cells in vitro in 1988 [67,68], and it has since been
widely investigated as an inducer of intracellular delivery of therapeutics. Amphipathic
CPPs are the most commonly found CPPs in nature, and they contain polar and nonpolar
amino acid regions [16]. Hydrophobic CPPs contain nonpolar hydrophobic residues that
induce cell penetration by interacting with the hydrophobic domains of plasma membranes.
The apical surface of cerebral capillaries is densely covered with a negatively charged gly-
cocalyx, which renders positively charged CPPs an efficient transporter of drugs through
the BBB [69]. However, several issues must be addressed when using CPPs for brain
delivery, such as their low tissue specificity and cellular toxicity. CPP-conjugated drugs
show widespread biodistribution owing to their lack of tissue specificity. In addition, the
cytotoxicity of CPPs is a major concern [70], as shown in the case of amphipathic CPP
model amphipathic peptide, which induces damage to the cellular membrane, resulting in
the leakage of cellular components and subsequent cell death [71].

2.3. Neurotropic Virus

Neurotropic viruses can cross the BBB and invade the brain parenchyma, which
prompted the investigation of viruses or viral components as transporters for the brain
delivery of therapeutics. For instance, peptides derived from rabies virus glycoprotein
(RVG) exhibit efficient penetration through the BBB and target neurons [72]. Although
the exact BBB crossing mechanism is unknown, it is expected to occur via neuronal acetyl-
choline receptor-mediated RMT [72]. RVG has been utilized for the delivery of various
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nanoparticles through the BBB, including liposomes [73], layered double hydroxide [74],
porous silicon nanoparticles [75], and exosomes [76]. However, its biological safety and
efficacy should be investigated in preclinical studies for clinical translation.

3. Targeted Delivery of Exosomes to the Brain
3.1. Natural Brain Delivery of Exosomes to the Brain

Unmodified exosomes from various cell types show <1% delivery to the brain after
systemic injection [77,78], implying that exosomes have a natural tendency to bypass the
BBB. This finding was also observed by our group, although the exact mechanism by which
naïve exosomes cross the BBB is unknown. Recent studies have shown that exosomes
originating from different parental cells have different organ and tissue tropisms [77,79–81].
Moreover, the specific membrane proteins or molecules of exosomes responsible for the
inclination towards specific organs are not fully known. Nevertheless, altering the cell
source of exosomes may be a useful strategy to induce brain delivery. Neural stem cell-
derived EVs demonstrated enhanced CNS delivery compared with mesenchymal stem
cell-derived EVs in a murine stroke model [82]. Based on these observations, exosomes
originating from BCECs or brain tumor cells loaded with doxorubicin were tested for the
targeted delivery of doxorubicin to brain tumor in a zebrafish model [83].

Transport across the BBB is enhanced under specific pathological conditions. In mice
exhibiting brain inflammation, macrophage-derived exosomes showed over three-fold
increased delivery to the brain compared to those in normal mice [84]. Enhanced brain
delivery is achieved through the interaction of lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1,
intercellular adhesion molecule 1, and C-type lectin receptors expressed on macrophage
exosomes with BCECs [84]. In an in vitro transwell assay, unmodified naïve exosomes
demonstrated enhanced endocytosis and subsequent crossing through BCECs in a tumor
necrosis factor-α-induced stroke-like inflammation model [85]. As unmodified exosomes
exhibit potential for brain delivery without additional modifications, their efficacy for BBB
crossing should be further validated in preclinical studies.

3.2. Brain Delivery of Engineered Exosomes by Receptor-Mediated Transcytosis

Targeted delivery of exosomes to the brain can be achieved through various exosome
surface modifications (Figure 2). As hijacking RMT is a widely used strategy for delivering
therapeutics across the BBB, it can also be used for transporting exosomes to the brain via
labeling of targeting peptides on the surface of exosomes. For example, Kim et al. used a T7
peptide for the delivery of exosomes (T7-exo) [86]. T7 peptide is a TfR-binding peptide with
the sequence HAIYPRH, which does not disturb the binding of transferrin to TfR [87,88]. By
conjugating T7 peptide to Lamp2b, T7-exo demonstrated superior targeting of intracranial
glioblastoma in rat models after intravenous injection compared to unmodified exosomes
or RVG-labeled exosomes [86]. Recently, our group utilized the LDLR-mediated transcy-
tosis pathway for the delivery of exosomes by generating ApoB-labeled exosomes via
conjugation of ApoB with tetraspanin CD9 (unpublished data). Tetraspanins, such as CD9,
CD63, CD81, and CD82, are abundant transmembrane proteins expressed on exosomes, and
they consist of four membrane-spanning domains and two extracellular loops termed the
short extracellular loop (SEL) and large extracellular loop (LEL) [89]. Tetraspanins can be
modified to contain targeting peptides by incorporating the peptides into the extracellular
loops of tetraspanin [90]. We transfected Expi293F cells with plasmids encoding CD9 as
a control or CD9/LEL170-ApoB, in which ApoB was inserted between the 170–171 amino
acid of CD9, to generate ApoB-expressing exosomes. Control exosomes (CD9 exosomes)
or ApoB-expressing exosomes (CD9-ApoB exosomes) were isolated and purified from the
supernatants of transfected Expi293F cells. To characterize the tissue distribution of the
injected exosomes, we labeled CD9 exosomes with DiO and CD9-ApoB exosomes with
DiD lipophilic fluorescent dyes, which were injected intravenously into mice. A laser
scanning intravital confocal microscope was used to visualize the labeled exosomes in the
cerebral cortex of mice by implanting a cranial window. We observed the accumulation
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of CD9-ApoB exosomes in the cortical blood vessels compared to CD9 exosomes, which
were not detected in the vessels (Figure 3a). Next, we examined the biodistribution of
surface-engineered exosomes in the mouse brain. DiD-labeled CD9 or CD9-ApoB exosomes
were intravenously injected into mice, and the fluorescence intensity was analyzed using
a preclinical optical imaging system. As shown in Figure 3b, the fluorescence intensity
CD9-ApoB exosomes in the brain was significantly higher than that of the control CD9
exosomes, indicating prolonged retention in the brain for 24 h. These findings revealed
the improved CNS-targeting capability of the surface-modified exosomes that hijacked the
RMT pathway. Further studies are needed to determine the delivery efficacy of various
other receptors for RMT-mediated brain delivery of exosomes.
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Figure 2. Strategies for targeted delivery of therapeutic exosomes to the brain. (a) Targeted delivery
of exosomes to the brain can be achieved by labeling various targeting moieties on the surface of
exosomes. Therapeutic exosomes can be engineered to express various targeting moieties via chemical
modifications, such as click chemistry, or via genetic modification of exosome-producing cells to
express targeting peptides fused with exosomal membrane-associated components, such as Lamp2b
and tetraspanins. (b) RMT can be used to transport exosomes to the brain via labeling of targeting
peptides on the surface of exosomes.
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brain in vivo through the cranial window were obtained using intravital confocal microscopy 
(IVIM Technology, Daejeon, Korea). Cerebral angiography was obtained using TMR-dextran 
(Red). (b) Exosomes (CD9 or CD9-ApoB) were stained with DiD, and labeled exosomes (1 × 1010 
particle number/head) were intravenously injected to C57BL/6 mice. The brain distribution of exo-
somes was determined via fluorescence imaging by VISQUE® InVivo Smart-LF, an in vivo optical 
imaging system [91]. Differences between groups were compared using two-way analysis of vari-
ance with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. ** p < 0.01, *** 
p < 0.001. 
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CD9-ApoB) were isolated from transiently transfected Expi293F cells with CD9 or CD9/LEL170-ApoB
expression vectors, respectively, and purified using an Amicon Ultra-4 Centrifugal Filter. DiO-labeled
CD9 exosomes (blue) and DiD-labeled CD9-ApoB exosomes (green) were intravenously injected
(at 1 × 1010 particles each) to C57BL/6 mice. The cortical vascular images of mouse brain in vivo
through the cranial window were obtained using intravital confocal microscopy (IVIM Technology,
Daejeon, Korea). Cerebral angiography was obtained using TMR-dextran (Red). (b) Exosomes
(CD9 or CD9-ApoB) were stained with DiD, and labeled exosomes (1 × 1010 particle number/head)
were intravenously injected to C57BL/6 mice. The brain distribution of exosomes was determined
via fluorescence imaging by VISQUE® InVivo Smart-LF, an in vivo optical imaging system [91].
Differences between groups were compared using two-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni’s
multiple comparison test. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

3.3. Other Strategies for Brain Delivery

Neurotropic virus-derived peptides, such as RVG, have been used to induce brain-
targeting of exosomes in several preclinical studies. In one study, brain delivery of siRNA-
loaded exosomes was achieved by expressing RVG at the exosomal membrane and fusing
it with Lamp2b, an exosomal membrane protein [76]. The exact BBB crossing pathway has
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not been shown; however, modified exosomes demonstrated efficient delivery of siRNA to
neurons, microglia, and oligodendrocytes in mouse brain [76]. In another study, the same
group used a similar approach to deliver siRNA for α-synuclein (α-Syn) to the brain of
α-syn transgenic mice [92]. Further studies are needed to identify safety issues associated
with the use of virus-derived peptides as therapeutic agents.

Peptides that bind to specific membrane proteins can also be used for exosome mod-
ification. For example, c(RGDyK) peptide, which binds to integrin αvβ3 that is highly
expressed in BCECs under ischemic conditions, was labeled on the surface of mesenchymal
stem cell-derived exosomes through click chemistry [93]. Click chemistry, also known as
copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition, is an efficient covalent reaction of an alkyne
and an azide residue to form a stable triazole linkage, and can be applied to attach various
targeting moieties to the surface of exosomes [94–98]. c(RGDyK) peptide-labeled exosomes
exhibited 11-fold enhanced delivery to the ischemic region of the brain compared with
scrambled peptide-labeled exosomes in a mouse stroke model [93].

4. Conclusions

Exosomes are gaining attention because of their potential as next-generation nanopar-
ticles for treating CNS diseases owing to their potential for natural BBB crossing and broad
surface-engineering capability. Various technologies to efficiently incorporate drugs and
active pharmaceutical ingredients into exosomes are being actively developed [4,99,100].
In addition, various preclinical studies have investigated engineering strategies for tar-
geted delivery of exosomes to specific organs and tissues [101]. Exosomes carry various
membrane proteins (e.g., CD9 [102], CD63 [103], PTGFRN [104], and Lamp2b [76]) and
lipids (e.g., phosphatidylserine [105]) that can be utilized for the surface engineering of
various targeting moieties. Engineered exosomes possessing targetability to the brain have
shown promising results for CNS delivery in preclinical studies; however, they also require
intense evaluation through well-designed clinical trials. For the successful development
of clinically approved exosome therapeutics for CNS diseases, the establishment of imag-
ing methods for quantitative/qualitative monitoring of exosomal delivery to the brain
parenchyma in vivo and uncovering the detailed BBB crossing mechanisms of exosomes is
needed.
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Abstract: Diabetes mellitus is a major healthcare challenge. Pramlintide, a peptide analogue of
the hormone amylin, is currently used as an adjunct with insulin for patients who fail to achieve
glycemic control with only insulin therapy. However, hypoglycemia is the dominant risk factor
associated with such approaches and careful dosing of both drugs is needed. To mitigate this risk
factor and compliance issues related to multiple dosing of different drugs, sustained delivery of
Pramlintide from silica depot administered subcutaneously (SC) was investigated in a rat model. The
pramlintide-silica microparticle hydrogel depot was formulated by spray drying of silica sol-gels.
In vitro dissolution tests revealed an initial burst of pramlintide followed by controlled release due
to the dissolution of the silica matrix. At higher dosing, pramlintide released from subcutaneously
administered silica depot in rats showed a steady concentration of 500 pM in serum for 60 days.
Released pramlintide retained its pharmacological activity in vivo, as evidenced by loss of weight.
The biodegradable silica matrix offers a sustained release of pramlintide for at least two months in
the rat model and shows potential for clinical applications.

Keywords: long acting; sustained delivery; biologics; silica microparticles

1. Introduction

Diabetes mellitus poses a major global health challenge, with estimates of the human
population affected to touch a staggering 783 million by 2045 [1]. It results from a complete
deficiency of insulin (type 1) or impaired insulin secretion (type II) due to β-cell dysfunction.
Insulin and related β-cell hormones regulate postprandial glucose regulation by decreasing
glucagon secretion [2–4] and slowing gastric emptying. The disease imposes a huge burden
on the healthcare system and accounts for more than 10% of its spending [1]. It manifests
multiple complications, and an active diabetes care and management program aims at
regulating the blood glycemic levels [5]. Therapeutic interventions range from lifestyle
changes, drugs, smart delivery technologies, and regenerative medicine [3,5–8]. Although
therapeutic drugs have some limitations, they continue to be the main choice in the active
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management of diabetes care. Currently, the most widely used therapeutic for diabetes
control is based on the endogenous hormone, insulin, and its analogues [7,9]. However,
due to their complex molecular structure and physicochemical properties, formulation
and delivery of these peptides need due consideration [10–14]. Parenteral routes, such as
intravenous, intramuscular, and subcutaneous are the most popular routes of delivery for
these peptides.

A major challenge in diabetes management concerns regulating the varying amounts
of blood glucose during the course of a day. In response to dietary food intake, glucose
metabolism is carried out by the pancreas by secreting insulin and the related hormone
amylin. Amylin complements insulin in the regulation of postprandial glucose by de-
creasing glucagon release, slowing gastric emptying, and decreasing food intake [15].
Therapeutic intervention by insulin and amylin-based peptides to regulate blood glucose
metabolism in diabetes is thus a logical mimic of the endogenous system. A synthetic
analogue of amylin, pramlintide acetate (Mw. = 3951.41) is used as an adjunct to prepran-
dial insulin therapy in diabetic patients who fail to achieve glycemic control with insulin
therapy alone [16,17]. The pharmacokinetic (PK) profile of blood glucose-lowering drugs
is key in defining their in vivo efficacy. Blood glucose levels vary within a day depend-
ing on the timing and nature of food intake. A drug with an inadequate PK profile will
lack efficacy in regulating glucose levels and consequently might need multiple dosing.
Excessive moderation of glucose levels might result in hypoglycemic conditions and may
prove fatal [18]. Engineering the PK profile of a glucose-lowering drug is an area of intense
investigation and has resulted in various analogues of insulin designed to be active from
short-acting up to long-acting [7]. In this context, reports from clinical studies seem to sug-
gest that maintaining a threshold level of glucose-lowering hormones may better facilitate
the management of diabetes [19,20]. Sustained delivery systems such as implants made
from a mixture of insulin and micro-recrystallized palmitic acid (marketed as Linbit™ and
Linplant™) have shown better therapeutic efficacy as compared to daily insulin injections
in rodents [21]. Although insulin implants show promise, they require surgical intervention.
This is not only a burden to the healthcare system but also a concern for patient compliance.
Sustained injectable drug delivery systems have shown promise and offer the advantage of
avoiding the need for repeated dosing to achieve therapeutic effects. Similar to pramlin-
tide activity, GLP-1 peptide elicits insulinotropic effects by binding to the GLP-1 receptor,
thereby regulating insulin and glucagon secretion. However, endogenous GLP-1 is rapidly
degraded with a 1.5–5 min half-life [22,23]. Nanoparticle-based drug delivery systems have
been often employed to enhance the bioavailability of drugs. For example, Choi et al. [24]
prepared a copolymer of poly [(dl-lactic acid-co-glycolic acid)-b-ethylene glycol-b-(dl-lactic
acid-co-glycolic acid)] that undergoes a temperature-dependent reversible solution–gel
transition for in situ depot formation to deliver GLP-1. However, most polymer-based
sustained delivery systems lack clinical translation due to limitations issues related to
reproducible scale-up of mono-disperse particles [25,26]. In a very recent report, GLP-1
fused recombinantly to elastin-like polypeptide (ELP), has been shown to elicit zero-order
release kinetics from a subcutaneous depot and circulation times (also glycemic control) up
to 10 days in mice [27].

In this communication, we highlight a sustained delivery strategy for in vivo delivery
of the synthetic peptide analogue of amylin, pramlintide acetate. As mentioned earlier,
amylin is the endogenous hormone co-secreted with insulin by the pancreas for glucose
metabolism in vivo. Clinical investigations seem to suggest that there is an increased risk
of severe hypoglycemia (particularly in type I diabetes) when adjunctive therapy is used
with insulin and careful dosing is required for patient safety [18]. Such effects can be
moderated either by decreasing the single dosing of preprandial insulin/pramlintide or
by a sustained long-term slow release of the hormone(s) [19]. Sustained slow delivery
of pramlintide might mitigate the need for separate administration of the two drugs by
injection each time before a meal and might improve patient compliance. We present here
the formulation and in vivo (rat model) release profile of pramlintide from our proprietary
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silica-based delivery matrix [28–30]. Silica offers numerous advantages as compared to
other sustained release systems. It is biodegradable, offers formulation under mild aqueous
conditions and its degradation product, silicic acid (weak acid, pKa 9.84) does not acidify
the environment and is non-toxic. This presents a significant advantage for formulation
(in near-native conditions) and delivery (degraded products do not destabilise protein
structure) of biologicals [25,31].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

All analytical grade reagents and solvents, including tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS)
and standard solution for silicon atomic absorption, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Pramlintide acetate was obtained from MedImmune, Inc. (Gaithers-
burg, MD, USA).

2.2. Preparation of Silica Microparticles

TEOS was hydrolyzed in the presence of deionized water and 0.1 M HCl to prepare
the silica sol. TEOS/water/HCl at a molar ratio of 1:15:0.005 was hydrolyzed at room
temperature, under vigorous stirring for 25 min. Following hydrolysis, silica sol was
stored in an ice bath for 1 h, and the pH adjusted to 2.6. Aqueous solution of pramlintide
(10 mg/mL) was mixed with the silica sol to yield 5% w/w pramlintide load while stirring
vigorously. The silica sol–pramlintide mixture was further diluted with water to attain a
molar ratio of TEOS/water to 1:150 at pH 4.0. A mini spray dryer (Büchi B-191, Flawil,
Switzerland) was used to spray dry the silica sol–pramlintide having inlet and outlet
temperatures of 125 ◦C and 60 ◦C, respectively, at the feed rate of 4 mL/min.

2.3. Preparation of Pramlintide-Silica Microparticle Silica Hydrogel Depot Formulation

Pramlintide-silica depot was prepared by combining the spray-dried pramlintide-silica
microparticles with R400 silica sol. As mentioned earlier, the R400 silica sol was prepared
by acid-catalysed (pH 2.0) hydrolysis of TEOS in a molar ratio (TEOS/water) of 1:400. The
R400 sol was added to pramlintide-silica microparticles (1 mL/0.5 g) and magnetically
stirred to a suspension. The pH of the suspension was adjusted to 6.3 by dropwise addition
of 1 M NaOH. Additionally, 1 mL plastic syringes (Becton-Dickinson, Franklin Lake, NJ,
USA # 309628) were filled with the homogenous suspension and capped (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA, Monoject syringe tip caps). The suspension was allowed to gel at
ambient temperature while maintaining homogeneity by placing the syringes on a rotor
(Stuart Rotator SB3).

2.4. In Vitro Dissolution Test

To quantify silica dissolution rate, 20 mg of spray-dried pramlintide-silica microparti-
cles were dispersed in 50 mL of 50 mM TRIS buffer (pH 7.4). The microparticle dispersion
was kept in a shaking water bath maintained at 37 ◦C. To quantify pramlintide dissolution
rate, pH 7.4 PBS containing 0.01% Tween 80 was used as the dispersing media. Samples
were extracted every day and replaced with fresh buffer. Silicon molybdenum blue com-
plex [32] spectrophotometry assay was used to quantify soluble silica. HPLC was used to
quantify pramlintide released from the silica depot (described below).

2.5. HPLC Analysis of PRAMLINTIDE

The Agilent Technologies 1260 HPLC system with a Waters XBridge protein BEH C4
3.5 µm, 4.6 × 20 mm column was used to measure pramlintide by a reversed-phase HPLC.
Mobile phase A included water and trifluoroacetic acid (1000:1, v/v) and mobile phase B
included acetonitrile and trifluoroacetic acid (1000:0.9 v/v). Mobile phase gradient was
20% B to 65% B over 3 min followed by a reverse gradient from 65% B to 20% B over 30 s
and 2.5 min balancing at the end. A 100 µL sample was injected at a flow rate of 1 mL/min,
with a column oven temperature of 80 ◦C. Absorbance was measured at 204 nm.
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2.6. Total Silica Content Measurement

Dissolved silica was estimated as a soluble silicon molybdenum blue complex. For
this, 20–30 mg of pramlintide-silica depot and 10–15 mg of pramlintide microparticles (in a
separate experiment) were completely dissolved in 50 mL of 0.5 M NaOH for 48 h at 37 ◦C.
The relative amount of microparticles in the depot was estimated.

2.7. Total Pramlintide Content Measurement

The total content of pramlintide within silica microparticles was estimated by organic
elemental analysis (OEA) using a FLASH2000 elemental analyzer instrument (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, NJ, USA) with a CHNS configuration. Analysis was carried out
using 1–2 mg of pramlintide-silica microparticles. By measuring the nitrogen content of
the sample (OEA method), the amount of pramlintide within the microparticles could be
determined as it is the only source of nitrogen within the sample.

2.8. Characterization of Pramlintide-silica Microparticles and Depot Formulation

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and particle size distribution (PSD) methods were
utilised to characterise the pramlintide-silica microparticles. For SEM analysis, LEO Gemini
153 with a Thermo Scientific UltraDry Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) was used, whereas PSD
measurements were carried out with a Sympatec HELOS 2370 laser diffraction instrument.
Rheological measurements were made using a single rotational rheometer equipped with
a parallel-plate with a HPP20 TC measuring geometry (D = 20 mm). Dynamic viscosity
was measured by applying shearing force (0.01 to 1000 1/s at 25 ◦C). Becton Dickinson
pre-filled syringes with a 25-G needle (Fine-Ject, Henke Sass Wolf, Tuttlingen, Germany)
were used for injection pressure and force measurements. For this, the syringe was placed
in a custom-made fixture device with the needle pointing downwards. The load cell of the
compression tester was lowered to the point so that it barely touched the plunger (preload
less than 0.2 N) and this was recorded as the zero-point. The plunger was compressed
with the load cell at a rate of 60 mm/min. Pressure was calculated as a function of the
machine extension and the resulting force (N) was estimated by considering the plunger
area (16.04 mm2) of the Becton Dickinson syringe. NEGYXEN Plus software (Ametek,
Largo, FL, USA) was utilised for the measurements.

2.9. Endotoxin Analysis

Endotoxin analysis was carried out based on methods outlined in EP 2.6.14/USP<85>.

2.10. Pharmacokinetic and Pharmacodynamic Study in Rat

The pharmacokinetic profile was determined in a multidose study in male SD rats
weighing approximately 260–290 g. All experiments were conducted at Medimmune,
Cambridge, UK, in accordance with the Animals Scientific Procedures Act 1986. Following
an acclimatisation period, male SD rats (Charles River, Margate, Kent UK) were assigned to
one of two groups, so that bodyweight was equally distributed between the two groups (av-
erage weight per group 275 g). Rats were given a single subcutaneous dose of pramlintide
microparticle-silica hydrogel depot at a dose of either 5 mg/kg or 15 mg/kg of pramlintide.
Pramlintide-silica depot formulation was supplied as a pre-filled syringe, ready to dose.
The volume injected was adjusted for each animal to achieve the appropriate mg/kg dose.
Serial serum samples obtained from the tail vein were collected from each animal at 6, 24,
and 72 h following drug administration. Following this, serum samples were collected at
weekly intervals, commencing at one week following dose administration and concluding
at eight weeks post-dose. The serum concentration of pramlintide was determined using a
human amylin ELISA (Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany EZHA-52K). Graphs and analyses
were generated using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

Bodyweight changes were studied in diet-induced obese rats. This experiment was
run at AstraZeneca, Gaithersburg, MD, USA according to Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines. Sprague–Dawley rats arrived at 200–250 g, (Envigo;
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Indianapolis, IN, USA) were pair-housed and following acclimation, placed on a condensed
milk high-fat diet (D12266B, Research Diets; Brunswick, NJ, USA). Following approximately
10 weeks on a high-fat diet, rats were single housed for 2 weeks prior to study start. Rats
were sorted into study groups on body weight (average weight per group 444 g). Rats
(n = 8/group) received a single SC injection of pramlintide microparticle-silica hydrogel
at a dose of 3.6, 11, or 22 mg/kg. Vehicle rats received an empty matrix SC injection.
Bodyweight was monitored over 28 days.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Preparation of Pramlintide Loaded Silica Microparticles

Acid-catalysed hydrolysis of TEOS resulted in silica sol. The addition of pramlintide
solution into the sol encapsulated the peptide within the networked structure of silica.
Spray drying yielded pramlintide-loaded non-porous silica microparticles [28,33]. The
microparticles were mixed with silica hydrogel (R400) to produce an injectable depot. A
load of 3.7% (w/w) of pramlintide with respect to silica was achieved in microparticle
formulation (estimated by OEA analysis). Based on the silica content analysis of the depot,
the amount of pramlintide in the depot formulation was estimated to be 11 mg/mL.

3.2. SEM Analysis and Particle Size Distribution of the Microparticles

A representative SEM image of pramlintide containing microparticles is shown in
Figure 1. The SEM images seem to suggest that particle agglomerates are minimal in the
microparticle formulation process. Microparticle shapes tend to vary; this could be due
to the spray drying process. PSD measurements (mean ± SD, n = 3) were 1.64 ± 0.03 µm,
3.39 ± 0.03 µm, 6.97 ± 0.01, for D10, D50 and D90, respectively. The D value is the diameter
at which that % of the sample’s mass is comprised of particles with a diameter less than
this value.
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densed milk high-fat diet (D12266B, Research Diets; Brunswick, NJ, USA). Following ap-
proximately 10 weeks on a high-fat diet, rats were single housed for 2 weeks prior to study 
start. Rats were sorted into study groups on body weight (average weight per group 444 
g). Rats (n = 8/group) received a single SC injection of pramlintide microparticle-silica hy-
drogel at a dose of 3.6, 11, or 22 mg/kg. Vehicle rats received an empty matrix SC injection. 
Bodyweight was monitored over 28 days. 
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Figure 1. SEM images of pramlintide loaded silica microparticles. Magnification ×1000.

3.3. Rheology of the Depot Formulation

Silica hydrogel, R400 (ca. 60 times the silica saturation levels) stabilises the silica
microparticles within the aqueous depot and mitigates issues of sedimentation usually
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associated with particulate-based delivery systems. Rheology measurements (viscosity vs.
shear rate) show that the pramlintide-silica depot formulation has shear thinning properties
(Figure 2). This helps maintain the homogeneity of the formulation during storage and,
importantly, offers a minimally invasive delivery system by reducing injection force and
the use of a small-gauge needle [34].
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The data confirm the shear thinning properties of the formulation.

3.4. Injectability of Depot Formulation

Injection pressure and force results (Figure 3) show that 100 µL depot formulation
could be easily injected with 2–5 N using a 25-G needle. Thus, no significant injection
issues are anticipated. On average, the pinch strength of a human hand is about 50 N [35].
The small gauge and the low injection force required to provide a significant advantage
as the depot injections are expected to be associated with less pain and incidence of
bleeding [36,37].
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3.5. In Vitro Dissolution

Results from in vitro dissolution of pramlintide-silica depot under in sink conditions
are depicted in Figure 4. Based on an in vitro–in vivo correlation (IVIVC) factor of 10 for
subcutaneous administration [29] and linear progression analysis of the release profile from
dissolution studies, it is estimated that pramlintide will have an in vivo release profile of
approximately 3–3.5 months. The release of pramlintide from the depot was primarily
controlled by matrix degradation at later stages. The initial burst release (ca. 18%) seen
could be due to the presence of the peptide near the surface of the microparticle.
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Figure 4. Cumulative estimates of in vitro silica degradation and release of pramlintide from
pramlintide-silica depot. Silica dissolution was carried out in 50 mM TRIS–buffer (pH 7.4) and
pramlintide release was carried out in PBS (pH 7.4) containing 0.01% Tween 80. Both the studies were
carried out at 37 ◦C under in sink conditions. Data represented as mean for n = 3. SD of each data
point was less than 2.5%.

3.6. Pharmacokinetic and Pharmcodynamic Study in Rat

After an assessment of endotoxin levels (<0.06 EU/mg of the depot) within the for-
mulation, an in vivo PK study was conducted in rats. The PK profiles of subcutaneously
administered pramlintide-silica depot at two dose levels under a single-dose regimen are
shown in Figure 5A. With the higher dosing (15 mg/kg), the plasma concentration of
pramlintide stayed over 500 pM for close to two months. After the initial burst, pramlintide
release from the silica matrix followed zero-order kinetics (Figure 5B) beyond day 10. A
steady concentration of the drug could thus be maintained in the plasma for two months.
Extended-release profiles have a potential concern for dose dumping. However, drug
release from a matrix, such as silica microparticles, depends on the solubility of the drug in
the matrix, as well as the release of an encapsulated drug from microparticles is limited to
the rate of silica degradation, which occurs from the exterior of the microparticle inward.

Surprisingly, with the lower dose (5 mg/kg), the serum concentrations showed first-
order release as the release dropped from about 500 pM (Day 7) to 20 pM levels by the end
of the study (Day 56). The lower pramlintide concentration in the silica might be below
the concentration needed to represent an “infinite” reservoir and thus shows first-order
release, while the higher pramlintide concentration seems to fulfil the requirement and
demonstrates zero-order release (Figure 5B) [38].
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In an earlier preclinical study of pramlintide in rats [39], the peak plasma concentration
of pramlintide at 50% maximally effective gastric inhibitory dose was reported to be
15 pM. The lower dose (5 mg/kg) formulation in the present study seems to achieve this
concentration level by the end of the study.

The results from our study present an interesting comparison with a very recent
report of glycemic control by a recombinant construct of GLP-1 fused to thermosensitive
ELP [27]. For a single SC injection of 700 nmol/kg of the GLP-1–ELP construct in mice (ca.
equivalent of 2.9 mg/kg of GLP-1 peptide), the investigators found that glycemic control
(and circulation time) could be achieved for 10 days. In contrast, the silica-based depot
system could easily achieve maintaining serum concentration(s) of pramlintide above
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the therapeutic level (20 pM) for 60 days at both low and high dosing. This observation
points out the efficacy of the silica matrix and thus, its potential towards development for
sustained release of anti-glycemic agents for clinical applications.

In agreement with the known pharmacological effect of amylin and its analogues [40],
pramlintide depot had a more robust decrease in body weight until about day 9 and
then continued to increase throughout the duration of the 29-day study. (Figure 6). This
suggests that pramlintide maintains its in vivo activity after release from silica depot.
The findings for bodyweight loss mirror very well previously published data in lean
rats [41–43]. Roth et al. [41] show body weight returning to baseline levels 8 days after the
start of amylin treatment in an experiment assessing the effect of continuous subcutaneous
amylin infusion over a period of 24 days. Arnelo et al. [42] also show a dose-dependent
reduction in food intake and body weight following subcutaneous infusion of synthetic
islet amyloid polypeptide by osmotic minipump over an 8-day period in lean rats. At the
lowest dose, the effect on food intake was lost after 5 days and after 8 days, the anorectic
effect at the top dose was diminishing towards control levels. In another report, significant
effects on food intake were seen for the first 6 days when lean animals were administered
amylin by minipump over 14 days. After 6 days, food intake returned to control levels
despite the continued administration of the drug [43]. Thus, the time course observed
for the weight-reducing actions of the pramlintide depot is consistent with the known
pharmacology of amylin. The effect of the depot on food intake and body weight in obese
rats has also been observed up to 8 weeks [44]. It would also be worthwhile to point out
the complexity of dosing and thus, challenges for delivery systems. In an earlier study, at
higher doses of pramlintide administered either subcutaneously or intravenously, plasma
glucose levels increased. Such glycemic effects were also observed with the administration
of amylin in rats [45]. It appears that the glycemic effects of pramlintide and amylin
agonists are more pronounced in the fasting state and the glucose-lowering effects are more
pronounced in the postprandial state. The effects seem to be more prominent in rodents
and of less significance in humans.
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4. Conclusions

The present study shows the utility of a silica-based matrix for sustained control
release of pramlintide in a rat model for two months. The results show that sustained
release of pramlintide from silica depot can be achieved to maintain plasma concentration
levels of 500 pM. However, optimization of the microparticle formulation is needed to
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reduce burst release. Further studies are desired to investigate the dosing requirements for
achieving therapeutic levels of pramlintide in the serum. This could potentially be achieved
by adjusting the drug loading and controlling the rate of silica dissolution. Furthermore,
a direct readout of the plasma glucose levels will provide a better estimate of efficacy for
the silica-based delivery system. An injectable, scalable, and biodegradable silica-based
delivery system has great potential for therapeutic applications in healthcare.
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Abstract: In the present research study, we formulate bilosomes (BMs) of diclofenac (DC) for oral
delivery for enhancement of therapeutic efficacy (anti-inflammatory disease). The BMS were prepared
by thin film hydration method and optimized by Box–Behnken design (BBD) using cholesterol (A),
lipid (B), surfactant (C), and bile salt (D) as formulation factors. Their effects were evaluated on
vesicle size (Y1) and entrapment efficacy (Y2). The optimized DC-BMs-opt showed a vesicle size
of 270.21 ± 3.76 nm, PDI of 0.265 ± 0.03, and entrapment efficiency of 79.01 ± 2.54%. DSC study
result revealed that DC-BMs-opt exhibited complete entrapment of DC in BM matrix. It also depicted
significant enhancement (p < 0.05) in release (91.82 ± 4.65%) as compared to pure DC (36.32 ± 4.23%)
and DC-liposomes (74.54 ± 4.76%). A higher apparent permeability coefficient (2.08 × 10−3 cm/s)
was also achieved compared to pure DC (6.6 × 10−4 cm/s) and DC-liposomes (1.33 × 10−3 cm/s). A
5.21-fold and 1.43-fold enhancement in relative bioavailability was found relative to pure DC and DC
liposomes (DC-LP). The anti-inflammatory activity result showed a significant (p < 0.05) reduction of
paw edema swelling compared to pure DC and DC-LP. Our findings revealed that encapsulation of
DC in BMs matrix is a good alternative for improvement of therapeutic efficacy.

Keywords: bilosomes; diclofenac; optimization; pharmacokinetic; pharmacodynamic study

1. Introduction

Diclofenac (DC) is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (NSAID) agent with anti-inflammatory
and antipyretic activity. It is widely used for treatment of acute pain and various anti-
inflammatory diseases such as osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis. It has a short half-life
of 1–2 h due to extensive first-pass metabolism. It belongs to the BCS-II class drug and
reported low solubility [1]. The long exposure to DC inhibits prostaglandin formation
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which causes gastric irritation, bleeding, and ulcers [2]. These side effects can be minimized
by reducing direct contact of drug with GIT [3].

Various studies have been published to overcome complications of gastric irritation
and ulcers. Various types of formulation have been reported to increase therapeutic efficacy
and side effects of DC. A diclofenac-loaded nanoformulation was prepared and evalu-
ated for different parameters [4]. They reported a nanometric size with high entrapment
efficiency. A significant effect was observed on pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
activities. The low dose depicted clinical therapeutic levels in blood for up to 120 h, with
minimal drug accumulation in organs as well as better efficacy than other controls. Ak-
bari et al. developed transdermal diclofenac niosomal gel for improvement of therapeutic
activity. The prepared formulation showed nano-metric size, negative zeta-potential, and
high entrapment efficiency. The biological activity result revealed significantly lower lick-
ing time than conventional formulation [5]. In another study, diclofenac sodium-loaded
nanovesicles were prepared by double solvent displacement method [6]. The prepared lipo-
somes showed nano-metric size, negative zeta potential, and high encapsulation efficiency.
The permeation results revealed a higher transdermal passage of drug. Gaur et al. prepared
diclofenac sodium-loaded lipid vesicles and analyzed them for physical and biological
activity [7]. The prepared formulation depicted more than 90% release with an enhanced
pharmacokinetic profile.

The application of lipid-based nanoformulations is rising as an effective method for
drug delivery. It can enhance drug solubility as well as bioavailability and reduce side
effects. There are various lipid nanoformulations such as solid lipid nanoparticles [8,9],
nanostructured lipid carriers [10], liposomes [11], and bilosomes [12]. Among them, bilo-
somes (BMs) are the new nano-sized lipid vesicular formulation used for different thera-
peutic agents. They are an elastic vesicular system composed of phospholipid, surfactant,
cholesterol, and bile salt [13]. The bile salt enters into the lipid bilayer and lowers the
phase transition temperature and builds vesicles deformable under body temperature [14].
They have been reported to enhance bioavailability of many drugs [15,16]. They show
less drug leakage and high lymphatic drug transport as compared to niosomes and lipo-
somes. They also prevent the enzymatic degradation in gastrointestinal tract and pass from
reticular endothelial system [17]. In the GIT, bile salt that breaks vesicle before reaching
to target site [18]. The bile salt acts as a solubilizing and permeation enhancer agent and
may improve bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs [19]. Different types of bile salts such
as sodium deoxycholate, sodium glycolate, sodium taurocholate, and sodium glycolate
are used to prepare BMs. Among them, sodium deoxycholate is commonly used for for-
mulation of BMs due to its nontoxic nature [20]. Shukla et al. formulated a diphtheria
toxoid-loaded BM for oral administration. It produced quantifiable anti-diphtheria tox-
oid response in serum as well as mucosal secretion [21]. In another study, Shukla et al.
formulated BM oral delivery of hepatitis B and produced concentration level of systemic
and mucosal antibodies [22]. Zakaria et al. formulated piperine-loaded BMs for antiviral
and anti-inflammatory activity [23]. Piperine-loaded BMs exhibited significantly reduced
oxidant markers and cytokines in MERS-Co-V infected mice compared to pure piperine.
El Taweel et al. formulated zolmitriptan-loaded BMs in situ gel for nose brain deliv-
ery [24]. BMs in situ gel produced significant bioavailability (1176.9%) compared to BMs
dispersion (835.7%).

Up until now, no study has been performed to evaluate efficacy of diclofenac bilosomes
(DC-BMs) to improve therapeutic efficacy. The objective of study is to prepare and optimize
them using experimental design software (Stat-Ease, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The selected
formulation (DC-BMs-opt) was evaluated for physicochemical characterization, in vitro, ex
vivo study, and pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic study.
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2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

Diclofenac potassium, lipid (L-α-Phosphatidylcholine), pluronic F123, cholesterol,
and bile salt (sodium deoxycholate) were procured from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA). Dialysis bag (MWCO 12,000 kDa) was procured from HiMedia laboratory (Mumbai,
India). HPLC grade water, acetonitrile, and methanol were obtained from SD-fine chemicals
(Mumbai, India).

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Formulation of Bilosomes

DC-BMs were prepared by slightly modified thin-film hydration method [13]. The
lipid, surfactant, and cholesterol with a fixed dose of DC were taken in different ratios and
dissolved in organic solvent (methanol: chloroform) as shown in Table 1. The solution
was transferred to a round bottom flask and then organic solvent was evaporated at a
temperature of 50 ◦C with reduced pressure using a rotary evaporator (IKA, RV-3V, Staufen,
Germany). A thin lipid film was formed on wall of flask and stored in a desiccator for
24 h to remove moisture. The film was hydrated with phosphate buffer (10 mL) containing
sodium deoxycholate for 3 h. The dispersion was collected and sonicated for 15 min to
reduce size. The prepared formulations were collected and stored at 4 ◦C for further study.

Table 1. Formulation composition and their effect on vesicle size and entrapment efficiency.

Code
Formulation Factor Responses

CHO
(A; %)

Lipid
(B; %)

Surfactant
(C; %)

Bile Salt
(D; %)

Vesicle Size
(nm; R1)

Entrapment
Efficiency (%; R2)

1 0.1 0.5 0.5 1 169.34 50.23
2 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 284.53 88.23
3 0.1 1.5 0.5 1 275.34 75.43
4 0.5 1.5 0.5 1 380.14 92.32
5 0.3 1 0.3 0.5 328.12 65.02
6 0.3 1 0.7 0.5 260.34 84.12
7 0.3 1 0.3 1.5 291.65 76.32
8 0.3 1 0.7 1.5 218.54 81.32
9 0.1 1 0.5 0.5 243.45 58.43

10 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 335.27 85.12
11 0.1 1 0.5 1.5 203.16 72.02
12 0.5 1 0.5 1.5 297.65 94.03
13 0.3 0.5 0.3 1 248.24 57.23
14 0.3 1.5 0.3 1 357.00 75.12
15 0.3 0.5 0.7 1 200.43 77.32
16 0.3 1.5 0.7 1 298.14 93.11
17 0.1 1 0.3 1 256.76 60.23
18 0.5 1 0.3 1 345.65 81.87
19 0.1 1 0.7 1 194.54 70.21
20 0.5 1 0.7 1 290.00 90.24
21 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 242.87 57.25
22 0.5 1 0.7 1 341.54 83.51
23 0.3 0.5 0.5 1.5 210.00 77.87
24 0.3 1.5 0.5 1.5 306.23 85.23
25 0.3 1 0.5 1 270.21 79.01
26 0.3 1 0.5 1 270.43 79.09
27 0.3 1 0.5 1 269.36 80.87

2.2.2. Optimization

DC-BMs were optimized by using 4 factors at 3 level Box–Behnken design (BBD).
The independent variables cholesterol (A), lipid (B), pluronic F127 (C), and bile salt (D)
were taken as independent factors and their effects were assessed on VS (R1) and EE (R2).
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The design showed twenty-seven formulations with five center points from software. The
practical value of dependent variables (VS as R1 and EE as R2). The data were fitted into
software and evaluated for different models, i.e., linear, 2nd order, and quadratic models
to determine best fit model. The regression analysis and ANOVA of best fit model were
applied. The three-dimensional plots (3D plots) were plotted to interpret the effect of each
factor over each response.

2.2.3. Bilosomes Evaluation

The prepared DC-BMs (F1-F27) vesicle size (VS), PDI, and zeta potential (ZP) were
measured by size analyzer (Zeta sizer Nano S90, Malvern, UK) at 25 ◦C. The diluted
DC-BMs were placed in quartz cuvette and their size and PDI were measured. The same
samples were evaluated for Zeta potential by using cuvette with an electrode.

2.2.4. Entrapment Efficiency (EE)

EE of DC in prepared BMs was analyzed by indirect method [25]. The prepared DC-
BMs (2 mL) were taken in a tube and samples centrifuged at 6000 rpm. The supernatants
were collected and diluted and DC content was measured using a UV spectrophotometer.
EE in each sample was calculated by using formula:

EE =
Total DC − DC in supernatant

Total DC
× 100 (1)

2.2.5. Surface Morphology

The surface morphology of an optimized bilosomes (DC-BMs-opt) was examined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Philips CM 10, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). One
drop of diluted sample was placed over grid and stained with phosphotungistic acid. The
grid was air-dried and placed into instrument, and image was captured.

2.2.6. Thermal Analysis

DSC analysis of DC, lipid, cholesterol (CHO), Pluronic F127, SC, physical mixture and
optimized formulation DC-BMs-opt was analyzed using DSC instrument (Mettler Toledo,
South Miami, FL, USA). Each sample (5 mg) was taken, packed into an aluminum pan, and
scanned between 25–400 ◦C under an inert condition. The thermograms were recorded and
compared to each other.

2.3. In Vitro Drug Release

The release study was performed using a pretreated dialysis bag. The test samples of
pure DC, DC-LP and DC-BMs-opt (equivalent to 3 mg DC) were filled into a dialysis bag
and tied from both ends. The bag was immersed into release media (500 mL, phosphate
buffer pH 6.8) and assembly fixed at a temperature of 37 ± 0.5 ◦C with stirring speed of
50 rpm. 5 mL of released content was withdrawn at a fixed time and filled with fresh release
media to maintain the volume. The absorbance was measured by UV-spectrophotometer
(Genesys 10S UV-Vis, Thermo-scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 276 nm. The release data
fitted to different release kinetic models to find best fit model.

2.4. Ex Vivo Permeation Study

The ex vivo permeation study was done using rat intestine. The rats were kept fasted
overnight (24 h), then sacrificed and intestines were collected. The intestine was washed
with normal saline (0.9% NaCl) and DC-BMs-opt, DC-LP, and pure DC were filled. The
intestine was then immersed into a physiological ringer solution (composition NaCl, KCl,
KH2PO4, CaCl2, glucose) as permeation media and placed over a magnetic stirrer. The
system was fixed at 37 ± 0.5 ◦C with a regular supply of 95% O2 and 5% CO2. At specific
time, 2 mL sample was collected at a fixed time (0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 180 min) and analyzed
for drug permeation through previously developed HPLC [26]. HPLC system was run
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using acetonitrile and methanol (7:3) with a flow rate of 0.75 mL/min, injection volume
of 20 µL, and UV-detector at 276 nm. The apparent permeability and enhancement ratio
was measured.

Appearent permeability =
Flux

Area × Initial drug concentration
(2)

Enhancement ratio =
Permeability coefficient of DC BLopt

Permeability coefficient of the pure DC
(3)

2.5. In Vivo Study
2.5.1. Bioavailability Study

The study protocol was approved by institutional animal ethical committee Jouf
University Sakaka, Al-Jouf, Saudi Arabia (Approval Number 04-02-43). The animals
(Wistar Albino rats, 200–250 gm, either sex) were procured from an animal house. The
animals were provided with free access to food and water and kept at 25 ◦C/50%RH.
The study performed with three animal groups, each group having six rats. Group 1
was administered pure DC, Group 2 and Group 3 were administered with DC-LP and
DC-BMs-opt. The samples of pure DC, DC-LP, and DC-BMs (equivalent to 2 mg/kg of
DC) were administered orally to rats. At a definite time of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h,
blood sample was collected from retro-orbital plexus into an EDTA tube. The plasma
was separated by centrifuging blood sample at 5000 rpm for 15 min. The plasma was
extracted by liquid-phase extraction method. The plasma was mixed with ethyl acetate
and acetone (8:2, 0.5 mL), vortexed for 1 min, and then centrifuged to collect supernatant.
The supernatant was dried under a stream of nitrogen and dried sample was reconstituted
with acetonitrile and filtered through a 0.25 µm membrane filter. The sample (20 µL) was
injected into HPLC system to calculate DC concentration in each animal.

2.5.2. Pharmacodynamic Study

The rats were divided into four groups and each group containing six rats (n = 6).
Group A was taken as normal control, Group B was used as disease control, Group C was
administered with pure DC, group D was treated with DC-LP, and group E was treated
with DC-BMs-opt. The carrageenan solution (1%, in saline) was administered to different
groups by intra-plantar injection in a right hind paw to induce inflammation. The pure DC,
DC-LP, and DC-BMs-opt were administered orally before 30 min of carrageenan injection.
The paw volume of each rat was measured by plethysmometer (Ugo Basile, Varese, Italy),
before and after carrageenan injection at different time intervals (0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24 h).
The degree of edema induced was assessed by following equation.

% Edema inhibition =
Vt − V0

V0
× 100 (4)

where Vt and V0, are volume of right hind paw after and before carrageenan treatment.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Data are represented as average ± SD. Graph Pad software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA
was used for statistical analysis. p < 0.05 was taken as statistical significance.

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Optimization

DC-BMs were optimized by using 4-factor at 3-levels Box–Behnken design. The
formulation composition of prepared DC-BMs with their dependent variables VS (R1)
and EE (R2)are shown in Table 1. The minimum and maximum vesicle size was found in
range of 169.34 nm (F1)–380.14 nm (F4). The lowest EE was found for formulation (F1) as
50.23% and highest found for formulation (F12) as 94.03%. The experimental value of all
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prepared DC-BMs was applied into experimental design model and best fit model was
found linear for vesicle size and 2nd order (2F1) model for EE. The adequate precision for
VS and EE found >4 and represents model as well fitted [27]. The predicted R2 values were
found to be closer to adjusted R2 and statistical analysis expressed in Table 2. The ANOVA
of both responses were analyzed and sum of square, mean square, F-value, and p-value
of dependent variable is given in Table 3. 3D-plots were constructed (Figures 1 and 2),
and effect of an independent variable over responses were interpreted. The polynomial
equation of responses was given below and it explains direct relationship of independent
variables to responses. The positive and negative signs denote favorable and unfavorable
effect of formulation factors over response.

Table 2. Statistical summary of best fit model for vesicle size (R1) and entrapment efficiency (R2).

Source Vesicle Size (VS) Entrapment Efficiency (EE)

Model Linear 2F1
Adjusted R2 0.9900 0.9318

R2 0.9915 0.9580
Predicted R2 0.9867 0.8781

%CV 1.96 4.10
Adequate precision 85.98 21.95

SD 5.37 3.14

Table 3. ANOVA of best fitted designing model for vesicle size (Y1) and entrapment efficiency (Y2).

Vesicle Size (VS)

Source Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value p-Value Prob > F Remark

Model (2nd order) 74,666.22 18,666.55 646.03 <0.0001 Significant
A-CHO 29,058.51 29,058.51 1005.69 <0.0001 –
B-Lipid 30,284.67 30,284.67 1048.13 <0.0001 –

C-Surfactant 11,128.26 11,128.26 385.14 <0.0001 –
D-Bile salt 4194.78 4194.784 145.17 <0.0001 –
Residual 635.66 28.89394 – – –

Lack of Fit 631.00 31.55001 13.52 0.0710 NS
Pure Error 4.66 2.333333 – – –

Total 75,301.89 – – – –

Entrapment efficiency (EE)

Model 3599.88 359.98 36.53 <0.0001 Significant
A-CHO 1779.01 1779.01 180.54 <0.0001 –
B-Lipid 778.43 778.43 79.00 <0.0001 –

C-Surfactant 544.05 544.05 55.21 <0.0001 –
D-Bile salt 239.41 239.41 24.29 0.0002 –

AB 110.25 110.25 11.18 0.0041 –
AC 0.66 0.66 0.06 0.7985 –
AD 6.25 6.25 0.63 0.4374 –
BC 1.22 1.22 0.12 0.7294 –
BD 91.58 91.58 9.29 0.0077 –
CD 49 49 4.97 0.0404 –

Residual 157.65 9.85 – – –
Lack of Fit 155.44 11.10 10.04 0.0942 NS
Pure Error 2.21 1.105 – – –

Total 3757.54 – – – –
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3.2. Effect of Independent Variables over Vesicle Size (R1)

The vesicle size of prepared DC-BMs was found in range of 169.34 nm (F1)–380.14 nm
(F4). The formulation (F1) prepared with composition cholesterol (A, 0.1%), lipid (B, 0.5%),
surfactant (C, 0.5%), and bile salt (D, 1%) showed lowest size and formulation (F4) showed
maximum size with composition cholesterol (0.5%), lipid (1.5%), surfactant (0.5%), and
bile salt (1%). The difference in size found due to variation in used composition. From the
result, it can be observed that used independent variables have shown a significant effect.
3D response surface plot (Figure 1a,b) and polynomial Equation (5) show that increasing
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a CHO (A) concentration led to an increase in vesicle size due to greater amount of CHO
deposited into lipid bilayer [28]. The second factor lipid concentration (B) increases vesicle
size due to enhancement in viscosity of dispersion and thickness of lipid bilayers. Similar
types of findings reported in reported research of papain liposomes [29], and diclofenac
liposome [30]. The surfactant concentration (PP123, C) and bile salt (D) depicted a negative
effect on BNs size. The enhancement in surfactant (PP123) gave the reduction in vesicle
size because at high concentration of surfactant, interfacial tension reduced between lipid
phases and aqueous phase. The bile salt increases flexibility of liposomes by incorporating
into lipid bilayer, thereby decreasing vesicle size [31].

Vesicle size (nm, R1) = 274.36 + 49.20 A + 50.23 B − 30.45 C − 18.69 D (5)

The F-value fitted to linear model and value found to be 646.04 revealed that model
was significantly (p < 0.0001) fitted. The regression coefficient of best fit model was found to
be 0.9915 and it indicates lesser variation between actual and predicted value (Table 2). The
ANOVA value showed that model term cholesterol (A), lipid (B), surfactant (C), and bile salt
(D) were found to be significant model term (p < 0.0001, Table 3). The adequate precision
was 85.98 (<4), revealing the close relationship between actual and experimental value [32].
The p-value of lack of fit is >0.05 indicated insignificant which is good for model [33].

3.3. Effect of Independent Variables (A, B, C, D) on Entrapment Efficiency (R2)

EE of DC-BMs was found between 50.23% (F1) and 93.11% (F16). The formulation
(F1) prepared with composition cholesterol (A, 0.1%), lipid (B, 0.5%), surfactant (C, 0.5%),
and bile salt (D, 1%) showed minimum EE. The maximum EE was shown by formulation
(F19) having composition cholesterol (A, 0.5%), lipid (B, 1.5%), surfactant (C, 0.5%), and
bile salt (D, 1%). There was a significant (p < 0.01) variation in EE was found due to
variation in ratio of independent variables. The polynomial Equation (6) and 3D response
surface plot (Figure 2) showed the effect of independent variables on EE. The increase in
cholesterol (A) leads to enhancement in EE of DC. This effect was found due to deposition
of CHO between free spaces of lipid bilayers, which reduces the flexibility, weakens the
drug mobility, and reduces diffusion for DC from BMs [34,35]. The second factor lipid (B)
also plays an important role on EE. The increase in lipid concentration lead to increase in
EE due to enhancement in lipid viscosity. This prevents leaching of DC from lipid bilayer
due to increase in hydrophobicity and longer alkyl chain length [36]. However, surfactant
(C) showed a positive effect on EE of DC in BMs. The increase in surfactant concentration
led to reduction in interfacial tension and increase in viscosity protects leakage of DC
from BMs. The fourth variable bile salt (D, SD%) also showed a positive effect on EE. The
increases in bile salt led to an increase in EE. It showed a lesser effect than surfactant. It
also had surfactant-like properties—it reduced the interfacial tension and then drug easily
assimilated into lipid bilayer due to enhanced solubility and flexibility [37].

EE (%, R2) = 76.55 + 12.17 A + 8.054 B + 6.73 C + 4.46 D − 5.25 AB − 0.40 AC − 1.25AD − 0.55 BC − 4.78BD − 3.5 CD (6)

The second order design model (2 F1) was found to be the best fit model for EE. The
model F-value 36.53 implies that model was significantly fitted (p < 0.001). The lack of
fit was found to be non-significant (p = 0.0942), and indicates model is well fitted. The
regression coefficient of best fit model was found to be 0.958 and it indicates lesser variation
between actual and predicted value (Table 2). The polynomial equation (Equation (2))
and ANOVA of best fitted model showed coded terms, i.e., A, B, C, D, AB, BD, CD, are
significant (p < 0.05) which means these factors had a significant effect on EE of DC in BMs
(Table 3).

3.4. Optimized Formulation (DC-BMs-opt)

The formulation (DC-BMs-opt) was selected from point prediction of software. The
composition CHO (0.3% w/v), lipid (1% w/v), surfactant (0.5% w/v), and bile salt (1% w/v)
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depicted an experimental vesicle size of 270.21 ± 3.76 nm and EE of 79.01 ± 2.54%. The
software showed a predicted value of vesicle size of 274.36 nm and EE of 76.56%. There
was non-significant variation in result observed between experimental and predicted value.
The closeness in result revealed that model is valid and reproducible.

3.5. Vesicle Evaluation

The size of prepared DC-BMs (F1-F27) was found between 169.34 nm and 380.14 nm.
The optimized composition (DC-BMs-opt) showed VS of 270.21 ± 3.76 nm (Figure 3A).
PDI was found to be (0.26 ± 0.03) and revealed homogeneity of BMs-opt [38]. The zeta
potential of DC-BMs-opt was of high negative (−36.34 mV) indicating that formulation
was highly stable and in disaggregated form. The surface morphology exhibited spherical
shape vesicles with a smooth surface without any aggregation (Figure 3B).
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3.6. Thermal Analysis

Figure 4 shows DSC spectra of DC, lipid, CHO, Pluronic F127, SC, PM, and DC-BMs-
opt. DC showed characteristic endothermic peak at 287.5 ◦C, which corresponds to its
melting point [39]. The lipid, cholesterol, Pluronic F127, and SC exhibited a peak at 180 ◦C
(Figure 4B), at 150 ◦C (Figure 4C), at 60 ◦C (Figure 4D), and 190 ◦C (Figure 4E), respectively.
The physical mixture exhibited endothermic peaks at 56 ◦C (Pluronic F127), an exothermic
peak at 180 ◦C, and a less intense peak of DC at 287.5 ◦C (Figure 4F). No characteristic
endothermic peak of DC was observed in DC-BMs-opt thermogram. The observation
revealed complete encapsulation or solubilization of DC into BMs matrix (Figure 4G).

3.7. In Vitro Drug Release

The release of DC-BMs-opt was analyzed and result was compared with DC-LP
and pure DC. The data of release study are shown in Figure 5. DC-BMs-opt exhibited
91.82 ± 4.65% release in 24 h of study. The graph showed biphasic release behavior with
an initial fast release and later sustained release. The fast release was due to presence of
DC on surface of BM-opt and later the sustained release was found due to release of DC
from DC-BMs matrix [16]. There was a significantly (p < 0.001) lower DC release achieved
from DC-LP (74.54 ± 4.76%) and pure DC (36.32 ± 4.23). The liposomes (DC-LP) showed
significantly (p < 0.001) higher DC release than the pure DC. The pure DC showed poor
release due to poor solubility. The significant high release of DC was achieved from the
BMs and LP due to enhanced DC solubility in presence of surfactant. There was also
a significant difference in release achieved due to presence of bile salt in BMs. Bile salt
showed a synergistic effect with used surfactant and can enhance greater solubility.
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Figure 5. Release study of different treatment groups (pure diclofenac (DC), optimized diclofenac
bilosomes (DC-BMs-opt), and diclofenac liposomes (DC-LP)). Study was performed in triplicate
and data are shown as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis performed between each group and p < 0.05
considered significant. *** highly significant to pure DC; ** significant to pure DC-LP.

The release profile of DC-BMs-opt was fitted into different kinetic models and data
showed best fit model as the Korsmeyer–Peppas model (Table 4). The maximum regression
value (R2 = 0.9354) confirms best fit. The exponent n-value was 0.58 (0.45 to 0.85) repre-
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senting non-Fickian mechanism with dual release, i.e., diffusion and swelling release [40].

Table 4. Various kinetic release models and their regression value.

Type of Model R2

Zero model 0.7344
First order 0.9257

Higuchi model 0.7744
Korsmeyer–Peppas 0.9354, n = 0.58

Hixon–Crowell model 0.8673

3.8. Ex Vivo Permeation Study

The study of DC-BMs-opt was assessed to compare results with DC-LP and pure DC
(Figure 6). The formulation DC-BMs-opt showed significantly (p < 0.001) higher perme-
ation (187.59 ± 9.65 µg/cm2) than DC-LP (119.44 ± 10.06 µg/cm2) and DC-dispersion
(59.52 ± 7.76 µg/cm2). It also exhibited significant (p < 0.05) 3.15-fold (31.26 µg/cm2/h)
higher flux than pure DC (9.92 µg/cm2/h) and 1.57-fold higher than DC-LP (19.91 µg/cm2/h).
DC-BMs-opt showed the APC of 2.08 × 10−3 cm/s, which was significantly higher (p < 0.05)
than pure DC (6.6 × 10−4 cm/s) and DC-PL (1.33 × 10−3 cm/s). The pure DC showed
lesser permeation due to the poor solubility and not being able to permeate across the
biological membrane. The greater amount of DC permeates across the membrane from
liposomes due to presence of lipid, cholesterol, and surfactant. The surfactant helps to
solubilize drug and due to enhanced solubility, greater effective surface area is available for
drug absorption. BMs were prepared with a special component as bile salt which helped to
deform the vesicles and also helped to fluidize membrane, possibly because of interaction
of phospholipid molecules with membrane layer [41]. Due to this property, it can permeate
easily to smaller-sized membrane. The presence of cholesterol helps to extract lipid of
membrane and act as a permeation enhancer. The larger amount of drug permeated from
BMs. A size of more than 200 nm does not significantly affect permeation of drugs [42].
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Figure 6. Permeation study of different treatment groups (pure diclofenac (DC), optimized diclofenac
bilosomes (DC-BMs-opt), and diclofenac liposomes (DC-LP)). Study was performed in triplicate
and result shown as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis performed between each group and p < 0.05
considered significant. *** highly significant to pure DC; ### significant to DC-LP; ** significant to
pure DC.
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3.9. Bioavailability Study

The pharmacokinetic study of pure DC, DC-LP, and DC-BMs-opt was conducted
and plasma concentration-time profile is expressed graphically in Figure 7. The result
showed significant variation in each tested parameter. DC-BMs-opt showed a Cmax value
of 2654.76 ± ng/mL and was found to be 2.15-fold higher than pure DC (1232.34 ± ng/mL)
and 1.29-fold higher than DC-LP (2054 ± ng/mL). The higher Cmax was achieved due to
nano-size of DC-BMs-opt, high permeability, and low first-pass metabolism. The difference
was found to be highly significant (p < 0.001) compared to pure DC and DC-LP. DC-BMs-
opt showed significant (p < 0.05) enhancement in AUC0–t (22,340 ng. h/mL) and AUC0–∞
(26,827.92 ng. h/mL) values. It was about 5.2 and 6.2-fold higher than pure DC (AUC0–t of
4288.48 ng. h/mL and AUC0–∞ of 4319.12 ng. h/mL) and 1.43 and 1.56-fold higher than
DC-LP (AUC0–t of 15,564, AUC0–∞ of 17,170.09 ng. h/mL). The half-life (t1/2) of DC-LP
and DC-BMs-opt was found to be higher (6.62 h and 8.39 h) than pure DC (1.95 h), which
revealed that DC-BMs-opt was available for a longer time in circulation. DC-BMs-opt
exhibited higher Tmax (1 h) than pure DC dispersion (30 min) due to an increase in solubility
of DC in BM as well as LP. The elimination rate constant (Ke) for DC-BMs-opt was found to
be significantly (p < 0.05) lower (0.08 h−1) than pure DC (0.22 h−1) and DC-LP (0.1 h−1) due
to slow and prolonged drug release. The relative bioavailability of DC-BMs-opt showed
5.2-fold enhancement compared to pure DC and 1.43-fold higher compared to DC-LP.
The higher bioavailability DC in DC-BMs-opt is due to increased DC solubility, longer
circulation, lower first-pass metabolism, and higher uptake of BM by Peyer’s patch of
M-cell of intestine [43].
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each group and p < 0.05 considered significant. *** highly significant to pure DC; ### significant to
DC- LP; * significant to pure DC and DC-LP.

3.10. Pharmacodynamic Study

The anti-inflammatory activity of pure DC, DC-LP, and DC-BMs-opt was evaluated in
carrageenan-induced model and results are expressed graphically in Figure 8. The disease
control groups showed about 100% swelling. The pure DC, DC-LP, and DC-BMs-opt
exhibited a significant effect in lowering paw edema. The pure DC, DC-LP, and DC-BMs-
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opt showed 26.23 ± 7.83%, 28.43 ± 5.67%, and 31.26 ± 6.13% reduction in paw edema after
2 h carrageenan injection, respectively. The pure DC-treated group showed maximum effect
at 2 h, whereas DC-LP and DC-BMs-opt treated group showed a maximum effect up to 6 h
and 9 h, respectively. There was a highly significant (p < 0.001) effect observed from DC-LP
and DC-BMs-opt at 3 h, 6 h, 9 h, and 12 h in comparison to pure DC. At 12 h, maximum
reduction was found to be 8.65 ± 3.87%, 23.76 ± 5.92%, and 64.76 ± 11.12% from pure DC,
DC-LP, and DC-BMs-opt. At all-time points, a significant effect was observed from tested
groups in comparison to disease control. DC-BMs-opt also exhibited a significant (p < 0.05)
reduction in swelling than DC-LP. This high reduction in swelling was achieved due to
high penetration capacity of DC-BMs-opt through intestinal mucosa. The nano-sized
vesicle having a greater effective surface area, high circulation time, greater solubility
and flexibility in presence of surfactant and bile salt led to greater absorption. Therefore,
findings revealed that BMs may increase solubility and circulation of drugs which directly
increases anti-inflammatory effect.
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Statistical analysis performed between each group and p < 0.05 considered significant. *** highly
significant to diabetic control; ### significant to pure DC and DC- LP; ns, non-significant to pure DC
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4. Conclusions

In the present study, DC-BMs were prepared by solvent evaporation method using
sodium deoxycholate as bile salt. The formulations were optimized by Box–Behnken design
to select optimum composition. The optimized formulation DC-BMs-opt showed a nano
vesicle size and high encapsulation efficiency. The in vitro release and ex vivo permeation
study showed a prolonged DC release with high permeation flux. The pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamics study results revealed enhanced bioavailability and anti-inflammatory
activity compared to pure DC and DC-LP. Further, prepared formulations need to be
evaluated for clinical study. The findings of preclinical data need to be correlated with
clinical data for better outcomes. We conclude from our findings that DC-BMs-opt is a
promising oral drug delivery for treatment of inflammation.
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Abstract: We developed safe and stable mixed polymeric micelles with low lipids and free propofol for
intravenous administration, to overcome the biological barrier of the reticuloendothelial system (RES),
reduce pain upon injection, and complications of marketed propofol formulation. The propofol-mixed
micelles were composed of distearoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine-methoxy-poly (ethylene glycol
2000) (DSPE mPEG2k) and Solutol HS 15 and were optimized using Box Behnken design (BBD). The
optimized formulation was evaluated for globule size, zeta potential, loading content, encapsulation
efficiency, pain on injection, histological evaluation, hemolysis test, in vivo anesthetic action, and
pharmacokinetics, in comparison to the commercialized emulsion Diprivan. The optimized micelle
formulation displayed homogenous particle sizes, and the free drug concentration in the micelles was
60.9% lower than that of Diprivan. The paw-lick study demonstrated that propofol-mixed micelles
significantly reduced pain symptoms. The anesthetic action of the mixed micelles were similar with
the Diprivan. Therefore, we conclude that the novel propofol-mixed micelle reduces injection-site
pain and the risk of hyperlipidemia due to the low content of free propofol and low-lipid constituent.
It may be a more promising clinical alternative for anesthetic.

Keywords: propofol; micelle; DSPE mPEG2k; Solutol HS 15

1. Introduction

Propofol (2,6-diisopropylphenol) is a short-acting sedative and hypnotic agent that is
most frequently administered as an intravenous anesthetic in clinics. It exhibits multiple
advantages, e.g., rapid onset and recovery times, and a short duration of action [1,2].
Propofol is a highly lipophilic compound with limited solubility in water (154 µg/mL) [3].
Due to its lipophilic properties, propofol can easily penetrate the blood–brain barrier
and lead to rapid anesthetic effects. Moreover, propofol displays a “trend”, involving
“low accumulation” in the human body, owing to the short half-life in vivo, and rapid
clearance [4]. However, due to its poor solubility in water, the development of a novel
propofol injectable has become a major challenge with considerable industrial potential
and academia significance.

Propofol was initially formulated in a 16% Cremophor EL solvent [5]. However, due
to anaphylaxis caused by Cremophor EL, a fat emulsion (Diprivan) was developed by
utilizing soybean oil, purified egg lecithin, and glycerol [6]. Despite the considerable
success of the present formulation in the market, some defects have been widely reported
for the commercial emulsion based on lipids, which limits its clinical application [7]. For
instance, intravenous injection of Diprivan often accompanies injection-site pain caused
by free propofol. In addition, the fat emulsion of propofol suffers increased chances of
hyperlipidemia for prolonged sedation in intensive care unit (ICUs) due to the high lipid
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content and high risk of external microbial contamination on repeat administration, as
a result of high lecithin and soybean oil content [8]. Diprivan containing lecithin is not
suitable for vegetarian or religionists. Moreover, due to thermodynamic instability of
emulsion, the particle sizes increase significantly during storage. These large droplets
might accumulate in the reticuloendothelial system (RES) organs, which could result in
increasing oxidative stress and tissue damage to the liver [9].

Researchers have developed multiple approaches to overcome the drawbacks of Dipri-
van, including use of microemulsions and prodrugs, and complexes with cyclodextrins.
Fospropofol, a prodrug of propofol, has been found to reduce pain upon injection compared
to propofol. However, the prodrug has a slower onset of efficacy [10]. A novel propo-
fol by complexation with cyclodextrin was also developed, but adverse hemodynamic
consequences induced by the complexes limit its further application [11]. Thus, there
is an urgent need to develop a novel propofol formulation for-avoiding the undesirable
defects of the marketed formulation. In recent years, polymeric micelles have demonstrated
enormous potential in improved solubility of poorly water-soluble drugs [12–15]. In 2019,
the FDA approved Cequa, the first micelle-based formulation. Generally, when the critical
micellization concentration (CMC) is exceeded, amphipathic copolymers self-assemble
into core–shell nanostructures in water [16,17]. The copolymer micelle, as a novel carrier,
exhibits many unique advantages, such as lessened undesirable effects of drugs, increased
drug loading and it is stable during storage [18,19]. Furthermore, they are able to improve
drug stability by protecting the molecules from premature degradation due to the core–shell
nanostructure [20–22]. Consequently, there has been a need to develop a promising micelle
formulation that could effectively resolve the above-mentioned issues.

In order to replace the high level of lipid component and reduce the concentration of
free propofol, this study presents a novel micelles formulation based on DSPE mPEG2k
and Solutol HS 15. DSPE mPEG2k has emerged as an excellent drug carrier for therapeutics
since the initial discovery of its ability to form polymeric micelles in aqueous environments
in 1994 [23]. Solutol HS 15 is a potent non-ionic solubilizing agent with low toxicity and a
strong solubilization effect [24]. Its relatively bulky hydrophobic compartment possibly
facilitates better drug solubilization. The tailored composition of the hydrophobic block
can achieve stable encapsulation of lipophilic molecules. A DSPE mPEG2k/Solutol HS 15
mixed micellar structure not only reduces the concentration of free propofol in the aqueous
phase, but it also provides a new formulation of propofol with higher safety and efficacy
attributes (Figure 1). This study evaluates the new formulation of the propofol-mixed
micelle for size distribution, zeta potential, pH, osmolarity, morphology, and the degree of
free propofol in the aqueous phase. Moreover, in vivo efficacy and pharmacokinetic studies
were conducted in rats.

Figure 1. The schematic representation for the propofol mixed micelles.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Propofol was provided from Shanghai Pharmaceuticals Holding Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). DSPE mPEG2k copolymers were purchased from AVT Pharmaceutical Tech Co.,
Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Solutol HS15 was supplied from BASF (Berlin, Germany). Diprivan
was obtained by Astra-Zeneca Ltd. (London, UK). Acetonitrile was chromatography-grade
and other solvents were of analytical grade.

2.2. Animals

Sprague–Dawley (SD) rats (180–220 g) and BALB/c mice (20–25 g) were supplied from
Shanghai SLAC Laboratory Animal Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China) and All animal handling
procedures were approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of China
(2019-03-YJ-JC-01).

2.3. Preparation of Propofol-Mixed Micelles

The propofol-mixed micelle formulation was formulated by a film dispersion
method [25]. Briefly, a defined amount of propofol, DSPE-mPEG2k, and Solutol HS 15 was
dissolved in a methanol solution and evaporated by rotatory evaporator at 37 ◦C to ensure
the formation of homogeneous film. The thin film was hydrated in saline solution (0.9%
sodium chloride) at 37 ◦C and obtained a uniform spherical micellar solution after filtration
through a 0.22 µm filter.

2.4. Determination of Encapsulation Efficiency and Loading Content

The encapsulation efficiency (EE) of mixed micelles was determined as follows. The
micelle suspension was added to acetonitrile for demulsification. The propofol concentra-
tion in the aqueous phase of the mixed micelles was determined by ultracentrifugation at
3500× g for 40 min by an ultracentrifuge centrifuge tube (Amicon ultracel 3.5 K, Millipore,
Billerica, MA, USA). The propofol concentration in micelles was measured by high per-
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC), respectively. Agilent series HPLC system was
equipped with a UV detector (Agilent 1260) and C18 column (250 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm),
(Dikma Technologies, Beijing, China). Acetonitrile and water with 0.4% phosphoric acid
were applied as the mobile phase. The gradient elution program is shown in Table 1. The
flow rate was maintained at 1.0 mL/min with a column temperature of 35 ◦C. The injection
volume was 20 µL and the detection wavelength was 270 nm. The EE of the propofol was
calculated using the following formula:

EE(%) =
Ma − Mb

Mc

where Ma is the total content of propofol in the micellar solution, Mb if the content of free
propofol in the micellar solution, and Mc is the initial mass of propofol used in micelles.

Table 1. Gradient program for separation of the propofol.

Time (Min) Water with 0.4% Phosphoric
Acid (%) Acetonitrile (%)

0 50 50
6 30 70
13 30 70
14 50 50
16 50 50

To determine the drug loading content (LC) of propofol, the mixed micelles were
lyophilized and dissolved into acetonitrile. Then, the propofol content was detected by
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HPLC analysis according to the above method. The LC of propofol was then calculated
using the following formula:

LC(%) =
Md − Me

Mf

where Md is the total content of propofol in freeze-dried micelles, Me the content of free
propofol in freeze-dried micelles, and Mf the total mass of freeze-dried micelles.

2.5. Particle Size and Zeta Potential

The particle diameter, polymer dispersity index (PDI), and zeta potential of propofol
formulation were measured with a dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique (Zetasizer
Nano-ZS, Malvern, UK).

2.6. Morphology

The morphologies of propofol-mixed micelles were visualized by a transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) (TecnaiTM G2 spirit BioTWIN, Hillsboro). The propofol-mixed
micelles were deposited onto the copper net by dropping droplets. Three minutes later,
a drop of 1% (w/v) uranyl acetate was added to the copper grid and diluted negatively
stained for three minutes. The samples were air-dried and the grid was observed in
the TEM.

2.7. pH and Osmolarity

The pH of the propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan was detected by a pH meter (PB-
10, Sartorius Group, Goettingen, Germany). Their osmolarity was detected by a freezing
point osmometer (Osmomat 030, Gonotec GmbH, Berlin, Germany).

2.8. Formulation Optimization

Box–Behnken design (BBD) was used to optimize the formulation. The design is suit-
able for exploring quadratic response surfaces and constructing second order polynomial
models [26]. DSPE mPEG2k concentration, Solutol HS 15 concentration, and propofol
concentrations were found to play key roles in affecting the drug LC and EE in the micelles.
Therefore, we chose BBD to systemically evaluate the effect of the three key variables
on LC and EE of the prepared mixed micelles. The range of each factor was determined
according to the results of preliminary experiments and the feasibility of preparing the
mixed micelles at the extreme values. The details of the study design are shown in Table 2.
The BBD experiments were comprising of three-factors and three-levels designed through
Design-Expert Program 8.0.6 software. A total of 17 experiments were performed. The 3D
response surface plots were used to determine the importance of the three factors and their
interrelationship.

Table 2. Variables employed in BBD.

Independent
Variable/Factor

Level

−1 0 1

X1: 5 12.5 20
X2: 1 10.5 20
X3: 0.2 2.6 5.0

Dependent
variable/response Constraints

Y1: Maximize
Y2: Maximize

X1, X2, and X3 represent the concentration of Solutol HS 15, DSPE mPEG2k, and propofol, respectively. Y1 and Y2
are EE and LC, respectively.
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2.9. Concentration of Free Propofol

The free propofol concentration of the mixed micelles and Diprivan was determined
via a reverse dialysis method [26]. In brief, a dialysis tube (Spectrum Laboratories Inc.,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) (interception molecular weight: 1000 Da) was filled with a 300 µL of
glycerol solution (2.5% w/v) and maintained in 15 mL of mixed micelles or Diprivan for
24 h at room temperature in a thermostatic water bath box. After removal from the propofol
formulation, 100 µL of glycerol solution with acetonitrile was diluted to 1 mL of total
volume, and then the free propofol concentration was determined by the above-mentioned
HPLC analysis.

2.10. Pain on Injection

Pain behavior after injecting propofol formulations was assessed by the SD rat paw-
lick test [26]. Rats were randomized in four groups, each consisting of six rats. Each
group was treated with either 10 mg/kg of a saline, 0.6% acetic acid solution, Diprivan, or
propofol-mixed micelles into the right hind footpad. The onset and duration spent licking
the injected hind paw of each rat were recorded for 10 min. The injection site pain is often
instantaneous and cannot persist for extended periods of time.

2.11. Histological Evaluation

Twenty male BALB/c mice (20–25 g) were randomized into four groups, and each
group was intravenously injected with a saline, 0.6% acetic acid solution, Diprivan or
propofol-mixed micelles at a dose of 5 mg/kg. The presence of local inflammation or
tissue damage caused by the propofol preparation was evaluated after intraperitoneal
administration [27]. The hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed on the peritoneal
membranes sections and visualized under a light microscope.

2.12. Hemolysis Test

The hemolytic effect of propofol-mixed micelles in red blood cells (RBC) was inves-
tigated by using freshly blood from SD rats. In brief, blood samples were collected via
cardiac puncture and immediately transferred to heparin sodium containing tubes. The
red blood cells were collected by centrifugation (2000 rpm for 10 min), washed by PBS
solution, and then diluted to 1/10 of their volume with PBS for further use. A total of 0.8
mL of different dilution rates (0-, 5-, 10-, 20-fold) of micelles were added to 0.2 mL of RBC
suspension and incubated for 2 h at 37 ◦C in a shaking water bath (50 rpm). The absorbance
of supernatants was analyzed at 545 nm after centrifugation at 2500 rpm for 5 min. Purified
water and PBS buffer-treated erythrocyte solution were studied as positive (100% lysis) and
negative (0% lysis) control, respectively. The hemolysis rate was then calculated using the
following formula:

Hemolysis rate(%) =
Abs(sample)− Abs(negative control)

Abs(positive control)− Abs(negative control)

2.13. Sleep/Recovery Studies

Male SD rats were injected intravenously with the propofol-mixed micelles or Diprivan
at a dose of propofol 10 mg/kg to evaluate recovery from anesthesia. The end of the
injection was assigned as time zero. The rats were placed in supine positions, and the loss
and recovery time of the righting reflex was monitored.

2.14. Pharmacokinetic Assessment

The SD rats were injected with propofol-mixed micelles and the Diprivan through the
tail vein in the dose of 10 mg/kg for the in vivo pharmacokinetic study. A volume of 400 µL
blood samples were drawn by retroorbital bleeding at 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 90, and 120 min
after injection, and collected in the heparinized tubes. The plasma samples were separated
from blood at 3000 rpm for 10 min, whereafter, the collected blood samples (100 µL) were
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diluted with 200 µL acetonitrile. The mixtures were vortexed for 3 min and centrifuged
with a speed of 13,000 rpm for five min. The supernatants were analyzed by the above-
mentioned HPLC method with a sample volume of 20 µL. The pharmacokinetic parameters,
including distribution half-life (t1/2α), elimination half-life (t1/2β), Tmax (the time to reach
the Cmax), Cmax (maximum plasma concentration), drug clearance (CL), and the area under
the curve (AUC(0–120 min)) were analyzed using the Drug and Statistics (DAS) version 2.0
software (Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Shanghai, China).

2.15. Statistical Analysis

All data are presented as mean ± SD. The differences between samples were evaluated
using the Student’s t-test, with p < 0.05 considered statistical significance.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optimization of the Preparation Technology

In drug formulation development, high EE and LC were able to ensure that adequate
drug delivery to produce therapeutic effects. In the present study, BBD was used to optimize
formulations of the propofol-mixed micelles. A total of 17 runs was performed to evaluate
the effect of three crucial factors on EE and LC.

A series of single-factor experiments indicated that LC and EE had pronounced
changes with varying concentrations of DSPE mPEG2k, Solutol HS 15, and propofol.
Therefore, the three factors were conducted as optimization variables through BBD at three
experimental levels. The concentration of Solutol HS 15 (labelled as X1) ranged from 5 to
20 mg/mL, the concentration of DSPE mPEG2k (labelled as X2) ranged from 1 to 20 mg/mL,
and the concentration of propofol (labelled as X3) ranged from 0.2 to 5.0 mg/mL. EE (Y1)
and LC (Y2) were used as dependent variables (responses). The experimental design and
results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Experimental runs and results of responses for BBD.

Formulation
Run

Factor 1
X1

Factor 2
X2

Factor 3
X3

Response 1
Y1

Response 2
Y2

1 5 1 2.6 51.66 17.94
2 20 1 2.6 77.32 8.52
3 5 20 2.6 67.88 6.5
4 20 20 2.6 82.55 5.24
5 5 10.5 0.2 66.73 1.05
6 20 10.5 0.2 92.45 0.07
7 5 10.5 5.0 73.2 17.96
8 20 10.5 5.0 93.38 12.26
9 12.5 1 0.2 75.46 2.34
10 12.5 20 0.2 87.32 0.63
11 12.5 1 5.0 80.21 22.54
12 12.5 20 5.0 71.52 8.88
13 12.5 10.5 2.6 85.15 8.62
14 12.5 10.5 2.6 78.44 7.98
15 12.5 10.5 2.6 79.52 8.08
16 12.5 10.5 2.6 80.43 7.18
17 12.5 10.5 2.6 79.10 8.04

Table 4 shows the results of the variance analysis for the two responses. Accord-
ing to the regression coefficient significant in the quadratic regression model, factors X1
(p < 0.0001), X2 (p < 0.0001), and X3 (p < 0.0001) were significant terms affecting LC. The
interaction terms (X1×2, X1×3, and X2×3) were also significant, whereas the quadratic terms
(X3

2 and X2
2) were not significant (p > 0.05), and X1

2 was significant for LC responses. For
EE, X1 was the most significant factor (p < 0.0001), followed by X2 (p < 0.01). The interaction
terms (X1×2, X1×3, and X2×3) were not significant (p > 0.05), whereas the quadratic terms
(X3

2 and X2
2) were significant (p < 0.05), and X1

2 was not significant for EE responses.
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Table 4. Analysis of variance for BBD.

Source
Y1

Remarks

Y2

Remarks
F Value p-Value

Prob > F F Value p-Value
Prob > F

Model 9.95 0.0031 Significant 206.69 <0.0001 Significant
X1 55.62 0.0001 334.44 <0.0001
X2 9.95 0.0031 111.32 <0.0001
X3 4.53 0.0707 1223.39 <0.0001

X1 × 2 0.10 0.7615 49.19 0.0002
X1 × 3 0.46 0.5198 105.50 <0.0001
X2 × 3 1.81 0.2208 16.46 0.0048
X1

2 3.89 0.0890 14.15 0.0071
X2

2 6.32 0.0402 1.15 0.3195
X3

2 11.46 0.0117 5.24 0.0559

Lack of Fit 5.91 0.0453 Not
significant 10.67 0.0223 Not

Significant

The 3D response surface plots were further used to estimate the combined effects of
factors on responses (Figure 2). The application of statistical tools of response surfaces
allowed determining the optimum experimental conditions for preparation of micelles
with high EE and LC: a Solutol HS 15 concentration of 15.8 mg/mL, an DSPE mPEG2k
concentration of 1.0 mg/mL, and a propofol concentration of 5.0 mg/mL. The optimized
formulation was prepared and the resultant experimental results were compared with
predicted values to verify the feasibility of the optimization process. The predicted values
of EE and LC in the calculated model were 84.82% and 19.24%, respectively, and the
resultant experimental values were close to the predicted values and percentage prediction
error was less than 5% (Table 5). Thus, the BBD for optimization of propofol-mixed micelles
was validated.

Figure 2. The 3D response surface plots diagrams of EE (A–C) and LC (D–F). X1, X2, and X3 represent
the concentration of Solutol HS 15, DSPE mPEG2k, and propofol, respectively.

Table 5. Predicted and experimental values for the optimized formulation.

Response Predicted Value Actual Value Deviation

EE (%) 84.82 81.73 ± 0.65 3.64%
LC (%) 19.24 18.46 ± 0.82 4.95%

3.2. Particle Size and Zeta Potential

As depicted in Figure 3, the propofol-mixed micelles show that that particle size was
29.9 nm and had a PDI of 0.163 (Figure 3A), which means its suitability for parenteral
administration. The zeta potentials of −3.1 mV (Figure 3B) implied good stability of
optimized formulation. The TEM image revealed that the propofol-mixed micelle had a
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spherical appearance (Figure 3C) and the diameters of the micelle particles were consistent
with the finding above.

Figure 3. Characterization of the propofol-mixed micelles. (A) Size distribution, (B) zeta potential,
and (C) representative TEM image.

3.3. pH and Osmolarity

Unphysiological pH is one of key factors likely to induce injection site pain [28]. In
our study, the detected pH of propofol-mixed micelles was 7.27 ± 0.02, which was slightly
lower than the Diprivan (7.42 ± 0.03). However, it was within the suitable range, which
was applicable to intravenous use. Similarly, the unphysiological osmotic pressure of
the injectable formulation can also result in intravenous injection pain and, thus, it is
necessary for determining the appropriate osmotic pressure of the parenteral formulation.
The osmolarity of propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan were 307.0 ± 1.7 mOsmol/L and
302.5 ± 1.1 mOsmol/L, respectively. Hence, propofol-mixed micelles showed acceptability
for intravenous use.

3.4. Concentration of Free Propofol

Many factors induce injection-site pain associated with propofol, including the injec-
tion site, the vein size, the injection speed, and concentration of free propofol. However,
the leading cause injection pain is related to free propofol concentration in the aqueous
phase. Injection pain of propofol can be immediate or lagged reaction [29]. The immediate
pain could be due to an irritant effect, while delayed pain possibly contributes to indirect
impacts through the kinin cascade that has pain response latency. In clinical anesthesia,
propofol is commonly used in combination with several drugs, such as lidocaine and
sufentanil. These drugs have been successfully used to minimize propofol-induced pain by
inhibiting pain transmission via free nerve endings of vessels, but without decreasing the
free propofol concentration [30].

In this study, we found that Diprivan contained a free propofol concentration of
46.2 ± 2.0 µg/mL in the aqueous phase. In comparison to the Diprivan, optimized propofol-
mixed micelles exhibited a marked decrease in the free propofol concentration of 60.9%
(p < 0.001) (Figure 4A). We speculate that the propofol-mixed micelles could induce less
injection pain than marketed Diprivan.
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Figure 4. (A) Free propofol concentration in the aqueous phase of the mixed micelles and Diprivan
(mean ± SD, n = 6). (B) Duration of rat paw-lick for propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan (n = 6;
*** p < 0.001).

3.5. Pain on Injection

The rat paw-lick study revealed that the propofol-mixed micelles have significantly
less (p < 0.001) injection pain (10.17 ± 4.58 s) as compared to the marketed Diprivan
(17.33 ± 4.88 s), as shown in Figure 4B. In addition, the results showed a similar effect in
the blank mixed-micelles and the saline solution, meaning DSPE mPEG2k and Solutol
HS 15 cannot produce any injection pain. Therefore, the less injection pain effect with
propofol-mixed micelles could be due to less free propofol in the formulation.

3.6. Histological Evaluation

The micrograph analysis shows no significant peritoneal inflammatory response ob-
served after intraperitoneal injection of either propofol formulations (Figure 5). However,
evident congestion of blood vessels is observed after intraperitoneal administration of
acetic acid. It indicates that neither propofol formulation resulted in local tissue lesions
or inflammation.

Figure 5. Representative HE-staining micrographs of peritoneal tissues in mice after intraperitoneal
administration. Injection with saline (A), acetic acid (B), Diprivan (C), and propofol micelles (D).
Arrows in the panels indicate AT = adipose tissue and BV = blood vessel.
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3.7. Hemolysis Test

It was reported that lipid emulsion Diprivan made with lecithin exhibited potential
hemolytic activity, probably associated with the presence of lysophosphatidylcholine and
phosphatidyl ethanolamine, which were produced by the hydrolysis of lecithin during
preparation and storage of the formations [31]. Thus, to assess the blood compatibility,
a hemolysis test of propofol-mixed micelles at different dilution ratios was conducted to
confirm the biocompatibility. Figure 6 shows that the hemolysis rate of propofol-mixed
micelles was lesser than 5%, indicating the micelles had a non-hemolytic reaction.

Figure 6. Hemolysis test results of the propofol-mixed micelles at different dilution ratios (n = 3).

3.8. Anesthetic Action

The average time for return of the righting reflex was recorded after commercial
formulation (Diprivan) and propofol-mixed micelle administration. The time average of
loss of the righting reflex of Diprivan and the different doses of micelle are shown in Figure 7.
Following administration of the propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan, animals rapidly
lost motility within 20 s. The anesthetic action study of propofol formulation revealed
that the propofol-mixed micelle at 10 mg/kg dose had a slightly longer time of anesthesia
(8.05 ± 1.84 min) in comparison with the Diprivan (7.51 ± 1.74 min). The duration for the
rats to lose and regain motility were not significantly different in both propofol formulations
(p > 0.05). It could be deduced that the differences of both formulations in drug-release
behavior did not substantially change the assignment of propofol in the central nervous
systems of the rats. Therefore, similar pharmacological phenomena were presented.
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Figure 7. In vivo anesthetic action of propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan (n = 9).

3.9. Pharmacokinetic Study

The average plasma concentration versus time profiles of the propofol-mixed micelles
and Diprivan are displayed in Figure 8. The pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated by
two-compartment modeling (Table 6). Initial plasma concentration of the propofol for the
mixed micelles showed a slight decrease. The distribution half-life (t1/2α) of micelles was 6
min, which was approximately 40% shorter than that for Diprivan (10 min). Furthermore,
the mixed micelles showed a shorter elimination half-life (t1/2β) than that of Diprivan. It
might be due to the micellar-controlled release property and the drug needs more time to
release from the system. In addition, similar results were observed in the apparent volume
of CL and AUC(0–120 min) between the propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan, which means
that the two formulations have similar absorption and clearance effects after a single dose.
Table 6 shows that propofol was absorbed rapidly and eliminated quickly.

Figure 8. Plasma concentration of propofol vs. time for propofol-mixed micelles and Diprivan
following intravenous administration (means ± SD, n = 5).
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Table 6. Pharmacokinetic parameters of propofol following intravenous injection of propofol-mixed
micelles and Diprivan to rats.

Parameter Unit Diprivan Propofol-Mixed Micelles

t1/2α min 10 6
t1/2β min 69 384
Tmax min 2 2
Cmax µg/L 8 5

AUC (0–120 min) µg·min/L 158 174
CL L/min/kg 48 48

Tmax, (the time to reach the Cmax); Cmax, (maximum plasma concentration).

4. Conclusions

In summary, we successfully prepared propofol-mixed micelles using DSPE mPEG2k
and Solutol HS 15. The mixed micelles showed homogenous particle sizes with diameters
maintained at around 30 nm. The micelles were “low lipid”, which could diminish the
frequency of hyperlipidemia, and the low concentration of free propofol significantly
reduced pain in the rat paw-lick study compared to the Diprivan; thus, overcoming the
major defect of the commercial formulation. More importantly, the micelle formulation
displayed similar anesthetic actions, absorption, and clearance effects after a single dose in
comparison with the marketed formulation. In addition, the novel propofol formulation
had a non-hemolytic reaction and exhibited a good safety profile. Hence, the novel propofol
formulation could act as a commercially viable formulation for parenteral injections of
propofol and as a more valid alternative to Diprivan.
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Abstract: While the inhalation route has been used for millennia for pharmacologic effect, the bio-
logical barriers to treating lung disease created real challenges for the pharmaceutical industry until
sophisticated device and formulation technologies emerged over the past fifty years. There are now
several inhaled device technologies that enable delivery of therapeutics at high efficiency to the lung
and avoid excessive deposition in the oropharyngeal region. Chemistry and formulation technologies
have also emerged to prolong retention of drug at the active site by overcoming degradation and
clearance mechanisms, or by reducing the rate of systemic absorption. These technologies have also
been utilized to improve tolerability or to facilitate uptake within cells when there are intracellular tar-
gets. This paper describes the biological barriers and provides recent examples utilizing formulation
technologies or drug chemistry modifications to overcome those barriers.

Keywords: inhaled drug delivery; prodrug; liposome formulation

1. Introduction

Pulmonary delivery of therapeutics is now generally accepted as an ideal strategy
to deliver an effective amount of drug to the airways to treat diseases including asthma,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), cystic fibrosis (CF) and pulmonary ar-
terial hypertension (PAH), among others [1]. Many of the early inhaled therapies were
repositioned after initially being administered by the oral or injectable routes [2]. This
change in delivery route was initiated in many cases to avoid systemic side effects and
improve targeting to the lung allowing delivery of higher doses that improved efficacy. The
inhalation route was not the original choice due to the inconvenience, poor efficiency, vari-
ability in delivered dose and lack of portability of the early generation of aerosol delivery
technologies [3]. However, tremendous innovation has occurred in the past fifty years and
product developers can now choose among portable dry powder inhalers (DPIs), metered
dose inhalers (MDIs), soft mist inhalers (SMIs) and nebulizers that provide reproducible
and efficient delivery to the lung.

The anatomy of the respiratory tract represents the first biological barrier to effective
drug delivery to the conducting airways and deeper bronchopulmonary segments. For suc-
cessful delivery to the lung, the inhaled aerosol must avoid deposition in the oropharyngeal
region. As aerosol droplets or particles are inhaled, their momentum can lead to deviation
from a bending air flow path, resulting in aerosol impaction on the surfaces of the mouth or
throat and a reduction in the dose to the lung [4,5]. Aerosol devices delivering particles with
smaller aerodynamic diameters, which can be achieved by a combination of lower density
or smaller geometric size, can more easily avoid aerosol impaction in the oropharyngeal
region. Additionally, slower patient inhalation flow rates can also reduce oropharyngeal
deposition and some device technologies facilitate this paradigm [6]. Furthermore, the
aerosol should be delivered in an aerosol volume that can be fully inhaled with each breath,
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or else delivery efficiency may be compromised. Synchronization of aerosol generation
with initiation of inhalation is a feature of some “smart” inhalation systems [7].

In summary, innovations in inhaler device technologies have addressed the first bio-
logical hurdle, which is to minimize oropharyngeal deposition, resulting in a reproducible
dose of drug to the lung. The criticality of the reproducibility of lung delivery depends on
the drug and the indication. Those indications with narrow therapeutic windows may re-
quire delivery systems with exceptional control over the emitted dose and how the aerosol
is generated and inhaled. While avoiding oropharyngeal deposition is the first biological
barrier, there remain other biological barriers summarized below. Each barrier may need to
be considered for each new therapeutic opportunity to understand its significance as an im-
pediment to achieving the desired treatment paradigm. In this paper, we provide examples
of how these barriers can be overcome using formulation technologies or modifying the
chemistry of the compound.

2. Biological Barriers

The major biological barriers to achieving successful inhaled drug therapy have been
documented [8], are summarized in Figure 1 and include:

• Avoiding the cough reflex so that the complete aerosol dose can be inhaled and
deposited at its pulmonary target site;

• Achieving efficient delivery of the aerosol to the target region within the lung. For
example, to ensure that the therapeutic dose reaches the deeper structures of the
lung, the aerosol must be able to pass through the trachea-bronchial airways of the
respiratory tract with limited deposition;

• Interacting with the airway surface liquid and mucus to access the cellular targets.
Upon deposition in the lung fluid, the drug particle may need to be dissolved or
released from a matrix, and for prodrugs, may need to be chemically converted to its
active form before being able to diffuse to its target site to take effect. Physical barriers
can impede that process;

• Overcoming systemic absorption, degradation or clearance of the active molecule to
provide drug concentrations that remain within the therapeutic window until the next
administration event. When these functions are relatively rapid, therapeutic levels of
the drug can be reduced to ineffective levels prior to the next inhalation event;

• Accessing intracellular targets. Many targets may reside within cells including
macrophages, and the cellular membrane presents a barrier to delivery of drug within
the cells.

2.1. Avoiding the Cough Reflex

Inhaled therapies that result in coughing during the inhalation event may lead not only
to incomplete inhalation of the therapeutic, but also to greater upper airway deposition or
exhalation of the aerosol that is in transit during inhalation. Cough during an inhalation
event may reduce the efficacy of that treatment event and if recurring, would generally
lead to non-adherence. Post-inhalation coughing may not physically hinder inhaled drug
delivery, but it may be a barrier to patient treatment adherence. Some inhaled drugs or
formulations may lead to a coughing bout by triggering two types of afferent nerves: extra-
pulmonary Widdicombe cough receptors and/or the intrapulmonary bronchopulmonary
C-fibers. The former type is sensitive to extreme pH [9–11] and mechanical stimuli while
the latter is sensitive to prostaglandin E2, bradykinin, and a variety of environmental
irritants [12,13]. Extreme local osmolarity of the airway surface liquid in the vicinity of
dissolving inhaled particles can also activate the afferent nerves and generate a coughing
reflex [10,14]. Post-inhalation cough frequency varies with sex and age of patients. Sen-
sitivity to chemical stimuli are increased in female and pediatric patients [15,16] while
the frequency of cough reflex is significantly lower in elderly patients than in young pa-
tients [17,18]. The cough reflex can be overcome by reducing the rate of particle dissolution
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on the airway surface or by utilizing other formulation strategies that minimize changes in
the proton concentration or osmolality of the epithelial lining fluid [19].

Figure 1. Biological barriers to inhaled drug therapy. The major biological barriers to a successful
inhaled drug therapy include: (1) post-inhalation coughing reflex, (2) low delivery efficiency to
specific target lung regions, (3) rapid elimination of inhaled active molecules from the lung via
degradation, clearance, and/or systemic absorption, and (4) the inability for inhaled therapies
with intracellular targets to sufficiently penetrate cellular phospholipid membranes and maintain
therapeutic concentrations intracellularly.

2.2. Depositing in the Target Region within the Lung

The respiratory tract can be divided into 3 main regions: the upper airways or the
oropharyngeal region, the lower airways or the trachea-bronchial region, and the gas
exchange or alveolar region [20]. The upper airways consist of the nose, the nasal cavity, the
pharynx, and the larynx, while the lower airways comprise the trachea, bronchi, bronchioles
and terminal bronchioles. Gas exchange occurs in the alveoli at the end of the terminal
bronchioles. From the trachea to the alveoli, there are approximately 23 diverging and
asymmetric divisions. As inhaled air travels along the complex respiratory tract, many
particles in the airstream are removed by inertial impaction at airway bifurcations [5]. At
the end of inhalation, the air flow is reversed. Inhaled particles with smaller size or lower
density have limited time to settle to their target sites unless a breath hold maneuver is
incorporated at the end of the inhalation. Particles still air-borne at the end of inhalation are
then driven out of the lung and some of them land on the respiratory tract walls along the
way [5]. Therefore, while employing inhaled air to deliver drugs to the lung is a sensible
approach, targeting exclusively the trachea-bronchial or the alveolar regions is extremely
difficult [5]. Utilizing more rapid inhalations and larger aerosol particles (e.g., 6 µm) will
increase trachea-bronchial deposition over alveolar deposition, although at the expense of
greater deposition in the oropharynx. Targeting deposition of inhaled drugs to the alveolar
regions can be increased by reducing inhalation flow rate and aerosol size (e.g., to 1–3 µm),
and can be further increased by a breath hold to facilitate deposition by sedimentation.
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Several studies using radio-labelled particles clearly demonstrated the impact of changes
in particle size and inhalation flow rate on drug deposition [21,22]. Moreover, in diseased
lungs, the challenge for effective inhaled drug delivery is even more significant due to
airway constrictions [23], excessive mucous [24], and/or edema [25].

2.3. Interacting with the Airway Surface Fluid and Overcoming Systemic Absorption, Degradation
or Clearance

The surface liquid of the lower airways is composed of 2 layers: a mucous layer with
varying thickness [26,27] and a periciliary liquid layer on the airway epithelium. The
mucous layer is a gel-like, entangled network of heavily and heterogeneously glycosylated
mucins. The diverse carbohydrate chains on mucins allow the mucous layer to interact
with and trap a wide range of particles and microorganisms [28] in the inhaled air [29].
The watery periciliary liquid layer is found beneath the mucous layer where the epithelial
cilia reside. Synchronized beatings of the epithelial cilia transport mucous and periciliary
liquid toward the mouth [30]. Particles trapped by the airway mucus or in the periciliary
liquid can be cleared from the lung in a relatively short time frame [31] and thus reduce
the active drug concentration, potentially necessitating more frequent dosing. The gas
exchange regions are not lined with mucous, making them better target sites for inhaled
drugs from that perspective. However, the alveolar epithelial-endothelial layer is thin,
and passive transport of small molecular weight drugs into the systemic circulation can
be rapid [32] providing only transient drug retaining capacity unless facilitated by a
sustained release formulation. In diseased lungs, the mucous of the lower airways can
be overexpressed and/or more thickened [26,33], blocking access for inhaled drugs to the
target tissues beneath.

The epithelial layer lies immediately beneath the airway surface liquid with its apical
surface facing the air space and its basal surface in contact with fluid-filled lung parenchyma.
The epithelial layer restricts passages of ions and larger solutes to maintain lung fluid bal-
ance. Therefore, crossing the epithelial cell layer can be challenging for inhaled hydrophilic
drugs targeting the lung parenchyma. Receptor-mediated transcytosis mechanisms have
been identified in lung epithelial cells for some small peptides [34,35]. The efficiency of
epithelial active transport depends on the lipophilicity of the molecule, the number of
receptors, and the amount of consumed energy. For hydrophilic molecules, slow diffusion
through the paracellular tight junction is the only option, and the opening of this tight junc-
tion limits the rate of transport for larger molecules [32]. Two distinct pathways through
epithelial tight junctions have been identified—the pore pathway mediating passage of
small solutes and the leak pathway mediating passage of macromolecules [36–38]. In
lung alveolar epithelial cells, the leak pathway depends on the lung-specific tight junction
protein claudin 18 [39]. The composition of the leak pathway is still under debate; however,
it is known that the “tightness” of the epithelial tight junction varies greatly between the
lung regions and is closely regulated by epithelial intracellular activities [38,40].

For people with lung diseases, the epithelial layer is subject to complex structural and
functional changes. Infection can cause some component proteins of the tight junction to be
upregulated while others are downregulated [41,42]. In asthma, COPD, CF, and idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis, epithelial cells undergo epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and lose
crucial proteins of the tight junctions [43,44]. Epithelial cell damage and massive death
are common in Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection, acute lung injury, and acute respiratory
distress syndrome [45–47].

2.4. Accessing Intracellular Targets

Another barrier for a pharmaceutical molecule to access an intracellular target is the
phospholipid bilayer cell membrane. Intracellular treatment targets may include microbio-
logical pathogens, receptors, and attenuation or correction of protein synthesis through the
delivery of gene therapy, mRNA and siRNA delivery. Intracellular microbial pathogens
often reside within lung alveolar macrophages due to active phagocytotic processes.
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As essential components of innate immunity, macrophages play multiple roles in
immune surveillance, defense against pathogens, and resolution of inflammation. Airspace
macrophages (AMs) are readily retrievable from the airspaces via bronchoalveolar lavage
(BAL) and have been well-studied [48]. The healthy human lung contains between
1.4 × 1010 and 2.3 × 1010 AMs, with over 97% present in the alveolar lumen [49,50] A
similar number of macrophages are found in the lung interstitium, known as interstitial
macrophages (IM), with 78% of all IMs being present in the alveolar septa [49].

Lung resident macrophages further polarize between the M1 state (classically activated
macrophages) and the M2 state (alternatively activated macrophages). M1 macrophages
play essential roles in host defense through expression of proinflammatory and antimicro-
bial signals while M2 macrophages help maintain tissue homeostasis and control inflam-
mation through expression of anti-inflammatory cytokines [51,52].

Macrophages have been identified as important sites of infection by both viruses and
bacteria for several diseases, including tuberculosis (TB) and non-tuberculous mycobacteria
(NTM) lung disease. Microbial pathogens have developed diverse strategies to survive and
hide from the host immune response inside the macrophages [53,54], making it difficult to
eradicate these pathogens with traditionally formulated antibiotics. Some of these intra-
cellular pathogens reside in the host’s cytosol while others reside in intracellular vacuoles.
Thus, targeting of the intracellular pathogen populations within the macrophages in the
lung presents a particular challenge for developing certain anti-infective lung therapeutics.

Most antibiotics do not easily penetrate cell membranes. Among therapeutics that
have been shown to accumulate in macrophages are bedaquiline, oritavancin, and tela-
vancin [55–57]. Novel vancomycin derivatives have also demonstrated the ability to target
intracellular infections [58].

The most frequent strategy to improve the penetration of antibiotics into phagocytic
cells is the use of carrier systems that deliver these drugs directly to the target cell. Delivery
systems such as liposomes, nanoparticles, lipid systems, and conjugates enhance the
therapeutic efficacy of antibiotics and antifungal agents in the treatment of infections
caused by intracellular microorganisms [54,59,60].

3. Strategies to Overcome Biological Barriers

Through decades of effort, scientists, chemists, and engineers have developed hard-
ware and technology solutions to overcome, and in some cases even capitalize on, the
numerous barriers described above. As the relevance of these biological barriers differs
by disease, strategies to overcome said barriers is also disease specific. In the context
of pulmonary drug delivery, two main strategies are used to overcome these biological
barriers: nanoparticle formulation and/or modification of a known active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) using a prodrug strategy. The final choice to use either or both strategies
can be nuanced and is dependent on the therapeutic area.

Nanoparticle formulation strategies can be used to alter the way in which active com-
pounds are presented within the body [61–65], including modification of their dissolution
profiles [66–70], and some of these strategies have been adapted specifically for pulmonary
delivery [71–74]. In some instances, nanoparticles can help overcome specific pharma-
ceutical development challenges including increased payload delivery, controlled-release
kinetics to optimize pharmacokinetic (PK)/pharmacodynamic (PD), improvement of effi-
cacy, and reduction of adverse events [64,75,76]. Similarly, a prodrug modification strategy
can be used to alter a compound’s PK/PD profile to optimize performance following
pulmonary administration. Prodrugs are chemical modifications of an active compound
using a labile covalent attachment of a pro-moiety that alters key physical-chemical prop-
erties of the active compound, and thus drastically reduces its activity prior to cleavage
of the pro-moiety [77,78]. By definition, prodrugs are inactive until the labile covalent
bond is cleaved, and the active compound is released. The prodrug strategy carries some
extra regulatory burden in that the pro-moiety must be biocompatible and the cleavage
mechanism must be robust in all species studied. Furthermore, in the context of pulmonary
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drug delivery, the decision to use either strategy is impacted by multiple factors including
the choice of the delivery device (i.e., DPI, MDI, nebulizer, or soft mist inhaler), the specific
disease, and the potency of the active compound.

4. Inhaled Treprostinil Palmitil (TP) for the Treatment of Pulmonary Arterial
Hypertension (PAH)

PAH is a progressive, life-threatening disease characterized by the constriction and
remodeling of the pulmonary vasculature, leading to increased pulmonary arterial resis-
tance and pulmonary arterial pressure [79–84] that may result in right heart failure and
ultimately death [79–87]. Treatment of PAH often involves administration of prostacyclin
analogs as pulmonary vasodilating agents. Although these therapies can be effective, most
of them are unable to overcome a variety of barriers that make effective treatment difficult
to achieve including tolerability issues, rapid absorption, and the requirement for frequent
repeat administrations [79,85,86].

One of the most well-known treatments for PAH is a synthetic prostacyclin derivative
called treprostinil (TRE). TRE therapies are available as an inhalation solution (Tyvaso),
an oral tablet (Orenitram), and as a subcutaneous infusion (Remodulin). TRE acts as a
vasodilator with excellent clinical efficacy but its short half-life requires either frequent
administration or continuous infusion [87,88]. Frequent administration of TRE results
in peak-trough cycles where high levels of TRE shortly after administration may cause
patients to experience adverse events, and low levels of TRE prior to the next round of ad-
ministration may lead to a lack of therapeutic efficacy. Furthermore, inhaled TRE presents
tolerability issues with patients often experiencing cough and throat irritation [87,89]. Fortu-
nately, there are ongoing clinical-stage efforts to develop improved, alternative prostacyclin
derivative therapies using a variety of pulmonary delivery approaches including liposome
encapsulation of iloprost [90–92] and TRE [93,94], nanoparticle formulation [95,96], ad-
vanced 3D printing techniques as a way to engineer uniform respirable particles [97,98],
and prodrug modification [99].

Development of an inhaled prodrug can be challenging because the associated cleavage
mechanism and release of the pro-moiety must be well controlled and not cause any undue
toxicities. Therefore, selection of the prodrug chemistry and structure must be well thought
out. In the case of TP, a hydrophobic prodrug of TRE, the carboxylic acid functional group
from TRE is masked with an ester bond using a 16-carbon hydrophobic chain to form
the prodrug. When delivered to the lungs, esterase enzymes that are ubiquitous in the
lung microenvironment hydrolyze the ester bond releasing TRE, the active compound,
and cetyl alcohol as an inert pro-moiety. Early in vitro experiments confirmed that the
rate of hydrolysis for TRE prodrugs can be tuned based on the alkyl chain length of the
pro-moiety [99].

Initial formulation efforts using TP focused on a solid lipid nanoparticle formulation,
called treprostinil palmitil inhalation solution (TPIS) that was delivered via a nebulizer. This
formulation was noteworthy because it relied on three separate strategies to overcome the
biological barriers associated with TRE. Firstly, it used a hydrophobic prodrug that allowed
for sustained release of TRE. Secondly, it capitalized on the use of solid lipid nanoparticles
to aid in solubility (as a technique to deliver a hydrophobic drug in an aqueous media). And
thirdly, by delivery of the formulation directly to the lungs using a nebulizer, it targeted
the API to the area of interest in the body. Taken together, these strategies resulted in
an extended release of TRE that maintains efficacy through 24 h with significantly lower
plasma TRE levels, and provides a localized effect specific to the organ of interest, in this
case the lungs [100]. More recently, TP has been reformulated for convenient delivery using
a DPI using a formulation called Treprostinil Palmitil Inhalation Powder (TPIP), while
maintaining the sustained release of TRE. The ability to re-formulate as a DPI is largely
due to the high potency of this drug, requiring mere micrograms of material to achieve a
therapeutic response.
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Indeed, in vivo PK data comparing TRE to TP confirms that administration of the
prodrug results in meaningfully reduced peak plasma TRE concentrations and sustained
release of TRE over 24 h [101–103]. Clinical studies with both TPIS and TPIP confirmed
sustained release profiles of the TP formulation compared to inhaled TRE [100]. TPIS
administered at a dose 85 µg (equivalent to TRE dose 54 µg) demonstrated prolonged TRE
half-life of 6.4 h, compared to 0.50 h for inhaled TRE solution dosed at 54 µg (Figure 2).
The peak plasma TRE concentration following TPIS administration was only 97.6 pg/mL
which is roughly 10-fold lower than the peak plasma TRE concentration following a 54 µg
dose of TRE (985 pg/mL). TPIS bioavailability was not notably affected, resulting in a
systemic plasma TRE exposure (AUC0-24h) of 0.617 ng*h/mL, similar to 0.893 ng*h/mL
after TRE inhalation. A similar PK profile was observed following administration of TPIP
[manuscript submitted].

Figure 2. Pharmacokinetics (PK) of Treprostinil (TRE) in healthy volunteers after administration of
Treprostinil Palmitil Inhalation Solution (TPIS) or nebulized TRE. Adapted from [104]. European
Respiratory Society, 2016.

When tested in a Sugen/Hypoxia (Su/Hx) rat model of PAH, and in comparison
with (1) inhaled TRE, (2) intravenous TRE and (3) oral Selexipag, TPIP significantly out-
performed the comparator agents [105]. TPIP was associated with a reduction in pulmonary
pressure, a reduction in the percentage of muscularized vessels, and a reduction in the
percentage of obliterated vessels (Figure 3). Similar results were also observed for the initial
nebulizer formulation, TPIS [106]. TPIS demonstrated durable efficacy in vivo, showing
a significant reduction in hypoxia-induced right ventricular pressure (RVPP) at plasma
TRE concentrations much lower than that observed for infused TRE. In addition to PK/PD
advantages, it is worth noting that TP formulations also result in reduced cough and
tachyphylaxis relative to TRE in rodent models which could translate to improved patient
tolerability via reduction in adverse events in the clinic [107,108]. Thus, for an inhaled
prostanoid therapy, the prodrug strategy coupled with an inhaled dry powder format, may
enable a once-daily therapy that overcomes the tolerability and rapid absorption barriers,
and possibly provide improved efficacy if the remodeling observed in the Su/Hx model
translates into the clinic.
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Figure 3. Effect of Treprostinil Palmitil Inhalation Powder (TPIP) in a Sugen/Hypoxia (Su/Hx) rat
Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension (PAH) model. This spider graph visually depicts the various
readouts from the Su/Hx model including indices of hemodynamics (pulmonary arterial pressure),
right ventricular hypertrophy (Fulton index, cardiac output), and vascular remodeling (wall thickness,
muscularization and obliteration). In the graph, the individual parameters are represented on separate
axes radiating out from the center of the figure. Each parameter is normalized between the normal
healthy state (a score of zero, at the center of the figure) and the vehicle control representing the injury
after exposure to Su/Hx (a score of 1, at the periphery of the figure). The findings for each compound
are depicted in various colors. In this type of figure, the closer that the lines are to the center, the more
efficacy they demonstrate. Fulton Index = weight ratio of Right Ventricle/(Left Ventricle + Septum),
Pulmonary Pressure = mean Pulmonary Arterial Pressure, Obliteration = percentage (%) of non-
obliterated vessels, Wall thickness = Small vessel wall thickness, Muscularization = % of muscularized
vessels, Cardiac Output = amount of blood pumped by the heart per minute. Adapted from [105].
American Thoracic Society, 2021.

5. Nebulized CL27c for the Treatment of Pulmonary Fibrosis

Pulmonary fibrosis (PF) is a progressive respiratory condition characterized by chronic
fibrosis of the lung interstitial tissues that is associated with diminished lung function
and a high mortality rate with limited treatment options [109]. The most common form
of PF is idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), meaning that the root cause of disease is
unknown [110]. During the progression of IPF, alveolar epithelial cells become over-
activated which results in accumulation of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts in addition to
extensive matrix remodeling [111]. As part of this remodeling, the epithelium becomes
scarred and develops a thickened alveolus wall that interferes with gas exchange reducing
pulmonary function. Treatment for pulmonary fibrosis typically involves administration
of either oral pirfenidone (a pyridine with anti-fibrotic activity) or nintedanib (tyrosine
kinase inhibitor), oxygen therapy, pulmonary rehabilitation, or in some instances lung
transplant [112]. Recently, prostacyclin analogs [103,113] and phosphoinositide 3-kinase
(PI3K) pan inhibitors [114,115] have shown promise in models of PF with examples of both
classes of drugs being evaluated via the inhaled route of administration.

The PI3K inhibition strategy is interesting because PI3Ks are involved in a variety
of biological processes related to inflammatory conditions such as PF, autoimmune dis-
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orders, and certain cancers [116,117]. Recently, Pirali et al. (2017) developed a novel
PI3K inhibitor by synthesizing a small library of triazolylquinolones and screening them
for PI3K inhibition [118]. Using in vitro PI3K inhibition assays, the authors identified a
promising candidate termed CL27e. However, during cell based PI3K activity screening,
CL27e failed to affect the PI3K signaling pathway. The authors hypothesized that the
ionizable carboxylic acid increased the hydrophilicity of the compound and prevented it
from crossing cell membranes and entering the cytoplasm. In other words, the compound
could not reach the site of interest and required further modification. To enhance the cell
permeation, the authors evaluated a series of ester-based prodrugs, identifying the methyl
ester derivative CL27c as the lead candidate that was most effective at inhibiting the PI3K
signaling pathway in vitro. The structures of both CL27c and CL27e are shown below in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Chemical structures of the active compound CL27e and the corresponding methyl ester
prodrug CL27c. Adapted from [119].

In a follow-up publication, Campa et al. (2018) reported on how inhaled delivery of
CL27c can improve lung function in rodent models of asthma and fibrosis [120]. Impor-
tantly, CL27c was delivered via nebulization to avoid unwanted on-target systemic toxicity
observed for other PI3K inhibitors [121–124]. The results indicate that CL27c delivered via
inhalation improves lung function in murine models of acute asthma and protects against
bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis. Specifically, inhaled CL27c resulted in reduced
inflammation and improved survival rate in a bleomycin-induced model of pulmonary
fibrosis (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. In a bleomycin-induced model of pulmonary fibrosis, treatment with CL27c results in
reduced inflammation (A) and increased survival (B). Histopathologic scoring of inflammatory damage
in lung sections derived from control (Bleo−) and Bleo-treated mice (Bleo+) with and without treatment
with CL27c (black and white bars, respectively) (n = 5, 6, 10 independent experiments). *** p < 0.001
determined using Kruskal–Wallis followed by Dunn’s test. ** p < 0.01 determined using one-way
ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc test. Adapted from [120]. Nature Communications, 2018.

In summary, if human clinical data replicates these preclinical findings, then the de-
velopment of CL27c will demonstrate that the combination of prodrug modification that
requires intracellular accumulation for release of the active compound, with targeted deliv-
ery to the lungs to reduce systemic on-target side effects observed for PI3K inhibitors, can
be an effective strategy to overcome biological barriers associated with pulmonary delivery.

6. Inhaled Liposomal Ciprofloxacin for the Treatment of Non-Cystic Fibrosis
Bronchiectasis (NCFBE)

NCFBE is characterized by a vicious cycle of infection and inflammation, which leads
to structural damage to the airways and deterioration in lung function [125]. NCFBE
patients with chronic lung infections have a decreased quality of life and greater morbidity.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) lung infections in particular are associated with a seven times
greater risk of hospitalization and three times greater mortality compared to NCFBE
patients who are uninfected [126]. Thus, an effective inhaled antibiotic targeting PA lung
infections in NCFBE patients may reduce the incidence of pulmonary exacerbations and
improve morbidity and quality of life. While inhaled antibiotics have become a mainstay
of therapy in CF, they have generally been unsuccessful in demonstrating clinical benefit
in NCFBE and have been associated with an increased incidence of respiratory adverse
events [127,128], bronchospasm [129,130] and drug withdrawals [127–129], compared to
placebo. Thus, one of the key barriers to developing an effective inhaled antibiotic in
NCFBE is to overcome their poor tolerability [131]. Additionally, most inhaled antibiotics
are rapidly absorbed systemically after deposition in the lung, which may necessitate
multiple administration events each day to ensure that the antibiotic concentrations remain
above the pathogen’s minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) [131,132]. In CF, inhaled
tobramycin is labeled for twice-daily administration and aztreonam is administered three
times a day. A sustained release formulation of an inhaled antibiotic, which slowly exposes
the lung surface to the antibiotic over a 24-h period, thus has the potential to address both
the tolerability and residence time barriers.
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There are many possible formulation strategies that can provide a sustained release
profile in the lung, but liposomes have emerged as a viable strategy for a diverse range
of molecules, including antibiotics [69,133]. Robust and reproducible inhaled liposomal
formulations can be manufactured utilizing lipids endogenous to the lung including phos-
pholipids and cholesterol [134]. Inhalation and deposition of a biocompatible liposomal
formulation on the surface of the airways is unlikely to cause local irritation or sudden per-
turbations to pH or osmolarity, factors which can lead to cough or bronchospasm [131,132].
A liposomal formulation of ciprofloxacin was thus developed with the goal to provide a
sustained release profile in the lung following once-daily inhalation in NCFBE patients
with PA lung infections [132].

The development of an inhaled liposomal formulation can be more challenging than
the development of traditional inhaled nebulizer solutions and a number of hurdles may
need to be addressed: reproducibility of manufacturing each liposome batch, stability of
the formulation over its shelf-life, stability of the formulation to the aerosolization process,
generation of an appropriate aerosol particle size distribution allowing deposition of an
effective dose in the airways, and release of drug from the liposomes at an appropriate rate
to maintain drug levels above the MIC until the next administration event [134].

The liposomal ciprofloxacin formulation that was taken into late-stage clinical tri-
als was composed of cholesterol and hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (HSPC) in
unilamellar liposomes of 90 nm diameter [132]. This formulation retained its liposome
morphology, particle size distribution and in vitro release profile after jet nebulization [132].
The phase 3 trial of inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin provided PK data that validated the
choice of the inhalation route to improve selectivity of the drug for the lung and the choice
of the liposome formulation to increase the drug residence time in the lung [135] (Figure 6).
Utilization of the inhalation route resulted in a 1700-fold higher peak drug concentration in
the sputum compared to oral ciprofloxacin at a similar dose, and a 15-fold lower systemic
drug concentration [135]. Consistent with the design thesis, the liposomal component of the
formulation provided a sustained presence of drug in the lung over the 24-h period [135].

In the pooled phase 3 trials, inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin resulted in a delay in the
time to first exacerbation of 65 days, which did not reach statistical significance (HR = 0.82
and p = 0.074); however, the frequency of moderate to severe pulmonary exacerbations
(PE) was significantly (p = 0.0001) reduced by 33% and the frequency of severe PEs was
significantly (p = 0.014) reduced by 42% [136]. The prespecified quality of life metric did
not demonstrate improvement in respiratory symptoms at the end of the 48-week trial
compared to baseline [137]. However, because liposomal ciprofloxacin was administered in
six cycles of 28 days on treatment followed by a 28-day drug holiday, a post-hoc analysis of
the on-treatment periods demonstrated significant improvements in respiratory symptoms
and declines in CFUs that correlated with improvements in symptoms (p < 0.0001) [137].
Following FDA review of clinical trial data, a complete response letter was issued and
liposomal ciprofloxacin remains unapproved. While the complete response letter provides
a reminder that preclinical success may not always translate to the clinic, the development
work and preclinical data surrounding inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin does validate the
use of liposomes as a formulation tool to help overcome biological barriers, specifically in
terms of improved patient tolerability and drug residence time in the lung with reduced
systemic exposure.
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Figure 6. Ciprofloxacin concentrations in blood and sputum samples at steady state. These results
cover a single dosing interval over a 24-h period from the Phase 3 open label extension. These data
are at steady state achieved after about 4 days of dosing. The solid blue line shows the very high
sputum concentrations of ciprofloxacin achieved with inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin, three orders
of magnitude above the MIC for PA (green line) throughout the 24-h dosing interval, and well above
the Cmax for oral ciprofloxacin in sputum (dotted blue line). This solid orange line shows a far lower
plasma concentration of ciprofloxacin for inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin, one order of magnitude
lower than the Cmax for oral ciprofloxacin (dotted orange line). The peak sputum concentration
of ciprofloxacin for inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin is over 10,000× higher than the peak plasma
concentration. Adapted from [135]. World Bronchiectasis Conference, 2017.

7. Inhaled Liposomal Amikacin for the Treatment of Non-Tuberculous Mycobacteria (NTM)

NTM are opportunistic pathogens that are ubiquitous in the environment and can
cause pulmonary infections in patients who typically also have underlying respiratory con-
ditions [138,139]. When established, NTM pulmonary infection presents as NTM lung disease.
Among mycobacterial species that can cause NTM lung disease, the Mycobacterium avium
complex (MAC) predominates, while Mycobacterium abscessus (Mab) is less common but
more pathogenic [138].

NTM can exist extracellularly, in a biofilm form, or intracellularly within macrophages
and other cells. NTM biofilms are found in sputum samples and in explanted lungs from CF
patients infected with Mab [140]. NTM species can also effectively survive and persist in-
tracellularly evading macrophage’s killing mechanisms [141,142] and NTM infections have
been found in clinical samples with M. avium detected inside peripheral blood leukocytes
and bone marrow aspirate [143,144]. Therefore, delivering an effective dose of antibiotic
into cells infected with NTM should be an essential component of treatment.

NTM pathogens in planktonic form are sensitive to aminoglycoside antibiotics such
as amikacin [145] that demonstrate both inhibitory and bactericidal effects. However,
aminoglycoside antibiotics accumulate poorly in cells due to their highly hydrophilic nature.
This limits their effectiveness against intracellular infections. By packaging amikacin
into liposomes, targeted delivery into the intracellular compartment of macrophages was
achieved with improved amikacin activity against intracellular M. avium infections [146].
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Efficient NTM lung disease treatment requires delivery of high amounts of amikacin to
the lung while keeping systemic concentrations low to avoid nephro- and oto-toxicities [147].
Inhalation delivery of liposomal amikacin directly into the lungs may address this problem,
but this approach faces three major delivery challenges: (1) efficient delivery of mostly
intact liposomes to the lungs; (2) effective distribution of the intact liposomes throughout
the lungs; and (3) penetration into biofilms and macrophages to reach the sites of infection.
Amikacin liposome inhalation suspension (ALIS), also referred to as Arikayce, or liposomal
amikacin for inhalation (LAI), was developed to overcome these challenges and improve
the treatment of NTM lung disease.

Liposomal amikacin (ALIS) was tested in in vitro and in vivo preclinical studies to
assess whether it was an improvement over amikacin alone with respect to penetration into
biofilms and macrophages. In an in vitro study, ALIS liposomes penetrated readily into PA
biofilms and through a layer of CF patient mucus in 30 min, that larger (1 µm) fluorescent
beads were not able to penetrate [148]. ALIS also penetrated M. avium biofilms [149] over
a period of 4 h (Figure 7). In this study, mycobacteria biofilm were composed of a dense
layer on the slide surface, with more diffuse bacteria and extracellular biofilm components
present above. Liposomes could be seen distributed throughout the biofilm, demonstrating
that the liposomes penetrated through the extracellular components and reached the cell
dense region, suggesting that they may perform well in vivo.

Figure 7. Amikacin liposome inhalation suspension (ALIS) penetrated Mycobacterium avium biofilms.
Biofilms (strain A5) were established for 7 days in 2-well chamber slides, treated with 512 µg/mL of
AF657-labeled ALIS (red) for 4 h, fixed, stained with Syto9 (green), and imaged with a Zeiss LSM 780
confocal scanning microscope (630× magnification). Adapted from [149]. Frontiers, 2018.

The uptake of free or liposomal amikacin into human macrophages was quantified
after incubation for 4 or 24 h [149]. Amikacin uptake was time dependent, with cells treated
with ALIS containing significantly more amikacin than cells treated with the same concen-
tration of free amikacin (Figure 8A) after 24 h. The amikacin accumulation in macrophages
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was up to 4-fold higher when treated with ALIS as compared to free amikacin, with mean-
ingful differences between the groups exposed to drug concentrations of 64 and 128 µg/mL.
Fluorescence microscopy images taken after 24-h incubation were consistent with the
quantitative measurements: macrophages exposed to 32, 64, or 128 µg/mL of ALIS clearly
exhibited bright TAMRA fluorescence (yellow) colocalized next to blue DAPI-stained
cell nuclei, whereas TAMRA fluorescence was barely visible in cells incubated with free
amikacin (Figure 8B).

Figure 8. Liposomal and free amikacin uptake into human macrophages. Macrophages were exposed
to increasing concentrations of either ALIS or free amikacin (with addition of 0.44% tetramethyl
rhodamine (TAMRA) conjugated amikacin) for 4 h (gray symbols) or 24 h (black symbols). (A) nor-
malized mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) at each concentration averaged from three independent
experiments. (B) Visualization of liposomal and free amikacin uptake in human macrophages by
fluorescence microscopy. TAMRA fluorescence was visualized by a Zeiss Axio fluorescence micro-
scope (400× magnification) using constant settings for all experimental conditions. Yellow: TAMRA
amikacin; Blue: DAPI-stained DNA. * p < 0.05 vs. free amikacin at the same concentration and
timepoint. Adapted from [149]. Frontiers, 2018. Furthermore, tissue and pulmonary macrophage
exposures were compared in vivo after the 96 mg/kg amikacin dose delivered by ALIS nebuliza-
tion versus the 100 mg/kg amikacin dose given intravenously [149]. In pulmonary macrophages,
maximum amikacin concentration (Cmax) after the ALIS dose was nearly 1.0 µg/µg protein and
the total macrophage exposure over 24 h (AUC) was 17.8 µg*h/µg protein, 274-fold higher than
the exposure following amikacin injection. Similarly, the BAL fluid and lung tissue exposures were
69.5- and 42.7-fold higher, respectively, after inhalation dosing of ALIS compared to intravenous
dosing. Simultaneously, the systemic (blood plasma) exposure was 5-fold lower for ALIS than for
amikacin injection.

During chronic daily administration of ALIS, lung alveolar macrophages may accu-
mulate significant amounts of liposomal amikacin over time, thus raising the question of
their possible effect on macrophage function. Therefore, an in vivo study was conducted to
test the effect of continuous treatment of healthy rats by inhalation at a dose of 90 mg/kg
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over three 30-day treatment periods each followed by a 30-day recovery period [150].
Macrophages demonstrated accumulation of amikacin during treatment periods and nearly
complete elimination during recovery periods. The 30-day dosing did not alter macrophage
phagocytic activity, yeast killing function, or ability to release inflammatory mediators
compared to the control group.

Having established that liposomal amikacin is superior to free amikacin with respect to
macrophage uptake, the use of a sophisticated liposomal formulation like ALIS introduced
a series of challenges that then had to be addressed, including the ability to nebulize the
liposomal amikacin with consistent retention of its liposome properties. To ensure that any
batch of liposomal amikacin that satisfied its release specification would provide consistent
aerosol performance when used with an intended nebulizer device, in vitro studies were
conducted to characterize the product performance [151]. In those studies, nebulized ALIS
was shown to maintain a consistent aerosol delivery rate of 0.6 mL/min, aerosol emitted
dose of 500 mg amikacin, aerosol fine particle dose of 260 mg amikacin, mean liposome
vesicle size between 269–296 nm, and reproducibly generated 35% free amikacin and 65%
encapsulated amikacin [151]. Furthermore, in a separate study, aerosol droplets of ALIS
were segregated by size and collected in an impactor for subsequent evaluation [152]. In
that study, the six aerosol size fractions ranging between 1.1 and 9 µm all maintained
equivalent ratios of drug to lipid, percentage of encapsulated and free amikacin, and
liposome size [152]. These in vitro experiments provided confidence that nebulized ALIS
would perform reproducibly during clinical testing.

In healthy animals dosed with ALIS by inhalation, amikacin was distributed evenly
throughout the lungs after single and multiple doses, with equal amikacin concentrations
in all lobes of both lungs [150]. In clinical studies, when delivered by inhalation through
nebulization, 43% of the ALIS nominal liposome dose was deposited in the lungs of
NTM-LD patients [153]. Inhaled ALIS distributed throughout the whole lungs in both
healthy volunteers [154] and patients with NTM-LD [153]; the ratio of distribution to central
and peripheral lung regions was approximately 1.6–2.0 and more than 50% of the deposited
dose was detectable in the lung 24 h post-dose.

Overall, the data demonstrate that nebulization of ALIS results in amikacin delivery
to pulmonary macrophages, airways, and lung tissue better than free amikacin given by
either inhalation or intravenous administration. This mechanism of improved delivery into
pulmonary macrophages and retention within airways and lung tissue has been shown
to effectively treat refractory NTM-LD in clinical trials and represents a promising new
therapy for patients [155].

ALIS has been shown to effectively target NTM in both preclinical studies and clinical
trials. In mice with pulmonary M. avium infections, inhalation administration of ALIS
lowered viable mycobacteria in the lungs by more than 2 log units [156]. A Phase II trial
of patients with refractory NTM-LD demonstrated that ALIS increased the proportion of
patients who achieved negative sputum cultures compared with placebo, and the time to
first negative sputum culture was shorter with ALIS treatment versus placebo [157]. Based
on full results from Phase III studies, ALIS met the primary endpoint by demonstrating
that the addition of ALIS to guideline-based therapy eliminated evidence of NTM-LD
caused by MAC in sputum by month 6 in a greater proportion of patients than guideline-
based therapy alone [155,158,159]. Currently, ALIS is approved in the US, EU, and JPN as
ARIKAYCE® and is indicated for the treatment of Mycobacterium avium complex (MAC)
lung disease as part of a combination antibacterial drug regimen for adult patients who
have limited or no alternative treatment options [160].

8. Concluding Remarks

The selection of a prodrug chemistry or nanoparticle formulation, either individu-
ally or in combination, can be used to overcome biological barriers related to pulmonary
delivery across a wide array of diseases. To develop an improved inhaled prostanoid
therapy providing sustained exposure to non-irritating levels of TRE in the lung, a prodrug
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approach has shown feasibility in either an inhaled dry powder format or when combined
with a lipid nanoparticle formulation for nebulization. Two inhaled liposomal products
have been utilized to overcome the rapid clearance and subsequent systemic exposure of
unencapsulated small molecule drugs. Inhaled liposomal ciprofloxacin was designed to
also improve pulmonary tolerability and selectivity for the lung, while liposomal amikacin
improved uptake into macrophages at the site of intracellular infection. Looking to the
future, while there are many treatments that have been developed for patients with CF,
and these have dramatically improved their quality of life and extended survival, a gene
therapy that directly corrects the chloride ion channel defect provides the ultimate trans-
formational promise for these patients. To correct the defects in the epithelial cells in the
lung may require delivery via the inhalation route. This is also true for other genetic
diseases that are manifested primarily in the lung like Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia, and
Alpha 1 Antitrypsin Deficiency, where a huge unmet need still exists. Inhaled gene therapy
medications will likely require sophisticated formulation strategies to protect and efficiently
deliver their genetic cargo to the epithelial cells on the lung surface. The biological barriers
become especially challenging to overcome because the genetic cargo is more susceptible
to degradation than for traditional small molecular weight drugs and the molecules must
remain intact prior to transport into the epithelial cells. The inhaled gene therapy prod-
ucts in development will likely build upon the learnings from the examples described in
this review.
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Abstract: This study aimed to systematically compare licochalcone A (LicA) and glabridin (Gla)
(whitening agents) release and permeation from Carbomer 940 (CP) hydrogels with different en-
hancers, and evaluate the relationship between the quantitative enhancement efficacy and structures
of the enhancers. An in vitro release study and an in vitro permeation experiment in solution and
hydrogels using porcine skin were performed. We found that the Gla–CP hydrogel showed a higher
drug release and skin retention amount than LicA–CP due to the higher solubility in medium and bet-
ter miscibility with the skin of Gla than that of LicA. Enhancers with a higher molecular weight (MW)
and lower polarizability showed a higher release enhancement effect (ERrelease) for both LicA and
Gla. The Van der Waals forces in the drug–enhancers–CP system were negatively correlated with the
drug release percent. Moreover, enhancers with a higher log P and polarizability displayed a higher
retention enhancement effect in solution (ERsolution retention) for LicA and Gla. Enhancers decreased
the whole intermolecular forces indrug–enhancers-skin system, which had a linear inhibitory effect
on the drug retention. Moreover, C=O of ceramide acted asthe enhancement site for drug permeation.
Consequently, Transcutol® P (TP) and propylene glycol (PG), seven enhancers showed a higher
retention enhancement effect in hydrogel (ERhydrogel retention) for LicA and Gla. Taken together, the
conclusions provide a strategy for reasonable utilization of enhancers and formulation optimization
in topical hydrogel whitening.

Keywords: carbomer hydrogel; whitening agents; enhancers; enhancement site and mechanism;
drug release and permeation

1. Introduction

Hydrogels are used extensively in topical and transdermal drug delivery systems,
among which carbomer polymers account for a significant proportion. Carbomer 940 (CP) is
used in cosmetic formulation benefitting due to its moderate viscosity and good stability [1].
Drug permeation from hydrogel consists of two processes: the first is drug release from
the carbomer matrix and the second is skin permeation. Previous literature has described
drug–polymers interaction (mainly H–H bond interaction and Van der Waals forces) [2,3],
in which the rheological properties, including the viscosity, storage modulus (G′), loss
modulus (G′′), and phase shift angle (δ) [4], hydration [5], and mesh size [6] of the hydrogels
influence drug release. However, the most critical aspects hindering drug permeation are
caused by the highly compact structure of the Stratum corneum (SC), which limits the
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efficient delivery of active pharmaceutical ingredients [7,8]. Therefore, a wide range of
permeation enhancers are utilized to improve drug release or penetration from the hydrogel
system.

Permeation enhancers can enhance drug release from complicated hydrogel systems
by reducing the molecular mobility of the systems [9], occupying drug–polymer binding
sites [3], etc. Song concluded that permeation enhancers that form hydrogen bonds, such
as Span 80 (SP), weaken drug–adhesive interaction, facilitating the release of drug from
adhesive [10]. On the other hand, permeation enhancers disrupt the skin lipid arrange-
ment [11,12], change the keratin structure [13], enhance the miscibility of the skin [14], and
increase drug partitioning into deeper skin layers [15] to improve the skin permeation of
drugs. Plurol® Oleique CC 497 (POCC) showed a preference for occupying sites where
skin lipids had interacted with drugs with low PSA and polarizability due to the improved
skin–POCC miscibility and stronger interactions [16]. Thus, the physicochemical prop-
erties, such as the molecular weight (MW), log P, polar surface area, and polarizability
of the enhancers, determine differences in the enhancement effect. Yang systematically
evaluated the enhancement action efficacy and sites of different enhancers on drug re-
lease and permeation from a patch. It was found that hydrophilic enhancers including
Transcutol® P (TP) and propylene glycol (PG) had a better miscibility with matrix carboxyl
PSA, indicating their ability to facilitate a higher drug release. In contrast, hydrophobic
enhancers including POCC and SP linked with SC lipids more easily, disrupting the lipid
arrangement, and thereby improving drug permeation [17]. As a result, demonstrating the
molecular interaction of drug–enhancers–CP and drug–enhancers–skin systems is signifi-
cant, thus shedding new light on the reasonable utilization of enhancers in pharmaceutical
and cosmetic preparations.

Licochalcone A (LicA) [18] and glabridin (Gla) [19], flavonoid compounds extracted
from the roots of Glycyrrhiza glabra L., both have significant anti-melanogenic effects on
cellular and animal levels as we previously revealed. However, the poor water solubility
and higher log P hinders their transdermal permeation when applied alone, which further
influences their practical use. Moreover, it was more difficult for parent LicA to permeate
the skin than Gla due to its poorer water solubility and higher log P. Thus, the addition
of enhancers represents an effective way to overcome these drawbacks and improve the
drug absorption of the two whitening agents. It is expected that higher amounts of Gla
and LicA accumulate in the epidermis and dermis rather than in the systemic circulation
as melanocytes are located in the basal epidermal layers. The enhancers should firstly ac-
complish maximum release of the whitening agent from the matrix polymer. Consequently,
the ideal enhancers must contribute to the two processes simultaneously. However, to
our knowledge, few studies have focused on whitening agents’ release and skin delivery
behaviors from CP hydrogel based on drug–enhancers–CP (skin) interactions, which has
resulted in blindness and uncertainty regarding the utilization of enhancers in whitening
formula optimization. Meanwhile, no investigations have systematically compared the
enhancing effect of Gla and LicA by different enhancers.

Therefore, for the first time, this study systematically reported the quantitative en-
hancement efficacy and site of action explaining the drug release and skin absorption
of LicA and Gla (whitening agents) from CP hydrogel by different enhancers (Figure 1).
Seven enhancers, including POCC, TP, PG, SP, Capryol™ 90 (CP 90), N-methylprolinodone
(NMP),and isopropyl myristate (IPM) with different physicochemical parameters (Table 1),
were selected. Firstly, Gla–CP and LicA–CP hydrogels with or without enhancers were
prepared. The drug release behavior from different CP hydrogels was evaluated by an
in vitro drug release experiment. The drug release enhancement effect (ERrelease) and
interaction parameters of Gla (LicA)–CP and Gla (LicA)–enhancers–CP hydrogels were
demonstrated next. Then, the porcine skin was used to evaluate the enhanced retention
and permeation effect of Gla and LicA in solution (ERsolution retention, ERpermeation) and
hydrogel (ERhydrogel retention, ERcom) by enhancers, followed by the enhancement site and
mechanisms involved in it. In addition, the correlation between the drug release amount,
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drug permeation amount, drug retention amount and physicochemical parameters of the
enhancers (Table 1), energy of mixing (Emix), and cohesive energy density (CED) were
investigated, respectively. These results provide insight into the drug–enhancers–CP and
drug–enhancers–skin interactions and the structural characteristics of enhancers, which
lays a solid basis for the drug-specific molecular mechanisms of enhancers and pharma-
ceutical hydrogel design. Moreover, it predicted information for the topical application of
enhancers with specific structures for high drug release and skin retention of whitening
formulation.
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Table 1. The physicochemical parameters of different drugs and enhancers.

Drug/Enhancers Molecular
Weight (Da) Log P

Solubility in
20% PEG400
(v/v, µg/mL)

H Bond
Donor

H Bond
Acceptor Polarizability Polar Surface

Area (Å)

LicA 338.40 4.95 25.15 2 4 39.8 66.8
Gla 324.40 4.26 121.47 2 4 36.1 58.9

CP 90 203.30 4.97 - - - 33.5 47.0
IPM 270.40 4.61 - - - 32.7 26.0
NMP 99.10 −0.38 - - - 10.6 20.0

PG 76.09 −0.90 - - - 7.52 40.5
POCC 726.90 6.21 - - - 74.8 269.0

SP 428.60 6.06 - - - 47.3 96.0
TP 134.20 −1.08 - - - 13.8 39.0

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material

Licochalcone A (LicA, purity >98%) and glabridin (Gla, purity >98%) were obtained from
Nanjing Spring & Autumn Biological Engineering Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). Poly(acrylic
acid) (commercial names: Carbomer 940 (CP)), isopropyl myristate (IPM, purity: 98%), di-
ethylene glycol monoethyl ether (commercial names: Transcutol® P (TP), purity: 99%), and
1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP, purity >99%) were purchased from Shanghai Macklin Bio-
chemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Propylene glycol monocaprylate (commercial names:
CapryolTM 90 (CP 90)) and polyglyceryl-3dioleate (commercial names: Plurol® Oleique
CC 497 (POCC)) were supplied by Gattefossé (Lyon, France). Polyoxyethylenesorbitan
monooleate (commercial names: Span 80 (SP)) and propylene glycol (PG, purity > 99%)
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were purchased from Damao Chemical Reagent Factory (Tianjin, China). Polyethylene
glycol 400 (PEG 400) and cellophane membranes were purchased from Beijing Solarbio
Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China. All other reagents were analytical grade.

2.2. Preparation of Hydrogels

The LicA–CP and Gla–CP hydrogels (cargo loading: 5%, w/w) were prepared as
follows: First, 2 g of CP were dispersed in 100 mL of deionized water and stored at room
temperature for 24 h to fully swell the hydrogels. Subsequently, LicA and Gla dissolved
in ethanol were added to the CP hydrogels, and the mixture was stirred until it was
homogeneous. The pH was to 5 with NaOH solution. Hydrogels with enhancers (drug–
enhancers–CP) (cargo loading: 10%, w/w) were also fabricated using the same methods.
Hydrogels were stored at 4 ◦C and hydrogel films were prepared using the freeze-dried
technique.

2.3. Rheological Properties of Hydrogel

The rheological tests were performed in a MARS iQ Air + P35 rheometer (Thermo
Scientific HAAKE, New York, NY, USA).The flow properties of the CP, LicA–CP, and Gla–
CP hydrogels were obtained from continuous shear flow tests with shear rates ranging
from 0–120 s−1 for 120 s. Continuous ramp step were selected for analysis. The elastic
and viscous modulus at different frequencies was measured using frequency sweep tests
ranging from 0.1 to 100 with a constant %strain of 0.1. The G′, G′ ′, and δ values were
recorded and the frequency was plotted in a logarithmic scale.

2.4. Determination of the Drug Solubility in the Donor Phase

Briefly, excessive Gla or LicA was added to the PBS/PEG400 (v/v, 80/20) and subjected
to ultrasound for 30 min at 25 ◦C. Subsequently, the supernatant of the solution was taken
out and filtered with a 0.22 µm microporous membrane for HPLC analysis. The detailed
HPLC methods are shown in Methods S1.

2.5. In Vitro Release of Hydrogels

The hydrogels (0.3 g) were added to the cellophane membranes, which were then
fixed between the donor and the receptor cells of the Franz diffusion cells (effective diffu-
sional area: 1.77 cm2; volume: 15 mL; TP-6, China). PBS (pH = 7.4) containing 20% PEG
400 (v/v) was chosen as the acceptor medium and stirred at 350 rpm and 32 ◦C. In total,
1.0 mL of sample was withdrawn after 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 24, 36, and 48 h and
then replaced by the same volume of fresh medium. The samples were analyzed using
HPLC (Agilent 1260, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The detailed HPLC methods are provided in
Methods S1.

Rhydrogel and Qhydrogel represent the cumulative release percent of drug (%) and cu-
mulative release amount of drug, respectively. The enhancement ratio of drug release in
hydrogel (ERrelease) was calculated as follows:

ERrelease =
Rhydrogel with enhancer

Rhydrogel without enhancer
(1)

2.6. Mechanism of Enhancement Drug Release
2.6.1. Attenuated Total Reflection FT-IR (ATR-FT-IR) of the CP Hydrogels

The ATR-FT-IR study was used to confirm the effect of the enhancers on the drug
release of the CP systems. The hydrogel films were obtained from the preparation of
hydrogels, and the infrared spectra were recorded using a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR spectrometer
(Thermos, New York, NY, USA) within the frequency range of 500–4000 cm−1 using 32 scans
at a resolution of 2.
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2.6.2. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra were also used to characterize the potential interactions among the
drug, enhancers, and CP by a Raman spectrometer (Renishaw RM2000, London, England).
Then, the samples were measured at 25 ◦C using a 785 nm laser source with 500 mW power.

2.6.3. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The proportion of crystalline in different hydrogels was determined by diffracted
intensity measurement using an X-ray diffractometer (SmartLab 3KW, Rigaku, Japan) of
Cu Kα radiation in the 5–60◦ 2θ range with a scan rate of 10◦/min.

2.6.4. Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM)

PLM measurement was conducted to confirm the results of XRD using a Nikon polar-
ized optical microscope (edipse lv100N pol, Tokyo, Japan). The images were captured using
QImaging software (Nis-Elements F) with a first-order compensator at 100× magnification.

2.6.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

The hydrogel films were placed in the aluminum DSC pans of a thermal analyzer (TA
Q2000, TA, New Castle, Lindon, UT, USA), and then heated from 25–250 ◦C at a rate of
10 ◦C/min with 3 cycles (to eliminate the thermal history). All samples were performed
under a nitrogen atmosphere (40 mL/min). The parameter glass transition temperature
(Tg) was recorded at the midpoint of the transition in the curve.

2.6.6. Molecular Interaction Study: Molecular Docking

Molecular docking was conducted to corroborate the results of FT-IR to calculate the
intermolecular strength of the Gla (LicA)–CP and Gla (LicA)–enhancers–CP systems using
Materials Studio version 8.0 (Accelrys, San Diego, CA, USA). The molecular structures
of the CP, Gla, LicA, and seven kinds of enhancers were obtained from the PubChem
database and subjected to geometry optimization with Forcite modules in the COMPASS II
force field. Next, the mixing energy (Emix) and interaction parameters (χ) were calculated.
In addition, the optimized structure of the Gla (LicA)–CP and Gla (LicA)–enhancers–CP
associations were obtained.

2.6.7. Molecular Dynamic Simulation

Molecular dynamic simulation was utilized to understand the drug release behaviors
of different hydrogels with or without enhancers. The optimized CP, Gla (LicA), and
enhancers were placed in the amorphous cell modules according to the proportions of
the actual formulation, and the built systems were further optimized by For cite modules.
Subsequently, NVT equilibration of 50 ps at 298 K was conducted for each system, after
which NPT equilibration of 100 ps was performed at 305 K and 101.325 Kpa with a time
step of 1 ps. The CED was calculated for each system. Then, snapshots of the hydrogel
systems at the end of the MD were obtained.

2.7. Correlation Analysis 1

First, a linear regression analysis was conducted to investigate the relationship be-
tween the drug release amount and physicochemical parameters, including MW, log P,
polarizability, and polar surface area, in different hydrogels using SPSS 20.0 software (SPSS,
Chicago, IL, USA). On the other hand, the linear regression equation of the drug release
amount and Emix and CED were calculated.

2.8. In Vitro Skin Permeation of Drug Solution and Hydrogel

Porcine skin (one-month-old Bama miniature pig, male, 20 kg) was supplied by Aper-
ture Biotech Co., Ltd. (Hong Kong, China) The thickness of porcine skin was maintained at
approximately 800 µm and its structural integrity was guaranteed before the experiments.
The porcine skin sample was sandwiched between the donors and receptors compartment
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in Franz diffusion cells with the dermal side facing downwards. Then, different drug
aqueous solutions (0.3 g) and 0.3 g of the corresponding hydrogels were added to the
donor receptors, and PBS/PEG400 (v/v, 80/20) was chosen as the medium to obtain sink
conditions. In total, 1 mL of receptor vehicle was withdrawn after1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 24, 36,
and 48 h. Others were processed similar to the in vitro release of the hydrogel. All animal
experiments were performed in accordance with the “Guiding Principles in the Care and
Use of Animals” (China), and approved by the Ethics Committee of Southern Medical
University (L2019036, date of approval: 13 April 2019).

Psolution and Phydrogel represent the cumulative permeation in the solution and hydro-
gel, respectively.

The enhancement ratio of the drug skin permeation in the drug solution (ERpermeation)
was calculated as follows:

ERpermeation =
Psolution with enhancer

Psolution without enhancer
(2)

The enhancement ratio of the drug skin permeation in hydrogel (ERcom) was calculated
as follows:

ERcom =
Phydrogel with enhancer

Phydrogel without enhancer
(3)

βR/P was calculated to evaluate the sites of action of the enhancers [17]:

βR/P =
ERrelease

ERpermeation
(4)

The rate-limiting step of transdermal drug delivery was assessed using the following
equation:

F =
Phydrogel

Qhydrogel
(5)

2.9. Drug Retention

After in vitro skin permeation, the treated skin samples were removed from the
diffusion cell. Subsequently, the skin at the administration site was wiped to remove the
unabsorbed drug, cut into pieces, weighed, and extracted with methanol by ultrasound for
1 h. Then, the supernatant was detected with HPLC to obtain the skin retention amount.

REsolution and REhydrogel are the cumulative retention amount of drug in the solution
and hydrogel, respectively.

The enhancement ratio of the drug skin retention in solution (ERsolution retention) was
calculated as follows:

ERsolution retention =
REsolution with enhancer

REsolution without enhancer
(6)

The enhancement ratio of the drug skin retention in hydrogel (ERhydrogel retention) was
calculated as follows:

ERhydrogel retention =
REhydrogel with enhancer

REhydrogel without enhancer
(7)

2.10. Mechanism of Enhancement Drug Permeation
2.10.1. ATR-FT-IR Spectra of the Porcine Skin

The ATR-FT-IR study was used to investigate the effect of the enhancers on the
arrangement variations of the skin lipid and protein region. The skin samples were taken
from the in vitro skin permeation of drug solution, and the infrared spectra were recorded
as described in Section 2.6.1.
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2.10.2. Confocal Laser Microscope (CLSM)

CLSM was used to visualize the LicA and Gla distribution in the skin tissue, and C6
was utilized as a substitute for Gla. Treated skin samples were processed similar to the
in vitro skin permeation of drug solution with a permeation time of8 h. The samples were
cut longitudinally into 6-µm-thick slices using a Cryostat microtome (Thermo HM525 NX,
New York, NY, USA) after fixation. LicA and C6 were emitted at 480 and 485 nm using a
confocal laser microscope (CLSM 800, ZEISS, Jena, Germany), respectively.

2.10.3. Molecular Docking and Molecular Dynamic Simulation

Ceramide 2 was used as are presentative of skin lipids for molecular docking and
molecular dynamic simulation due to it having the highest proportion in skin lipids [14,20].
The Emix, χ, and CED of Gla (LicA)-skin and Gla (LicA)–enhancers-skin systems and their
snapshots were obtained as described.

2.11. Correlation Analysis 2

A multiple linear regression model was also used to detect the correlation between
the drug retention, drug permeation amount, and physicochemical parameters of the
enhancers as described before. Moreover, the relationships between the drug retention or
drug permeation amount and C=O band displacement value in the FT-IR, Emix, and CED
were calculated.

2.12. Statistical Analysis

All data were analyzed using SPSS 20.0 software (Chicago, IL, USA). Data were
expressed as mean ± SD and subjected to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or
two-tailed paired Student’s t-test. The significance level was set at p < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Preparation of the CP–Gla and CP–LicA Hydrogel

Lyophilized hydrogels were prepared to investigate the potential interaction between
the drugs and CP. First, XRD (Figure 2a) and PLM analyses (Figure 2b) were used to detect
the crystals in the hydrogel films, and the results demonstrated that both Gla and LicA
almost completely dissolved in the CP hydrogel without the formation of obvious crystals.
Moreover, LicA and Gla displayed a similar miscibility to CP. These results indicate that
Gla and LicA were molecularly dispersed in the hydrogel, which laid a foundation for
the hydrogen bond or the formation of other interactions [21]. The hydroxyl (−OH) and
carbonyl group (C=O) of Gla and LicA, and the carboxyl (−COOH) group of CP are the
functional groups that may potentially be involved in the drug–CP interaction. In the
blank CP, the characteristic band at 2934.05 cm−1 was assigned to –OH stretching vibration
while the band at 1695.27cm−1 was attributed to C=O stretching of the CP (Figure 2c). The
band at 2934.05 cm−1 shifted to 2933.31 and 2934.24 cm−1, and the C=O band moved to
1696.69 and 1696.22 cm−1 for Gla-CP and LicA-CP, respectively, indicating weak interaction
in the drug–CP systems. Furthermore, the Gla–CP system showed a stronger interaction
strength than LicA-CP. The Raman spectra (Figure 2d) also confirmed the presence of the
interaction due to the movement of the −OH band. The values of Emix and χ measured
using molecular docking are used to estimate the strength of the intermolecular interactions.
The closer Emix and χ are to 0, the greater the miscibility and the stronger the intermolecular
interactions. In this case, the Gla–CP system possessed a lower Emix and χ than LicA–CP,
further underscoring the stronger interaction between Gla and CP (Table 2). The optimized
structures of the Gla (LicA)–CP binary associations are displayed in Figure 2e.
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3.2. In Vitro Release of Gla–CP and LicA–CP Hydrogels

The results (Figure 3a) showed that Gla displayed a higher release amount and release
rate than LicA, indicating that the interaction strength in the drug–CP systems was not a
dominating factor controlling the drug release. However, the highest release percent of Gla
and LicA only reached 69.08% and 43.56%, respectively, after 48 h. Moreover, the release
behaviors of Gla and LicA from CP hydrogel followed the zero-order equation, and the
release equations of the release amount percent and time are listed as follows:

Rhydrogel (LicA) = 1.01 × t + 0.20 (R2 = 0.97) (8)

Rhydrogel (Gla) = 1.61 × t + 0.70 (R2 = 0.95) (9)
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Table 2. The Emix, χ, and CED of different Gla (LicA)–enhancers–CP systems.

χ (kcal/mol) Emix (kcal/mol) CED (kcal/mol)

LicA-CP 20.52 12.15 -
Gla-CP 13.00 7.70 -

LicA-CP 90-CP 6.97 4.13 2.57 × 109

LicA-IPM-CP 6.56 3.89 2.38 × 109

LicA-NMP-CP 10.87 6.44 2.21 × 109

LicA-PG-CP 19.48 11.54 2.15 × 109

LicA-POCC-CP −7.15 −4.23 2.40 × 109

LicA-SP-CP −1.77 −1.05 2.34 × 109

LicA-TP-CP 9.35 5.54 2.40 × 109

Gla-CP 90-CP 2.45 1.45 2.60 × 109

Gla-IPM-CP 3.01 1.78 2.64 × 109

Gla-NMP-CP 6.50 3.85 2.33 × 109

Gla-PG-CP 8.85 5.24 2.36 × 109

Gla-POCC-CP 2.57 1.52 2.68 × 109

Gla-SP-CP 6.37 3.77 2.38 × 109

Gla-TP-CP 6.34 3.76 2.43 × 109
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Figure 3. (a) In vitro drug release profiles of hydrogel (n = 3); (b) frequency sweep (G′, G′′, and δ) of
the hydrogel (n = 3); (c) LicA and Gla release percent after48 h after different enhancers were added
(n = 3); (d) response surface plot demonstrating the effect of MW and polarizability on the ERrelease
of LicA; (e) response surface plot demonstrating the effect of MW and polarizability on the ERrelease

of Gla.

To demonstrate the influencing effect on the drug release, DSC study reflecting the free
volume and mesh size of the hydrogels was carried out. The results (Figure S1a) demon-
strated that Gla–CP showed a similar Tg to LicA–CP, which is indicative of a slight effect of
the mesh size on the drug release. In addition, G′ represents the rigidity of hydrogels [22,23],
and G′′ is a parameter used to demonstrate the friction of a molecular chain and reflect
changes in the intermolecular interaction [24]. The rheological study (Figures 3b and S1b)
revealed that the zero-shear viscosity, G′, G′′, and δ of Gla–CP all showed no significant
difference to that of LicA–CP, indicating that the viscoelastic properties of the hydrogel also
had no significant influence on the drug release.
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3.3. In Vitro Release of Drug in the Presence of Enhancers

To improve the drug release from the hydrogels, different enhancers were added to
hydrogels and in vitro release experiments were performed (Figure S1c,d). We found that
only PG (highest ERrelease: 1.25) and NMP significantly increased the LicA release percent
while TP (highest ERrelease: 1.15), POCC, SP, and IPM all contributed to a significantly higher
Gla release percent (Figure 3c and Table 3) after 48 h. Then, multivariate linear regression
analysis was conducted to investigate the effect of the physicochemical parameters of the
enhancers on Rhydrogel. The regression equations areexpressed as follows:

Rhydrogel (LicA) = 52.87 + 0.057 ×M.W − 0.74 × Polarizability (10)

Rhydrogel (Gla) = 79.76 + 0.03 ×M.W − 0.36 × Polarizability (11)

Table 3. The enhancement efficacy parameters of enhancers in the drug release and skin penetration
process.

ERrelease ERpermeation ERcom βR/P ERsolution retention ERhydrogel retention FP/Q

LicA-CP 90 0.89 2.72 1.18 0.33 2.70 1.13 0.015
LicA-IPM 1.05 2.91 0.00 0.36 3.30 0.68 0.00
LicA-NMP 1.21 1.08 0.00 1.12 0.54 0.76 0.00

LicA-PG 1.25 0.55 1.10 2.28 1.23 1.82 0.0099
LicA-POCC 0.89 3.09 1.46 0.29 3.28 0.65 0.018

LicA-SP 1.02 2.77 1.12 0.37 3.78 0.99 0.012
LicA-TP 1.00 1.50 1.92 0.67 1.44 1.23 0.022

Gla-CP 90 1.07 2.93 1.40 0.36 2.11 1.39 0.022
Gla-IPM 1.08 1.15 0.86 0.94 1.49 1.51 0.014
Gla-NMP 1.14 2.20 0.78 0.52 1.47 1.28 0.012

Gla-PG 1.11 0.68 1.28 1.63 1.31 1.11 0.020
Gla-POCC 1.06 2.16 2.05 0.49 1.28 1.79 0.033

Gla-SP 1.14 1.15 1.14 0.99 1.04 1.90 0.017
Gla-TP 1.15 1.38 0.72 0.83 1.51 1.14 0.011

The response surface plot (Figure 3d,e) showed that both Rhydrogel of Gla and LicA
were negatively correlated with the polarizability, and positively correlated with MW of
the enhancers. Moreover, the polarizability dominated the drug release. Polarizability
represents the ability of Van der Waals forces to form [25], which are the primary interaction
forms in drug–enhancers–CP systems. Enhancers with higher polarizability tended to be
linked with drug–CP systems, which is a sign of stronger intermolecular interactions
forming in the drug–enhancers–CP ternary systems, thereby decreasing the drug release
percent. These results prove the interaction strength in drug–enhancers–CP systems was
an important factor determining the drug release.

3.4. Molecular Modeling and Correlation Analysis 1

Then, Emix and χ of different Gla (LicA)–enhancers–CP systems were calculated
(Table 2) using Materials Studio version 8.0, and their optimized ternary associations are
displayed at Figure S2. For LicA–enhancers–CP, LicA–PG–CP hydrogel showed the highest
χ (19.48) and Emix (11.54) while LicA–SP–CP showedthe lowest (−1.77 and −1.05). For
Gla–enhancers–CP, the Gla–PG–CP system showed the worst miscibility, with χ of 8.85 and
Emix of 5.24, whereas POCC showed the best miscibility with Gla–CP. Linear regression
of the drug release percent and Emix was performed to clarify the effect of the interaction
strength on Rhydrogel. The linear regression equation of Rhydrogel and Emix is as follows:

Rhydrogel (LicA) = 0.92 × Emix + 42.10 (R2 = 0.57) (12)

Rhydrogel (Gla) = 1.64 × Emix + 71.75 (R2 = 0.82) (13)
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The equations (Figure 4a,b) showed that the better the compatibility between the
enhancers and drug–CP binary systems, the lower the release amount. These findings
are consistent with the above results. To further corroborate the effect of intermolecular
forces on the drug release, molecular dynamics simulation was carried out to calculate the
CED values to reflect the interactions among the drugs, enhancers, and CP. The results
are displayed in Table 2 and snapshots of the hydrogels systems at the end of the MD are
shown in Figures 4e and S3. A higher CED value means a stronger interaction [3]. Similarly,
linear regression of the drug release percent and CED was also conducted, and the linear
regression equations are expressed as follows:

Rhydrogel (LicA) = −42.21 × CED + 144.75 (R2 = 0.85) (14)

Rhydrogel (Gla) = −17.01 × CED + 119.09 (R2 = 0.89) (15)
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The results (Figure 4c,d) further emphasize the decreasing effect of Van der Waals
forces on the drug release. The stronger the interaction strength in the compound systems,
the lower the drug release percent.
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3.5. The Release Mechanism of the Drug from the Drug–Enhancers–CP System

To demonstrate the drug release mechanism of the ternary systems, FT-IR and PLM
were conducted. LicA–CP was used as the control group, and CP showed a typical band
at 2931.5 cm−1 representing the –OH group (Figure 5a,b), while the band at 1696.21 cm−1

belonged to the C=O band (Figures S4a and 4b). Upon mixing SP or POCC with CP, the
−OH bands showed a red shift to 2925.14 and 2924.66 cm−1, respectively (Figure 5a),
attributing to a strong interaction between SP or POCC and CP. However, the posi-
tion of the −OH band did not show any significant difference when mixing CP 90 or
NMP with CP. Moreover, only NMP and POCC induced a weak movement of the C=O
band for LicA–CP (Figure S4a). For the Gla–CP binary systems, the bands appearing at
2932.12 and 1696.6 cm−1 also represented the −OH and C=O groups, respectively. The
addition of SP or POCC also led to significant movement of the−OH band (Figure 5b),
which was similar to LicA–CP. In contrast, upon loading with NMP and IPM, the −OH
band showed no significant difference with the control group. The bands of the C=O
groups did not show significant movement except for the addition of NMP (Figure S4b).
The results revealed that the –OH of CP was not the enhancement site for LicA and Gla
release.
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PLM was used to observe the re-crystallization of the drug after the addition of
enhancers. Higher drug re-crystallization indicates weaker enhancers–CP interactions and
a better drug release ability. After mixing with SP, CP 90, IPM, NMP, or POCC, no significant
LicA crystals were detected in the drug–enhancers–CP films (Figures 5c and S4c). However,
a significantly larger amount of LicA crystals were observed in the film system after PG or
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NMP addition. These results indicated that the enhancers, such as PG or NMP, occupied
the LicA–CP binding site, enabling LicA release from the hydrogel. For the Gla–CP system,
upon adding NMP, PG, SP, or TP, a significantly larger amount of Gla crystals appeared in
the hydrogel film. In contrast, IPM, CP 90, and POCC showed better miscibility with the
Gla–CP systems; therefore, no Gla was detected in these ternary systems. These results are
consistent with the in vitro release study.

3.6. In Vitro Skin Permeation and Drug Retention of Drug Solution

A comparison of the enhancement of LicA and Gla skin retention after 48 h is shown
in Figure 6. The results demonstrated that the amount of Gla that accumulated in the skin
within 48 h was 5.63 times higher than that of LicA (Figure 6a). Furthermore, approxi-
mately a 7.02 times increase in the amount of Gla permeating into the receptor fluids was
observed when compared with LicA (Figure 6b). The addition of CP 90, POCC, SP, and
IPM significantly enhanced the retention of LicAin the skin, and the enhancement effect
was rank ordered as SP (ERsolution retention: 3.78) > POCC ≈ IPM > CP 90 > TP > PG > NMP
(Figure 6a and Table 3). CP 90, POCC, SP, and IPM also significantly facilitated LicA’s
permeation across the skin and POCC showed the highest ERpermeation value (Figure 6b
and Table 3). However, the seven enhancers all significantly improved Gla’s disposition
into the skin, and the enhancement effect followed the order of CP 90 (ERsolution retention:
2.11) >TP ≈ IPM≈ NPM >PG > POCC > SP (Figure 6a and Table 3). However, only POCC,
CP 90, and NMP significantly facilitated Gla’s permeation and CP 90 showed the highest
ERpermeationvalue (Figure 6b and Table 3). In addition, it was observed that the permeation
amount of LicA and Gla showed a positive linear relation with the LicA and Gla retention
amount (R2 = 0.85 and R2 = 0.47), respectively, indicating that the seven enhancers all
demonstrated a similar contributory effect on the drug retention and drug permeation.
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3.7. The Enhancement Mechanism of the LicA and Gla
3.7.1. ATR-FT-IR of the Skin

ATR–FT-IR was conducted to elucidate the effects of the enhancers on the lipid and
keratin arrangement of the porcine skin, and to further characterize drug–enhancers–skin
interactions. The characteristic infrared absorption bands at 2918.02 and 2850.44 cm−1

represent the asymmetric VasCH2 and symmetric VsCH2 stretching vibrations of SC lipid
(Figure S5a,b), and the bands at 1647.97 and 1538.07 cm−1 correspond to Amide I and Amide
II of keratin (Figure 7a,b). In the LicA–skin control group, when POCC was added, the
VasCH2, VsCH2, and Amide II moved to 2920.05, 2851.60, and 1538.65 cm−1, respectively
(Figure S5a). SP also caused a blueshift of the Amide I and Amide II bands to 1648.41 and
1539.55 cm−1, respectively (Figure 7a). The results indicate that POCC and SP interacted
with keratin of SC and disrupted the protein structure for enhanced drug permeation and
retention. However, PG and NMP did not induce any changes in the lipids and keratin
bands, suggesting an insignificant enhancement of LicA retention. When Gla–skin was
considered as an entirety, the seven enhancers all changed the Amide I and Amide II bands
to a higher position (blueshift) to different degrees (Figure 7b), indicating that the enhancers
promoted Gla deposition by changing the secondary structures of the proteins. However,
no linear correlation between the drug retention amount and the Amide I and Amide II
bands’ displacement values was observed. These results prove that the C=O group of
porcine skin was the main enhancement site for LicA and Gla permeation.
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3.7.2. CLSM

The results of CLSM are shown in Figures 7c and S5c. Coumarin 6 was used as a
probe as a substitute for Gla in this study. It was observed that LicA permeated to a deeper
skin layer in the presence of CP 90, POCC, SP, and IPM, and significantly stronger LicA
fluorescence was distributed in the epidermis and dermis when compared with the parent
LicA. However, PG, TP, and NMP did not facilitate drug permeation into deeper skin layers.
For Gla, the seven enhancers all improved the drug retention amount and drug fluorescence
intensity, and CP 90 and TP had the most significant improvement effect. The results are in
accordance with the in vitro skin permeation and retention study. Interestingly, we found
that hair follicles were the main permeation routes for LicA and Gla, and most fluorescence
was located in the hair follicles.

3.7.3. Molecular Modeling and Correlation Analysis 2

Gla showed a higher Emix (12.24) with skin than that of LicA (9.96), indicating that
LicA showed better miscibility with skin than that of Gla. However, CED of Gla–skin was
similar to LicA–skin. Then, the Emix, χ and CED values of different drug–enhancers–skin
ternary systems were calculated as before (Table 4).The optimized ternary associations are
displayed in Figures 8d, S6 and S7. After enhancers were added, they could occupy the site
of drug–skin interaction and link with the skin, leading to better compatibility between
the enhancers and skin. Thus, a lower Emix value is indicative of better enhancers–skin
interaction and higher drug permeation [17].

Table 4. Molecular docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation results of Gla (LicA)–enhancers–
skin systems.

χ (kcal/mol) Emix (kcal/mol) CED (kcal/mol)

LicA-CP 90-Skin 27.54 16.31 1.49 × 109

LicA-IPM-Skin 24.82 14.70 1.37 × 109

LicA-NMP-Skin 39.04 23.12 1.59 × 109

LicA-PG-Skin 48.50 28.72 1.62 × 109

LicA-POCC-Skin 17.13 10.14 1.41 × 109

LicA-SP-Skin 16.74 9.92 1.35 × 109

LicA-TP-Skin 42.52 25.18 1.49 × 109

Gla-CP 90-Skin 10.82 6.41 1.30 × 109

Gla-IPM-Skin 6.97 4.13 1.39 × 109

Gla-NMP-Skin 28.00 16.58 1.46 × 109

Gla-PG-Skin 31.06 18.40 1.54 × 109

Gla-POCC-Skin 14.07 8.33 1.45 × 109

Gla-SP-Skin 1.44 0.86 1.54 × 109

Gla-TP-Skin 21.41 12.68 1.47 × 109

Next, multivariate linear regression analysis was conducted to confirm the correlation
between the Psolution, REsolution, and physicochemical parameters of enhancers and the
regression equations are expressed as follows:

Psolution (LicA) = 1.90 + 7.59 × log P (R2 = 0.88) (16)

REsolution (LicA) = −2.26 + 0.49 × log P (R2 = 0.89) (17)

Psolution (Gla) = −1.57 + 3.84 × Polarizability − 9.12 × log P (18)

REsolution (Gla) = 34.90 − 0.34 ×M.W + 3.85 × Polarizability (19)
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Figure 8. (a) Correlation analysis between LicAREsolution and CED of ternary systems; (b) correlation
analysis between LicAREsolution and Emix of ternary systems; (c) the correlation relationship between
GlaREsolution and CED of ternary systems; (d) snapshots of LicA(Gla)–enhancers–skin systems at the
end of the MD (drug: ball and stick model; enhancers: CPK model).

The results (Figure 9a,b) showed that both REsolution and Psolution of LicA were pos-
itively correlated with log P of the enhancers. The response surface plots (Figure 9c,d)
showed that REsolution and Psolution of Gla increased as the polarizability increased. A linear
regression of the drug retention amount and Emix or CED was also carried out to explain
the interaction force on drug retention, respectively, and the linear regression equations are
expressed as follows:

REsolution (LicA) = −60.59 × CED + 102.21 (R2 = 0.85) (20)

REsolution (LicA) = −0.50 × Emix + 28.19 (R2 = 0.82) (21)

REsolution (Gla) = −108.57 × CED + 202.96 (R2 = 0.79) (22)
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4. Discussion 
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Figure 9. (a) The correlation relationship between LicAREsolution and log P of enhancers; (b) linear
analysis of LicAPsolution and log P of enhancers; (c) response surface plot demonstrating the effect of
MW and polarizability on REsolution of Gla; (d) response surface plot demonstrating the effect of log
P and polarizability on Psolution of Gla.

The results (Figure 8a,b) indicated that both the retention of LicA and Gla increased
as the CED or Emix value decreased, revealing the inhibitory effect of the intermolecular
force on the drug retention. Taken together, for LicA–skin, enhancers with a higher log P
showed better miscibility with skin, which resulted in increased LicA retention in the skin.
For the Gla–skin binary system (Figure 8c), enhancers with a higher polarizability tended
to occupy the site of the skin, thereby facilitating greater Gla deposition on the skin.

3.8. In Vitro Skin Permeation and Drug Retention of Drug Hydrogel

For the hydrogel system, only PG and TP could facilitate a significantly higher amount
of LicA accumulation in the skin, and PG possessed the highest ERhydrogel retention value. The
seven enhancers all improved Gla retention in the CP systems, and the ERhydrogel retention
value was ranked as SP > POCC > IPM > CP > NMP > TP > PG (Figure 6c and Table 3).
Moreover, a significantly higher amount of LicA was detected in the diffusion cells from
hydrogel after the intervention of TP and POCC. Furthermore, only CP 90 and POCC could
significantly disrupt the skin barrier for Gla penetration from the hydrogel (Figure 6d).
βR/P values >1 indicate that the enhancers mainly facilitated the drug release process while
βR/P values <1 indicate that the enhancement action site was mainly skin [17]. The results
(Table 3) showed that the βR/P values of PG were 2.28 and 1.63 for the LicA–CP and Gla–CP
systems, respectively, which proves that the site of action of the enhancement was mainly
the CP matrix for PG. For LicA, the βR/P values of POCC, SP, IPM, and CP were all less
than 0.5, demonstrating that skin was the main site of action of the enhancement.

4. Discussion

Although we observed an ascending trend for the utilization of enhancers in whitening
products for anti-pigmentation, the interaction of whitening compounds, enhancers, and CP
or skin in the drug release or permeation process has been neglected, which has resulted in
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the unreasonable utilization of enhancers and unscientific design of cosmetic formulations.
This study systematically demonstrated the quantitative enhancement efficacy of the release
and permeation of Gla and LicA by enhancers with different physicochemical parameters,
providing a comprehensive understanding of the interaction of drugs, enhancers, and
polymer or skin. More importantly, we provided strategies for reasonable selection of
enhancers in hydrogel formulations to obtain high drug release and permeation.

Both LicA and Gla showed an anti-melanogenic effect in our previous studies; however,
their poor solubility and high partition coefficient affected their formulation design and
storage stability. In this work, to ensure the complete dispersion of drug in the CP system,
5% Gla and LicA (w/w) were added, respectively, and the XRD and PLM study confirmed
this. FT-IR and Raman studies together indicated weak Van der Waals forces interactions
present in the Gla–CP and LicA–CP systems. Moreover, the interaction of Gla–CP was
significantly higher than that of the LicA–CP binary system due to the better compatibility
between the drug and CP. Correspondingly, LicA–CP was expected to possess a higher
release percent than that of the Gla–CP due to its easier escape from the hydrogel network.
However, the result was contrary to this. Previous studies concluded that the intermolecular
force, viscoelasticity, and mesh size of the drug-loaded hydrogels jointly influenced the
drug release from hydrogel [4]. The mesh size can be tested by thermal analysis, which
was performed to reflect the molecular mobility of the hydrogel and is described by Tg.
A lower Tg is indicative of good molecular flexibility and a larger mesh size [26]. Next,
the study confirmed that the G′, G”, and mesh size of the hydrogel did not significantly
contribute to the drug release percent supported by rheological studies and DSC. In fact,
drug release from hydrogel is due to the two processes of hydrogel relaxation and drug
diffusion while intermolecular force, viscoelasticity, and the mesh size mainly influence
the hydrogel relaxation process [27–29]. When diffusion dominates drug release, the drug
release percent is primarily inhibited by the drug solubility in receptor fluids. In this work,
it was found that Gla had a significantly higher solubility in PEG 400/PBS (20/80, v/v)
(Table 1), thereby facilitating a higher Gla release percent.

To obtain a higher drug release percent, hydrophilic and hydrophobic enhancers were
added. Moreover, the proportion of enhancers was chosen to be 10% to acquire an apparent
release and penetration enhancement effect, and to obtain a stronger drug–enhancers–CP
or drug–enhancers–skin interaction. Both the LicA and Gla release amount promoted an
increase in the MW of the enhancers, which is attributed to the enhanced mesh size induced
by the increasing MW. This conclusion is supported by the results showing that molecules
with high MW can form a larger pore size in the hydrogel network, leading to a higher drug
release amount [3,30]. More importantly, we found that enhancers with high polarizability
(α) had higher ERrelease for both LicA and Gla. The higher polarizability suggests that
the drug was more easily polarized by polar molecules, which indicates stronger Van der
Waals forces [16]. As a result, enhancers, which had higher polarizability, could link with
the drug–CP binary systems to form drug–enhancers–CP ternary systems, or occupied
drug–CP sites to form enhancers–CP binary systems. The detailed explanation is discussed
below. To further confirm these results, we calculated the Emix and χ values of different
drug–enhancers–CP systems and CED of the built amorphous cell systems. Interestingly, th
eLicA and Gla release percent showed a good positive correlation with Emix and a negative
relationship with CED. Thus, the key intermolecular interaction (Van der Waals forces)
was theoretically consistent with the results of the correlation analysis, underscoring the
dominant role of interaction forces in hindering drug release.

Next, FT-IR was used to demonstrate the enhancement site of the different enhancers
and the enhancement efficacy can be reflected by the displacement degree of –OH and
C=O groups. In this work, dry CP rather than aqueous CP was utilized to measure the
whole system’s energy. Previous studies revealed that the C=O group show a redshift in CP
systems from a dry to a hydrated state, leading to a discrepancy in the interaction between
drugs and CP in the two systems. The presence of water reduces the ionic interaction force
and increases the H-bonding between the drug and polymers [31,32]. In this work, Van der
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Waals forces were the dominating forces that controlled the drug release; therefore, dry CP
is suitable as an alternative to hydrated CP to measure the interaction in different hydrogel
systems. For LicA–CP and Gla–CP systems, POCC and SP generated stronger Van der
Waals forces with CP by linking with the –OH group, which inhibited the drug release.
However, the addition of CP 90 or NMP did not cause movement of the –OH group. These
results proved that –OH of CP was not the enhancement site of drug release, which was
different from the –OH enhancement site for loxoprofen release from the PSA matrix in a
previous study [17]. The re-crystallization of the drug after the addition of enhancers was
also necessary to assess the enhancement mechanism and higher drug re-crystallization
indicates a better drug release ability. It was seen that a significantly larger amount of LicA
crystals were re-crystallized in the film after the addition of PG or NMP while CP 90 and
TP contributed to Gla re-crystallization. This result was consistent with the in vitro release
study. It further proved that the drug–CP interaction was destroyed by the enhancers and
enhancers–CP interactions occurred.

From the FP/Q value (Table 3), the skin barrier is still the dominating rate-limiting
step for Gla and LicA permeation. The amount of Gla retention was significantly higher
than LicA retention due to the higher log P of LicA, resulting in better miscibility with
skin, which hindered LicA molecules’ penetration into the skin. This result was consistent
with previous reports. Usually, permeation enhancers improve the permeation of drug
into the skin by disordering the arrangement of lipids and improving the lipid flexibility
of SC [11,33]. Moreover, this process is dependent on the physicochemical properties of
the enhancers rather than the amount of enhancers [34]. In this work, more LicA and Gla
molecules were expected to accumulate in the skin to exert a remarkable anti-melanogenic
effect. The seven enhancers chosen could all improve the LicA permeation and retention
proportionally. For LicA, enhancers with high log P showed the highest ERpermeation and
ERsolution retention, whereas enhancers with high polarizability facilitated a higher amount
of Gla retention. Enhancers with high log P, such as POCC, weakened the LicA–skin
interaction and then decreased the interaction forces of the whole LicA–enhancers–skin
ternary systems, thereby improving the diffusion of LicA into the skin. Thus, a good
linear relation was observed between Qretention (LicA) and CED or Emix after different
enhancers were used. However, Gla–skin interaction, which was weaker than LicA–skin,
was easier to be destroyed by enhancers with higher polarizability. Enhancers with higher
polarizability could also occupy the Gla–skin binding sites to decrease the intermolecular
force of the whole system. Taken together, the addition of enhancers disrupted the drug–
skin interaction and then reduced the interaction forces of the whole systems, resulting in
an improvement of the drug retention or permeation.

FT-IR is an analytical tool used to measure the disorder degree of proteins and lipids
in the skin. Porcine skin was used for in vitro skin penetration studies because it possesses
a similar epidermal thickness, lipid composition, low frequency impedance, and more
importantly, permeability with human skin. Therefore, the VasCH2, VsCH2 and Amide I,
Amide II displacement values were not as significant as rat skin [35,36]. A slight movement
of the CH2 or amide groups results in disarrangement of lipids or distortion of the protein
structure. POCC and SP enhanced LicA retention by interacting with the C=O group
of the ceramide, thereby a blueshift of the Amide I and Amide II bands was observed.
Similarly, C=O was also the main enhancement site for Gla retention by the seven enhancers,
indicating enhancers decreased the barrier’s resistance by distorting the protein structure
for enhanced LicA and Gla retention. Since Gla showed weaker interaction forces with
skin than that of LicA, the seven enhancers all occupied the Gla–skin binding sites and
improved Gla accumulation in the skin. CLSM is another tool that was used to confirm
the effect of the enhancers on LicA and Gla retention. Higher fluorescence intensity and
deeper skin location were indicative of a stronger penetration enhancement effect. This
result was also consistent with the in vitro permeation study. Interestingly, the enhancers
mainly facilitated drug retention via hair follicle pathways, which was mainly attributed to
large hair follicles and a high number of hair follicles in porcine skin [37].
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CP hydrogel is a complicated system including CP, water, and drug. Thus, the drug
permeation and retention behaviors of hydrogel are not simply a combination of drug
release and skin penetration. For LicA, the seven enhancers all improved LicA accumulation
in the skin from the solution; however, PG showed the highest ERhydrogel retention and
ERrelease for LicA, indicating that both the drug release and skin permeation processes
limited LicA’s permeability. Interestingly, the seven enhancers all showed a significant
enhancement effect on Gla retention from hydrogel, which was different from the enhanced
effect of Gla retention by CP, POCC, and PG in solution. These results further indicate that
the main rate-limiting of Gla’s penetration is its skin permeability.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a systematic approach was established to evaluate the enhanced release
and retention of whitening agents from CP hydrogel in the presence of enhancers based
on interactions among the drug, enhancers, and CP or skin. ERrelease, ERpermeation, ERcom,
ERsolution retention, and ERhydrogel retention were utilized to evaluate the quantitative enhanced
effect, and βR/P was calculated to evaluate the enhancement action sites of the enhancers.
We found that the release and retention enhancement effect were closely related to the
structures of the enhancers. Gla–CP hydrogel showed higher drug release and retention
ability than LicA–CP, which was attributed to the higher solubility in medium and better
miscibility with skin of Gla than that of LicA. Enhancers with higher MW and lower
polarizability showed a higher ERrelease for both LicA and Gla, whereas enhancers with
higher log P and polarizability displayed a higher ERsolution retention for LicA and Gla.
More importantly, Van der Waals forces among the drug, enhancers and CP showed a
negative correlation with the drug release percent, and intermolecular interaction between
the drug, enhancers, and skin also showed a linear decreasing effect on drug retention.
Additionally, the C=O group of the ceramide was the enhancement site for drug permeation
by the enhancers. Consequently, TP and PG, and the seven enhancers showed a higher
ERhydrogel retention for LicA–CP and Gla–CP respectively. Taken together, the conclusions
provide a strategy for reasonable utilization of enhancers and formulation optimization in
whitening topical hydrogels.
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release profiles of LicA-CP hydrogel when enhancers were added (n = 3), Figure S2: Conformation
of LicA-enhancers-CP and Gla-enhancers-CP ternary systems, Figure S3: The snapshots of LicA
(Gla)-enhancers-CP systems at the end of the MD. (Drug: Ball and stick model; Enhancers: CPK
model), Figure S4: (a) FT-IR spectra (C=O group) of LicA-enhancers-CP systems; (b) FT-IR spectra
(C=O group) of Gla-enhancers-CP systems; (c) PLM images of drug-CP films after different enhancers
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Abstract: Perillyl alcohol (POH) is a naturally occurring monoterpenoid related to limonene that
is present in the essential oils of various plants. It has diverse applications and can be found in
household items, including foods, cosmetics, and cleaning supplies. Over the past three decades,
it has also been investigated for its potential anticancer activity. Clinical trials with an oral POH
formulation administered to cancer patients failed to realize therapeutic expectations, although
an intra-nasal POH formulation yielded encouraging results in malignant glioma patients. Based
on its amphipathic nature, POH revealed the ability to overcome biological barriers, primarily the
blood–brain barrier (BBB), but also the cytoplasmic membrane and the skin, which appear to be
characteristics that critically contribute to POH’s value for drug development and delivery. In this
review, we present the physicochemical properties of POH that underlie its ability to overcome the
obstacles placed by different types of biological barriers and consequently shape its multifaceted
promise for cancer therapy and applications in drug development. We summarized and appraised the
great variety of preclinical and clinical studies that investigated the use of POH for intranasal delivery
and nose-to-brain drug transport, its intra-arterial delivery for BBB opening, and its permeation-
enhancing function in hybrid molecules, where POH is combined with or conjugated to other
therapeutic pharmacologic agents, yielding new chemical entities with novel mechanisms of action
and applications.

Keywords: blood–brain barrier; drug formulation; drug hybrids; intra-arterial delivery; intracranial
malignancies; intranasal delivery; monoterpene; monoterpenoid; NEO100

1. Introduction

The blood–brain barrier (BBB) is a highly selective semipermeable interface between
the bloodstream and the brain parenchyma that acts as a gatekeeper to control the entry
of substances from the systemic circulation into the brain. It not only manages the brain
entry of endogenous substances present in the circulation, such as neuroactive solutes,
nutrients, hormones, and antibodies, but also provides protection by restricting brain
access by potentially harmful agents, such as metals and toxins. The influx and efflux of
molecules are actively regulated with the prime objective to maintain brain homeostasis
and protect this organ from harm [1,2]. For a detailed description of these mechanisms and
their underlying anatomical elements, the interested reader is referred to excellent recent
reviews [3,4].

By allowing necessary nutrients and other beneficial materials to enter the brain whilst
allowing waste products to exit and preventing harmful substances from entering the
brain, the BBB provides great benefit in protecting and ensuring optimal brain function. At
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the same time, however, this armor-like role of the BBB represents a double-edged sword
because it can also block brain access by a large number of pharmacological agents that may
be needed within the brain in order to effect their therapeutic action against brain-localized
diseases. In fact, within the context of brain-metastatic spread from peripheral tumors
of the lung, breast, melanoma, and some others, effective exclusion of therapeutic agents
from the brain has resulted in the well-recognized paradox of an increasing incidence of
brain metastases despite improvements in general clinical care and substantial progress
in developing novel therapeutic agents [5–7]. For example, in the case of breast cancer
subtypes that overexpress epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (EGFR2/HER2/Neu; gener-
ally called HER2+), the introduction of the humanized monoclonal antibody trastuzumab
(Herceptin®) and other HER2-targeted agents resulted in significantly improved treatment
outcomes for the peripheral disease. However, HER2+ breast cancer has a propensity
to metastasize to the brain and these brain seeds cannot effectively be reached by thera-
peutic antibodies. As a result, while extracranial malignancy generally responds well to
intravenous trastuzumab (and other HER2-targeted therapeutics), cancerous seeds in the
brain are, for the most part, isolated from this systemic therapeutic intervention. Whilst
treatment success in the periphery enables patients to live longer, cancer cells residing in
the sanctuary of the brain consequently have more time to develop sizable metastases and
eventually trigger cancer recurrence and a grim prognosis [5–8].

Secondary brain cancer as a result of metastatic spread from peripheral cancer types
represents the most frequent intracranial malignancy. Primary brain cancers, malignant
gliomas in particular, present with no better prognosis and their effective management
also remains an inadequately met clinical need. For instance, glioblastoma (GBM, formerly
known as glioblastoma multiforme; IDH wildtype, grade IV) is the most aggressive cancer
that originates in the brain, with a median overall survival of 8–10 months from the
time of diagnosis [9–11]. Patients with higher performance scores (based on functional
impairment [12]) and overall greater physical robustness at the time of diagnosis are better
predisposed to withstand the rigors of extensive and taxing therapies and, therefore, are
more likely to experience an extended average survival of another 6–12 months. However,
even with patients demonstrating higher Karnofsky performance scores (KPS), recurrence
of GBM is nearly universal and the vast majority of patients eventually die from this
insidious disease within just a few years at best.

The current standard of care for GBM consists of surgery (if possible), followed by
chemoradiation, which consists of oral temozolomide (TMZ; Temodar®) combined with
ionizing radiation. TMZ is a prodrug that releases diazomethane, which is an alkylating
agent. The clinical use of TMZ for GBM was cemented by a landmark clinical study
by Stupp et al. [13], showing that the combination of radiation therapy (RT) with TMZ
for 6 weeks, followed by 6 months of TMZ alone, resulted in greater patient survival
duration than was achieved by the use of radiation alone. It was, however, noted that
the median survival benefit was small: inclusion of TMZ with the RT regime extended
the average survival from 12.1 months (RT alone) to 14.6 months, i.e., a life expectancy
increase of only 2.5 months. The fraction of patients surviving 5 years also showed an
increase, from 1.9% for RT alone to 10.9% for the combination treatment [13,14]. While these
improvements were validated by subsequent studies, it remains noteworthy that clinical
trials generally harbor selection bias, usually favoring patients with higher performance
scores and, therefore, patients in ordinary clinical practice may not always be able to receive
or tolerate the full spectrum of therapeutic interventions. As such, the publicized survival
data derived from most clinical trials represent a somewhat skewed picture as compared
to the entire cohort of GBM patients, and improved therapies are still urgently needed [15].

Similar to the above example of trastuzumab, where the BBB severely limits access of
this therapeutic antibody to its intracranial HER2+ targets, the BBB significantly interferes
with TMZ brain entry as well. Although TMZ is generally considered BBB permeable,
neuropharmacokinetic measurements in patients with primary or metastatic brain tumors
established a brain-to-plasma TMZ concentration ratio of only 0.2 [16,17], indicating that
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in practice, only a small fraction of systemically available TMZ enters the brain. This low
amount entering the brain is not entirely surprising because TMZ was not specifically
developed as a brain-targeting agent.

Within malignant brain lesions, the organization and function of the BBB can be altered
due to pathological changes caused by tumor cells, including extensive neo-angiogenesis,
which is particularly prominent in GBM tissue. Such structural alterations are generally
referred to as the blood–tumor barrier (BTB), which is located between brain tumor tissue
and adjacent capillary vessels [18,19]. It was observed that the barrier function of a BTB is
compromised and not as effective as a normal BBB, a phenomenon called leakiness. This
may explain why some chemotherapeutic drugs, such as etoposide, cisplatin, methotrexate,
or cyclophosphamide, which are known to not effectively penetrate the BBB, can achieve
occasional therapeutic responses in the brain when given at higher dosages [20,21]. The
severity of barrier breakdown is, however, highly heterogeneous, both in primary and
secondary brain malignancies. For example, a detailed preclinical analysis [22] of 2000
individual lesions of breast–brain metastases in mice demonstrated large differences be-
tween individual lesions—and even within the same lesion—with regard to BBB/BTB
permeability. Although 90% of these lesions showed barrier compromise, their uptake of
different clinically used chemotherapeutic drugs was less than 15% of that of other tissues
or peripheral metastases. Clinical studies in GBM patients that used contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, and
analysis of surgically removed tissues also established significant heterogeneity: while
some tumor regions present with deteriorated BTB, others display an intact barrier [23,24].
Therefore, despite being partially compromised within brain tumor lesions, the BTB is still
operational enough to substantially impede effective drug delivery and prevent therapeutic
activity. Despite the presence of more or less “leaky” sections of the BTB, effective drug
delivery requires consideration of the intact BBB for reliable and more broadly applicable
therapeutic benefit.

Several diverse strategies are being explored to increase drug penetration of the BBB
and achieve efficient brain entry of therapeutic agents. Some of these are highly invasive
procedures that may require surgery and hospitalization of patients, such as intrathecal and
intraventricular injection, convection-enhanced delivery by direct injection, or implantation
of gels, wafers, and microchips for localized release, all of which seek to circumvent the
BBB and place therapeutic agents directly into the brain or tumor tissue. Transient opening
of the BBB by intracarotid infusion of mannitol or chemical disruptors (e.g., leukotrienes,
bradykinins) represents another invasive method that can facilitate brain access for drugs
present in the systemic circulation. All of these procedures are, however, associated with
significant risks, such as vasogenic brain edema, embolism, seizures, and neurological
deficits, as well as high costs [19,25,26].

There is a great need then for less invasive procedures that allow for effective drug
access to brain-localized malignancies. Among the strategies that are being pursued to
achieve this goal are novel interventions that reversibly open the BBB, drug modifications
that enable more efficient penetration of the BBB, or intranasal delivery with the goal
to achieve direct nose-to-brain drug transport to circumvent the BBB altogether. In the
discussion that follows, we review progress in this field that was achieved with the use of
perillyl alcohol (POH), a naturally occurring monoterpenoid related to limonene [27], and
with NEO100, an engineered version of this monoterpenoid that features ultra-high purity
and is being produced under Current Good Manufacturing Practice (CGMP) regulations.
NEO100 has revealed multifaceted applicability and uses that include intranasal delivery
(either alone in monotherapy fashion or as a facilitator of enhanced permeability for other
drugs), intra-arterial delivery to reversibly open the BBB, and as a covalently attached
modifier for other drugs to achieve superior penetration, not only of the BBB but also of
other critical barriers, the cell membranes (cytoplasmic and nuclear), and the skin. Below,
we provide a detailed description of the physicochemical properties of POH and NEO100,
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followed by a review of their versatile applications to overcome biological barriers and
allow for improved therapeutic access to malignant lesions.

2. The Monoterpenoid Perillyl Alcohol (POH)
2.1. Biochemical Description of POH

POH was first extracted from herbs of the genus Perilla [28], from which it derived its
name, and to various extents is a constituent of essential oils from a variety of botanicals,
including peppermint, spearmint, lavender, bergamot, lemongrass, sage, caraway, thyme,
rosemary, celery seeds, cherries, and cranberries [27,29]. Common synonyms of POH are
perilla alcohol, perillol, and p-mentha-1,8-dien-7-ol, among others. Its IUPAC name is
(4-prop-1-en-2-ylcyclohexen-1-yl)methanol. It is a terpene (or, more accurately, a terpenoid,
as it is a terpene modified by derivatization through the addition of a hydroxyl group).
The terpenes were so-named in 1866 by the German chemist August Kekulé from the
name of the pine-oil extract turpentine [30], which is primarily comprised of terpenes,
a classification expanded to include tens of thousands of chemical substances made up
of repeating 5-carbon isoprenyl subunits (see Scheme 1 for an overview of some terpene
biosynthetic pathways) [31].
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block to assemble higher-order geranyl (2× isoprenyl moieties), farnesyl (3× isoprenyl moieties), and other intermediates
en route to terpenes, such as limonenes (in citrus oils) and pinenes (in pine oils), and further functionalized (e.g., oxidized)
terpenoids, such as carvones and (S)-perillyl alcohol.

POH itself is a fragrant oil with a somewhat heavy, floral, lavender-like fragrance that
is used in perfumes, cosmetics, and some cleaning products. Other reported uses are as an
ingredient in baked goods, frozen dairy, gelatine, puddings, beverages, and candies [32]. It
is, however, now also of increasing interest as a therapeutic agent in the prevention and
treatment of cancers (details below). POH is a chiral compound (i.e., one whose 3-D shape
is not superimposable on its mirror image “enantiomer”). The naturally occurring form of
POH is primarily the enantiomer with (S)-stereochemistry at the chiral center (which is the
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carbon atom having the substituents that are non-superimposable on their mirror image)
(Scheme 1). Although the biological activity of the other mirror image (R)-enantiomer is, as
yet, untested, most biological components and most biochemical processes involve single
enantiomer stereochemistry such that it is likely that different enantiomers will interact
differently with biological receptors and pathways. This is evident, for example (Scheme 1),
with the terpenoid (R)-carvone (from spearmint oil), which, unsurprisingly, smells of
spearmint, whilst its enantiomer (S)-carvone (from caraway or dill seed oil) exhibits the
totally different odor of rye bread (which is flavored by caraway seeds) due to the carvones’
stereochemically differentiated interactions with the chiral olfactory receptors in our nasal
cavities [33,34].

Scheme 1 shows the biosynthesis and chemical structures of these aforementioned
terpenoid materials. Note that the stereochemistry in this reaction scheme (for example
illustrated by the limonene enantiomer intermediates in the biosynthesis of POH and
carvones) may be designated by (+)/(−), D/L, or (R)/(S), which can be confusing. (R) and
(S) are determined from the 3-D chemical structure, where (R) denotes the enantiomer with
the hydrogen (H) substituent on the chiral carbon atom oriented to lie backward away
from the viewer and the other substituents arranged clockwise in descending order of
priority (atomic weight), whilst the (S) enantiomer is the mirror image of the (R) enantiomer.
The D designation refers to the stereochemistry derived by chemical synthesis from D-
glyceraldehyde and vice versa for L. Meanwhile, the (+) or (−) refer to the direction of
rotation of plane-polarized light by a solution of the material where (+) implies clockwise
rotation of plane-polarized light and (−) denotes the opposite. Suffice to say that there is
no reliable general rule to predict the correlation of (R) vs. (S) with D or L and with (+)
or (−) [35].

POH is classified as a cyclic monoterpenoid (where the monoterpene designation
refers to its biosynthesis from a single geranyl pyrophosphate moiety, shown in Scheme 1,
followed by oxidation of the terpene backbone while catalyzed by cytochrome P450 enzyme
to achieve the terminal hydroxylation; hence, the designation “terpenoid” rather than
“terpene”). Its molecular weight is 152.2 g/mol, which is about 2.5 times the molecular
weight of, for example, acetic acid in vinegar; therefore, it is a lot less volatile than acetic
acid (boiling point 118–119 ◦C at atmospheric pressure), with a consequently higher boiling
temperature of 244 ◦C at atmospheric pressure, but it still exerts sufficient vapor pressure
and active interaction with our olfactory biochemistry to be easily detected by smell. The
polar hydroxyl functionality makes the molecule more hydrophilic (i.e., water miscible)
than non-hydroxylated equivalent terpenes, such as pinenes, which are water immiscible,
such that POH does demonstrate some limited solubility in water (around 1.9 mg/mL)
and a mix of lipophilic (fat solubility) and hydrophilic (water solubility) properties. It is
this biphilic (or amphiphilic) nature (both fat and water affinity) that perhaps explains the
remarkable properties of POH in achieving essentially free passage throughout the body,
across the blood–brain barrier, and across cell membranes to realize its therapeutic potential
and to potentiate the therapeutic potential of other materials with which it is partnered.

Whilst nature does an astonishingly efficient job at converting carbon dioxide, water,
sunlight, and air to POH via biosynthesis in plants, the POH so generated is present in a
cocktail with other products; as such, this POH is unsuitable for pharmaceutical use without
costly and extensive purification. This is because regulatory approval for pharmaceutical
use requires consistent high-purity composition to verify safety and efficacy, without
risk of any changes in composition that could introduce toxicity risks or variation in
therapeutic efficacy that may imply potential risks to patients. Industrial manufacturing
of POH therefore generally relies upon a combination of biosynthetically produced high-
purity, low-cost (-)-beta-pinene, with subsequent industrial manufacturing conversion
of this to POH, i.e., utilizing a “semi-synthetic” preparation. An example is outlined
in Scheme 2 [36]. Chemistry along these lines is used for the industrial manufacture of
POH at around 95% purity for perfume and antimicrobial purposes. Furthermore, the
ability of bacterial enzymes to modify the monoterpene backbone has been exploited
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for the production of “natural” aromas for the flavor and fragrance industries, where
suitably genetically engineered bacterial strains are used as a source of POH and other
known and novel monoterpene derivatives [37–39]. For pharmaceutical use, however, even
higher purity and consistency of composition are ideally required so that derivatization of
POH is developed to generate a crystalline dinitrobenzoate ester intermediate (which is
more easily purifiable by crystallization), followed by hydrolysis to release the purified
POH (Scheme 3) [40]. The POH manufactured in this way was named NEO100 and is
undergoing clinical trials for the treatment of glioblastoma (see details in sections below).
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Scheme 3. Purification of POH for pharmaceutical use. Commercial or industrial POH can be further purified from
contaminating related substances for pharmaceutical use by converting the POH to a solid dinitrobenzoate ester derivative,
which can be purified via recrystallization and isolation from the impurities left in recrystallization mother liquors before
the purified nitrobenzoate ester is then hydrolyzed to give purified POH, from which the unwanted dinitrobenzoic acid is
removed via aqueous extraction under alkaline conditions. This extra purification step leads to the synthesis of NEO100
(NeOnc Technologies, Los Angeles, CA, USA).

2.2. Recognizing POH’s Potential for Anticancer Purposes

The earliest studies that explored the potential of POH for anticancer purposes were
spearheaded by the team of Michael Gould, Jill Haag, Pamela Crowell, and others at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison in Madison, Wisconsin [41–43]. Using a rat carcinogene-
sis model with 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthrazene (DMBA)-initiated mammary tumors, it
was shown that 2% POH mixed with a daily diet (w/w) over 10 weeks resulted in regression
of the majority of small and advanced mammary carcinomas [43]. Of note, the authors
compared the activity of POH side by side to that of limonene and observed greater activity
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of the former, which they ascribed, at least in part, to differences in metabolic pharma-
cokinetics, where an acute dose of 2% POH achieved 2–3 times higher levels of terpene
metabolites (primarily perillic acid and dihydroperillic acid) in the plasma of the treated
rats as compared to rats fed 10% limonene. Similarly, when POH and limonene were dosed
chronically at the same levels, the terpene metabolites were measured at >10-fold higher
plasma levels in the case of POH. In parallel studies that compared the inhibitory activity of
POH and limonene on the isoprenylation of small G proteins (details below), it was found
that POH was greater than fivefold more potent than limonene [42]. Therefore, despite
numerous earlier reports on the oncotherapeutic properties of limonene [44–47], these
newer studies favored POH for further development and clinical trials (details below).

2.3. Mechanisms of POH Anticancer Function

The first cellular target of POH to be identified was the process of isoprenylation of
small G proteins, where POH and, to a lesser extent, limonene were found to inhibit small
G protein isoprenylation, along with restricted cell proliferation [41,42,48,49]. In particular,
the inhibition of farnesylation of p21-Ras generated excitement in view of the recognized
critical role of this proto-oncoprotein in cell growth regulation and carcinogenesis [50–52].
A critical step during the activation process of Ras is its posttranslational modification
via farnesylation, providing an anchor for attachment of the protein to the inner leaflet of
the cytoplasmic membrane, which is critically required for the protein’s mitogenic and
oncogenic activity [53]. The discovery that this process could be inhibited by POH provided
early insight into how this monoterpenoid might interfere with tumor cell growth [48,51,54].
Besides Ras, however, numerous additional targets were recognized over the years that
followed and it appears that the anticancer function of POH might be derived from its
influence over a variety of different targets and processes in cancer cells.

Several studies reported on the ability of POH to restrict the cell cycle progression
of tumor cells through its effects on components of the cell cycle machinery. For instance,
treatment of cells with POH in vitro results in the downregulation of various cyclin proteins,
which represent the regulatory subunits of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) whose activity
is essential for cell cycle progression. Conversely, POH stimulates the expression of CDK-
inhibitory proteins p15 (INK4b, CDKN2B), p21 (WAF/Cip1, CDKN1A), and p27 (Kip1,
CDKN1B), all of which are able to block CDK activity [55–58]. The ensuing cell cycle arrest
prevents tumor cell proliferation in vitro, translating to the inhibition of tumor growth
in vivo.

A host of other cellular targets of POH were identified, including immediate-early
genes c-Fos and c-Jun (which heterodimerize to form transcription factor AP1) [55,59];
telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) [60,61]; eukaryotic translation initiation fac-
tors eIF4E and eIF4G, along with their binding partner 4E-BP1 (key components of the
translational cap-binding complex) [62,63]; sodium/potassium adenosine triphosphatase
(Na/K-ATPase) [64,65]; Notch (which plays a role in tumor cell invasion and metasta-
sis) [66]; nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) [67–69]; mammalian target of rapamycin complex
(mTORC) [61,70]; and transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) [55]. Furthermore, POH
was characterized as an effective trigger of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, which
was revealed through its ability to stimulate the expression of two ER stress markers,
CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein homologous protein (CHOP, also known as GADD153)
and glucose-regulated protein of molecular weight 78 kDa (GRP78, also known as BiP) [71].
CHOP represents the key pro-apoptotic effector of ER stress [72], and its prominently in-
creased expression in response to the treatment of tumor cells with POH is consistent with
resulting cell death. The tumor-selective impact of POH (and of other agents that are able
to aggravate cellular stress levels) via the ER stress response was conjectured to be based
on pre-existing, chronic stress levels in tumor cells, which are lacking in normal cells. In
tumor cells, aggravated stress reaches the maximum tolerated threshold quicker, whereas
normal cells have more leeway to accommodate and therefore tolerate these increased
levels [73,74].
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While a plethora of cellular POH targets was identified, the decisive contribution
of each one has not yet been clearly established. It is likely that some targets are more
critical than others, and cell-type-specific availability of some targets might factor in as well.
Furthermore, in view of multiple alterations that are generally acquired during the car-
cinogenic process of tumor cell development, a pleiotropic impact on tumor cell functions
might in fact be desirable and beneficial to achieve improved therapeutic outcomes.

3. Clinical Evaluation of Oral POH

Based on the well-documented, highly promising anticancer functions of POH that
were characterized in a variety of preclinical in vitro and in vivo models, the agent was
moved forward to clinical trials in humans. In the first of these trials [75], 18 patients
with advanced malignancies received POH that was formulated in soft gelatin capsules
containing 250 mg POH mixed with 250 mg soybean oil. Dosing was by mouth three
times a day, every day, at escalating doses of up 2400 mg/m2/dose (approximately 4 g
POH in 16 capsules per dose for a 60 kg patient; 12 g total per day). POH was generally
tolerated, with gastrointestinal (GI) toxicities as the most frequent events, presenting as
nausea, belching, vomiting, unpleasant taste, and early satiety, which were correlated with
increasing dose levels and proved dose-limiting. Pharmacokinetic plasma measurements
were able to quantify the major metabolites perillic acid and dihydro-perillic acid [75]
but did not detect the parent compound POH, consistent with earlier studies in POH-fed
rats that easily detected the terpene metabolites but not POH itself [43]. The metabolite
half-lives were approximately 2 h and there was no evidence of drug or metabolite accu-
mulation [75], which spawned the rationale to spread drug administration more evenly in
the hopes of achieving greater exposure by increasing the dosing frequency. Therefore, in
a subsequent Phase I trial, the dosing frequency was increased to four times a day at up
to 1600 mg/m2/dose [76]. Similar GI toxicities as before were noted, and the maximum
tolerated dose of POH was determined as 1200 mg/m2/dose (approximately 8 g total per
patient per day from 32 capsules per day), which was recommended as the starting dose
for Phase II studies.

Several Phase II trials with oral POH followed in cohorts of patients with advanced
ovarian cancer [77], metastatic prostate cancer [78], metastatic breast cancer [79], metastatic
androgen-independent pancreatic cancer [80], and metastatic colorectal cancer [81]. Dosing
was four times each day for an initially planned 6-month period. As in the previous
Phase I studies, the toxicity was mild to moderate and primarily limited to GI effects and
fatigue, although there was significant variability in patient responses. Overall, however,
the therapeutic activity of POH was unimpressive and mostly disappointing. Furthermore,
while GI toxicity was not unacceptably severe based on common clinical criteria, the
chronic and unrelenting nature of these effects caused problems with patient tolerance
and compliance to the point where some patients discontinued their participation in
these trials [77,78,81]. These results dampened the enthusiasm that was generated by the
highly promising preclinical studies of POH and, so far, no Phase III clinical trials of orally
administered POH have been initiated [82]. A newer route of administration, dosing POH
intranasally rather than orally (so as to avoid the GI-related side effects), has revived some
of the lost excitement and has sparked new hope that POH might still find its place among
new and improved clinically used cancer therapeutics. The efforts to establish intranasal
POH as a beneficial cancer treatment, in particular for cancer types in the brain that are
protected by the BBB, are described below.

4. Intranasal Perillyl Alcohol

Intranasal drug delivery represents a non-invasive route of administration with sev-
eral advantages over oral drug delivery. Although the extent of these advantages may
differ significantly, based on the specifics of the delivery methods, drug formulation, and
physicochemical properties of the active pharmacological ingredient (API), they usually
include quicker biological availability, avoidance of hepatic first-pass metabolism, and
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potentially less systemic side effects. Moreover, the potential for direct nose-to-brain trans-
port offers the prospect of increased central nervous system (CNS) drug availability by
side-stepping the BBB [83–85].

As outlined in Figure 1, after drugs have entered the nasal cavity, there are four
main routes by which such drugs may reach the brain [83,86–88]: (#1) Direct nose-to-brain
transport is offered through drug absorption by the olfactory bulb and through drug
uptake by branches of the trigeminal nerve. This pathway is of particular interest for
purposes of delivering drugs aimed at the brain, because it does not involve the drawbacks
of having to overcome the BBB. (#2) Extensive vascularization of the nasal epithelium
and a rich lymphatic network are conducive to effective drug uptake that will deliver the
drug into the systemic circulation. However, subsequent brain uptake by this path will be
subjected to the limitations of having to cross the BBB. (#3) Intranasally delivered drugs
may also be inhaled or aspirated into the lungs, in particular when APIs are formulated
as aerosols. From here, they effectively enter the bloodstream, only to again encounter
the BBB as an obstacle on their way to the brain. (#4) Postnasal drip and mucociliary
clearance result in drug transport to the GI tract. Depending on the lipophilicity of the
drug and other properties, the API may continue through the portal vein and liver, or via
intestinal lymphatic transport. The route via the portal vein poses the additional challenge
of substantial drug metabolism, which may result in effective drug inactivation. In both
these cases, the drug ends up in the systemic circulation and encounters the BBB.
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Comparing the above four pathways illustrates the potential advantages of intranasal
drug delivery. Only the first one, i.e., direct nose-to-brain transport, has the potential
for direct delivery to the brain without encountering the obstacle placed by the BBB.
While the efficiency of this route is very low in general and can be as low as 0.01–1%
of the oral dosage [83] (depending in large part on biopharmaceutical formulation and
physicochemical properties of the API [88,89]), this small amount can nevertheless prove
advantageous over oral delivery due to avoidance of potentially inefficient absorption and
elimination in the GI tract, hepatic first-pass metabolism, and dilution and protein binding
in the bloodstream. Furthermore, several oral CNS drugs barely penetrate the BBB and,
therefore, must be given at increased dosages that raise the risk for adverse effects in the
periphery. This latter consideration applies to parenteral injections of drugs as well, further
emphasizing the potential advantages of intranasal delivery. For further reading, see the
following excellent reviews: [83,84,90,91].

4.1. Intranasal POH as Monotherapy

While several Phase I and II clinical trials of oral POH, as described above, yielded
disappointing results and never moved into Phase III [92], a case report published in
2006 [93] stimulated renewed interest in POH by way of intranasal delivery. This report
described a 62-year-old woman in Brazil with histologically confirmed anaplastic oligo-
dendroglioma, a malignant grade III glioma. Despite standard combination therapy with
surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, she presented with a second recurrency, at which
time, intranasal POH (obtained from Sigma-Aldrich/MilliporeSigma, St. Louis, Missouri,
USA) was initiated at 0.3% concentration and four times daily dosing. After 5 months of
treatment, a follow-up MRI revealed regression of the tumor [93].

Based on this positive outcome, intranasal POH delivery was further investigated
in additional relapsed glioma patients. A follow-up study reported on a small cohort
of 37 patients with recurrent high-grade glioma, where the same four-times-daily POH
regimen was administered intranasally (55 mg per dose for 220 mg total per day) [94].
Here as well, it was reported that this novel treatment strategy resulted in encouraging
outcomes, with decreased tumor size (Figure 2) and increased survival in several patients.
Further expansion of these studies included several hundred recurrent patients with
malignant glioma, including GBM, and dosing was further increased to 133 mg per dose
(533 mg/day) [95,96]. Overall, these Phase I/II studies further indicated the encouraging
therapeutic activity of intranasal POH, with numerous patients remaining under clinical
remission even after several years of exclusive POH treatment. Of note, despite the four-
times-daily dosing, this regimen was very well tolerated and adverse events were almost
non-existent, contributing to very high patient compliance [96].

The above studies were performed in Brazil and are in part still ongoing. Despite the
inclusion of hundreds of patients and numerous encouraging observations, limitations
include the absence of an independent Contract Research Organization (CRO) for external
clinical data management and trial monitoring. Inspired by the promising Brazilian experi-
ence, a Phase I/IIa study with recurrent GBM patients was initiated in the United States
(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02704858) and the results from the Phase I part were
published in early 2021 [97]. For this trial, POH had to be produced for pharmaceutical use
under CGMP regulations, which yielded a highly pure (>99%) product that was labeled
NEO100 (see Scheme 3). The dose finding in Phase I used four cohorts of three patients
each and escalated the four-times-daily dose up to a maximum of 288 mg, for a total of
1152 mg/day, which represented roughly double the dosage used in the Brazilian trials.

This new study [97] found that intranasal NEO100 was very well tolerated, consistent
with the earlier Brazilian trials’ findings. Among the 12 patients in Phase I, there were no
grade 3 or 4 adverse events (based on NCI Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events [98]). Among the few lower-grade events defined as “definitely treatment-related”
were rhinorrhea, skin irritation around the nose, nasal pruritus, and cough, which were
observed in a minority of patients. Intriguingly, the frequency of these events did not
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correlate with increased dosages and, in fact, most of them were observed at the lowest
dosage. It was concluded that intranasal delivery of NEO100 to recurrent GBM patients is
safe [97] and free from the problematic side effects suffered from oral dosing.
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Figure 2. MRIs showing the effect of inhaling POH in a patient with relapsed GBM. Note the tumor
tissue in the initial MRI on 06/17/2020, as indicated by intense non-homogeneous enhancement.
One year later (06/16/2021), the lesions presented with reduced dimensions and a marked reduction
in contrast enhancement, suggesting a response to the POH treatment. While these MRIs present
an illustrative example derived from the group of patients who responded favorably to intranasal
POH and achieved stable disease status, not all patients responded similarly well, with some patients
progressing after the initial response, despite continuous treatment.

Although Phase IIa of this trial is still ongoing, further analysis of Phase I data sought
to provide preliminary insight into the activity of intranasal NEO100, which was deter-
mined based on radiographic responses, i.e., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed
every two months. Despite the small cohort of only 12 patients, there were intriguing
signs of therapeutic benefit. Overall survival at 12 months (OS-12) was 55%, median
OS was 15 months, and two-year survival was 37%. These results compared favorably
with historical controls and other recent trials with cohorts of recurrent GBM patients
(Figure 3) [99–102]. For example, a 2018 retrospective [102] reviewed the clinical experience
with bevacizumab, an anti-angiogenic monoclonal antibody that is approved for recurrent
malignant glioma [103]. This analysis showed that therapy with bevacizumab yielded an
OS-12 of 49%, median OS of 11 months, and two-year survival of 15%. A randomized
Phase III trial with 65 recurrent GBM patients who received lomustine (also known as
CCNU, a nitrosourea-based DNA alkylating agent commonly used in the recurrent GBM
setting [104]), yielded an OS-12 of 30% and 2-year survival of below 4% [100]. Among
such comparisons, it remains noteworthy to emphasize the lack of serious adverse events
with the use of intranasal POH/NEO100, which is not the case for the majority of other
commonly used therapies applied to recurrent GBM. Thus, even if there are only relatively
small increments in survival in comparison to other regimens, quality of life (QoL) issues
need to be factored into treatment decisions as well. Furthermore, maintenance of QoL
for longer periods may increase the chances that further salvage therapies could be con-
sidered subsequent to a later recurrence (given enhanced patient strength and robustness
for additional therapies compared with the outcomes after more debilitating conventional
cytotoxic treatments).
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Figure 3. Comparison of the overall survival of recurrent GBM patients. Shown are the Kaplan–
Meier curves representing the probability of survival of recurrent GBM patients undergoing different
treatment regimens. The blue line indicates results for intranasal POH/NEO100 treatment (n = 12)
obtained from a Phase I study [97]. The purple line represents a single-institution retrospective
of the clinical real-world experience with bevacizumab (n = 74) [102]. The gold line is a historical
comparison from 1998 that monitored the survival of patients after surgical resection of recurrent
tumors (n = 46) [99]. The red line represents data from a randomized Phase III trial published in
2013 [100], where patients (n = 65) received lomustine. Percentages shown in the graph refer to the
OS-12 and 2-year survival (OS-24) of the different treatment regimens after diagnosis of recurrence.

As with most cancer therapies, efforts are underway to establish predictors of response
to intranasal therapy with POH. One such study indicated that patients with recurrent GBM
and treated with intranasal POH survived significantly longer when tumors were located
deep in the basal ganglia as compared to lobar localization [105]. Another study provided
preliminary evidence that those recurrent GBM patients harboring a hypermethylated
tumor phenotype and preferential concurrent polymorphism for the thymidine-thymidine
(TT) variant of rs1801133 of the methylene-tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene
appeared to respond more favorably to intranasal POH, as indicated by prolonged sur-
vival [106]. Furthermore, isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) and IDH2 are emerging as
potentially useful markers [107]. Specific mutations in either of these genes result in a
neomorphic phenotype of the encoded protein, where enzymatic activity switches from the
production of alpha-ketoglutarate to the synthesis of D-2-hydroxyglutarate [108]. In the
case of newly diagnosed malignant glioma, such mutations in either IDH1 or IDH2 result
in a better prognosis irrespective of the selected treatment approach [109], although this
has not yet been firmly established for recurrent GBM [110]. Data from the above-described
Phase I trial of NEO100 were separated into IDH-wild type and IDH-mutant cases, which
revealed pronounced survival advantage for those intranasal NEO100-treated patients that
harbored IDH-mutant tumors [97]. Due to the small cohort in this study, it remains to be
established whether this survival advantage is primarily based on IDH status (and possibly
enhanced by NEO100) or whether intranasal NEO100 contributes the decisive benefit. The
currently ongoing Phase IIa part of this study is expected to provide clarification.

In the meantime, other ongoing studies are building on the highly promising results
obtained with intranasal POH by exploring respective combination approaches. For
instance, a case study [111] reported a 51-year-old woman with inoperable GBM who had
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recurred after standard treatment with TMZ-based chemoradiotherapy and subsequently
was enrolled in a clinical trial of intranasal POH concomitant with oral TMZ. After initiation
of POH + TMZ, MRI scans revealed a marked reduction of the initially enhanced lesion,
and no recurrences were noted over the following two years. This provided an encouraging
example where the combination approach appeared to demonstrate benefit in this case of
non-resected recurrent GBM. Other efforts sought to explore the combination of intranasal
POH with dietary interventions. In one such study [112], 32 recurrent GBM patients were
enrolled and divided into two groups, one where intranasal POH was combined with a
ketogenic diet (KD) and one where intranasal POH was given without any specific dietary
intervention. After 90 days of treatment, the average tumor area in the combination group
showed greater reduction as compared to baseline at time 0, suggesting more effective
therapeutic activity. A similar approach, this time with 29 recurrent GBM patients and
combined with a low carbohydrate diet (LCD) also showed a trend for the greater activity
of intranasal POH when combined with an LCD [113].

Collectively, the above studies established POH as the best-studied intranasally de-
livered anticancer agent. As of 2021, there are patients who have been using this regimen
uninterrupted for many years, indicating the prospect that this form of circumventing
the BBB might be able to convert a deadly disease to a chronic one, at least in some of
the patients.

Among the challenges of studying brain-targeted delivery of POH has been the
difficulty of performing neuro-pharmacokinetic measurements of this compound. As
mentioned above in the context of clinical trials with oral POH, PK measurements of blood
levels relied on the quantification of the stable metabolite perillic acid because POH was
not detectable with the analytical methods used. However, more sensitive and optimized
approaches have become available. For instance, Zhang et al. reported on their detection
of intact POH and perillic acid in plasma from a patient after oral delivery of POH using
gas chromatographic–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [114]. In studies with mice or rats, other
groups applied ultra-performance liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry
(UPLC-MS/MS) [115] or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)–ultraviolet
(UV)-based approaches [116] to quantitate POH (and perillic acid) in the plasma and lungs
of animals after intranasal delivery of POH. In a very recent study that investigated the
impact of intranasal POH in a mouse model of cerebral malaria, the authors succeeded
in quantifying POH in brain tissue using GC-MS [117]. Using a rat model, Nehra et al.
quantitated POH (and perillic acid) levels in plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) after
intranasal and intravascular POH delivery [118]. Very interestingly, this group was able
to demonstrate that intranasal administration of POH resulted in tenfold higher CSF-to-
plasma ratios for POH and perillic acid as compared to what was achieved after an equal
dose of POH was administered intravascularly. While neuro-PK data are not yet available
from patients, the results from these preclinical studies further indicate that intranasal
administration of POH results in direct nose-to-brain delivery, further underscoring the
potential value of this mode of drug delivery for brain cancer therapy.

4.2. Intranasal POH as a Co-Delivery System

Co-delivery systems for drug delivery come in many designs. They may comprise
carriers, where one or more drugs are packaged into liposomes, nanoparticles, hydrogels,
dendrimers, or other vehicles [119,120], and some of these are being developed specifically
for the purpose of intranasal delivery to reach the brain via the nose-to-brain route [121,122].
Studies with POH have also revealed characteristics that make this monoterpenoid suitable
for the purpose of transporting other drugs directly to the brain via the nose-to-brain route.

For instance, the intranasal delivery of NEO100, in combination with bortezomib,
was investigated in rodent models of GBM [123]. Bortezomib (Velcade®) is a proteasome
inhibitor that was approved to treat multiple myeloma and mantle cell lymphoma [124]. Its
penetration of the BBB is extremely poor [125], which is consistent with its demonstrated
lack of therapeutic effect in mouse GBM models [126,127] or when tested in the clinic with
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recurrent glioma patients [128–130] after intravenous delivery. In stark contrast, borte-
zomib showed high activity in mouse models of orthotopic GBM when it was delivered
directly into the tumor using an Alzet pump [127], and at low nanomolar concentrations
against glioma cells in vitro [131–133]. Collectively, these observations indicate that, in
principle, bortezomib can be highly effective against GBM, but in reality, this benefit cannot
be realized due to the agent’s inability to penetrate the BBB. In an attempt to circumvent
this obstacle, bortezomib was mixed with NEO100 and delivered intranasally to mice
harboring xenografted human GBM cells in their brains. Results from this study [123]
demonstrated that the co-delivery of bortezomib with NEO100 significantly prolonged
the survival of tumor-bearing animals as compared to untreated mice, mice receiving
intranasal bortezomib in the absence of NEO100, or mice receiving bortezomib via intra-
venous infusion. Furthermore, the authors were able to demonstrate substantially greater
amounts of bortezomib in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of rats after treatment with the
bortezomib/NEO100 combination than after treatment with bortezomib alone. Together,
these studies provided proof of principle that a pharmacologic agent with very poor BBB
penetration can effectively be delivered to the brain by using a NEO100-based formulation
and intranasal delivery, where the amphiphilic physicochemical properties of NEO100
serve to increase permeation of both components through the BBB and cell membranes.

5. Intra-Arterial Perillyl Alcohol

While intranasal applications of POH and NEO100 exploit direct nose-to-brain access
routes and thereby circumvent the obstacle placed by the BBB, an intra-arterial path of
administering NEO100 has provided evidence that it also can directly confront the BBB and
“open” it, i.e., diminish its barrier function to enable mostly unrestricted permeation of oth-
erwise BBB-impermeable compounds. This procedure is being explored and characterized
in preclinical models and might have certain advantages over the currently established
clinical method of opening the BBB with mannitol.

Intracarotid injection of mannitol has been used for the past three decades as a means
to reversibly open the BBB. Its disruptive mechanism is based on the contraction of en-
dothelial cells and the resulting widening of tight junctions as a result of the hyperosmotic
impact of high concentrations of this sugar alcohol. However, this procedure has led to
variable responses in BBB breakdown, seizures, risk of brain embolism, and catastrophic
bleeds [134,135]. As a result, the use of this procedure is restricted to specialized centers, has
not found widespread acceptance, and does not lend itself to use in general clinical practice.
Similarly, the effects of radiation on BBB permeability have long been recognized [136] and
are thought to impact BBB integrity through the killing of endothelial cells and resulting
neuro-inflammatory reactions [137]. However, many details, including the time course
and magnitude of increased opening, remain to be established [138]. A more recently
introduced BBB disruption technique is transcranial-focused ultrasound coupled with
intravenously delivered microbubbles [139], which has advanced to clinical trials [140,141].
This procedure disrupts the BBB through cavitation and acoustic forces, leading to reduced
expression of tight junction proteins, along with an inflammatory response. However, it
represents a rather invasive procedure because the skull needs to be opened in order to
introduce the ultrasound probe that triggers BBB permeation. Overall, despite progress
in the development of new procedures, the need for safer, more efficient, and reversible
BBB-opening methods persists [142].

Based on the use of preclinical models, intra-arterial injection of NEO100 was very re-
cently presented as a novel BBB-disruptive method [143,144]. In these studies, intra-arterial
injections of NEO100 were accomplished via ultrasound-guided intracardiac injections in
mouse models, which resulted in rapid BBB opening that lasted up to four hours. Dur-
ing this window of opportunity, intravenously delivered agents were able to effectively
enter the brain. For instance, Evans blue present in the systemic circulation was shown
to prominently stain mouse brains blue after NEO100-induced BBB opening. This effect
was not achieved via intra-arterial injection of a vehicle without NEO100, nor in cases
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where NEO100 was injected intravenously instead of intra-arterially (possibly due to di-
lution by the circulatory system and surrounding tissue). The mechanism of action of
NEO100-induced BBB opening was demonstrated to be secondary to transient downregu-
lation of specific gap junction proteins, resulting in short-term, fully reversible breakdown
of barrier function [143,144]. Similar outcomes were seen with the non-BBB-permeable
anticancer drug methotrexate, which accumulated to high levels in brain tissue and CSF
after NEO100-induced BBB opening. Intriguingly, increased brain entry was not limited
to small therapeutic molecules, such as methotrexate, but could also be documented for
therapeutic antibodies, e.g., a checkpoint-inhibitory anti-PD1 antibody and the anti-HER2
antibody trastuzumab, and even for whole cells, using chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T
cells as a model [144]. Furthermore, these authors provided proof of principle that NEO100-
based BBB opening is able to achieve therapeutic benefit in mouse models of intracranially
implanted HER2+ breast cancer cells [143]. Mice harboring such tumors were subjected
to a single round of intra-arterial injection of NEO100, along with intravenous delivery
of trastuzumab or the trastuzumab-drug conjugate ado-trastuzumab emtansine (T-DM1;
Kadcyla®). There was a tumor-selective accumulation of these therapeutic antibodies in
the brain and significantly prolonged survival of mice receiving this treatment.

With regard to translating the above preclinical results to patient applications, it was
proposed [143] that patients with intracranial malignancies would be subjected to stan-
dard interventional neuroradiology that would allow for selective delivery of NEO100 to
tumor-feeding intracranial arteries. Intra-arterial injections would be performed via can-
nulation of the femoral artery with selective threading toward one of the cerebral arteries.
This transfemoral approach [145–147] represents a common, straightforward procedure
in a variety of clinical settings and is generally considered a safe procedure [148–150].
It is routinely performed by endovascular neurosurgeons in the context of cerebral an-
giograms, aneurysm coiling, tumor embolization, and thrombectomies [151]. Combining
this transfemoral approach with NEO100 as the injectate has not yet been tested in the clinic.
However, if the safety of transient BBB opening with this approach could be confirmed, it
would have far-reaching implications. It would provide a significantly safer alternative to
intracarotid mannitol, its use would not be restricted to specialized medical centers, and its
application would expand to include the treatment of many neurological diseases beyond
intracranial malignancies.

6. Perillyl Alcohol Derivatives, Analogs, and Conjugates

Based on the recognition of POH’s suitable physicochemical properties in combination
with its anticancer activity, numerous studies have explored whether alterations and
modifications of this molecule might result in enhanced therapeutic activity. For instance,
the glycosylation of drugs can often significantly alter their pharmacological properties and
ADMET (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity) [152]. Glycosides
of POH exist in nature and some of them were initially characterized as aldose reductase
inhibitors [153]. Additional unnatural POH derivatives were synthesized and tested for
their potential anticancer activity [154–156]. For instance, Nandurkar et al. [155] generated
a group of 34 POH glycosides that were tested for their antiproliferative activity against
two established cancer cell lines in vitro. This group identified several new compounds
that exerted greater in vitro cytotoxicity than POH, with POH 4′-azido-D-glucoside as the
most potent POH adduct. Similarly, a series of cyclodiprenyl phenols were synthesized
from perillyl alcohol and synthetic phenols, and some of these meroterpenes showed strong
antiproliferative and apoptosis-inducing activity against three different cancer cell lines
in vitro [157]. POH was also complexed with β-cyclodextrin, which resulted in improved
anticancer potency in vitro and in a sarcoma S180-induced mouse model in vivo [158].
Beyond these selected examples, several more reports on modified POH (or perillic acid)
molecules exist, and the interested reader is referred to excellent recent reviews [159,160]
for additional information and detailed references.
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Some hybrid drugs are generated as multifunctional compounds, where two or more
molecules with already well-characterized pharmacologic activity are conjugated through
a stable or metabolizable linker. The central rationale of associating these pharmacophores
is to increase their potency, to possibly enable overall dosing at lower levels to minimize
toxic side effects, and to reduce the likelihood of emerging drug resistance [161,162]. For
example, it was investigated [163] whether linking POH to dihydropyrimidinones would
generate increased anticancer impact. Dihydropyrimidinones are important heterocyclic
compounds and, like POH, have revealed a large scope of pharmacological activities,
including anticancer properties [164]. Fifteen novel perillyl–dihydropyrimidinone com-
pounds were generated and some of them were found to effectively kill established ovarian
cancer, melanoma, and glioblastoma cell lines, but spared a normal keratinocyte cell
line [163]. The cytotoxic IC50 ratio between the keratinocyte cell line and the glioblastoma
cell line was about 50, meaning that 50-fold higher drug concentrations were required to kill
the normal cells as compared to the tumor cells, indicating promising cancer cell-selectivity
of some of these novel compounds.

6.1. Conjugation with POH to Enhance Permeability

In a different approach toward generating POH-based multifunctional compounds,
the group of Thomas Chen at the University of Southern California sought to exploit
the amphipathic nature of POH to modify existing drugs toward increased penetration
of biological barriers, in particular the BBB. Using software from Advanced Chemistry
Development, Inc. (ACD Labs, Toronto, ON, Canada), to predict BBB penetration and brain
entry of a given molecule, they performed in silico characterization of novel molecules,
where POH was conjugated to pharmacologic agents of interest with the objective to
identify therapeutics with superior ability to enter the brain.

6.1.1. POH Conjugated to Temozolomide (NEO212)

The so-far best-characterized hybrid molecule emerging from in silico studies of BBB
penetration is NEO212 (Figure 4), consisting of POH covalently conjugated via a carbamate
bond to TMZ, the alkylating agent in clinical use for GBM. NEO212 has been investigated
in over a dozen studies that used a variety of preclinical in vitro and in vivo tumor models
and consistently established the robust anticancer activity of this novel molecule, along
with low toxicity [165–168] and superior ability to penetrate the BBB [169].
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Among the remarkable results was the finding that the NEO212 hybrid molecule
exerted greater anticancer activity than an equimolar mix of its individual constituents,
i.e., combining POH with TMZ—akin to the conventional combination therapy mode—
was unable to achieve the same tumoricidal potency in vitro or in vivo as the conjugated
molecule, indicating that the activity of the conjugated compound was greater than the
sum of its parts [165–168,170]. For example, the effects of NEO212 were investigated in
mouse brain tumor models of GBM [170,171] or intracranial breast cancer (to mimic brain-
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metastatic conditions) [165]. It was demonstrated that oral treatment with NEO212 exerted
greater therapeutic activity than equivalent doses of TMZ or POH, either individually or
when combined. When compared side by side and given at equal doses, the amount of
NEO212 measured in brain tissue was threefold higher than the amount of TMZ [169],
confirming the in silico results, where NEO212 was predicted to cross the BBB more
efficiently than TMZ.

NEO212’s superior penetration ability was not restricted to having the BBB as the
target. Cellular membranes present important biological barriers too, and here, NEO212
revealed beneficial characteristics as well. In a key in vitro experiment, it was measured
how much TMZ was present inside cells after treatment of cells with equal concentra-
tions of either NEO212 or TMZ [169]. The results showed >10-fold higher intracellular
TMZ levels when cells were treated with NEO212 as compared to treatment of cells with
TMZ [169]. Similarly, the expected metabolite of TMZ breakdown, the relatively stable
5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide (AIC), was correspondingly elevated as well, indicating
that NEO212-treated cells generated substantially more of the active, DNA-alkylating
species than TMZ-treated cells. Overall, these observations are consistent with a model
where the conjugation of POH to TMZ enables superior barrier penetration and consequen-
tial enhancement of the anticancer impact of the TMZ partner molecule, qualifying POH as
a potent permeation enhancer.

Based on the highly efficient cellular uptake of NEO212, it was hypothesized [167]
that NEO212 might also exert a beneficial impact on leukemic cancer types, where the
encounter between drug and tumor cells might be more immediate and most conducive to
optimal drug uptake. The veracity of this conjecture was tested in acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) cells in vitro and in vivo, which included AML cell lines that were strongly resistant
to cytosine arabinoside (AraC), the most commonly used chemotherapeutic agent for this
disease [172]. The in vitro experiments showed potent cytotoxic activity of NEO212 at low
micromolar concentrations, along with confirmation that TMZ and its breakdown product
AIC were present at high levels inside NEO212-treated AML cells. The most striking
results were generated when AML cells were implanted into immunocompromised mice,
followed by short cycles of NEO212 treatment. In these in vivo experiments, the majority of
NEO212-treated animals survived until the end of the observation period (300 days), while
all vehicle-treated control animals succumbed to disease within a few weeks [167]. The
same outcome was achieved with AraC-resistant AML cell lines. Although the authors did
not verify whether the NEO212 treatment was eradicative, i.e., whether residual, potentially
dormant tumor cells were still present after 300 days, they concluded that treatment was
curative, because the long-term survivors continued to thrive in the absence of any signs
of disease.

The strikingly impressive therapeutic activity of NEO212 in this preclinical leukemia
model is consistent with the above-stated assessment of POH as a permeation enhancer,
in this case, for conjugated TMZ as the partner. However, it raises the question of tumor
specificity and toxic side effects because normal cells—bone marrow cells and white
blood cells (WBC) in particular—might be as susceptible as tumor cells. In the case of
TMZ, for example, myelosuppression is a well-recognized, dose-limiting side effect of
treatment [173]. Surprisingly, however, detailed analysis of complete blood counts (CBC)
from NEO212-treated mice, together with histopathology of bone marrow and several
other organs, failed to reveal signs of toxicity in these compartments [165–168]. Instead,
NEO212 appeared to be very well tolerated, even during extended treatment periods and
escalated dosages [167]. While this wide therapeutic window observed in these preclinical
studies bodes well for future clinical applications, the underlying determinants of tumor
selectivity of NEO212 remain to be established.

6.1.2. POH Conjugated to Rolipram or 3-Bromopyruvate or Valproic Acid

Beyond NEO212, other POH-based conjugates emerged from in silico analysis us-
ing ACD Lab’s software that predicted greater BBB penetration and possibly increased
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membrane permeation. NEO214 is a conjugate of POH and rolipram, a selective phospho-
diesterase 4 (PDE4) inhibitor that was in clinical development as an anti-depressant in the
1990s. Although rolipram was never approved for marketing [174], it was considered for
repurposing as an anticancer agent based on its recognized beneficial activity in preclinical
cancer models [175,176]. In mouse models of intracranial glioblastoma, NEO214 revealed
significant therapeutic activity [177], indicating that it was indeed able to effectively cross
the BBB, as was predicted from the in silico analysis. Intriguingly, as was observed with
NEO212, combination therapy with the individual components, i.e., POH mixed with
rolipram, was unable to mimic the much stronger anticancer effects of the conjugated
NEO214 molecule [177,178].

Another interesting observation was made with NEO218, a conjugate of POH and
3-bromopyruvate (3BP), a synthetic halogenated derivative of pyruvate that was also
investigated as an anticancer agent [179]. Cellular uptake of 3BP is strictly dependent on
the presence of a transmembrane transport protein mono-carboxylate transporter 1 (MCT-1),
where cells lacking MCT-1 are resistant to the toxic impact of 3BP [180]. It was demonstrated
that applying selective pressure to MCT-1-positive HCT116 colon carcinoma cells by
exposing them to 3BP in vitro resulted in the elimination of transporter-positive cells,
with the simultaneous emergence of an MCT-1-negative sub-population that displayed
resistance to 3BP [181]. In comparison, NEO218 exerts its cytotoxic impact in the absence
of MCT-1, i.e., the conjugation of POH to 3BP enabled cellular 3BP import across the
cytoplasmic membrane without the need for an active transport mechanism. Consequently,
treatment of HCT116 cells with NEO218 did not result in emergent resistant clones, because
the loss of MCT-1 expression could not provide a survival advantage [181], providing an
example of POH’s applicability to minimize the emergence of cancer cell drug resistance
during therapy.

Yet another conjugate, NEO216, which is POH covalently linked to valproic acid
(VPA), was preliminarily characterized. Compared to VPA, a well-known inhibitor of
histone deacetylase (HDAC) activity [182], NEO216 showed reduced HDAC inhibition
properties but revealed an ability to inhibit 4-aminobutyrate aminotransferase (ABAT), a
key enzyme responsible for the catabolism of the neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) [183]. This novel function has made NEO216 useful for a recent study that
established the role of GABA metabolism in leptomeningeal dissemination of medulloblas-
toma [183] and more applications of this novel conjugate are anticipated.

6.2. POH and Penetration of the Skin

Similar to intranasal delivery, transdermal drug delivery (TDD) is being explored as
an alternative route to other modes of drug administration, as it too has certain advantages
that include the avoidance of hepatic first-pass drug metabolism, reduced GI side effects,
and good patient compliance. The key barrier to efficient TDD is presented by the stratum
corneum, the outermost layer of the epidermis that can severely limit percutaneous drug
absorption [184,185]. To overcome this barrier, a great variety of chemical compounds have
been investigated for their use as potential skin penetration enhancers, i.e., as promoters or
accelerants to enable and increase the transdermal flux of topically applied pharmacologic
agents (see details and further references in excellent reviews [186,187]). While many
terpenes were identified as potential skin penetration enhancers [188,189], POH stands out
among them because it also appears to exert beneficial transdermal activity on its own, i.e.,
without the need for other co-transported therapeutic agents.

For instance, when applied topically to the skin, POH was able to inhibit tumor de-
velopment in the skin of mice exposed to the carcinogen DMBA [190,191] or to ultraviolet
B radiation [192]. These preclinical observations prompted clinical studies to investigate
whether topical application of POH might prove effective as a skin cancer chemoprevention
strategy. A Phase I study enrolled participants with normal, healthy skin who applied
POH, formulated as a cream [193], to their forearms twice daily for 30 days. The results
showed that the POH cream was well tolerated and no cutaneous or systemic toxicities
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were observed [194]. In a subsequent Phase IIa study with POH cream and twice-daily
applications to the forearms of participants over three months, it was investigated whether
this treatment could reverse actinic (sun) damage. Modest effects of POH in sun-damaged
skin could be documented, but the overall outcome was unimpressive [195], and no follow-
up studies have been reported since. In other investigations, the authors used two murine
models of dermatitis (induced by 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA)) and of me-
chanical skin lesions (induced by epidermal incisions) that received daily treatments with
topical POH prepared in sunflower oil. These studies showed that POH exerted significant
anti-inflammatory effects along with improved tissue repair and wound healing [196].
Related observations were made with a mouse model of neuronal injury (although, in
these cases, POH was given orally), where POH reduced gliosis and improved sensory and
motor function recovery [197].

Among the above-introduced POH hybrid molecules, NEO412 was designed as a
topical treatment for melanoma in situ (MIS). Although MIS has a better prognosis than
metastatic melanoma, its effective treatment is complicated by ill-defined margins during
surgical removal of the lesions, potentially leading to invasive melanoma [198]. Therefore,
a topical treatment that would target unrecognized malignant components that might
remain after surgery could be of great benefit to minimize the risk of recurrence. NEO412
is a tripartite agent consisting of three bioactive agents: POH, TMZ, and linoleic acid,
with the latter representing a well-established transdermal penetration enhancer [199,200].
In vitro studies confirmed that NEO412 was able to effectively kill melanoma cells through
the alkylation effect of TMZ [201]. In a mouse model of subcutaneous melanoma, topical
application of NEO412 increased tumor cell death, along with decreased neo-angiogenesis
in tumor tissue. Intriguingly, these effects could also be observed in tumors that were
located distant from the skin treatment site, indicating that topical NEO412 was able to
enter the circulation and reach tumor cells that might have metastasized already [201].
Although it remains to be established how much each penetration enhancer, i.e., POH vs.
linoleic acid, contributed to transdermal migration of the tripartite molecule, the significant
anti-melanoma effect that was achieved clearly indicates the benefit of this combination.

7. Conclusions and Outlook

POH is a monoterpenoid with an amphipathic character that appears to provide the
physicochemical basis for its multifaceted applicability to overcome biological barriers. By
means of further purification and CGMP manufacture, an effective pharmaceutical agent,
namely, NEO100, was realized from POH that demonstrates good therapeutic prospects
from in vitro, in vivo, and clinical testing. It can circumvent the BBB when administered
via the intranasal route or physically open the BBB when given intra-arterially. It easily
penetrates the cytoplasmic membrane without the need for cell surface transport proteins
to facilitate its cell entry. In addition, it appears to harbor skin-penetrating potency. While
much research has focused on characterizing the anticancer activity of the POH molecule,
other avenues of investigation have further established its ability to enhance the therapeutic
impact of different pharmacologic agents, either through enabling the transport of BBB-
impermeable drugs via the intranasal route directly into the brain or through its covalent
conjugation to specific drugs that results in overall increased penetration of the above-
described biological barriers by the conjugated molecule.

The general principles attributed to the use of POH for increasing permeability across
various biological barriers represent platform technologies that could be applicable to
multiple clinical needs and situations. Although the bulk of applications is currently
outlined for the treatment of primary and metastatic brain tumors, these POH-based
concepts are adaptable for use in therapies aimed at neurodegenerative and infectious
conditions of the brain. Moreover, the variety of molecules that could be delivered to
the brain with the use of these platforms is not restricted to established drugs, but may
include nucleic acids, i.e., siRNA, miRNA, and mRNA, as well as therapeutic proteins and
antibodies, and possibly even intact cells and stem cells.
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Abstract: This study aimed at delivering intranasal zolmitriptan directly to the brain through prepa-
ration of bilosomes incorporated into a mucoadhesive in situ gel with extended nasal mucociliary
transit time. Zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes were constructed through a thin film hydration method
applying Box–Behnken design. The independent variables were amount of sodium deoxycholate
and the amount and molar ratio of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture. Bilosomes were assessed for their
entrapment efficiency, particle size and in vitro release. The optimal bilosomes were loaded into mu-
coadhesive in situ gel consisting of poloxamer 407 and hydroxypropyl methylcellulose. The systemic
and brain kinetics of Zolmitriptan were evaluated in rats by comparing intranasal administration of
prepared gel to an IV solution. Statistical analysis suggested an optimized bilosomal formulation
composition of sodium deoxycholate (5 mg) with an amount and molar ratio of cholesterol/Span®

40 mixture of 255 mg and 1:7.7, respectively. The mucoadhesive in situ gel containing bilosomal for-
mulation had a sol-gel temperature of 34.03 ◦C and an extended mucociliary transit time of 22.36 min.
The gelling system possessed enhanced brain bioavailability compared to bilosomal dispersion
(1176.98 vs. 835.77%, respectively) following intranasal administration. The gel revealed successful
brain targeting with improved drug targeting efficiency and direct transport percentage indices. The
intranasal delivery of mucoadhesive in situ gel containing zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes offered
direct nose-to-brain drug targeting with enhanced brain bioavailability.

Keywords: zolmitriptan; intranasal; bilosomes; sodium deoxycholate; mucoadhesive gel; brain
targeting

1. Introduction

Migraine is the most abundant type of neurological disorder; coupled with atypical
serotonergic activity [1,2], it is considered the second major cause of disability, especially
among young people [3]. A migraine is a special kind of headache, consisting of a throbbing
and severe headache in one side of the head [4]. Migraine can be associated with aura
or not, with the latter being the most common type. Any of these symptoms can be
associated with different etiologies [5]. Migraine with aura causes the patient to see strange
colors and lights, which is sometimes scary and in some cases can also, be associated with
ischemic stroke [6].

Zolmitriptan is a potent second generation triptan which acts as a selective serotonin
receptor agonist [2]. It is used as pain terminator in migraine and cluster headache treat-
ment and is given to patients with migraine attacks, with or without an aura. Although
the oral administration of zolmitriptan is the most common route of administration, it is
associated with poor bioavailability (≈40%) owing to severe hepatic first pass effect, slow
onset of action [7,8] and systemic side effects such as nausea, dizziness, paraesthesia, neck
pain and tightness [9]. Generally, the oral administration of anti-migraine drugs can be
inconvenient, especially in patients with associated with nausea and vomiting.
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For these reasons, attempts have been made to deliver zolmitriptan through other
routes in order to bypass the hepatic metabolism and provide fast onset of action with
enhanced bioavailability [7,8]. Among those routes, nose to brain drug delivery is of
pronounced interest. Nasal delivery is an easy and non-invasive route for controlling
migraine attacks, and is considered to be an attractive route of administration. There are
six branches of arteries serving the nasal cavity which can enhance the systemic absorption
of drugs; additionally, the presence of the olfactory region can provide a means of direct
brain targeting [10]. All of these factors, as well as the increased surface area of the nasal
cavity, can aid in enhanced drug absorption.

In 2003, the first zolmitriptan nasal spray was approved by FDA. Nevertheless, the
approved aqueous solution provided only similar bioavailability to oral tablets, due to
the first pass effect the drug is subjected to after systemic absorption [11]. Therefore,
the fabrication of efficient nasal formulations capable of delivering the drug in sufficient
amounts to the brain while avoiding rapid mucociliary clearance and poor membrane
penetration is highly necessary.

Bilosomes (bile salts containing niosomes) are nanovesicular carriers composed of a
non-ionic surfactant bilayer along with bile salts [12]. The literature includes several studies
reporting the use of bilosomes in the efficient oral delivery of drugs and vaccines [13,14]
thanks to their ability to resist gastrointestinal enzymes and consequent conferring of pro-
tection to the loaded active ingredient [14,15]. Additionally, the nature of the vesicular wall
is considered a major point of difference between bilosomes and niosomes; the structure
of niosomes lacks the additional edge activators of like bile salts. Edge activators act by
lowering the surface tension of the vesicular bilayer, resulting in its destabilization and the
formation of deformable vesicles [16] with enhanced tissue penetration [17].

Bilosomes have been applied for transdermal [18], topical [19] and ocular drug de-
livery [20]. However, to the authors’ knowledge, no published research has studied the
influence of intranasal application of drug-loaded bilosomes on drug absorption and brain
targeting. Although bilosomes have not yet been explored for intranasal drug delivery,
their nanosize, coupled with the non-ionic surfactants and bile salts in their structure,
provide promising scenarios for utilizing them in nose to brain drug delivery.

To gain the maximum benefit from the developed intranasal bilosomes, the nasal
mucociliary transit time should be extended to allow for more residence of the applied
dosage form inside the nasal cavity, improving drug absorption. This can be achieved by
loading the developed bilosomes into a mucoadhesive in situ gelling system with high
viscosity capable of resisting rapid mucociliary clearance [21,22].

Therefore, the objective of this study was to fabricate zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes
by applying 33 Box–Behnken design and trying different formulation factors as well as
loading the optimal bilosomal formulation into a mucoadhesive in situ gelling system with
extended nasal mucociliary transit time. A temperature-induced in situ gelling system
which transforms into gel form at body temperature was formulated using poloxamer 407.
To boost the nasal residence time of the in situ gelling system, a mucoadhesive polymer
(hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose) was added. The influence of formulation variables on
entrapment efficiency, particle size and zeta potential, in addition to drug release, were
evaluated. Furthermore, biological evaluation for the potential of brain drug delivery was
assessed in rats.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Zolmitriptan was kindly supplied and certified by Global Nabi Pharmaceuticals
(GNP), 6th of October, Giza, Egypt (Batch number: ZT 18040001). Brij® 35 (polyoxyethylene
(23) lauryl ether), Brij® O10 (polyoxylethylene (10) oleyl ether), cholesterol, hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose (HPMC) (viscosity 1500–4500 cp at 37 ◦C), poloxamer 407, sodium de-
oxycholate, Span® 20 (sorbitan monolaurate), Span® 40 (sorbitan monopalmitate), Span®

60 (sorbitan monostearate), Span® 80 (sorbitan monooleate), Tween® 65 (polyoxyethy-
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lene sorbitan tristearate), Tween® 80 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate) and dialysis
tubing cellulose membrane (molecular weight cutoff 14,000 g/mol) were procured from
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. Methylene blue was obtained from El-Nasr Pharma-
ceutical Chemicals Company, Abu-Zaabal, Cairo, Egypt. Normal saline was purchased
from Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Egypt. Acetonitrile and formic acid (both of HLPC grade)
were supplied by Romil Limited, London, UK and E. Merk, D-6100 Darmstadt, Germany,
respectively. Torsemide was provided and certified by DELTA Pharma, Cairo, Egypt. The
water used was distilled de-ionized water. The other chemicals were of reagent grade and
used as provided.

2.2. Optimization of Bilosomes
2.2.1. Preparation of Zolmitriptan-Loaded Niosomes

Zolmitriptan-loaded niosomes were formed using the thin film hydration method [23],
with minor modifications. In brief, 20 mg of drug were mixed with a 200 mg equimolar
mixture of cholesterol and a non-ionic surfactant; all were dissolved in 10 mL chloro-
form/methanol mixture (3:7 v/v) in a round-bottomed flask. The organic solvent was
evaporated at 60 ◦C under vacuum utilizing a rotary evaporator (Rotavapor, Heidolph VV
2000, Burladingen, Germany) adjusted at 90 rpm for 30 min to confirm complete elimination
of the organic solvent. Following this, the formed thin dry film on the flask inner wall was
hydrated using 10 mL distilled water. The hydration step was performed under normal
pressure in the presence of glass beads for 1 h at 60 ◦C, utilizing the rotary evaporator
which revolved at 90 rpm. Following this, the hydrated film dispersion was sonicated
for 2 min using a bath sonicator (Crest ultrasonics corp., Trenton, NJ, USA) to ensure the
formation of homogenous dispersion without any aggregates, then kept overnight at 6 ◦C.
Eight non-ionic surfactants having different HLB values were utilized to prepare eight
different niosomal formulations. The used surfactants were Span® 20, Span® 40, Span® 60,
Span® 80, Tween® 65, Tween® 80, Brij® 35 and Brij® O10.

Evaluation of the Prepared Zolmitriptan-Loaded Niosomes

For each of the prepared niosomal formulations, drug entrapment efficiency (EE),
particle size (PS) and polydispersity index (PDI) were evaluated.

Assessment of Entrapment Efficiency (EE)

To assess the EE% of the formed niosomal formulations, 1 mL of niosomal dispersion
was mixed with 9 mL ethanol followed by sonication for 5 min using a bath sonicator. Actual
drug content was measured spectrophotometrically (model UV-1601 PC; Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan) by assaying its UV absorbance at a wavelength of 285 nm, after suitable dilution.

Additionally, the same volume (1 mL) of the niosomal formulation was ultra-centrifuged
at 15,000 rpm, 4 ◦C for 90 min by means of a cooling centrifuge (Beckman, Fullerton, Canada).
The supernatant was discarded and the residue was dissolved in 10 mL ethanol under
sonication for 5 min in a bath sonicator to quantify the amount of entrapped drug [24].
Zolmitriptan content was assayed spectrophotometrically as before. EE% was determined
as follows:

EE % = (Amount of entrapped drug/Actual drug content) × 100

Assessment of Particle Size (PS) and Polydispersity Index (PDI)

Furthermore, the niosomal preparations were assessed for their PS and PDI values.
The examined formulations were suitably diluted with distilled water (1:10 v/v) until
reaching faint opalescence, followed by analysis via ZetaSizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instru-
ments, Worcestershire, UK). Moreover, particle size distribution was assessed via the
determination of PDI. The used cuvettes were quartz, and the refractive index was adjusted
at 1.33.
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Statistical Analysis

One-way ANOVA followed by the least significance difference (LSD) test was applied
to compare the EE% of the prepared zolmitriptan-loaded niosomal formulations using
SPSS 17® (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Zolmitriptan-loaded niosomes with the highest
EE% were chosen as the optimal drug-loaded niosomal formulation. Data were gathered
from two different batches for each preparation. Means and standard deviations were
calculated from triplicate test results for every batch.

2.2.2. Preparation of Zolmitriptan-Loaded Bilosomes

The same method utilized to prepare zolmitriptan-loaded niosomes was applied
to prepare drug-loaded bilosomes, with bile salt (sodium deoxycholate) added to the
chloroform/methanol solvent mixture. The resultant organic solution was treated as
in the preparation of drug-loaded niosomes. Fifteen formulations were prepared using
different weights of sodium deoxycholate and cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture, as well as
different molar ratios of cholesterol: Span® 40 according to the constructed Box-Behnken
statistical design.

Optimization of Zolmitriptan-Loaded Bilosomes

A three-factor, three-level Box-Behnken design (33) was constructed in order to explore
the effects of formulation factors on the main properties of the fabricated bilosomes and
optimize their composition, for which Design-Expert® software (Stat-Ease, Inc., Minneapo-
lis, MN, USA) was employed. The independent variables were the amount of sodium
deoxycholate (X1; 5, 10, 15 mg), the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (X2; 100, 200,
300 mg), and the molar ratio of cholesterol: Span® 40 (X3; 1:1, 1:5, 1:9 w/w). Entrapment
efficiency (Y1), particle size (Y2), polydispersity index (Y3), zeta potential (Y4), total % of
zolmitriptan released after 0.5 h (Q0.5 h; Y5), and drug release efficiency (Y6) were chosen
to be the dependent variables. Regarding the optimized formulation, responses Y1, Y5 and
Y6 were preferred to be maximized, whereas other responses (Y2, Y3 and Y4) were desired
to be minimized. According to the designed study, 15 formulations were prepared; 13 of
them contained the midpoints of the investigated factors, while the center formulation
was formulated three times. Two batches were prepared and results were collected in
triplicates for each batch. The Box-Behnken design is presented in Table 1 and the detailed
composition of the prepared drug-loaded bilosomal formulations is given in Table 2.

Table 1. Design parameters and experimental conditions for Box–Behnken (33) design.

Independent Variable (Factor)
Level

Low (−1) Medium (0) High (+1)

X1: Sodium deoxycholate amount (mg) 5 10 15
X2: Cholesterol/Span® 40 amount (mg) 100 200 300

X3: Cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio (w/w) 1:1 1:5 1:9

Dependent variable (Response) Desirability Constraint

Y1: Entrapment efficiency (%) Maximize
Y2: Particle size (nm) Minimize

Y3: Polydispersity index Minimize
Y4: Zeta potential (mV) Minimize

Y5: Q0.5 h (%) Maximize
Y6: Release efficiency (%) Maximize

Abbreviations; Q0.5 h (%), Total percentage of drug released after 0.5 h.
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Table 2. Composition of the prepared zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes.

Formulation
Code

Composition

Sodium Deoxycholate
(mg)

Cholesterol/Span®

40 Mixture (mg)
Cholesterol: Span®

40 Molar Ratio

Midpoint Formulations

F1 5 100 1:5
F2 15 100 1:5
F3 5 300 1:5
F4 15 300 1:5
F5 5 200 1:1
F6 15 200 1:1
F7 5 200 1:9
F8 15 200 1:9
F9 10 100 1:1

F10 10 300 1:1
F11 10 100 1:9
F12 10 300 1:9

Center point formulations

F13 10 200 1:5
F14 10 200 1:5
F15 10 200 1:5

Drug concentration was kept constant (2 mg/mL) in all formulations.

Characterization of the Prepared Zolmitriptan-Loaded Bilosomes—Assessment of
Entrapment Efficiency, Particle Size (PS), Polydispersity Index (PDI) and Zeta
Potential (ZP)

The same methods and steps used for assessing the drug-loaded niosomes were
followed for the determination of the EE%, PS and PDI of the bilosomes. Additionally, the
surface charge of the formulated bilosomes was evaluated by determining the ZP so as to
evaluate the physical stability of the examined samples using ZetaSizer Nano ZS.

Characterization of the Prepared Zolmitriptan-Loaded Bilosomes—In Vitro
Release Studies

For each investigated formulation, the dialysis bag technique was applied [25], where
a certain volume equivalent to 4 mg entrapped drug was transferred in a dialysis bag
which was pre-soaked 12 h in distilled water. The filled dialysis bag was properly secured
from both ends and then dipped in 100 mL phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) in
an amber colored glass bottle to assure the sink conditions. The bottles were then put in
a thermostatically controlled shaking water bath (GFL, Gesellschatt laboratories, Berlin,
Germany) operating at 100 shakes per min at 37 ◦C ± 0.5. Three mL samples of the
release medium were withdrawn at specified time intervals (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 h) and
immediately substituted by an equivalent volume of fresh PBS. Samples were assayed
spectrophotometrically for zolmitriptan content at λmax 285 nm. This experiment was
repeated for zolmitriptan aqueous dispersion (4 mg/2 mL) to check the appropriateness of
the utilized dialysis cellulose membrane. For comparison purposes, the total percentage of
drug released after 0.5 h (Q0.5 h), as well as the release efficiency (RE), were calculated for
each of the investigated formulations. The RE parameter was the area under the release
curve, expressed as the percentage of the rectangle area represented by 100% release at the
same time. The following equation was used for calculation of RE% [26]:

RE% =
∫ t

0
y.dt/y100 t × 100

where the integral represents the area under the release curve until time t, and y100 is
the area of the rectangle representing 100% release at equivalent time. The best kinetic
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model was determined by fitting the obtained release data to the zero-order, Higuchi and
Korsmeyer-Peppas models [27,28].

2.3. Mucoadhesive In Situ Gelling System
2.3.1. Preparation of Mucoadhesive In Situ Gelling System Containing the
Optimal Bilosomes

The mucoadhesive in situ gelling system was fabricated using the cold method [29].
Different gelling systems were prepared using different polymers at different concentra-
tions (Table S1). A 33 general factorial design using Design-Expert® software was utilized
to investigate the effect of formulation variables. The optimal gelling system was selected
based on the desirability function (0.705). The optimal zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes
was dispersed in an aqueous solution of hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (HPMC, the
mucoadhesive polymer). A calculated amount of poloxamer 407 was then added slowly
under magnetic stirring (WiseStir, Daihan Scientific Company, Daihan, Chhattisgarh, In-
dia) adjusted at 100 rpm at room temperature. The prepared dispersion was preserved
in a refrigerator at 6 ± 2 ◦C for 24 h to equilibrate and form a clear solution. The used
concentration of HPMC was 0.5% w/v and that of poloxamer 407 was 17% w/v. Batches
were prepared in duplicates and the mean± standard deviations were calculated for three
measurements for each batch.

2.3.2. Characterization of the Prepared Mucoadhesive In Situ Gelling System

The optimal zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomal formulation in the prepared mucoad-
hesive in situ gelling system was re-characterized for its EE%, PS, PDI and ZP as was
previously done for the free bilosomes prior to incorporation into the gel system. The
prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system containing the optimal bilosomal formula-
tion was characterized for drug release parameters (Q0.5 h and RE%), sol to gel transition
temperature, nasal mucociliary transit time and rheological constants (consistency index
and flow index).

Assessment of Release Parameters of Zolmitriptan from the Prepared Mucoadhesive In
Situ Gelling System

The in vitro release testing was conducted using the dialysis bag diffusion method
for the cold in situ gelling system loaded with optimal bilosomes, as previously described
under the in vitro release testing of bilosomes and the percentage of total zolmitriptan
released after 0.5 h and RE% was calculated.

Assessment of Sol to Gel Transition Temperature and Time

To determine the sol to gel transition temperature of the prepared gelling system, the
tilting method was used [30]. A test tube containing 2 mL aliquot of the formulated clear
solution of the cold mucoadhesive in situ gel was covered with Parafilm® and affixed in a
water bath. The temperature of the water bath was elevated gradually, starting from 20 ◦C,
in increments of 0.5 ◦C every 10 min. The content was visually inspected for gelation by
tilting it by 90◦. The gelation temperature of the investigated formulation was its sol to gel
transition temperature.

The sol to gel transition time was investigated using the test tube inversion method [31].
In brief, 1 mL of the mucoadhesive in situ gelling system (sol) was transferred into a 5 mL
stoppered test tube which was placed a thermostatically controlled water bath kept at 37 ◦C.
The transition time was determined by tilting the tube every 10 s till no flow was detected.

Assessment of Rheological Constants

The rheological characteristics of the investigated gelling system were assessed using
a cone and plate viscometer (Brookfield viscometer; type DVT-2). The plate was connected
to a water bath to keep its temperature at 35 ± 0.1 ◦C. A half-mL sample of the investigated
cold system was transferred to the plate. The shear rate was elevated gradually from
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0.5 to 100 min−1 and the viscosity reading was recorded [32]. The power law constitutive
equation was then applied to the results [33]:

η = my n−1

where η is the viscosity (cp), y is the shear rate (s−1), and m and n are constants representing
consistency and flow indices, respectively.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Morphological examination of the optimal zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomal formulation
as well as the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system containing it was performed
in order to assess aqueous dispersion. TEM (Lecia Image, Wetzlar, Germany) connected to
camera model TKC 1380 JVC (Victor Company, Tokyo, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of
80 kV was used. A sample drop was placed on a carbon-coated copper grid surface and
left for one minute; any excess was dried by a tip of filter paper.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

DSC was applied to both the optimal zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes and the mucoad-
hesive in situ gelling system containing them after lyophilizing both.

Samples were initially frozen at −20 ◦C then lyophilized for 24 h (Lyophilizer;
Novalyphe-NL 500; Savant Instruments Corp., Holbrook, NY, USA) with pressure adjusted
at 7 × 10−2 mbar and condenser temperature maintained at −45 ◦C. The reconstitution
time of the lyophilized samples was assessed by adding the same volume of distilled water
prior to the lyophilization process to the dried samples. The time recorded till the formation
of dispersion free from any aggregates was taken as the reconstitution time [34].

DSC analysis was also performed for zolmitriptan powder, a physical mixture of the
individual components of the bilosomes, and the individual components of the gelling
system. About 4 mg of each sample was scanned separately in aluminum pans from 30 to
300 ◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min under an inert nitrogen flow of 25 mL/min.

Determination of Nasal Mucociliary Transit Time

The nasal mucociliary transit time was assessed by an in vivo method described by
Lale et al. [35], with slight adjustments. Nine rats (weighing 200–250 g) participated in
this study. Animal use in this study was in accordance with the National Institutes of
Health Guide for The Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH, publication No.85-23,
1996). Rats were divided into three equal groups (n = 3). Animals were anesthetized by
intramuscular injection of sodium thiopental (7 mg/kg) at the beginning of the experiment.
A volume of 10 µL of the prepared in situ gelling system loaded with the optimal bilosomes
and containing methylene blue dye (5 mg/mL) was introduced into the right nostril of
the animals of Group 1 using a micropipette. Swabs from the nasopalatine canal and
pharynx were done via oral cavity (using a moistened cotton-tipped applicator) each
minute post application, for a total period of 60 min. Each swab was visually examined
for the blue color of the dye. The time taken for the appearance of the blue dye was
recorded as the mucociliary transit time [30]. The experiment was also performed with the
optimal bilosomes pre-mixed with methylene blue (Group 2) as well as with methylene
blue solution in saline, which was used as a control (Group 3).

2.4. In Vivo Animal Study
2.4.1. Study Design and Dose Administration

This study was conducted to compare the pharmacokinetic parameters of zolmitrip-
tan when using three different treatments. The investigated treatments were the optimal
zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes (Treatment A), the mucoadhesive in situ gelling system con-
taining it (Treatment B), and the drug solution (Treatment C). A non-blind, three-treatment,
one-period, randomized parallel design was used. Ninety male rats (weighing 200–250 g)
participated in this study. The protocol of the study was approved by the institutional
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review board, Research Ethics Committee, Faculty of Pharmacy, Cairo University (PI 2326).
The rats were housed nine per cage at ambient temperature with free access to food and
water and a 12 h light/dark cycle. The animals were categorized into three equal groups
(n = 30). Group 1 received intranasal (IN) Treatment A, Group 2 received IN Treatment
B and Group 3 received intravenous (IV) Treatment C (used as a control). The dose of
zolmitriptan in all treatments was 5 mg/kg [36]. The study lasted for 12 h and the animals
were visually inspected throughout the study period for any behavioral disorder or sign
of illness. At time intervals 0 (pre-dose), 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 h following
administration, three rats from each group were mercy sacrificed and plasma and brain
samples were collected from them. Blood was collected from the trunk of the sacrificed
animals into heparinized tubes and centrifuged (using Centurion Scientific LTD. Centrifuge,
West Sussex, UK) at 4000 rpm for 15 min at 25 ◦C to separate plasma. In addition, the
dissected brain was washed with normal saline, cleaned of all attaching tissue/fluid, and
then homogenized with saline (three-fold its volume) for 1 min at 24,000 rpm using Pro
scientific Homogenizer, (Oxford, UK). Plasma and brain samples were preserved at −20 ◦C
pending analysis.

2.4.2. Chromatographic Conditions

A sensitive, selective and validated LC-MS/MS method for quantitative determination
of zolmitriptan in plasma and brain tissues was adopted [37,38]. Torsemide was utilized
as an internal standard. The detector was a triple quadrupole MS/MS (Waters Corp.,
Milford, MA, USA) and positive ionization mode was used for zolmitriptan and torsemide
monitoring. Empower™ 2 CDS Software solutions was used for data acquisition and data
integration. The used column was a reverse-phase column (C18, 50 × 2.1 mm, Waters Corp.,
Milford, MA, USA). The mobile phase was a mixture of acetonitrile and 0.1% aqueous
solution of formic acid 4:1 (v/v). Isocratic chromatographic separation was done at 40 ◦C
and a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min.

2.4.3. Sample Preparation

A certain volume of plasma or homogenized brain sample (0.5 mL) was mixed with a
50 µL solution of torsemide in acetonitrile (100 ng/mL). The mixture was vortexed for 30 s
and then centrifuged at 3000× g for 15 min. The supernatant was withdrawn and filtered
through a 0.45 µm Millipore® filter. A centrifugal vacuum concentrator (Vacufuge 5301,
Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) was utilized to dry the filtrate at 40 ◦C, which was then
reconstituted with 100 µL mobile phase. A volume of 20 µL of the reconstituted sample
was injected into the column using the autosampler.

2.4.4. In Vivo Brain and Systemic-Kinetic Studies

The main pharmacokinetic parameters of zolmitriptan from the three treatments
were determined in both plasma and homogenized brain tissues. For plasma samples,
the mean plasma concentration of the drug was illustrated against time, and the peak
plasma concentration (Cmax) and time taken to reach it (tmax) were calculated. The area
under the zolmitriptan plasma concentration–time curve (AUC0–12 h) represents the total
amount of drug in plasma over 12 h. Cmax, tmax, AUC0–12 h, AUC0–∞, mean residence
time (MRT, calculated by the trapezoidal rule), as well as the time for half the initial
dose to be eliminated (t1/2) and the drug elimination rate constant (k) were calculated by
non-compartmental pharmacokinetic models using Kinetica® software (version 5.0, 2017,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA. The values of absolute bioavailability of the
drug in plasma from the applied IN Treatments (A and B) were calculated relative to an
intravenous aqueous solution of drug in normal saline.

For brain samples, the mean concentration of the drug in the homogenized brain was
plotted versus time, and the main pharmacokinetic parameters of the drug in brain tissues
(Cmax, tmax, AUC 0–12 h, t1/2 and k) were determined as was done for the plasma samples.
The values of drug bioavailability in the brain from the applied IN Treatments (A and B)
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compared to IV solution (Treatment C) were also calculated. In addition, two indices were
calculated to express zolmitriptan targeting to the brain. These indices were drug targeting
efficiency (DTE) [30] and nose to brain direct transport percentage (DTP) [39]. These indices
were determined from the respective equations:

DTE(%) =

( BIN
PIN
BIV
PIV

)
× 100

DTP(%) =

(
BIN − Bx

BIN

)
× 100

where B and P are AUC0–12 in brain and plasma, respectively, IN and IV stand for intranasal
and intravenous application, respectively, and Bx is the brain AUC portion contributed by
systemic circulation through the blood–brain barrier (BBB) subsequent IN application. Bx
was determined as follows [39]:

Bx =

(
BIV × PIN

PIV

)
× 100

2.4.5. Statistical Analysis

One-way ANOVA was carried out using SPSS 17.0 software followed by LSD test.
Differences were significant at p < 0.05.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optimization of Bilosomes
3.1.1. Preparation of Zolmitriptan-Loaded Niosomes

As explained before, this study aimed at preparing zolmitriptan-loaded non-ionic
surfactant nano-vesicles for brain targeting. Non-ionic surfactant nano-vesicles consist
of niosomes and bilosomes; the former is considered a precursor for the latter. In other
words, preparing good bilosomes requires starting with good niosomes. A very important
variable affecting the quality of the prepared niosomes is the type of non-ionic surfactant
used. In order to choose a suitable surfactant for the preparation of zolmitriptan-loaded
niosomes, eight non-ionic surfactants with different HLB values were used under fixed
conditions to inspect the effect of surfactant type on the EE of the formed vesicles. The
investigated surfactants covered an HLB range of 4.3–16.0.

Evaluation of the Prepared Zolmitriptan-Loaded Niosomes

As entrapment of the water-soluble drug (zolmitriptan) in niosomes, which are lipid-
rich vesicles, was the main challenge in the preparation of such vesicles, EE% was set as
the evaluation criterion for the quality of the prepared niosomes.

Table 3 represents the EE% of zolmitriptan-loaded niosomes prepared using different
surfactants. It can be seen that the EE% of vesicles prepared using any of the sorbitan
esters was significantly higher than that prepared using any of the Tweens or Brijs as a
surfactant. The EE% of niosomes prepared using sorbitan esters ranged from 14.90 ± 0.70%
to 44.70 ± 1.17%, whereas the highest EE% of niosomes prepared using any of the Tweens
or Brijs did not exceed 11.90 ± 1.65%. Differences in EE% between different surfactant
types were found to be significant (p < 0.05). This could be ascribed to the different HLB
values of the used surfactants and, consequently, the difference in their lipophilicity [40,41].
Values of EE% were found to increase as the HLB value of the used surfactant decreased
(i.e., lipophilicity increased). Tweens and Brijs have HLB values > 10, indicating more
hydrophilicity, which caused the vesicular membrane to be more permeable and leaky to
the drug, leading to lower EE% values compared to vesicles prepared using sorbitan esters
(with low HLB values ranging from 4.3–8.6).
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Table 3. Entrapment efficiency percent of zolmitriptan-loaded niosomes prepared using different
non-ionic surfactants with different HLB values.

Non-Ionic Surfactant
EE%

Name HLB

Span® 20 8.6 14.90 ± 0.70
Span® 40 6.7 44.72 ± 1.17
Span® 60 4.7 33.33 ± 1.55
Span® 80 4.3 24.60 ± 1.35

Tween® 65 10.5 11.90 ± 1.65
Tween® 80 15.0 6.50 ± 0.70

Brij® 35 16.0 9.70 ± 0.70
Brij® O10 12.0 8.80 ± 0.83

Results are expressed as mean values ± SD, Abbreviations; EE, Entrapment efficiency.

Among the niosomes prepared using different sorbitan esters as surfactants, it was no-
ticed that of EE% values of niosomes prepared using Span® 40 or Span® 60 (44.42 ± 1.17%
and 33.33 ± 1.55%, respectively) were significantly higher (p < 0.05) than those prepared
using Span® 20 or Span® 80 (14.90 ± 0.7% and 24.60 ± 1.35%, respectively). This could
be related to the intrinsic properties of the sorbitan ester type used, especially the phase
transition temperature. Span® 40 and Span® 60 are solid at ambient temperature due to
their relatively high phase transition temperatures compared to Span® 20 or Span® 80.
The stated phase transition temperatures are 48 and 53 ◦C versus 16 and −12 ◦C, respec-
tively [40]. This temperature affects the nature of the surfactant bilayer being either in
liquid or gel state, with the latter state occurring at higher phase transition temperatures.
This gel state is characterized by the ordered arrangement of the surfactant alkyl chain,
and hence leads to formation of less leaky bilayers [42].

Finally, by relating the EE% values of the formed niosomes utilizing either Span® 40
or Span® 60, it was evident that Span® 40 excelled significantly (p < 0.05). This might be
attributed to the relatively higher surface free energy of Span® 40 (associated with higher
HLB values) leading to the formation of vesicles of larger particle size with enhanced
capability in terms of entrapping water-soluble drugs [43,44].

The relationship between PS and EE% was further confirmed by measuring the PS
values of the investigated niosomes. The PS values of the prepared niosomes ranged from
308.31 ± 3.42 to 490.29 ± 6.53 nm, indicating the formation of nanovesicles. By comparing
the PS of niosomes prepared with either Span® 40 or Span® 60, it was obvious that the
former led to the formation of larger PS values compared to the latter, which could explain
the enhanced EE% obtained with Span® 40-based niosomes. The obtained PS values were
434.67 ± 9.75 and 383.56 ± 8.39 nm, respectively. The obtained PDI values of the prepared
niosomes were between 0.213 ± 0.014 to 0.411 ± 0.007, indicating·homogenous dispersion
with low PDI values [45].

It can be concluded from the previous discussion that Span® 40 was the surfactant
that succeeded in enhancing the EE% of the drug. The EE% of niosomes prepared using
Span® 40 was quite satisfactory, as it is logical that entrapment of a water soluble drug in
lipid niosomes is a great challenge. Accordingly, a niosomal formulation prepared using
Span® 40 was chosen to complete this study and prepare bile salt-enriched zolmitriptan-
loaded niosomes (i.e., bilosomes) for further investigation.

3.1.2. Investigation of the Effect Process Variables on the Properties of
Zolmitriptan-Loaded Bilosomes

Statistical design was needed to correlate the main properties of the prepared drug-
loaded bilosomes to the different formulation factors, to study the interaction between
the investigated factors, and finally to suggest a formulation with optimized composi-
tion. A Box–Behnken (33) design was constructed to optimize the composition of the
zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes. The pre-determination of the used surfactant during the
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preparation of the niosomes reduced the number of investigated formulation factors. In
addition, the total number of 15 test runs needed for Box–Behnken design is fewer than
that needed for a central composite design with the same number of repeats (17 runs) or
that needed for a 33 factorial design without repeats (27 runs) [46]. In addition, the used
design enables studying of the interactions between different factors. For this reason, a
Box–Behnken design was chosen in order to optimize the composition of the prepared
bilosomes. The main output data of the applied design indicated good correlation between
the predicted and adjusted R2 values for all responses with differences between them not
exceeding 0.2, which confirmed that the applied design was appropriate for predicting
response values [47]. Additionally, adequate precision for all the investigated responses
exceeded the value of four; which is the desirable value. As adequate precision measures
the signal to noise ratio, the results indicated that the applied model can be utilized for
navigating the design space [48]. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the statistical model
designed to be applied in this study is a valid one (Table S2).

Effect on Entrapment Efficiency (EE)

All the investigated bilosomes had a drug content approximately equal to 100%, as the
actual drug content did not show any significant difference from theoretical one (20 mg).
This indicated that there was no significant drug loss during preparation.

As revealed in Table 4, the EE% of the investigated zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes
ranged from 33.53 ± 1.59 to 74.33 ± 1.32% for formulations F9 and F12, respectively.
ANOVA testing showed a non-significant effect of sodium deoxycholate amount (X1) on
the EE% (Y1) of bilosomes (p = 0.0815) and significant effects of both the amount (X2) and
molar ratio (X3) of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (p < 0.0001 and = 0.0017, respectively),
with a significant interaction between the two effective factors (p = 0.018). The individual
effects of the two effective formulation factors on the EE% of the prepared bilosomes, as
well as their interaction plot, are demonstrated in Figure 1. From Figure 1a, it is clear that
increasing the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture resulted in a significant increase
in the EE% of the formed bilosomes. This finding might be attributed to the fact that the
cholesterol/non-ionic surfactant mixture represents the backbone and the main vesicle-
forming material of bilosomes; thus, increasing amounts might lead to the construction of
a larger number of large-sized vesicles, and thus inclusion of larger drug amounts [49]. In
addition, at low cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture amounts, decreasing Span® 40 level might
lead to more drug leakage, as decreased Span® 40 amounts are not adequate to stabilize
the bilosomal membrane [50].

Table 4. Measured responses of Box–Behnken (33) design for the prepared zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes.

Formulation
Code

Responses

EE (%) PS (nm) PDI ZP (mV) Q0.5 h (%) RE (%)

F1 42.73 ± 1.19 343.33 ± 18.53 0.34 ± 0.03 −41.4 ± 1.15 16.0 ± 0.64 72.0 ± 3.09
F2 37.67 ± 1.33 230.53 ± 12.62 0.49 ± 0.07 −55.0 ± 1.27 22.3 ± 1.00 68.6 ± 2.06
F3 63.40 ± 0.74 448.72 ± 19.32 0.33 ± 0.04 −39.3 ± 0.81 34.8 ± 1.60 76.1 ± 3.04
F4 67.46 ± 0.77 602.20 ± 13.21 0.35 ± 0.04 −54.2 ± 1.50 39.6 ± 1.41 77.3 ± 1.09
F5 51.63 ± 1.22 560.50 ± 20.55 0.26 ± 0.01 −45.0 ± 1.48 38.5 ± 1.24 74.1 ± 1.07
F6 44.97 ± 1.35 527.00 ± 55.27 0.35 ± 0.04 −65.1 ± 2.05 42.4 ± 0.75 70.0 ± 3.08
F7 65.73 ± 1.66 409.27 ± 34.68 0.35 ± 0.04 −44.5 ± 0.50 32.8 ± 1.00 67.8 ± 1.06
F8 51.03 ± 1.59 460.43 ± 48.91 0.28 ± 0.02 −48.8 ± 0.95 38.4 ± 1.22 70.8 ± 2.05
F9 33.53 ± 1.59 531.23 ± 31.97 0.16 ± 0.03 −45.3 ± 0.60 24.5 ± 0.96 46.5 ± 3.02

F10 46.06 ± 1.45 597.96 ± 34.41 0.35 ± 0.04 −51.2 ± 0.70 31.3 ± 0.55 69.2 ± 1.07
F11 37.55 ± 0.83 356.97 ± 42.54 0.16 ± 0.03 −44.8 ± 1.05 18.1 ± 1.00 64.4 ± 3.03
F12 74.33 ± 1.32 352.23 ± 43.37 0.29 ± 0.03 −48.0 ± 0.50 15.5 ± 0.68 63.5 ± 0.14
F13 70.97 ± 1.30 384.40 ± 10.05 0.017 ± 0.00 −45.3 ± 0.64 15.5 ± 0.96 71.9 ± 0.19
F14 71.39 ± 1.30 379.30 ± 10.05 0.019 ± 0.00 −44.3 ± 0.64 16.7 ± 0.96 72.1 ± 0.19
F15 70.83 ± 1.30 398.20 ± 10.05 0.012 ± 0.00 −44.1 ± 0.64 17.4 ± 0.96 71.8 ± 0.19

Abbreviations; EE, Entrapment efficiency; PS, Particle size; PDI, Polydispersity index; ZP, Zeta potential; Q0.5 h, Total percentage of
zolmitriptan released after 0.5 h; RE, Release efficiency.
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Figure 1. Line plots for the effects of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture amount (a) and cholesterol:
Span® 40 molar ratio (b), and the interactions between them (c) on entrapment efficiency of the
prepared zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes.

Figure 1b reveals that increasing the proportion of cholesterol in the cholesterol/Span® 40
mixture (in other words, moving from cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio 1:9 to 1:1) resulted
in a significant reduction in their EE%. This is evident as the values of EE% of bilosomes
of formulations F7, F8, F11 and F12 (containing a proportion of cholesterol = 10% of
its mixture with Span® 40) were significantly larger than those for the corresponding
formulations with higher proportions of cholesterol (=50%), which were formulations
F5, F6, F9 and F10. This might be attributed to the competition between cholesterol and
the drug for the packing space in bilosomes prepared with relatively high proportions of
cholesterol, which disrupted the regular bilayer structure and caused drug leakage [51,52].
In addition, the presence of large amount of cholesterol might increase the hydrophobicity
of the interfacial region of the bilayers during the bilosomal preparation which disfavored
the entrapment of the hydrophilic zolmitriptan [52]. On the other hand, in formulations
with smaller proportions of cholesterol in the mixture with Span® 40, the relatively high
proportion of non-ionic surfactant increased the solubility of zolmitriptan in the organic
phase during bilosomal preparation and decreased their escape to the aqueous phase,
leading to enhanced drug entrapment.
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The interaction between the two effective formulation factors (X2 and X3) on the EE%
of the formed bilosomes is provided in Figure 1c. It is clear that at a cholesterol/Span® 40
molar ratio 1:9, increasing the amount of the mixture resulted in increasing the EE%.

Effect on Particle Size (PS)

Table 4 demonstrates the mean PS values of the formed zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes.
The PS values were between 230.53 ± 12.62 nm (formulation F2) and 602.20 ± 13.21 nm
(formulation F4). ANOVA testing indicated a non-significant effect (p > 0.05) of sodium
deoxycholate amount (X1) on the mean PS as well as significant effects of both the amount
of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (X2) and the molar ratio (X3) between its components
(p = 0.026 and 0.017, respectively); however, no interaction between the effective factors
was indicated. The effects of the investigated formulation factors on PS are presented
graphically in Figure 2.

Figure 2. (A) Line plots of the effects of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture amount and (1) cholesterol:
Span® 40 molar ratio (2) on particle size. (B) Line plots for the effects of sodium deoxycholate
amount (1), cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio and (2) the interaction between them (3) on zeta
potential of the prepared zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes.
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From Figure 2(A1) it is clear that increasing the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mix-
ture from 100 mg (in formulations F1, F2, F9 and F11) to 300 mg in the corresponding formu-
lations (F3, F4, F10 and F12) led to a significant increase in the PS of the prepared bilosomes.
There are different explanations for this finding. As mentioned before, cholesterol/Span®

40 mixture is the building unit of bilosomes; thus, increasing its amount enhanced the
formation of larger number of large-sized vesicles [49,52,53]. Another explanation relates
the larger size of the bilosomes prepared using larger amount of cholesterol/Span® 40
mixture to their higher EE%. In addition, as water-soluble drugs like zolmitriptan favor
entrapment in the vesicles’ aqueous core, this might cause a mutually repulsive interaction
between the drug and the polar heads of the surfactant, leading to an increase in PS [43,54].

From Figure 2(A2) it can be seen that increasing the proportion of cholesterol in the
cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture resulted in a significant increase in the PS of the produced
bilosomes. We believe that this is due to the packing of cholesterol molecules between the
surfactant alkyl chain, leading to larger vesicular size [43,55].

Effect on Polydispersity Index (PDI)

PDI is a numerical value ranging from zero to one used to express the homogeneity of
particle size distribution. When this index approaches zero, this indicates highly monodis-
persed particles, whereas, when it approaches one, this suggests highly polydispersed
vesicles [56,57]. As presented in Table 4, the PDI of all the formed bilosomes ranged from
0.012 ± 0.00 to 0.49 ± 0.07 (for formulations F15 and F2, respectively) which indicated
narrow size distribution of the prepared bilosomes. ANOVA testing indicated that the PDI
of the prepared vesicles was not significantly (p > 0.05) influenced by the studied factors.

Effect on Zeta Potential (ZP)

The ZP of zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes was between−65.1± 2.05 and−39.3 ± 0.81 mV
(for formulations F6 and F3, respectively), confirming that the formed bilosomes had suffi-
cient negative charge to maintain electric repulsion between them and inhibit their aggre-
gation, and hence, better stability [58]. This negative charge in all formulations was mostly
due to the use of the anionic bile salt sodium deoxycholate [59]. The results of ANOVA
testing demonstrated a non-significant effect (p > 0.05) of the amount of cholesterol/Span®

40 mixture (X2) and significant effects of both sodium deoxycholate amount (X1) and
cholesterol:Span® 40 molar ratio (X3) (p < 0.0001 and =0.0009, respectively), with a signifi-
cant interaction between the latter two effects (p = 0.0017). The individual effects of factors
X1 and X3 on ZP of the prepared bilosomes, in addition to the line plot representing the
interaction between them, are illustrated in Figure 2B. From Figure 2(B1), it is clear that
increasing the sodium deoxycholate amount from 5 mg (in formulations F1, F3, F5 and F7)
to 15 mg in the corresponding formulations (F2, F4, F6 and F8) led to a significant increase
in the absolute ZP value of the resultant bilosomes, which may be due to the anionic nature
of this bile salt [60].

Figure 2(B2) reveals that increasing Span® 40 proportion in the cholesterol/Span® 40
mixture in the prepared bilosomes resulted in a significantly less negative ZP values. This
is evident in the values of ZP for formulations prepared using a cholesterol:Span® 40 molar
ratio of 1:1 (F5, F6, F9 and F10) being significantly more negative than the corresponding
ones prepared using a molar ratio of 1:9 (namely, F7, F8, F11 and F12). This may be due
to the shielding effect of the excess non-ionic surfactant. As the used non-ionic surfactant
is hydrophilic in nature, it might reside on the vesicular bilayer surface, leading to a less
negative ZP [60,61]. From Figure 2(B3), it is clear that at a low cholesterol/Span® 40 molar
ratio, increasing the sodium deoxycholate amount resulted in increasing the negative ZP of
the produced bilosomes. This is logical because, as explained before, this bile salt is the
main cause of the negative potential of the prepared bilosomes.
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Effect on In Vitro Release Studies

The percentages of zolmitriptan released from the investigated bilosomes and drug
aqueous dispersion are plotted versus time in Figure 3. The release profile of zolmitriptan
from its dispersion revealed fast drug release, with about 99.8% of the drug released in
the first 3 h. This assumed the free diffusion of drug through the dialysis membrane,
indicating that the membrane used does not hinder drug availability in the release medium.
Conversely, drug release from the prepared bilosomes was seen to be slower than that from
its aqueous dispersion, which is quite logical.

Figure 3. Release profiles of zolmitriptan from the prepared bilosomes compared to aqueous drug
dispersion in phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4); F1–F4 (a), F5–F8 (b) and F9–F13 (c).

Figure 3 also shows that the release of zolmitriptan from the investigated bilosomes
was biphasic. An initial flush release of the drug took place within the first 0.5 h, followed
by a slower release phase. The initial phase can be attributed to the fast release of adsorbed
or surface drug in the release medium, owing to its hydrophilic nature [62], while the
second phase of drug release was believed to be regulated by release through the swollen
vesicle bilayers [63]. The biphasic release profiles of the drug from all the investigated
bilosomes are expected to be of great benefit. Being an anti-migraine drug, the initial
amount released would offer rapid onset of pain relief, while the slower subsequent release
would keep the patient under prophylaxis from migraine over 8 h.
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To compare zolmitriptan release from different drug-loaded bilosomes, two release
parameters were applied: Q0.5 h and RE% from zero time to 8 h (Table 4). Q0.5 h percentage
ranged from 15.5 ± 0.68% to 42.4 ± 0.75% for formulations F12 and F6, respectively.
Furthermore, the lowest RE% result was recorded for F9 (46.5 ± 3.02%), while the highest
was for F4 (77.3 ± 1.09%).

ANOVA analysis of Q0.5 h results showed a non-significant effect (p > 0.05) of sodium
deoxycholate amount (X1) and significant effects of both cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture
amount (X2) and the molar ratio (X3) between components (p = 0.0109 and 0.0202, re-
spectively), with no interaction between effective factors. The effect of the investigated
formulation variables on Q0.5 h is represented graphically in Figure 4.

Figure 4. (A) Line plots of the effects of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture amount (1) and cholesterol:
Span® 40 molar ratio (2) on total percentage of zolmitriptan released after 0.5 h. (B) Line plots for
the effect of the amount of cholesterol: Span® 40 mixture (1) and the interaction between it and
cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio (2) on release efficiency % of the drug up to 8 h.

Regarding the effect of the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture on Q0.5 h of
the prepared bilosomes, it was evident that formulations containing larger amounts of
cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (for example, formulations F3, F4, and F10) possessed higher
Q0.5 h values than those for the corresponding formulations containing smaller amounts
(F1, F2 and F9), as illustrated in Figure 4(A1). This can be credited to the significant
elevation in EE% of the prepared bilosomes by increasing the amount of incorporated
cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (as previously discussed), which was associated with in-
creased driving force for the drug to be released, in line with Fick’s first law [64].

Figure 4(A2) shows that increasing cholesterol proportion from 10% to 50% in the
cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio 1:9 and 1:1 in formulations F7, F8, F11 and F12 compared
to the corresponding formulations F5, F6, F9 and F10 led to a significant increase in the
Q0.5 h values. This finding might be explained by the ability of cholesterol to disrupt the
bilosomal membrane linear structure, as previously discussed [51,52]. This logically led to
drug leakage, and hence enhanced drug release and higher Q0.5 h values.
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It is obvious that using Q0.5 h as a release parameter involves comparison of single
release points in order to evaluate the ability of the investigated formulations to release
a fast initial dose of the loaded drug. On the other hand, the concept of RE% has some
advantages over the single point parameter, the most important being that it can be
theoretically related to in vivo data [65].

Concerning RE%, ANOVA results showed a non-significant effect (p > 0.05) of both
the amount of sodium deoxycholate (X1) and cholesterol/Span® 40 molar ratio (X3), and
a significant effect of the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (X2) (p = 0.0021). The
effect of the variable X2 is illustrated in Figure 4B. From Figure 4(B1) and Table 4, it is clear
that increasing the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture from 100 mg to 300 mg caused
a statistically significant increase in RE%, as revealed by comparing the results obtained
from formulations F1, F2 and F9 with those obtained from the corresponding formulations
F3, F4 and F10. The increase can be attributed to the enhancement in terms of EE% of these
bilosomes (as previously discussed), leading to the increase in drug concentration gradient
and consequently to the enhancement of drug release. Statistical analysis also revealed a
significant interaction between the amount of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture and the molar
ratio between them (p = 0.0026). The line plot of the interaction presented in Figure 4(B2)
shows that at a cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio of 1:1, when the amount of this mixture
was increased from 100 mg to 300 mg, the calculated value of RE% increased.

The drug release data presented best fit with the Korsmeyer-Peppas model, with
correlation coefficient values (r) above 0.96.

3.1.3. Selection of the Optimized Zolmitriptan-Loaded Bilosomes

The target of the optimization process is to specify the optimum levels of any variable
required for the preparation of a pharmaceutical product with high quality. In this work,
Design-Expert® software was used to employ a numerical optimization approach, using
the desirability function to overcome the multiple and opposing responses [66]. When
applied, this numerical analysis developed suggested zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes with
an overall desirability of 0.758. This formulation was suggested to be prepared using
5 mg sodium deoxycholate (X1) and 255 mg of cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture (X2) with a
cholesterol:Span® 40 molar ratio of 1:7.7 (X3). To evaluate the optimization capability of the
model generated according to the Box–Behnken design, the suggested zolmitriptan-loaded
bilosomes were prepared and characterized as was done for the previously prepared
bilosomes. For each response, the observed value of the suggested bilosomes was collected
with the expected one as well as the residual values which represented the difference
between the expected and observed values of each response (Table 5). The residual values of
all responses were small (not exceeding 2.1), signifying the reasonability of the optimization
process. Thus, the suggested zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes could be nominated as the
optimal one, and it was used for further investigation.

Table 5. Optimal levels of factors of the suggested zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes with the expected,
observed and residual values of each response.

Factor Optimal Level

X1: Sodium deoxycholate amount (mg) 5
X2: Cholesterol/Span® 40 amount (mg) 255

X3: Cholesterol: Span® 40 molar ratio (w/w) 1:7.7

Response Expected value Observed value Residual value a

Y1: Entrapment efficiency (%) 71.70 70.34 ± 0.10 1.36
Y2: Particle size (nm) 399.27 399.80 ± 4.95 −0.53

Y3: Polydispersity index 0.33 0.33 ± 0.05 −0.004
Y4: Zeta potential (mv) −42.50 −41.90 ±0.19 −0.60

Y5: Q0.5 h (%) a 31.87 32.20 ± 1.09 −0.33
Y6: Release Efficiency (%) 73.86 71.76 ± 0.34 2.10

a Residual value = expected value—observed value.
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3.2. Mucoadhesive In Situ Gelling System
3.2.1. Characterization of the Prepared Mucoadhesive In Situ Gelling System

The loaded bilosomes in the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system had an
EE of 73.63 ± 1.12%, PS of 417.56 ± 16.52 nm, PDI of 0.32 ± 0.01 and ZP of −41.6 ± 0.66.
These values were found to be non-significantly different from those previously obtained
by free bilosomal dispersion, and p values were calculated to be 0.061, 0.059, 0.072 and
0.081, respectively.

3.2.2. Assessment of Release Parameters of Zolmitriptan from the Prepared Mucoadhesive
In Situ Gelling System

The drug release profiles of the prepared in situ gelling system as well as of the free
optimal bilosomes are given in Figure 5a. The release best fitted the Korsmeyer–Peppas
model, with an r value equal to 0.98. As shown in the figure, drug release from the
prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system retained the biphasic profile given before
from the prepared bilosomes, with an obvious reduction in the initial amount released. The
Q0.5 h value of the drug released from the optimal bilosomes loaded in the gelling system
decreased by around 50% compared to the free ones (p = 0.002). This might be due to the
increased viscosity and density of the gelling system compared to free bilosomes, resulting
in the slowing of drug diffusion and release [67–69]. Regarding the RE%, it was found
that the difference between both the gelling system and free bilosomes was statistically
non-significant (p > 0.05). It is worth to noting that in spite of the significant decrease
in Q0.5 h of zolmitriptan from bilosomes when incorporated into the mucoadhesive in
situ gelling system, the overall amount of drug released in a defined time (representing
drug RE) did not display any significant change. In other words, the incorporation of
drug-loaded bilosomes in the mucoadhesive in situ gelling system resulted in delayed
drug release onset, with no effect on the total amount of drug released.

Figure 5. (a) Release profiles of zolmitriptan dispersion from the optimal bilosomes and the prepared
mucoadhesive in situ gelling system containing them in phosphate buffer saline, pH 7.4; (b) Relation
between viscosity and rate of shear for the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system.
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3.2.3. Assessment of Sol to Gel Transition Temperature and Time

The sol to gel transition temperature of the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling
system was 34.03 ± 0.45 ◦C. This transition temperature is close to the acceptable range
for nasal administration, which has been stated by other researchers to be between 25 and
33 ◦C [30]. The sol to gel transition time was recorded to be 20.00 ± 1.00 s.

3.2.4. Assessment of Rheological Constants

The rheological behavior of the mucoadhesive in situ gelling system loaded with
optimal bilosomes was assessed using two indices, consistency and flow. Consistency
index (m) represents the consistency or the thickness of the investigated fluid, which is
more or less equivalent to the viscosity. On the other hand, flow index (n) represents the
flow behavior of the fluid. When the value of n equals unity, this indicates Newtonian
flow, while when it is bigger than one, the fluid shows dilatant flow (i.e., shear thickening).
Values of n between zero and one indicate that the flow of the fluid is of a pseudo-plastic
type, exhibiting shear thinning behavior [70–72].

For the prepared gelling system, the values of its viscosity at different shear rate values
were reported at 35 ◦C, which represents the average temperature of nasal cavity. The
calculated values of indices m and n were found to be 17717.40 and 0.39, respectively. The
relatively large value of m indicated that the system is somewhat viscous, which could be
explained by the plate temperature (35 ◦C) exceeding the sol to gel transition temperature
of the investigated gelling system, leading to system gelation and an increase in its viscosity.
As the value of n was less than unity, the investigated system exhibited shear-thinning flow.
This flow is confirmed by the relation between viscosity and shear stress (Figure 5b). Such
shear thinning behavior can be accredited to the decrease in viscosity by increasing shear
rate [58,73]. The externally applied shear rate, responsible for the shear thinning behavior,
could be achieved in vivo by the physiological ciliary movement, which is about 1000 beats
per min [74]. This shear thinning behavior would allow for gradual release of the drug
from the gel over time.

3.2.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Micrographs of all the examined samples showed that all samples were non-aggregating,
almost spherical vesicles with well-defined walls and a smooth surface (Figure S1). This
indicated that incorporation of the optimal zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes in the mucoad-
hesive in situ gelling system used did not significantly affect their shape.

3.2.6. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

The lyophilized samples showed complete dispersion, with a reconstitution time of
16.67 ± 1.52 and 19.00 ± 1.00 s for the optimal bilosomal formulation and mucoadhesive
in situ gelling system containing the bilosomal formulation, respectively. The thermal
behavior of the pure drug, the lyophilized optimal bilosomes and the physical mixture
of its components are demonstrated in Figure S2. A DSC thermogram of zolmitriptan
exhibited a characteristic melting endothermic peak at 137.6 ◦C, signifying its crystalline
nature. This peak could be observed in the physical mixture thermogram as well. However,
this characteristic peak was not detected in the thermogram of the lyophilized optimal
bilosomes, indicating the transformation of zolmitriptan to the amorphous form [75,76].
Additionally, the DSC thermograms of the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system
and the physical mixture of its components are presented in Figure S2. The characteristic
drug peak can be noticed in the physical mixture thermogram but is not detected in the ther-
mogram of the lyophilized mucoadhesive in situ gelling system, indicating the preservation
of the drug-loaded bilosomal structure after being loaded inside the gelling system.

3.2.7. Determination of Nasal Mucociliary Transit Time

Mucociliary clearance is the defense mechanism of the respiratory tract body against
inhaled foreign substances. Hence, it is responsible for the quick clearance of nasally admin-
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istered drugs to the nasopharynx, resulting in a significant decrease in their absorption [77].
In this study, nasal mucociliary transit time was assessed by measuring the time required
by the applied system to reach the nasopalatine canal and the pharynx. The measured time
expresses the time period during which the system can stay in the nasal cavity and thus
available for drug absorption.

To avoid the difficulty of analyzing the drug in swabs taken from the nasopalatine
canal and pharynx every minute, a blue dye (methylene blue) was mixed with the in-
vestigated samples to act as an indicator of the site it reached. In this study, the control
solution (methylene blue in saline) appeared in swabs taken within the first minute of its
application to the nasal cavity, indicating the successful administration of the dye solution
to the laboratory animals.

The nasal mucociliary transit time of the optimal bilosomes was also determined
and compared to results obtained from the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system
containing them in order to investigate the effect of incorporation in gelling system on their
nasal mucociliary clearance. The nasal mucociliary transit time for dispersion of the optimal
bilosomes was found to be 2.5 ± 0.71, versus 22.36 ± 0.41 min for the mucoadhesive in situ
gelling system (p < 0.05). This is logical, as the prepared system is converted in the nasal
cavity to a gel with higher viscosity and less clearance and, in addition, the incorporated
mucoadhesive polymers increase the residence time of the prepared in situ gelling system
in the nasal cavity by adhering to nasal mucosa [30].

3.3. In Vivo Animals

All the participating animals tolerated the drug, the examined preparations and the
applied study design well, as they all remained alive and showed normal behavior and
vitality until the final last sampling time. The applied LC/MS-MS method showed a lower
limit of quantification (LLOQ) of 0.03 ng/mL in both plasma and brain tissues and showed
good linearity, from 0.03 to 100 ng/mL (R2 of the corresponding lines were 0.9993 and
0.9990, respectively).

In Vivo Brain and Systemic–Kinetic Studies

For each of the three applied treatments, zolmitriptan concentration in both plasma
and homogenized brain was plotted versus time; the resulting curves are given in Figure 6.

It can be seen that the shapes of the zolmitriptan plasma concentration–time curves
(Figure 6a) for bilosomes after IN administration either in the form of free bilosomes
(Treatment A) or bilosomes contained in mucoadhesive in situ gel (Treatment B) obvi-
ously differed from that obtained for the IV drug solution (Treatment C). The former two
treatments showed lower Cmax values and longer tmax values. This indicates a difference
in drug bioavailability between the IN treatments and the IV solution. The pharmacoki-
netic parameters of the drug from the three applied treatments are collected in Table 6.
Zolmitriptan reached Cmax of 535.59 ± 9.04 ng/mL (after 0.25 h) when applied as an IV
solution. The values of Cmax of the drug from the optimal bilosomes and the mucoadhesive
in situ gel after IN administration were significantly lower (p < 0.05) than that for IV solu-
tion, being 108.58 ± 1.94 and 86.66 ± 4.13 ng/mL, respectively (both were reached after
0.5 h). Concerning the AUC0–12 h values under the plasma/time curve, it was found that
the calculated values for Treatments A and B (361.86 ± 6.89 and 340.64 ± 36.48 ng·h/mL;
respectively) were significantly smaller (p < 0.05) than that calculated for Treatment C
(1579.32 ± 33.48 ng·h/mL). However, the difference in AUC0–12 h between Treatments A
and B was statistically non-significant (p = 0.082). The same effect was obtained when
AUC0-C was calculated, as revealed in Table 6. The obtained values with Treatments A and
B might explain the availability of the drug in the brain tissues, which will be indicated by
investigating brain kinetics. In addition, statistically non-significant differences (p > 0.05)
were found between the three treatments concerning the time required to eliminate half the
administered dose (t1/2) as well as in the elimination rate constant (k). The obtained values
of drug t1/2 and k ranged from 2.5 to 3 h and from 0.231± 0.006 to 0.277 ±0.003 h−1, respec-
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tively. These values were in agreement with those stated for zolmitriptan in the Electronic
Medicines Compendium (EMC, Datapharm Ltd.) [78]. Regarding the MRT values, it was
found that both Treatments A and B (4.08 and 4.80 h, respectively) possessed significantly
larger values (p < 0.05) compared to Treatment C (3.33 h). Additionally, no significant
difference in MRT values was detected between both Treatments A and B (p > 0.05). This
could be due to the enhanced ability of the lipid nanovesicles like bilosomes to enhance
nasal permeation of zolmitriptan through disrupting the mucosal membrane of the nose.
Hence, due to the absorption process, the MRT of both Treatments A and B was found to
be longer than that obtained after IV administration of the drug solution [11,79].

Figure 6. Zolmitriptan concentration versus time curves for plasma (a) and brain tissues (b) after
administration of intranasal optimal bilosomes (Treatment A), intranasal mucoadhesive in situ gelling
system (Treatment B), and intravenous zolmitriptan solution (Treatment C).

As revealed by the above plasma data, the values of absolute bioavailability of
zolmitriptan in plasma from the optimal bilosomes (Treatment A) and from the mucoad-
hesive in situ gelling system (Treatment B) were 23.65 and 22.78%, respectively, with a
statistically non-significant difference between them (p > 0.05). The small values of absolute
bioavailability of the drug in plasma after administration of nasal bilosome treatments
might be due to brain targeting of the drug. To confirm the brain targeting potential of the
prepared bilosomes when applied IN, and to exclude any other factor that may result in
poor plasma bioavailability of the drug, zolmitriptan concentration in homogenized brain
tissues was estimated.

Zolmitriptan concentration in the homogenized brain samples was calculated and
plotted versus time for the three treatments, as shown in Figure 6b. The curves of the three
treatments are obviously different in shape. It is evident that Treatment B (IN mucoad-
hesive in situ gelling system containing the bilosomal formulation) showed the highest
Cmax, followed by Treatment A (IN free bilosomal formulation), while Treatment C pos-
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sessed the lowest Cmax. It is also obvious that the tmax from Treatment B is the longest
among the applied treatments. Table 6 shows the brain kinetic parameters of the applied
treatments; the values of Cmax were 260.43 ± 6.90, 360.30 ± 7.78 and 21.13 ± 2.09 ng/mL
for Treatments A, B and C, respectively, with significant differences between all of them
(p < 0.05). Treatment B showed the longest tmax (1 h) (p < 0.05) when compared to Treat-
ments A and C (tmax = 0.5 h). Table 6 also shows that the largest value of AUC0–12 h in
brain was obtained by Treatment B (1081.88 ± 43.37 ng·h/mL), followed by Treatment
A (768.24 ± 43.69 ng·h/mL), then Treatment C (91.92 ± 12.20 ng·h/mL), with significant
differences (p < 0.05). The same effect between the three investigated treatments was
obtained when comparing AUC0-C values. The t1/2 and k values of zolmitriptan from the
three treatments showed non-significant differences (p-values < 0.05). By comparing the
MRT values, it was found that the three treatments differed significantly from each other
(p < 0.05), with Treatment B showing the highest MRT value (3.87 h) and Treatment C
giving the least value (3.31 h). This extended MRT obtained with Treatment B compared
to Treatment A might be attributed to the extended mucociliary transit time of the gelling
system, which led to less clearance and hence better drug delivery to the brain through the
olfactory duct [21].

Table 6. Pharmacokinetic parameters of zolmitriptan in plasma and brain after administration
of intranasal optimal bilosomes (Treatment A), intranasal mucoadhesive in situ gelling system
(Treatment B) and intravenous solution (Treatment C).

In Plasma

Parameter Treatment A Treatment B Treatment C

Cmax(ng/mL) a 108.58 ± 1.94 86.66 ± 4.13 535.59 ± 9.04
tmax(h) b 0.5 0.5 0.25

AUC0–12 h(ng·h/mL) c 361.86 ± 6.89 340.64 ± 36.48 1579.32 ± 33.48
AUC0–∞(ng·h/mL) d 388.62 ± 4.77 370.43 ± 31.26 1643.89 ± 35.43

K(h−1) 0.251 ± 0.010 0.231 ± 0.006 0.277 ± 0.003
t1/2(h)
MRT e

2.76 ± 0.15
4.08

3.00 ± 0.24
4.80

2.5 ± 0.38
3.33

Absolute bioavailability (%) * 23.65 22.78 —

In Brain

Parameter Treatment A Treatment B Treatment C

Cmax(ng/mL) f 260.43 ± 6.90 360.30 ± 7.78 21.13 ± 2.09
tmax(h) g 0.5 1 0.5

AUC0–12 h(ng·h/mL) h 768.24 ± 43.69 1081.88 ± 43.37 91.92 ± 12.20
AUC0–∞(ng·h/mL) i 801.15 ± 46.94 1147.08 ± 51.79 97.73 ± 13.86

K(h−1) 0.275 ± 0.011 0.25 ± 0.003 0.256 ± 0.003
t1/2(h) 2.52 ± 0.18 2.77 ± 0.16 2.70 ± 0.31

MRT(h) j 3.36 3.87 3.31
Brain bioavailability (%) ** 819.75 1173.64 —-

Results are mean values ± SD, in plasma data and compared to Treatment C; a p < 0.05 (0.0015 and 0.0012 for
Treatments A and B, respectively), b p < 0.05 (0.0072 for both Treatments A and B), c p <0.05 (0.0014 and 0.0011 for
Treatments A and B, respectively). No significant difference was detected between Treatments A and B, d p < 0.05
(0.00138 and 0.00114 for Treatments A and B, respectively). No significant difference was detected between
Treatments A and B, e p <0.05 (0.0017 and 0.00109 for Treatments A and B, respectively). No significant difference
was detected between Treatments A and B. * p < 0. 05 (0.278 between Treatments A and B), In brain data and
compared to Treatment C; f p < 0.05 (0.0021 and 0.0017 for Treatments A and B, respectively), g p < 0.05 (0.0074
for Treatment B), h p <0.05 (0.0023 and 0.0013 for Treatments A and B, respectively). No significant difference
was detected between Treatments A and B, i p< 0.05 (0.0022 and 0.0014 for Treatments A and B, respectively).
No significant difference was detected between Treatments A and B, j p < 0.05 (0.0023 and 0.0014 for Treatments
A and B, respectively). No significant difference was detected between Treatments A and B. ** p < 0.05 (0.004
between Treatments A and B).

As revealed from the brain data in Table 6, the brain bioavailability of the drug
from IN optimal bilosomes (Treatment A) relative to IV solution (Treatment C) is 819.75%
and that from IN mucoadhesive in situ gelling system (Treatment B) is 1173.64%. These
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results indicated that nasal application of the prepared bilosomes (either as dispersion
or contained in mucoadhesive in situ gel) resulted in brain targeting of the incorporated
zolmitriptan. The relative brain bioavailability of the drug from Treatment B was calculated
to be 1.4-fold more than from Treatment A which might be accredited to the relatively long
nasal mucociliary transit time of the mucoadhesive in situ gelling system (22.36 ± 0.41 min)
as mentioned before. This long transit time enhanced the residence of the gelling system
onto the nasal mucosa offering the time required for the drug to diffuse through the in
situ formed viscous gel, hence better drug absorption [22,80]. This finding can explain the
delayed tmax of the drug in brain on administration of Treatment B.

In addition, the obtained values of AUC0–12 h (total drug amount) in both plasma
and brain were compared using two parameters, drug targeting efficiency (DTE %) and
direct transport percentage (DTP %), which were calculated. DTE expresses the result of
dividing the ratio of total drug amount in brain to that in plasma for the IN treatment by
the same ratio for the IV one. Thus, a 100% value of DTE represents an equal proportion
of drug concentration in the brain for both the IN and IV routes of administration. If
the value of the calculated DTE exceeds 100%, this represents preferential brain targeting
of the drug from the IN route; if this value is less than 100%, it indicates preferential
brain targeting from the IV route [30]. The DTE values for the applied IN Treatments
(A and B) were calculated to be 3652.2 % and 5451.8% for Treatments A and B, respectively.
Needless to say, the higher value of DTE calculated for Treatment B is due to the nature
of its dosage form, as the prepared mucoadhesive in situ gelling system stayed at the site
of application for longer time than bilosomal dispersion, leading to a higher AUC0–12 h
and, consequently, a higher value of DTE. The calculated values of DTE (in addition to
the obtained pharmacokinetic parameters) confirmed that the administered Treatments A
and B resulted in favored zolmitriptan delivery to the brain compared to Treatment C. In
other words, IN administration of the prepared zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes resulted in
boosted brain targeting with higher drug availability in the brain obtained by the prepared
bilosome-containing mucoadhesive in situ gel.

To understand the possible pathways that the drug molecules go through to reach
the brain, a brief overview of the anatomy of the nose should first be highlighted. The
nasal cavity is divided into two main areas, respiratory and olfactory. The former is highly
vascularized, while the latter is stimulated by the olfactory nerve [81].

Previous researchers have explained that there are two pathways for a drug to reach
the brain when applied IN. The drug may be absorbed from the respiratory area of the
nasal cavity into the general circulation through the nasal mucosa; it then permeates
through the BBB to reach the brain. In the other pathway, the drug may be transported
from the olfactory area of the nasal cavity to the olfactory bulb and then directly to the
brain [82]. Although the olfactory epithelium constitutes only about 5% of the total area of
the nasal cavity in humans [83], it is of significant interest when delivering drugs directly
to the brain (bypassing the BBB) is required [84]. This unique feature of the olfactory
epithelium is due to the existence of the olfactory neurons which are the receptors of the
olfactory nerve. The olfactory nerve originates from the olfactory bulb, then reaches the
olfactory area where olfactory neurons are embedded within its mucosa [85]. Additionally,
there are two different mechanisms by which drug molecules can be transported from
the olfactory area to olfactory bulb and then finally to different parts of the brain. These
mechanisms are the intracellular and extracellular routes. Regarding the intracellular
mechanism, the olfactory neurons internalize the drug molecule to be released later by
exocytosis from neuron’s projection area. In the extracellular pathway, the drug initially
crosses the epithelial membrane of the nose to the lamina propria area containing the
neurons, located in the olfactory area of the nasal cavity [82].

To assess the relative contribution of the direct nose to brain pathway (i.e., olfactory
pathway) in the overall brain delivery of zolmitriptan from the applied IN Treatments, the
values of DTP % of the drug from Treatments A and B were calculated. A negative DTP
value designates efficient drug delivery to the brain through the BBB, while a positive one
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designates a major contribution of the direct nose to brain pathway [30]. The calculated
values of DTP were found to be 97.2 and 98.1% for Treatments A and B, respectively. The
positive values of the calculated DTP indicated predominance of direct olfactory delivery
of zolmitriptan to the brain for both bilosome treatments when applied in the nasal cavity.
Enhanced DTE values as well as positive DTP values indicated the successful delivery of
the drug to the brain tissues. These findings can be credited to the small particle size of the
formed bilosomes, along with their elasticity. These properties promote both intracellular
and extracellular drug transport to the brain, as previously mentioned. Their small size
enabled the zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes to be engulfed by the neurons of the olfactory
nerve (i.e., intracellular drug transport), and the elasticity of the prepared bilosomes
enabled them to squeeze and pass through the narrow extracellular route directly to the
brain [86]. Enhancement of brain targeting of drugs when incorporated in nanocarriers for
IN application has been reported by many researchers [11,87–89]. Moreover, it has been
reported elsewhere that the presence of poloxamer 407 in the used in situ gel might lead to
entanglement with the glycoprotein chains of the nasal mucosa, hence permitting better
residence, absorption and penetration [90,91]. Additionally, the literature includes several
examples showing the safety of the used components for intranasal applications, namely,
cholesterol, Span® 40 [92], sodium deoxycholate, and poloxamer 407 [93], and HPMC [94].

4. Conclusions

In the present study, zolmitriptan-loaded bilosomes were constructed using the thin
film hydration technique, applying a Box–Behnken design after preliminary selection of
the best non-ionic surfactant (Span® 40). Sodium deoxycholate amount (5, 10 and 15 mg),
cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture amount (100, 200 and 300 mg) and the molar ratio between
the mixture components (1:1, 1:5 and 1:9 w/w) were selected as independent factors. The
optimum bilosomal formulation was suggested, after statistical analysis, to be made up of
sodium deoxycholate (5 mg) and a cholesterol/Span® 40 mixture of 255 mg at a molar ratio
of 1:7.7 w/w. The selection was based on entrapment efficiency percentage, particle size,
zeta potential and in vitro drug release. The optimum bilosomal formulation was loaded
into a mucoadhesive in situ gel formed from a mixture of poloxamer 407 and HPMC. The
mucoadhesive gel containing the bilosomal formulation possessed a sol–gel temperature
of 34.03 ◦C and prolonged nasal mucociliary transit time of 22.36 min. Higher Cmax and
AUC0–∞ coupled with longer tmax values in homogenized brain tissues revealed the supe-
riority of the gel compared to free bilosomal dispersion (both administered intranasally),
as well as the IV solution, in rats. Furthermore, the fabricated gelling system revealed
successful brain targeting, which was confirmed by higher DTE and positive DTP values.

In conclusion, the developed formulation offered a promising intranasal substitute
with boosted therapeutic effect for treating migraine suffering patients.
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Abstract: Focused ultrasound in combination with microbubbles (FUS) provides an effective means
to locally enhance the delivery of therapeutics to the brain. Translational and quantitative imaging
techniques are needed to noninvasively monitor and optimize the impact of FUS on blood-brain
barrier (BBB) permeability in vivo. Positron-emission tomography (PET) imaging using [18F]2-
fluoro-2-deoxy-sorbitol ([18F]FDS) was evaluated as a small-molecule (paracellular) marker of blood-
brain barrier (BBB) integrity. [18F]FDS was straightforwardly produced from chemical reduction
of commercial [18F]2-deoxy-2-fluoro-D-glucose. [18F]FDS and the invasive BBB integrity marker
Evan’s blue (EB) were i.v. injected in mice after an optimized FUS protocol designed to generate
controlled hemispheric BBB disruption. Quantitative determination of the impact of FUS on the
BBB permeability was determined using kinetic modeling. A 2.2 ± 0.5-fold higher PET signal (n = 5;
p < 0.01) was obtained in the sonicated hemisphere and colocalized with EB staining observed post
mortem. FUS significantly increased the blood-to-brain distribution of [18F]FDS by 2.4 ± 0.8-fold (VT;
p < 0.01). Low variability (=10.1%) of VT values in the sonicated hemisphere suggests reproducibility
of the estimation of BBB permeability and FUS method. [18F]FDS PET provides a readily available,
sensitive and reproducible marker of BBB permeability to noninvasively monitor the extent of BBB
disruption induced by FUS in vivo.

Keywords: blood-brain barrier; integrity marker; sorbitol; positron emission tomography;
focused ultrasound

1. Introduction

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) plays a critical role in protecting the brain from po-
tentially harmful substances of the circulation while controlling brain homeostasis [1].
Integrity of the BBB is mainly carried out by tight junctions between adjacent endothelial
cells forming the brain microvasculature [2]. This considerably limits the paracellular
(i.e., between cells) passage of solutes across the BBB which contributes to the sanctuary
site property of the brain [2,3]. Many drug molecules and therapeutics cannot naturally
permeate the intact BBB into the brain parenchyma. As a consequence, the BBB is a bottle-
neck in the development of central nervous system (CNS)-targeting therapeutics, which
complicates the treatment of brain diseases, notably cerebral malignancies [4].

Numerous strategies and technologies have been proposed to overcome the BBB
and achieve sufficient brain delivery of therapeutics [5]. Among these strategies, focused
ultrasound in combination with microbubbles (FUS) is emerging as an effective means
to locally and temporarily enhance BBB permeability, mainly through the “opening” of
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the paracellular route by disruption of the tight junctions [6]. A large body of preclinical
research has convincingly shown that FUS enhanced the brain exposure of small molecules,
biologics or gene therapy [7–11]. More than 30 clinical trials using FUS-induced BBB
disruption are ongoing and assessed the translational potential and clinical safety of the
technique [12–17].

The development of FUS is tightly linked to the availability of markers of BBB in-
tegrity, with the aim to quantitatively assess the impact of various FUS conditions in
enhancing BBB permeability [18]. In the literature, many different BBB integrity markers
have been described for nonclinical in vitro and ex vivo (terminal) experiments [19]. Low
molecular weight (MW, g/mol) hydrophilic molecules such as fluorescein (MW = 332, fluo-
rescent detection), (radio)labeled analogues of sucrose (MW = 342) or mannitol (MW = 182)
(Figure 1A) are usually preferred as quantitative “paracellular” markers of membrane in-
tegrity (Figure 1) [1,20]. Low MW is associated with enhanced sensitivity to subtle change
in barrier permeability compared with higher MW compounds such as Evan’s blue (EB,
MW = 961, highly bound to plasma proteins), radiolabeled proteins (albumin MW = 65,000),
dextrans (MW = 1500–70,000) or inulin (MW = 6179) [1,21].
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= 546) [22,23] or large iron nanoparticles [24] have been used to detect BBB disruption in 
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Translational imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), single-
photon emitting computed tomography (SPECT) or positron emission tomography imag-
ing (PET) are increasingly regarded as methods to noninvasively monitor the impact
of FUS on BBB permeability [18]. So far, dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE), T1 relax-
ometry and dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI using gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast
agents such as gadoterate (MW = 558), Gd-DTPA (Gd-diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid,
MW = 546) [22,23] or large iron nanoparticles [24] have been used to detect BBB disruption
in vivo. Brain SPECT using [99mTc]DTPA (MW = 487) is also widely used as a BBB integrity
marker [25]. The predominant use of MRI and SPECT to investigate BBB integrity is likely
due to the wide availability of corresponding imaging probes [26]. In humans, the clinical
proof-of-concept of FUS-induced BBB disruption has been achieved using DCE-MRI to
assess and localize BBB disruption in vivo [12]. However, accurate and absolute quantifica-
tion of the brain penetration of contrast agent using MRI is very challenging [22]. More
quantitative neuroimaging techniques are needed to accurately estimate the impact of FUS
on BBB integrity.

Compared with MRI or SPECT, PET imaging benefits from absolute quantitative
performances and high sensitivity so that quantitative determination of the concentration
of microdose radiolabeled compounds in the brain is possible. Furthermore, high frame
rate allows for kinetic modeling and estimation of transfer rate across the BBB [18]. For most
imaging centers, the main limitation of PET is the limited availability of compounds other
than commercial and daily produced radiopharmaceuticals such as [18F]2-fluoro-2-deoxy-
D-glucose ([18F]FDG, Figure 1). Consistently, PET using radiolabeled low- or high-MW
makers of BBB integrity such as [18F]1-fluoro-1-deoxy-D-mannitol (MW = 183) [27] or
[11C]inulin (MW = 6179) [28], which synthesis requires production of radioisotope by
a cyclotron and dedicated radiochemistry facilities, did not reach mainstream use.

Sorbitol (Figure 1B), a stereoisomer of mannitol, is a non-transported hydrophilic small
molecule (MW = 182) that is poorly metabolized in mammals. The fluorinated derivative
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[18F]2-fluoro-2-deoxy-sorbitol ([18F]FDS, MW = 183, Figure 1C) can be virtually obtained in
all nuclear medicine departments and molecular imaging laboratory from simple chemical
reduction of commercial [18F]FDG [29]. [18F]FDS shows nonsignificant brain uptake in
healthy rodents and humans [30] and benefits from favorable pharmacokinetic properties
for quantitative PET imaging in vivo [31].

This study aimed at evaluating [18F]FDS PET for quantitative monitoring of enhanced
BBB permeability induced by FUS in vivo. To this end, transcranial FUS conditions were
optimized to induce hemispheric BBB disruption in mice. The kinetics of [18F]FDS across
the BBB were compared in the sonicated and nonsonicated hemispheres.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Production of [18F]FDS

Synthesis of [18F]2-fluoro-2-deoxy-sorbitol ([18F]FDS) from commercial [18F]FDG
(Figure 1C) and quality control was described by Li et al. [29]. Briefly, NaBH4 (2 mg)
was added to 4 mL [18F]FDG (180–200 MBq, Curium, Saclay, France). After 15 min reaction
at room temperature, 10 µL acetic acid (0.15 mmol) was added. The mixture was passed
through a Sep-Pak Alumina-N-Plus-Long cartridge (Waters, Guyancourt, France). Radio-
chemical purity was checked using radio-thin-layer chromatography (TLC) using silica
gel-coated alumina plates (Merck, Guyancourt, France). The mobile phase consisted in
acetonitrile/water (80/20, v/v).

2.2. Focused Ultrasound

The method for spatially controlled BBB disruption was optimized from previous
work [10] to induce reproducible BBB disruption in the right brain hemisphere only. Ex-
periments were performed using female NMRI nu/nu mice. Seven-week-old mice were
anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane in O2/air (50/50, v/v). A catheter was inserted in the
tail vein and the animal was transferred to the sonication system. As NMRI nu/nu mice
lack body hairs shaving of the head could be omitted. Microbubbles (50 µL, SonoVue®,
Bracco, Italy) were intravenously administrated in the tail vein before the beginning of the
FUS (n = 5) or sham (no FUS, n = 3) session.

FUS were delivered by a spherically focused transducer (active diameter 25 mm,
focal depth 20 mm, axial resolution 5 mm, lateral resolution 1 mm, Imasonic, Voray sur
l’Ognon, France) centered at 1.5 MHz. The transducer was connected to a single-channel
programmable generator (Image Guided Therapy, Pessac, France), mounted on a motorized
XYZ-axis stage, and positioned above the mouse head maintained under anesthesia. The
device was coupled to the mouse head using a latex balloon (filled with deionized and
degassed water) and coupling gel. The distance between the transducer and the skull was
adjusted by the displacement of the motorized axis (Z) and the filling of the balloon in
order to target the center of the right brain hemisphere, at the focal distance (i.e., 20 mm).
The FUS sequence used a peak negative pressure of 525 kPa (calibrated in deionized water).
Therefore, the transmitted in situ pressure in the mouse brain was previously estimated
to be 420 kPa considering a transmission loss through the skull of 20% at 1.5 MHz [32].
A mechanical scan (XY-axis) was synchronized to the generator output in order to induce
a hemispheric brain BBB opening of 6 mm (anterior-posterior) × 3.6 mm (lateral right
hemisphere). This 3.5 s sequence was repeated 36 times for a total exposure of 126.4 s with
a global ultrasound duty of 71%.

2.3. Evan’s Blue Extravasation Test

Evan’s blue (EB) extravasation test was used as a positive control to visually check
and localize BBB disruption induced by the FUS protocol. Solution of EB (obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) was freshly prepared at 4% in NaCl 0.9%
as previously described [33]. Mice received 100 µL EB i.v., immediately after FUS. One hour
after injection, i.e., at the end of PET acquisition, animals were euthanized and brains
were removed to visually assess EB extravasation. Due to circulating radioactivity in
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[18F]FDS-injected animals, no perfusion washout was performed to remove blood and EB
from the brain vasculature. Coregistration of the brain distribution of EB and the [18F]FDS
PET signal in the brain obtained in an animal of the FUS group was performed. The frozen
brain was sectioned with a cryostat (Leica CM3050 S, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Brain
sections were scanned with a 20× lens, using an AxiObserver Z1 microscope (Zeiss, Jena,
Germany) to observe distribution of EB-associated fluorescence in coronal slices. Then,
representative EB brain slice and corresponding PET images obtained in the same animal
were coregistered on MRI template to compare the PET signal in vivo with EB fluorescence
ex vivo.

2.4. [18F]FDS PET Imaging

Immediately after EB injection (<60 s), anesthetized mice were transferred to the
microPET scanner (Inveon, microPET, Siemens Healthcare, Knoxville, TN, USA). [18F]FDS
was administered intravenously (4.2 ± 0.76 MBq) using a microinjection pump at the rate
of 0.2 mL·min−1 during 60 s (n = 5 FUS; n = 3 sham). Dynamic PET acquisition (60 min)
started with [18F]FDS injection.

PET images were reconstructed using the three-dimensional ordered subset expecta-
tion maximization with maximum a posteriori algorithm (3D OSEM/MAP) and corrected
for attenuation, random coincidences and scattering. Volumes of interests (VOIs) were
manually delineated using Pmod software (version 3.8, PMOD Technologies Ltd., Zurich,
Switzerland). In the FUS group, extravasation of 18F-FDS was obvious in the sonicated
area on late PET images. The region with disrupted BBB was delineated and mirrored
to the contralateral hemisphere. In sham animals, VOIs were drawn in each brain hemi-
sphere. Another VOI was drawn on the aorta (blood-pool), obvious on early time-frames,
to generate an image derived input function (IDIF).

Time activity curves (TACs) were corrected for radioactive decay, injected dose and
animal weight and reported as standardized uptake value (SUV) vs. time. Area under the
TAC (AUC) was calculated from either 0 to 15, 30 or 60 min (AUCbrain) as well as corre-
sponding AUCbrain/AUCblood. Kinetic modeling of the 60 min PET data was performed
using either the Logan graphical method [34] and a 1-tissue compartment (1-TC) model
using IDIF to estimate the total volume of distribution (VT, mL·cm−3) of [18F]FDS and
describe its transport across the BBB. Parametric images were generated to visualize the
distribution of VT (1-TC model) of [18F]FDS in the brain and peripheral tissues.

2.5. Statistics

Data are presented as mean ± S.D. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad
Prism software version 9.1, La Jolla, CA, USA. Outcome parameters of kinetic modeling
were compared using a two-way ANOVA with “hemisphere” and “group” as factors
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Ratio of radioactivity measured in the
right to the left hemisphere, as well as blood data obtained in the FUS and the sham
group were compared using the Mann–Whitney U test. The Pearson’s test was used to test
the correlation between different kinetic parameters obtained in the same brain regions.
Statistical significance was set a p < 0.05. Intragroup variability of outcome parameters was
estimated by the coefficient of variation (CV = 100 × S.D./mean).

3. Results

Chemical transformation of [18F]FDG into [18F]FDS was very effective (Figure 1).
Radio-TLC analysis of the preparation revealed a single peak with retardation factor
(Rf) = 0.6, consistent with the presence of [18F]FDS [29]. The Rf of untransformed [18F]FDG,
tested using the same TLC conditions, was 0.9 (data not shown). No [18F]FDG could be
detected using this method in the final preparation of [18F]FDS.

In FUS animals, strong EB staining was observed in the posterior part of the sonicated
(right) hemisphere only (Figure 2A). This contrasted with the low EB staining still observed
in brain vessels of the contralateral hemisphere, as well as in sham animals, because no
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washing out was performed to remove the circulating blood from the resected brain tissue.
This confirmed that enhanced EB staining could be used as a positive control for effective
BBB disruption.
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Figure 2. Impact of focused ultrasound (FUS) on blood-brain barrier (BBB) integrity assessed using
Evan’s blue extravasation and positron emission tomography (PET) using [18F]2-fluoro-2-deoxy-
sorbitol ([18F]FDS). Extravasation of Evan’s blue was obvious in the right brain hemisphere of
animals of the FUS group (A). Standardized uptake value (SUV)-normalized brain PET images (sum
30–60 min) of [18F]FDS uptake after hemispheric BBB disruption induced by focused ultrasound
(FUS) or without (sham) are shown in (B). Corresponding parametric images describing the total
volume of distribution (VT), estimated using the one-tissue compartment model from 0 to 60 min are
shown in (C). In (D), the distribution of the fluorescence of the Evan’s blue dye in a coronal slice of
mouse brain after FUS protocol obtained ex vivo was overlaid to the corresponding slice of [18F]FDS
PET image obtained in vivo in the same animal.

Similarly, no washing out of circulating blood radioactivity was performed to inter-
pret in vivo PET images. PET images in sham animals confirmed the negligible baseline
brain uptake of brain [18F]FDS across the intact BBB (Figure 2B), whereas a strong PET
signal could be monitored in the sonicated brain hemisphere of FUS animals. Parametric
PET images, expressed in VT-1TC;60min closely resembled the PET images in SUV units
(Figure 2C). Images revealed a region with obvious increase in [18F]FDS uptake that was
strictly localized in the right hemisphere, with very limited impact on the left hemisphere.
Brain distribution of [18F]FDS PET signal was consistent with EB extravasation observed in
the whole brain (Figure 2A).
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Moreover, brain distribution of the fluorescent signal of EB observed ex vivo in the
right brain hemisphere with higher spatial resolution was similar to the [18F]FDS PET signal
obtained in the same animal of the FUS group (Figure 2D). It should be noted that although
no washout was performed, no fluorescent signal was observed in the contralateral brain
hemisphere underlining specific leakage of EB into the brain parenchyma. Interestingly,
mapping of [18F]FDS brain distribution within the sonicated area displayed a gradient from
the center to the periphery which was not observed using EB as a BBB integrity marker.

In hemispheres with intact BBB (sham animals or contralateral hemisphere), brain PET
signal increased rapidly with maximal uptake at Tmax = 4 min, followed by slow decrease
of the radioactivity. FUS selectively enhanced the brain PET signal and Tmax was achieved
later at ~13.5 min, followed by a plateau (Figure 3A,B). SUV values in the sonicated (right)
hemisphere at 15, 30 and 60 min were significantly higher than in the nonsonicated (left)
hemisphere (p < 0.01, Figure 3A). Brain exposure (AUC0–60min) of [18F]FDS in the sonicated
volume was 2.2 ± 0.5-fold higher compared with the contralateral volume (p < 0.01) and
1.8 ± 0.4-fold higher than the mean AUC0–60min measured in the corresponding (right)
hemisphere of the sham group (p < 0.05, Figure 4A). The ratio of the PET signal in the
sonicated volume to the contralateral region increased from 0 to 15 min to reach a plateau
(Figure 3C). FUS did not impact the kinetics [18F]FDS in the blood-pool with significant
difference in neither SUV values nor AUCblood between the FUS and the sham group
(p > 0.05, Figure 3D).
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Figure 3. Brain kinetics of [18F]2-fluoro-2-deoxy-sorbitol ([18F]FDS). BBB disruption was obtained
in the right brain hemisphere using focused ultrasound (FUS group, n = 5, in (A), but not in the
sham group (n = 3, in (B)). The time course of the right/left ratio of the PET signal in FUS and sham
animals is shown in (C). Corresponding image-derived input functions are shown in (D). Data are
mean ± S.D Statistical comparison of values obtained at 15, 30 and 60 min after injection of [18F]FDS
is reported with * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, n.s = nonsignificant.
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Figure 4. Comparison of [18F]FDS brain PET data. Ultrasound-induced BBB disruption (FUS+) was obtained in the right
brain hemisphere of the FUS group (n = 5) while BBB in the contralateral brain hemisphere was intact (FUS−). The brain
exposure of [18F]FDS was estimated by the area under the time-activity curve (AUCbrain, in (A). Brain distribution was
estimated by VT-1TC (1-tissue compartment model, in (B) using an image-derived input function. Data were also compared
with a sham group (no FUS, n = 3). Data are reported as mean ± S.D with * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01.

Brain TACs of [18F]FDS were accurately described with acceptable fit (error < 3%) by
VT estimated using the 1-TC model (Figure 4B). The Logan graphical method provided sim-
ilar estimation of brain VT (correlation p < 0.001, R2 = 0.99, Figure 5). A significant increase
in the VT-1TC of [18F]FDS was observed in the sonicated region compared with the contralat-
eral region (2.43 ± 0.8-fold increase, p < 0.01) or the brain of sham animals (1.9 ± 0.2-fold
increase, p < 0.05) (Figure 4). In the FUS group, the variability of VT-1TC values was lower in
the sonicated brain (CV = 10.1%) compared with the nonsonicated brain (CV = 29.7%). The
influx and efflux transfer rates K1 and k2 were estimated with acceptable fit (error < 7%).
However, K1 values were associated with a high intragroup variability in the nonsonicated
brain (CV = 37.6%) compared with the sonicated brain (CV = 18.5%), which questions the
relevance of K1 and k2 to describe the extremely low BBB penetration of [18F]FDS across
the intact BBB. VT-1TC was therefore retained as the gold-standard parameter to describe
the brain distribution of [18F]FDS in all tested conditions.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of kinetic parameters to describe the impact of FUS on the brain distribution
of [18F]FDS in mice. Mice (n = 5) underwent blood-brain barrier disruption induced by focused
ultrasound in the right hemisphere only. Kinetic modeling was performed to estimate the total brain
distribution (VT) using the one-tissue compartment model (VT-1TC) estimated from 0 to 60 min after
injection of [18F]FDS. VT-1TC;0–60min values were correlated with VT-1TC estimated from 0 to 30 min
(VT-1TC;0–30min), VT estimated using the Logan graphical method from 0 to 60 min (VT-Logan;60min) or
the ratio of the time-activity curves (AUC) measured in brain regions and blood (AUCbrain/AUCblood)
from 0 to 15, 30 or 60 min. The slope of the linear correlation is reported.
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Other quantification methods were tested to either reduce the length of PET acquisition
or simplify analysis of the PET data. VT-1TC values estimated from 0 to 30 min (VT-1TC;30min),
as well as AUCbrain/AUCblood measured from either 0 to either 30 or 60 min, was signifi-
cantly correlated with VT-1TC;60min (p < 0.001, R2 = 0.99) with limited loss in the sensitivity
to detect enhanced brain distribution of [18F]FDS induced by FUS (Figure 5). However,
further reduction of the length of PET frame tended to underestimate the brain distribution
of [18F]FDS, especially in in the sonicated hemisphere. Nevertheless, AUCbrain/AUCblood
from 0 to 15 min was still significantly correlated with VT-1TC values (p < 0.001, R2 = 0.94)
but the slope of the linear regression was <0.5. (Figure 5)

4. Discussion

In the present study, [18F]FDS PET imaging was validated for the first time as a trans-
lational and quantitative marker of BBB permeability to estimate the impact of spatially-
controlled FUS on BBB integrity in mice.

Unlike [18F]FDG, [18F]FDS is poorly taken up by mammalian cells because it lacks
transporters and/or enzymes for specific cell uptake and retention [29]. [18F]FDS PET
has been previously validated in animals and humans to study renal function [35] or
detect/estimate bacterial burden in tissues because sorbitol is a specific metabolic substrate
of some strains of Gram-negative bacteria [36]. [18F]FDS therefore benefits from extensive
clinical pharmacology and safety data as an experimental radiopharmaceutical drug [30].
However, to our knowledge, the impact of BBB integrity on the brain kinetics of [18F]FDS
has never been evaluated so far.

[18F]FDS benefits from the characteristics of an “ideal” marker of BBB integrity [21].
This includes, metabolic stability, low binding to plasma proteins (<0.1%) and low baseline
brain uptake when the BBB is intact [30,31]. Interestingly, Li et al. reported that [18F]FDS
visually accumulated in orthotopic brain tumor xenografts in mice, despite negligible
uptake by implanted glioma cells in vitro [29]. Given the substantial sensitivity of [18F]FDS
to the integrity of the BBB, it can be hypothesized that the local BBB leakage in the tumor
environment, rather than uptake by cancer cells, may explain the enhanced [18F]FDS PET
signal observed by Li and colleagues in the tumor area [29]. Further experiments are
however needed to validate the use of [18F]FDS to quantitatively monitor the permeability
of the blood-tumor barrier. Similarly, we advocate that the high sensitivity of [18F]FDS to
BBB integrity may be considered for correct estimation of bacterial burden in brain lesions
using [18F]FDS PET [37].

Pharmacokinetic modeling of brain [18F]FDS PET data is relatively simple. Estimation
of brain VT, using either the graphical method (Logan plot) or compartmental modeling
(1-TC) provided similar outcome parameters to describe the distribution of [18F]FDS in
both the sonicated and the non-sonicated brain, with low intragroup variability. In the FUS
group, variability was strikingly lower (CV ~10%) in the sonicated brain regions compared
with regions with the intact BBB (CV ~30%). This may be explained by the lower PET signal
in the brain with intact BBB, associated with higher signal-to-noise ratio compared with the
sonicated brain in which the PET signal is higher. Altogether, this suggests that VT, which
takes any change in the plasma kinetics of [18F]FDS into account, provides a reliable and
sensitive outcome parameter to describe the BBB permeation of [18F]FDS across the BBB.
Estimation of VT-1TC from 30 min PET data offers a compromise to observe and delineate
the blood pool in aorta at early time-frames and allow for correct estimation of the brain
distribution of [18F]FDS while reducing the total length of PET acquisition (Figure 5).

Simplified parameters were tested to quantitatively estimate the impact of FUS on
the brain uptake of [18F]FDS. AUCbrain/AUCblood measured from 0 to 30 or 60 min after
injection accurately predicted VT and can be used as a surrogate parameter to estimate
BBB permeation with limited impact on the sensitivity of the method compared with
60 min scan (Figure 5). VT or AUCbrain/AUCblood should be used, rather than AUCbrain,
in situations where change in the blood kinetics of [18F]FDS is expected, such as renal
disorders to correctly estimate the blood to brain distribution of [18F]FDS [38].
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The FUS method reported in this project allows for localized BBB disruption in the
right hemisphere while keeping the contralateral hemisphere intact, as confirmed using
the post mortem EB extravasation test. In this situation, the contralateral hemisphere
can serve as a convenient reference region to accurately estimate the impact of FUS on
enhanced [18F]FDS brain uptake (AUCbrain, Figure 3C). However, in many situations, BBB
disruption induced by FUS or other methods may affect the whole brain or cannot be
localized a priori [39]. In the absence of such reference region, increase in BBB permeability
can be quantified by comparing [18F]FDS VT or AUCbrain/AUCblood obtained in a control
(sham) group or in the same animals before any intervention, following a longitudinal
design. This illustrates the added value of absolute quantitative PET compared with
other neuroimaging techniques for noninvasive determination of different levels of BBB
permeation in various situations [26].

Mapping of enhanced [18F]FDS PET signal induced by FUS in the brain was consistent
with EB extravasation observed ex vivo and in vitro, although exact co-registration of
PET images with brain slices is very challenging. This suggests a limited diffusion of
[18F]FDS from the sonicated to the nonsonicated brain with intact BBB. Interestingly, brain
distribution within the sonicated area displayed a gradient from the center to the periphery
(Figure 2). It may be hypothesized that heterogeneity in intensity of delivered ultrasound
may occur within the sonicated area as a consequence of loss of ultrasound transmission
relative to the transducer angulation at the skull surface. Interestingly, such a phenomenon
could not be detected using high-MW markers of BBB integrity such as gadoterate or using
EB extravasation in the same animals (Figure 2).

Several recent examples illustrate the added value of PET imaging to investigate
the impact of FUS on BBB structure and function in vivo [18]. First, brain uptake of
[18F]FDG, which is actively transported by glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1), was shown to
be lower during FUS-induced BBB disruption, consistent with the local decrease in GLUT1
expression in the sonicated brain. Baseline [18F]FDG uptake and GLUT1 expression were
fully restored 24 h after FUS [40]. P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and breast cancer resistance protein
(BCRP) are the main efflux transporters expressed at the BBB [2]. We have shown that
FUS-induced BBB disruption did not significantly impact the efflux transport of the P-gp
substrate [11C]N-desmethyl-loperamide and the dual P-gp/BCRP substrate [11C]erlotinib
in rats [33]. These particular PET probes may however lack the sensitivity to detect subtle
changes in transporter function [41]. Decrease in P-gp expression has been reported 24–48 h
after FUS [42,43]. However, long-term impact on efflux transport function at the BBB
remains to be investigated in details. In this framework, [18F]FDS may offer a quantitative
tool to estimate the dynamics of BBB disruption and restoration after FUS with suitable
temporal resolution [24]. Altogether, this suggests that [18F]FDS enriches the PET imaging
toolbox to investigate the short- and long-term impact of FUS on BBB permeability with
respect to its molecular environment, including regulation of tight junction expression [18].

Simple production of [18F]FDS from commercial [18F]FDG makes it an appealing
radiopharmaceutical candidate for determination of BBB permeability using quantitative
PET. [18F]FDS is not a ”ready-to-inject” preparation compared with [18F]FDG, although
radiopharmaceutical production and shipment could theoretically be ensured by an ex-
ternal manufacturer. However, most radiopharmaceuticals used in nuclear medicine and
molecular imaging departments require handling by a radiopharmacy team, chemical reac-
tion and quality control [44]. Efforts are moreover being made to develop kit formulation
for radiosynthesis of [18F]FDS to simplify the production of this radiopharmaceutical [45].
Radiosynthesis of [18F]FDS for animal or clinical use can therefore be achieved in most
molecular imaging departments, including those not equipped with radiochemistry facili-
ties [37]. From a clinical perspective, the radiation dosimetry of this radiopharmaceutical
was shown suitable for human use, although radiation exposure can be a limitation for the
repeated use of [18F]FDS PET in humans [30].

This study has some limitations. The evaluation of the impact of FUS using [18F]FDS
PET was evaluated in healthy animals only. As a consequence, FUS induced a large in-
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crease in the BBB penetration of [18F]FDS, starting from a low baseline brain uptake. In
this situation, statistical significance was reached using a small number of individuals.
However, a large body of translational research supports that BBB integrity is compromised
in many CNS pathological conditions including multiple sclerosis, hypoxic/ischemic insult,
traumatic injury, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases, epilepsy and brain tumors [1].
Different non-clinical models have shown that BBB leakage is a common feature of the
neuroinflammatory cascade and contributes to disease-associated brain damage [3,46].
PET imaging is expected to offer more quantitative insight into BBB permeability in such
pathophysiological conditions [27,47–49]. Nevertheless, further experiments are needed,
probably in a larger number of animals, to test whether [18F]FDS has the sensitivity and
appropriate test-retest variability to be useful as permeability marker to investigate the dy-
namics of disease-associated changes in BBB integrity in longitudinal studies. NMRI nu/nu
mice are widely used as a model for cancer treatment, including orthotopic brain tumors,
which will be the logical next step for the evaluation of the impact of FUS using [18F]FDS
PET imaging [50]. We assume that the use of female individuals of this immunodeficient
mouse strain in the present study is not likely to bias the immediate impact of FUS-induced
BBB disruption compared with male and/or immunocompetent mouse strains. Never-
theless, immunodeficiency was shown to improve the long-term integrity of the BBB in
a model of intracerebral hemorrhage [51]. Longitudinal studies using quantitative [18F]FDS
PET imaging may be useful to further investigate the time-dependent cross-talk between
the immune system and BBB permeability in pathophysiological situations [46].

Restoration of BBB structure and function is increasingly the subject of investigations
as a therapeutic target to prevent or limit the outcome of neurological disorders [52]. Con-
versely, temporary FUS-induced BBB disruption is also regarded as a potential therapeutic
strategy in various CNS diseases. FUS alone was shown to achieve promising results at
reducing the amyloid load in Alzheimer’s disease or at inducing neurogenesis [53,54].
This questions the long-term impact of the temporary FUS-induced BBB disruption in
a situation where BBB integrity and function are already compromised [3]. This complex
situation illustrates the crucial need for quantitative PET imaging techniques to untangle
the impact of FUS on BBB permeability in relation to brain function in animal models and
patients [18].

5. Conclusions

[18F]FDS PET imaging presents essential properties to become an effective and quanti-
tative marker of BBB permeability, which include availability, safety, low MW, low distribu-
tion across the intact BBB and low diffusion from the sonicated volume to the non-sonicated
brain with intact BBB. This is demonstrated here for the first time using local induction
of BBB permeability by FUS. [18F]FDS PET offers a very instrumental imaging marker to
finely and dynamically measure BBB permeability variations over time scales of minutes.
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Appendix A

Individual time-activity curves (SUV) units in the brain and arterial blood-pool of
mice in the FUS group (n = 5) and the sham group (n = 3).

Table A1. SUV values—right hemisphere.

FUS Group (FUS+) Sham Group (FUS−)

Time (min) Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3 Mouse 4 Mouse 5 Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3

0.25 0.016 0.024 0.032 0.026 0.017 0.033 0.033 0.010
0.75 0.195 0.216 0.312 0.222 0.178 0.232 0.278 0.135
1.25 0.433 0.382 0.614 0.378 0.330 0.403 0.542 0.295

2 0.566 0.581 0.603 0.396 0.527 0.325 0.580 0.437
3 0.633 0.530 0.664 0.420 0.534 0.324 0.624 0.441
4 0.565 0.550 0.642 0.452 0.580 0.396 0.596 0.421
5 0.605 0.579 0.698 0.479 0.657 0.338 0.543 0.430
6 0.591 0.587 0.711 0.478 0.635 0.370 0.610 0.409

7.5 0.589 0.636 0.680 0.498 0.730 0.377 0.582 0.394
9.5 0.585 0.624 0.650 0.506 0.733 0.320 0.578 0.372

11.5 0.574 0.626 0.639 0.506 0.768 0.299 0.555 0.346
13.5 0.600 0.620 0.648 0.505 0.794 0.292 0.529 0.362
15.5 0.582 0.645 0.612 0.508 0.807 0.262 0.538 0.327
18 0.569 0.613 0.621 0.512 0.804 0.246 0.521 0.333
21 0.561 0.592 0.600 0.520 0.840 0.220 0.525 0.295
24 0.555 0.607 0.564 0.531 0.813 0.254 0.502 0.310

27.5 0.525 0.615 0.550 0.553 0.879 0.209 0.489 0.280
31.5 0.511 0.595 0.534 0.547 0.856 0.204 0.465 0.271
35.5 0.495 0.561 0.516 0.560 0.907 0.167 0.471 0.270
40 0.497 0.559 0.494 0.568 0.940 0.176 0.457 0.262
45 0.470 0.555 0.489 0.579 0.932 0.185 0.416 0.246
50 0.462 0.559 0.457 0.592 0.953 0.165 0.433 0.244
55 0.448 0.538 0.461 0.604 1.029 0.163 0.405 0.224

58.75 0.418 0.528 0.455 0.609 0.929 0.163 0.435 0.231

Table A2. SUV values—left hemisphere.

FUS Group (FUS−) Sham Group (FUS−)

Time (min) Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3 Mouse 4 Mouse 5 Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3

0.25 0.019 0.039 0.031 0.032 0.009 0.019 0.032 0.007
0.75 0.194 0.117 0.323 0.213 0.108 0.206 0.277 0.131
1.25 0.330 0.264 0.547 0.337 0.236 0.304 0.511 0.269

2 0.389 0.301 0.520 0.295 0.331 0.420 0.613 0.409
3 0.326 0.278 0.515 0.309 0.375 0.369 0.584 0.393
4 0.282 0.264 0.510 0.292 0.351 0.405 0.599 0.466
5 0.257 0.250 0.499 0.294 0.350 0.372 0.604 0.390
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Table A2. Cont.

FUS Group (FUS+) Sham Group (FUS−)

Time (min) Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3 Mouse 4 Mouse 5 Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3

6 0.270 0.256 0.508 0.309 0.401 0.292 0.558 0.390
7.5 0.242 0.233 0.489 0.287 0.420 0.346 0.536 0.403
9.5 0.240 0.227 0.474 0.285 0.394 0.289 0.569 0.377

11.5 0.211 0.226 0.432 0.278 0.352 0.329 0.515 0.361
13.5 0.218 0.213 0.405 0.276 0.419 0.230 0.521 0.341
15.5 0.213 0.235 0.415 0.254 0.379 0.289 0.517 0.325
18 0.216 0.226 0.374 0.259 0.391 0.257 0.482 0.320
21 0.194 0.196 0.360 0.270 0.406 0.209 0.474 0.310
24 0.203 0.223 0.341 0.249 0.389 0.255 0.488 0.301

27.5 0.197 0.204 0.324 0.245 0.395 0.225 0.440 0.297
31.5 0.201 0.198 0.328 0.267 0.406 0.198 0.451 0.273
35.5 0.203 0.205 0.302 0.261 0.421 0.183 0.446 0.273
40 0.179 0.182 0.279 0.257 0.409 0.188 0.427 0.255
45 0.173 0.178 0.262 0.271 0.435 0.177 0.420 0.241
50 0.168 0.178 0.265 0.276 0.444 0.178 0.398 0.215
55 0.153 0.167 0.245 0.266 0.449 0.159 0.409 0.225

58.75 0.160 0.169 0.238 0.278 0.476 0.147 0.380 0.231

Table A3. SUV values—Blood (aorta).

FUS Group (FUS+/−) Sham Group (FUS−)

Time (min) Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3 Mouse 4 Mouse 5 Mouse 1 Mouse 2 Mouse 3

0.25 3.340 2.733 3.691 2.713 1.559 3.811 3.009 0.864
0.75 10.454 7.641 10.710 8.422 5.261 10.480 9.161 3.796
1.25 11.205 9.700 8.331 5.437 7.183 11.001 10.762 5.115

2 4.676 5.277 3.446 1.990 3.324 3.175 3.246 3.890
3 2.352 2.419 2.611 1.615 2.241 2.337 2.027 2.214
4 2.276 2.155 2.378 1.583 2.056 2.272 1.689 1.888
5 2.046 1.923 2.146 1.524 1.953 2.056 1.684 1.797
6 2.002 1.942 1.881 1.418 1.948 2.021 1.547 1.720

7.5 1.870 1.789 1.803 1.441 1.890 1.861 1.486 1.586
9.5 1.691 1.579 1.581 1.382 1.821 1.771 1.355 1.539

11.5 1.497 1.610 1.519 1.337 1.809 1.607 1.263 1.517
13.5 1.501 1.481 1.371 1.314 1.733 1.516 1.241 1.446
15.5 1.426 1.491 1.359 1.320 1.731 1.466 1.194 1.454
18 1.309 1.446 1.206 1.283 1.736 1.383 1.276 1.540
21 1.238 1.409 1.154 1.290 1.730 1.304 1.303 1.512
24 1.118 1.348 1.045 1.260 1.740 1.219 1.154 1.539

27.5 1.060 1.288 0.979 1.291 1.686 1.144 1.179 1.532
31.5 0.959 1.235 0.935 1.262 1.660 1.095 1.206 1.448
35.5 0.924 1.175 0.869 1.274 1.684 1.022 1.154 1.446
40 0.835 1.100 0.814 1.249 1.669 0.941 1.114 1.378
45 0.785 1.021 0.737 1.255 1.666 0.863 1.062 1.269
50 0.705 0.961 0.703 1.251 1.669 0.829 1.092 1.072
55 0.650 0.896 0.657 1.223 1.650 0.760 1.039 0.985

58.75 0.577 0.906 0.573 1.195 1.633 0.748 1.099 0.922
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